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SUMMARY

The purpose of this thesis is twofold: first to undertake an economical-historical analysis of 

the geographic concentration and labour mobility patterns of prominent artists; and secondly, 

to carry out an econometric examination of the factors affecting contemporary artists’ 

mobility decision, particularly their initial decision of whether or not to migrate. Chapter 1 

sets the context by discussing where the motivation for this research originates, and outlines 

the principal objectives that are addressed.

The first objective dealt with in Part I is to ascertain whether prominent artists have tended to 

be concentrated by both place of birth and work in certain geographic locations. The first step 

that needs to be undertaken in addressing this objective is to discern who the most prominent 

artists are. Chapter 2 describes the methodology developed in this thesis for identifying who 

such artists are. The approach, known as the column-inch method, is based on counting the 

number of column inches allocated to an artist in an art dictionary and selecting those who 

have the most column inches assigned to them to be the most prominent. A comparison of 

artist ranking results produced by this approach and other more elaborate techniques leads to 

the conclusion that the method developed is justified for the purpose it is used for in this study 

here, namely the identification of a large sample of prominent artists so that their geographic 

concentration patterns can be analysed. Two datasets are constructed in Chapter 3, using the 

column-inch methodology and large art dictionaries, to investigate whether prominent have 

tended to concentrate in certain geographic locations, by both place of birth and work. A 

broad historical sweep is undertaken, with artists bom between the thirteenth and twentieth 

century included in the analysis. The results that emerge from the two datasets, one for 

investigating concentration by birth location and the other work, indicate that such 

concentration phenomenon have taken place. In terms of concentration by birth, different 

countries emerge as dominating in different time periods: Italy between the thirteenth and 

fifteenth century, the Low Countries in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, France in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and America in the first half of the twentieth century. The 

results for concentration by place of work, which involves investigating prominent artists 

labour mobility patterns, identify France and Britain to be the main work locations prominent 

artists bom between 1800 and 1849 migrated to and concentrated in to undertake their work.



Another result that emerged from this labour mobility analysis is that this group of nineteenth 

century artists seem to have been quite mobile, an interesting observation given that they 

moved at a time when the transport system was inadequately developed, if not nonexistent.

The second objective addressed in Part I is concerned with trying to explain this geographic 

concentration phenomenon, and specifically why prominent artists concentrated in the 

countries identified in Chapter 3. Lack o f previous research, however, on what causes artists 

to concentrate in certain locations means there is no literature specific to artists that can be 

used to identify the factors that might be driving this process. To overcome this issue literature 

from other areas of economics, specifically the industrial economic and economic geography 

fields, is explored. Chapter 4 discusses the key literature in both o f these fields that deals with 

the concentration and clustering of economic activity. The reason for focusing on this 

literature is because if artists are viewed as being individual manufacturing units then parallels 

can be drawn between them and firms and, thus, the possible factors driving artists to 

geographically concentrate identified. Chapter 5 presents the main hypotheses identified from 

this review and illustrates how they might be able to explain, in a general sense, why 

prominent artists initially concentrated in the locations identified in Chapter 3; why they 

remained in these locations for the periods in which the countries dominated; and also why the 

concentration locations changed over time. Identification of the exact factors would require an 

extensive analysis o f each country for the period in which it reigned, nevertheless, the work 

undertaken here is a useful first step in identifying what these factors might be.

The objective addressed in Part II of this thesis is to identify the determinants of contemporary 

artists’ initial mobility decision. Chapter 6 provides an extensive review o f the labour mobility 

determinant literature used for identifying what the determinants might be. The factors 

identified can be divided into four categories; personal characteristics, family characteristics, 

economic/work-related factors, and additional factors. Chapter 7 introduces the micro-data 

used to undertake this analysis, the U.S. Census 2000 5-percent Public Use Microdata Sample 

(PUMS) files. The choice o f dependent and independent variables used are discussed, and 

broad relationships between each presented. Chapter 8 estimates binary probit models of 

artists’ decision to migrate interstate in America between 1995 and 2000. The results highlight 

the significance of many o f the factors identified in Chapter 6. Age, education, previous 

mobility history, income, presence and age o f children, and the type o f employing organisation 

emerge to be some of the key determinants for artists in their initial mobility decision.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO THESIS

1.1 Motivation for Research Work

The purpose of this thesis is twofold: first to undertake an economical-historical analysis 

of the geographic concentration and labour mobility patterns of prominent artists; and 

secondly, to carry out an econometric examination of the factors affecting contemporary 

artists labour mobility, specifically their initial decision of whether or not to migrate.* 

While artists labour markets are the subject of a growing body of research, the production 

and training behaviour of prominent artists in earlier times and contemporary artists 

labour mobility are two areas that have received very little attention in the literature.

The initial impetus for investigating prominent artists production and training behaviour, 

via analysing their geographic concentration and labour mobility patterns, stems from 

work by Cowen (2000) in which he asked why so many prominent visual artists were 

geographically concentrated in certain cities at different time periods between the 

thirteenth and twentieth century. Florence was identified as being the main concentration 

centre between the thirteenth and fifteenth century. This was followed by Amsterdam in 

the sixteenth and seventeenth centviries, Paris in the eighteenth and nineteenth, and New 

York in the twentieth century. The basis for the objectives addressed in relation to 

prominent artists production and training activities came fi-om some interesting questions 

not examined by Cowen in his analysis: how do we know who the prominent artists are.

’ Part I is concerned with prominent visual artists only whereas Part II focuses on all visual artists, 
prominent or otherwise. Prominent artists refer to artists who are now well-known/famous, who have 
expert acclaim to be as such. Various criteria are used by art experts when deciding who the most famous 
artists are. This includes the impact an artist had on other artists, their style o f  painting, their irmovations, 
the quality of their work, and the economic value o f their work. In using these criteria, artists who are 
identified as being the most famous also tend to be the most important.

1



or how would you identify such artists? Did prominent artists actually tend to concentrate 

over the centuries in certain cities or countries, either in terms of birth or work location? 

If so, in which cities or countries were they geographically concentrated in, and why? 

Addressing these questions is the focal point of the work undertaken in Part I, details of 

which are discussed further below.

While identification of prominent artists in historical times, their geographic 

concentration patterns and, consequently, their production and training behaviour are 

analysed in Part I, the focus in Part II shifts to contemporary artists and to an analysis of 

their labour mobility, particularly identification of the socio-economic factors that affect 

their initial migration decision. As indicated previously, this is one element of artists’ 

labour markets that has received very little attention in the literature, but it is an important 

element as it may have implications for, as well as be affected by, other traits of artists’ 

labour markets that are observed and analysed, mainly supply-side characteristics. This 

includes their high levels of self-employment (one of the main characteristics of artists’ 

labour markets), significant unemployment/under-unemployment, high education levels, 

extensive multiple jobholding, low average earnings, and high variability in earnings. 

While the precise nature of the relationship between an artist’s labour mobility behaviour 

and these other artist labour market characteristics is not the purpose of this thesis, the 

research undertaken does provide a stimulus for further work in this area, work that 

would give a better understanding of how artists’ labour markets operate. The impact of 

self-employment is one characteristic that is investigated further, in terms of the impact 

this trait has on artists who are self-employed decision to migrate versus those who are 

employee artists. The affect an artist’s education level and employment status, employed 

or unemployed, has on their migration decision is also analysed.

In summary then, the thesis develops a methodology for identifying the most prominent 

artists in a historical context; uses original datasets to identify if these artists have tended 

to geographically concentrate together; and introduces hypotheses for why such a 

phenomenon has taken place, what sustains it, and why the geographic locations have 

changed over time. An extensive econometric analysis is also undertaken to identify the
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factors affecting contemporary artists’ decision to migrate, in terms of their initial 

decision to move. A more detailed overview of the main aims and structure of the thesis 

are outlined below.

1.2 Aims and Structure of Thesis

The work undertaken is divided into two sections. Part I, which relates to Chapters 2 to 5, 

is concerned with identifying prominent artists’ and their geographic location patterns 

between the thirteenth and twentieth centiary. This part of the thesis also seeks to explain 

the prominent artist geographic concentration patterns that emerge in the time period 

analysed. Part II (Chapters 6, 7 and 8) attempts to identify the factors affecting twentieth 

century artists’ labour mobility decision, in terms of their initial decision of whether or 

not to migrate. While Part I is concerned with prominent visual artists only, specifically 

prominent painters, the labour mobility analysis undertaken in Part II includes all visual 

artists (painters, sculptors and illustrators) and some other artist type workers,^ with no 

distinction made between those who are prominent and those who are not.

Chapter 2 begins by detailing the method developed for identifying prominent artists. 

This is followed by a review of some of the other key literatvire in this area. The results 

produced by the simple column-inch methodology developed here is then compared with 

the much more elaborate textbook-illustrations approach used by Galenson (2002a), who 

undertook work on identifying and ranking the most prominent artists in France in the 

nineteenth century. The rankings of a sample of nineteenth century prominent French 

artists produced by these two approaches are compared with those generated using a 

word-count methodology. The results produced by these techniques when applied to 

different data sources are presented and discussed as well.^

 ̂These are the artists that are captured by the artist occupation variable in the dataset used in Part II.
 ̂ The work undertaken in this chapter forms the basis o f  an already published article [O’Hagan and Kelly 

(2005)].
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Chapter 3 is concerned with confirming whether prominent artists tend to be concentrated 

in certain geographic locations. Geographic concentration by place of birth, at the 

country-level, is the initial focus of Chapter 3. Concentration by work location is then 

investigated for a group of nineteenth century prominent artists, those bom between 1800 

and 1849. This geographic concentration analysis of prominent artists appears to 

represent the first of its kind. For this, datasets had to be constructed, which involved the 

use of large art dictionaries and the column inch methodology developed in Chapter 2.

The first part of Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of how the dataset used for 

identifying concentration by birth location was constructed.'* The results that emerged are 

then identified and discussed. The first perplexing outcome was the relatively very large 

number of British Isle artists, particularly from the eighteenth century onwards. This 

unusual result highlights a methodological issue, not with the column inch methodology 

per se but with a publisher country bias that arises in even well-established publications. 

Verification of this issue is provided by comparing the results produced by a German 

dictionary with those from the dictionary used to construct the original datasets, an 

English publication. Possible solutions to the problem are then outlined. This issue aside, 

the other results to emerge from this dataset confirm that geographic concentration of 

prominent artists by birth location has taken place, with those countries identified broadly 

corresponding to the locations identified by Cowen (2000). The Germanic Countries, 

however, is one birth location that has emerged from the dataset for prominent artists to 

geographically concentrate in that Cowen (2000) overlooked in his analysis. He also 

missed out on some other important cities within the countries prominent artists have 

been identified to be concentrated in by birth location.

The second part of this chapter examines the labour mobility patterns of a group of 

nineteenth century prominent artists, those bom between 1800 and 1849, to identify if 

there is also geographic concentration of prominent artists by work location. As with

A total o f four datasets were created for the analysis undertaken, with the same approach used to construct 
each. The only difference between the four datasets is that each is based on a different column inch cut-off 
point. The largest dataset, which consists o f  876 artists, is based on 2.2 column inches. This is the dataset 
used in Chapter 3. The remaining three datasets, which contain smaller samples o f  artists because the 
number of column inches is increased for each, are based on 3.0,4.5 and 5.5 column inch cut-off points.
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concentration by birth location, a dataset had to be constructed to undertake this analysis. 

A detailed description of how this labour mobility dataset was constructed is provided in 

this section of Chapter 3. An in-dept analysis of two types of mobility engaged in by this 

sample of artists is then presented, their permanent movement and travel patterns. In 

terms of permanent movement, France and Britain emerge to be the two main locations 

prominent artists bom in this time period migrated permanently to. This analysis also 

reveals that France was the main location in the nineteenth century that this sample of 

prominent artists concentrated in to undertake their work. In relation to travel, the results 

indicate that 83 per cent of the particular group of artists analysed travelled, an interesting 

statistic given the standard of the transport system in existence in the nineteenth century 

when these artists travelled compared to the fully developed system that exists today. The 

belief that France was the main work location in this century is further supported by the 

fact that of this group of prominent artists who travelled 67 per cent went to France. The 

empirical results derived in this chapter, therefore, seem to confirm geographic 

concentration of prominent artists by work location as well as by birth. In general, the 

analysis of prominent artists geographic concentration patterns undertaken in this chapter, 

concentration by both birth and work location, brings together information that has not 

been complied previously.

After establishing that prominent artists tend to be concentrated in certain geographic 

locations, the next natural question to ask is what factors are driving this concentration 

process, and in particular what are the specific factors that have led prominent artists to 

geographically concentrate in the countries identified in this research. This question 

forms the second objective addressed in Part I of this thesis. It is an objective that is 

addressed in a general sense because identification of the actual factors that have led 

prominent artists to geographically concentrate in the countries identified in Chapter 3 

cannot be established without a detailed analysis of each country for the time period it 

dominated. Such an analysis goes beyond the scope of this thesis, however, the work 

undertaken is a first step towards determining what the factors are that are driving this 

artist geographic concentration phenomenon.
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Lack of previous research on the factors that cause artists to geographically concentrate 

means there is no literature specific to artists by which the possible factors driving the 

geographic concentration phenomenon can be identified. Literature, therefore, jfrom other 

areas of economics, specifically the industrial economic and economic geography fields, 

were explored. In both of these fields the focus has been on the literature dealing with the 

concentration and clustering of economic activity. The reason for this is because if artists 

are viewed as being individuals in small-scale economic activity then parallels can be 

drawn between them and firms and, hence, the possible factors that lead prominent artists 

to geographically concentrate identified.

Chapter 4 presents a theoretical review of the key concentration and clustering of 

economic activity literature. This includes the work of Marshall (1890), Porter (1990), 

Krugman (1991), and Rallet and Torre (1998). From this survey several hypotheses are 

identified that may, on the whole, be able to explain the geographic concentration 

location patterns of prominent artists. Chapter 5 presents these concentration hypotheses, 

and illustrates in a general way how they may be applied to artists to explain their 

geographic concentration patterns identified in Chapter 3, both birth and work location. 

This is the first known case where these industrial economic and economic geography 

concentration theories have been used to explain the geographic concentration patterns of 

an individual profession, in this case artists.

In investigating contemporary artists’ labour mobility. Part II of this thesis utilises data 

from the latest American Census, the 2000 Census, to analyse the factors influencing 

artists’ initial decision to migrate interstate in America between 1995 and 2000. In an 

American context this labour mobility analysis is the first time the 2000 Census data, or 

any Census data, have been used to undertake an econometric analysis of artists’ initial 

mobility decision, and in this study it is artists’ initial decision to migrate interstate. Since 

this aspect of artists’ labour markets, their labour mobility, does not appear to have been 

researched previously, this econometric study seems to represent the first of its kind in an 

international context as well.
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Similar occupational specific migration research was undertaken by economists in the 

1960s and 1970s in examining the large scale migration of scientists and engineers from 

the rest of the world, particularly Britain and Canada, to the United States, a phenomenon 

that was termed the brain drain.^ The main focus of this earlier research was to identify 

the implications the emigration of these highly skilled workers had on the welfare of the 

remaining population [see Grubel and Scott (1966a); Bhagwati and Hamada (1974); 

Bhagwati and Hamada (1975); McCulloch and Yellen (1975); and Rodriguez (1975)]. 

Some papers also measured the gains to the receiving country, i.e. America [see Grubel 

and Scott (1966b)]. This brain drain research underwent a revival around the early 1990s 

when the growth in the migration of highly skilled workers from developing countries, 

this time African and Asian countries, to developed countries, America, Britain, Canada 

and Australia, accelerated once again. Some of this recent literature indicates the 

implications for developing countries are much starker than previously, while more of it 

has placed the brain drain in explicitly dynamic models and has, on the whole, come up 

with significantly more optimistic results [see Mountford (1997); Stark, Helmenstein, and 

Prskawetz (1997) and (1998); Vidal (1998); Beine, Docquier, and Rapoport (2001); and 

Stark (2002)].

Another strand of occupational mobility that has been analysed, which again the research 

undertaken here is in some ways similar to, is the movement of people from one 

occupation to another, for example, from farming to a white collar job. Some of this 

research finds that geographical mobility is linked to occupational mobility -  people 

migrate to a new geographic location because they are changing job [see Ferrie (2005)].^

 ̂ The “brain drain refers to a one way flow o f  highly skilled and educated people moving from their home 
country to another in search of better pay, jobs, or living conditions” (Diehl and Dixon, 2005,1). This 
expression was first coined by the British Royal Society. Doctors, nurses and teachers were some o f the 
other main professions that were part o f the brain drain in this time period.
* Other research similar to the work carried out here was undertaken by demographer-sociologists in 
America in the 1960s and 1970s. In their work they focussed on identifying the migration rates o f different 
types o f  professions, classified into four or five different professional groupings. Their research, however, 
did not consist o f  a detailed analysis o f individual professions, nor did they try to identify in detail how 
differences in various socio-economic characteristics between the professional groups analysed may have 
caused the variations in the migration rates observed [see Ladinsky (1967) and Long (1973)].
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One way this current study builds on these other areas of occupational specific migration 

research is that it focuses solely on identifying the factors that affect the initial mobility 

decision of an individual profession, in this case artists. Since no other migration study 

appears to have addressed this specific topic previously, this research seems to be one of 

the first micro-econometric analyses of the initial labour mobility decision of any 

individual profession. The lack of previous research in this area seems to be an 

unfortunate shortcoming given the important role certain occupations can play in a
n

country’s economic growth and development. The research undertaken here, however, 

may provide the impetus for further research on identifying the factors that affect the 

mobility decision of other occupations, the type of research that may aid countries to 

formulate policies to attract the occupations that are in short supply in their economy but 

which are required for their continued growth and development. The study undertaken 

here, therefore, may be viewed as being a first step towards filling an important gap in 

this area of labour mobility research.

As this seems to be the first micro-study of the factors that affect the initial mobility 

decision of an individual profession, there is no previous literature that can be referred to 

for identifying the determinants of artists’ mobility decision. The labour mobility 

determinant literature that details the factors affecting the mobility decision of people in 

general has, therefore, been reviewed, and Chapter 6 provides an extensive analysis of 

this literature. It provides a brief description of the main economic models of migration 

and then goes on to outline in detail the various labour mobility determinants identified in 

this literature.

Chapter 7 introduces the 2000 Census dataset, which is the dataset from which the 

variables used in the econometric analysis of artists’ initial labour mobility decision are 

extracted. The chapter begins by providing some general information on the dataset. This 

includes census sample sizes, how the data is gathered to comply with stringent rules for

’ In Ireland’s recent period o f economic growth and development IT workers is one occupation that aided 
our growth but which was in short supply. If policy makers, in Ireland or any country, want to succeed in 
enticing individuals from professions that are in short supply in their economy, but are critical to their 
growth, then it is important that they have an understanding o f the factors that can influence these 
individuals propensity to migrate.
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protecting the confidentiality of respondents, and the information gathered in the census 

questionnaire, which consists of various types of both household and individual level 

data. The artist sample selection process is then discussed. The core of the chapter is the 

presentation of an in-depth review of the variables selected to include in the econometric 

analysis in Chapter 8. This review illustrates the existence of clear differences in certain 

personal, family and economic characteristics between mobile and nonmobile artists.

Chapter 8 examines econometrically the determinants of artists’ initial mobility decision 

to migrate interstate in America between 1995 and 2000. Four separate models are 

estimated in this chapter, using binary probit modelling techniques. The first model 

consists of personal characteristics only. Each of the subsequent models then adds an 

additional set of characteristics: family characteristics followed by economic/work- 

related factors and, finally, place characteristics. Since the Census dataset only consists of 

individual-level data, the impact of place characteristics on an artist’s initial decision to 

migrate is captured using state dummy variables. All the necessary specification tests are 

undertaken and the correctly specified models presented. The results indicate that several 

of the personal, family and economic/work-related characteristics included in the 

econometric analysis have a significant impact on an artist’s initial decision to migrate 

interstate. This includes an artist’s age, education, previous mobility history, the number 

of people in his/her family, the presence and age of children, employment status, and type 

of employing organisation. Each of these factors emerges to be highly significant in each 

of the migration models estimated.

Chapter 9 concludes by summarising the main findings from the work undertaken in this 

thesis, and presents areas for fixture research.
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PARTI

IDENTIFICATION AND EXPLANATION OF PROMINENT 

ARTISTS GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION PATTERNS IN A 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT



CHAPTER 2

IDENTIFYING PROMINENT ARTISTS: 

THIRTEENTH TO TWENTIETH CENTURY

2.1 Introduction

From the Renaissance era to the present day how do you identify and rank who the 

most prominent artists* bom in this time period are? As outlined in Chapter 1, the 

reason for addressing this question stems from work by Cowen (2000). In his research 

he implicitly assumes prominent artists tend to concentrate in certain geographic 

locations, with different places dominating in different time periods. However, he 

never addressed the issue of who the most prominent artists are or how one would 

identify them. He also never provided quantifiable data to support the belief that 

prominent artists have geographically concentrated in certain locations over the 

centuries. It is the former issue that is addressed in this chapter, namely the 

development and application of a methodology for identifying prominent artists.

Section 2.2 describes the methodology developed in this thesis for identifying 

prominent artists. A review of other research in this area is presented in Section 2.3. 

In Section 2.4 results produced by different ranking methodologies are outlined and 

compared with those produced by the method developed here. Section 2.5 summarises 

and concludes the chapter.

' Artists who are now well-known/famous who have expert acclaim to be as such (see Chapter 1).
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2.2 Column-Inch Methodology

At present all that exists are individuals’ subjective opinions of who the most 

prominent artists are. These opinions can range from art historians, critics and 

curators to just ordinary people who have an interest in art. Sampling a group of these 

individuals would result in a vast array of subjective views of who the most prominent 

artists are, not a coherent and homogeneous list which is what is required in 

undertaking this research. This requirement has necessitated the development of an 

unambiguous and objective method for identifying and ranking prominent artists. The 

need for a large sample of artists for analysing the geographic concentration patterns 

of prominent artists over eight centuries, thirteenth to twentieth century, demanded 

that the method developed be relatively simple, and one for which the available data 

would easily facilitate its application. The method chosen, which fits these two 

criteria, has been to look at the amount of space devoted to each artist in a standard art 

dictionary reference book and to select those with the most space allocated to them. 

This is called the column-inch method, reflecting the fact that the amount of space 

assigned to each artist is measured by using the number of column inches allocated to 

him or her in an art dictionary. Hence, the more colimin inches allocated to an artist 

the more prominent he or she is. This column-inch method is not only an intuitively 

good approach for identifying prominent artists, but it is also the procedure used by 

some art dictionaries. According to the editor of the art dictionary used in this study 

“the length of each individual entry is roughly correlated to the importance of the 

subject” {Oxford Dictionary o f Art, 1997, ix). Thus, the more prominent an artist, the 

more space allocated to him or her in the art dictionary.

2.3 Literature on Ranking Artists

In a very different context to the work undertaken here, Frank (2004) wanted to use a 

proxy for an artist’s fame or reputation in explaining the price of works of art for 26 

well-known artists. For this, he counted the number of columns devoted to each of the 

26 artists in the 34-volume Dictionary o f Art (Turner 1996). He derived a second 

reputation measure for these artists by counting the lines in a less voluminous German 

art dictionary called the Kunst-Brockhaus. The proxy reputation measure he obtained
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from this emerged to be highly correlated with the measure derived from the 34- 

volume Dictionary o f Art, r = .91. This high correlation between the two different 

language published dictionaries supports the use of this column-counting approach for 

identifying prominent artists. Frank’s column-counting approach also implicitly 

provides backing for the column-inch method developed here.

Galenson (2002a, 2002b) used textbook illustrations as the basis for identifying and 

ranking the most prominent French artists in France in the nineteenth century. He 

began by selecting what he considered to be the five leading English-language 

textbooks on the history of modem art. The criterion he used for identifying the most 

prominent French artists was that an artist had to have at least one painting 

reproduced in three or more of these five books. This condition gave rise to a sample 

of 27 French-born artists, bom between 1819 and 1900. Galenson included another 

eight artists in his sample who met this criterion, although not bom in France they had 

spent a substantial proportion of their careers there and, hence, would be labelled as 

French. This gave rise to a total sample of 35 prominent nineteenth-century French 

artists. Galenson used 33 art history textbooks that included illustrated surveys of 

modem painting to rank this sample of artists."* This approach involved his counting 

the number of illustrations reproduced in each of the art history books for the 35 

artists. The artists were then ranked by prominence according to the total number of 

illustrations.^ Galenson’s textbook-illustrations approach is a very interesting 

methodology, but is too labour intensive to use for the identification of a large sample 

of prominent artists. Thus, this approach would not be applicable for the prominent 

artist identification work undertaken here.

 ̂ Grampp (1989) also looks at the impact o f  an artist’s reputation in explaining the price o f  works o f  
art. Using Bongard’s artist reputation index, he analyses a group o f  1970 contemporary artists and fmds 
that these artists reputation, as measured by Bongard’s index, can explain 25 per cent o f  the variance in 
the price o f  their artwork. Bongard’s method for identifying prominent artists is discussed ftirther in 
this section, Section 2.3.
 ̂ He focussed on this century because he wanted to identify who the most prominent modem art 

painters were who lived and worked in France during the first century o f  this art’s history.
* The books chosen were all published in English and covered a 30 year period, 1968 to 1998.
 ̂ Galenson has undertaken other research work on identifying and ranking prominent American artists. 

This work has been carried out for different time periods, those bom between 1900 and 1940, and 
between 1930 and 1960. He has also looked at identifying who the most prominent French artists are 
bom in France between 1900 and 1940. The same approach for identifying and ranking artists is used 
in all o f  this work, textbook-illustrations approach. For this reason, it is his original paper that uses this 
approach that is reviewed here. Galenson has also undertaken research on identifying who the most 
prominent economists and poets are [see Galenson (2003a)].
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Various other scholars have attempted to identify and rank artists in their work. 

Although, much of this research does not have a long-term historical dimension, 

and/or relates to nonvisual artists, their work is still worth a mention.

Fascinated by the high prices contemporary art sold for, Bongard, a former German 

art academic and economist, developed a pseudoscientific approach for ranking 

contemporary artists.^ His system, knovm as Kunst-kompass, is based on indicators of 

fame. He gathered data from museums, commercial art galleries and art journal 

reviews, data that reflected expert opinion on contemporary artists, and awarded each
*T

artist from 2 to 16 points for certain achievements. These achievements included 

having a review in the arts magazine Artforum, being purchased by the Saatchi 

Collection, and/or being invited to exhibit at the Documenta or the Venice Biennale. 

He then added up these points to derive a measure o f an artist’s success, and 

compared the measure with gallery prices, thus determining an artist’s investment 

potential. He developed this system with the intention of informing collectors where 

they could get the most for their money, i.e. a bargain. His findings were published in 

Art Aktuell, a self-published newsletter, from 1971 to 1985. Since his death in 1985 

his widow has continued the production of Kunst-kompass, and it is used extensively 

in Germany today as a guide for investors speculating in contemporary art.

Elkins (2004) is another scholar researching the rankings of contemporary artists. In 

his work he identified and ranked the most prominent artists during the period from

1972 to 1987. He used the Bibliography o f  the History o f  Art {BHA), published by the 

J. Paul Getty Trust, to undertake this work. This data source is one o f the world’s 

most extensive abstracting and index service covering the current international 

literature on the history o f Western art, and has been updated quarterly since 1973.

® Post-war art
’ Some information sources on Bongard’s ranking methodology indicate the points he awarded were on 
a higher scale. For example, 300 points for each work shown in the Metropolitan Museum o f  Art, but 
200 points for a less important museum like the Stedelijk in Amsterdam. Also, 50 points for a mention 
in Art Actual, but 10 points for Connaissnace des Arts, and so on [see Fraser (1996) and The Getty 
Research Institute (2004)].
* The BHA surveys the visual arts from late antiquity (fourth century) to the present, offering 
researchers’ access to more than 2,000 periodicals published in 45 languages, as well as books, 
exhibition catalogues, conference proceedings, and bibliographies. In total, the BHA contains over 
175,000 bibliographic records, with approximately 24,000 records added annually. It includes and 
extends the coverage o f its two predecessor art indexes: Repertoire d ’Art et d ’Archeologie (RAA), from
1973 to 1989, and International Repertory o f  the Literature o f  Art {RILA), 1975 to 1989.
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Elkins identified who the most prominent artists were over this 15 year period by 

looking at the number of times each artist was cited in the BHA. He then ranked who 

the top artists were according to the number of entries each artist had.

In a very large and comprehensive statistical study, Verboord (2003) carried out an 

extensive classification to measure literature prestige. He used a huge range of 

indicators, including number of literary prizes won, amount of attention given in 

academic studies, number of entries in literary encyclopaedias, and overall literary 

reputation of the author’s publishing house. The number of words was the 

measurement method Verboord used for entries in literary encyclopaedias, which is 

similar to the column-inch approach used here for identifying prominent artists. He 

used 13 encyclopaedias, 10 of which were international literary encyclopaedias. 

Verboord noted that entries in literary encyclopaedias are only important in relation to 

well-established authors, whereas his research included many authors not in that 

category. From the perspective of this study here, another interesting result Verboord 

found was that the encyclopaedias were highly correlated in giving attention to 

authors" (2003, 266-269 ),  ̂ a result that supports the use of counting the number of 

words in literary encyclopaedias for identifying prominent authors [see also De Nooy 

(2002)].

Similar to the work being undertaken here, Scherer (2001a) carried out a quantitative 

analysis of the geographic location patterns of noteworthy music composers to 

identify the factors that led a large number of them to emanate from Germany and 

Italy. The method he used to identify the most noteworthy music composers was to 

select those in the Schwann Opus (1996) reference guide to classical music who are 

listed as having extant recorded music [see Scherer (2001b) for a similar selection 

method].*® This gave rise to a sample of 739 composers, bom between 1650 and 

1849. The New Grove Dictionary o f Music and Musicians (Sadie 1980) was then used 

to obtain biographical data on each composer, such as where a composer lived, 

worked and died.** The main finding from the compilation of this dataset was that

’ Cronbach’s alpha = .89 
The criterion implied by this selection mechanism is survival in the minds and ears o f posterity.

" This dictionary did not contain biographical information on each composer Scherer identified in the 
Schwann Opus, which resulted in his final sample of prominent music composers consisting o f 645 
such individuals.
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Germany produced the largest number of composers between 1650 and 1849. This
1 7was followed by Italy, France, what was in 1992 Czechoslovakia, and England. 

Scherer then developed and tested a number of hypotheses to explain these 

geographic location results.*^

2.4 Comparison of Methodologies for Ranking Artists

2.4.1 English Textbook-Illustrations and Column-Inch Method Rankings

As mentioned already, Galenson’s (2002a) textbook-illustrations approach is 

interesting, but it is too complex to use for the identification of a large sample of 

prominent artists, which is what is required here. A useful exercise, however, might 

be to establish the ranking of the 35 nineteenth century French artists identified by 

Galenson in his study using the much simpler column-inch method. This is to identify 

how the two methodology results compare to each other, and possibly to provide 

support for the use of the column-inch method for identifying prominent artists over 

time. The column-inch results presented are derived from the column-inch dataset that 

has been constructed for the purpose of this study. This dataset, which was compiled 

using the Oxford Dictionary o f Art (1997), is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

The results of this work, which are set out in Table 2.1, indicate the two 

methodologies produce very similar results with no major deviations. For some 

artists, such as Picasso, Manet, Degas, Leger and Toulouse-Lautrec, the two 

approaches produce the same rankings. In other cases, for example, Cezanne, Renoir, 

Duchamp, Miro, Chagall, Bormard, Rousseau, Arp, Vlaminck, Tanguy, Masson and 

Dufy, there is only a slight deviation in the ranking results.

The number of Galenson’s top 35 artists who are the same as the column-inch 

method’s top 30 ranked nineteenth century French artists is also investigated.'"^ This

Scotland is included here but the Republic o f Ireland is not.
These hypotheses are discussed in detail in Chapter 4, and are applied to artists in Chapter 5 to 

explain why they have tended to concentrate in certain geographic locations over time.
The cut off point that gave rise to the column-inch methodology’s top 30 ranked artists was 4.0 

inches. Artists who had the same number o f column inches allocated to them were ranked together. As 
a result, 37 artists make up the column-inch methodology’s top 30 ranked artists. Included among
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analysis indicates that there are only 5 of Galenson’s top artists who are not in the 

column-inch method’s top 30 ranked artists list, and these 5 artists are all placed 

outside of Galenson’s top 20. This implies, therefore, that there is an 81 per cent 

equivalency rate between Galenson’s and the column-inch method’s top-ranked 

nineteenth-century French artists. This result can be seen in Columns 4 and 8 in Table 

2.1, and is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

The column-inch method’s top 32 ranked artists for the whole of the nineteenth 

century is also examined.’  ̂ Seventeen of these artists emerge to be French, which is 

43 per cent of the total sample. Of these seventeen artists, sixteen are equivalent to 

Galenson’s list of top nineteenth-century French artists, which means 40 per cent of 

Galenson’s top French artists make the column-inch method’s top 32 ranked 

nineteenth-century artist list. This result can be seen in Figure 2.2.

This analysis indicates the existence of a high correlation in the rankings produced by 

the textbook-illustrations and column-inch methodologies. This high correlation is 

confirmed statistically with a Spearman rank correlation coefficient of 0.83 between 

the two approaches. This result, thus, provides support for the use of the column-inch 

method for identifying prominent artists.

2.4.2 French-Language Textbook-Illustrations Rankings

As well as using English-language textbooks, which is what the results in Section 

2.4.1 are based on, Galenson (2002b) also ranked his sample of nineteenth century 

French artists using French-language textbook illustrations. In undertaking this work 

he drew on all available books published in French since 1963 that contained 

illustrated surveys of modem painting. A total of 31 such surveys were found.

These French-language textbook-illustrations rankings are set out in Table 2.2, along 

with the previous two ranking results. It can be seen from this table that although

these, however, are the 8 non-French-bom artists used in the Galenson ranking. See Appendix 2A for a 
list o f these artists and the number o f column inches allocated to each.

Seven column inches is the cut off point that gave rise to the column-inch methodology’s top 32 
ranked nineteenth century artists. Artists who had the same number o f column inches allocated to them 
were ranked together. As a result, 40 artists make up this list. See Appendix 2B for a list of these artists 
and the number o f column inches allocated to each.
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there are differences in the ordering, the top sixteen artists are almost identical for the 

three approaches. Bonnard and Delaunay are the main exceptions to this for the 

French-language textbook-illustrations ranking, and Whistler for the column-inch 

ranking. Larger discrepancies in order between the three approaches do appear fiirther 

down the table, but the rankings still remain similar. Whistler’s ranking result 

emerges to be the main deviation between the three methods, particularly between the 

French-language textbook-illustrations and the column-inch methods.’  ̂The similarity 

in the rankings produced by the three different methods is supported numerically with 

a Spearman rank correlation coefficient of 0.89 between the English and French- 

language textbook-illustrations rankings, and 0.77 between the column-inch and 

French textbook-illustrations rankings.

2.4.3 German-Language Column-Inch Rankings

In line with Galenson’s (2002a and 2002b) English and French-language textbook- 

illustrations rankings, the column-inch method has also been extended to include a 

non-English-language p u b l i c a t i o n . A  German-language art dictionary called 

Reclams Kunstlerlexikon (2002) is the dictionary that has been used for this work, the
1 ftresults from which are presented in Table 2.3, Columns 5 and 10.

There are some similarities in the column-inch rankings produced by the English and 

German-language art dictionaries. Both dictionaries produce identical rankings for 

Matisse and Duchamp, and similar rankings for Cezanne, Braque, van Gogh, Renoir, 

Seurat, Leger, Chagall, Delaunay, Rousseau, Whistler, Redon, Vlaminck, Tanguy and 

Dufy. For some artists the German dictionary column-inch approach produces more 

similar rankings to the textbook-illustrations rankings, both the English and French- 

language rankings, but particularly the English-language. Monet, Gauguin, Pissarro, 

Derain, Picabia, Gris, Soutine, Modigliani and Dufy are examples of this. For other 

artists, however, there is a major deviation between the German dictionary and the

In relation to the large discrepancy in the ranking o f Whistler, this result could be due to a 
publication bias. This bias issue is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

The Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (1997), dictionary used to construct the dataset used in this study from 
which the column-inch results in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 are based, is an English-language published 
dictionary.

See Table 2C.1 in Appendix 2C for rankings produced from the German dictionary using text-only 
column inches.
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other ranking approaches. Examples of this are Picasso, Manet, Courbet, Toulouse- 

Lautrec, Rouault and Arp. In spite of these deviations, the overall correlation between 

the German-language and English-language column-inch rankings is 0.70. This 

correlation is 0.80 between the German-language and the English textbook- 

illustrations rankings, and 0.62 between the German-language and French textbook- 

illustrations rankings.

One reason for the discrepancy in the rankings of some artists between the German- 

language column-inch method and the other three approaches could be due to the 

inclusion of illustrations in the German-language art dictionary. The editors of the 

German art dictionary may view an artist to be more prominent by including one of 

their paintings in the dictionary. If this is true then an artist in this dictionary may 

have a higher ranking if one of their paintings is reproduced in it. To test this 

proposition artists are re-ranked with the German dictionary using two different 

techniques to account for the illustrations. With the first approach artists are ranked by 

combining the number of column inches allocated to them in the German dictionary 

with whether an illustration of their work is reproduced in the dictionary. The size of 

the illustration, in terms of if it takes up half a column, half a page, full page, and so 

on, is what is taken into consideration here.'^ The results from this re-ranking 

approach are set out in Table 2.4. Picasso’s ranking remains the same but there has 

been a slight improvement for Manet. Courbet and Toulouse-Lautrec’s ranking 

positions have moved fiirther from those produced by the other ranking 

methodologies. However, Rouault and Arp’s ranking positions with this German 

dictionary colunm-inch approach are now more in line with the other methodologies 

rankings of them. Calculation of the Spearman rank correlation coefficient indicates 

this German dictionary re-ranking approach improves the correlation between the 

rankings produced by the different methodologies. The overall correlation between 

the German-language and English-language column-inch rankings is now 0.71, a 

slight increase from 0.70. For the German-language and the English textbook- 

illustrations rankings this correlation is 0.84, an increase of .04, and for the German- 

language and French textbook-illustrations rankings the overall correlation is now 

0.70, a significant increase from 0.62.

’’See Table 2C.2 Appendix 2C for how the artists are ranked using this combination o f column inches 
and illustrations from the German dictionary.
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With the second re-ranking technique, illustrations in the German dictionary are 

converted into column inches and combined with the text column inches to give a 

total column inch number for each artist. Artists are then ranked according to this total
-y(\

column-inch number. The ranking results in Table 2.5 indicate that this attempt to 

incorporate the illustrations in the German dictionary into the ranking of the artists 

does not improve the correlation in the ranking results between the different 

methodologies. It only reduces further the ranking positions of some artists. Picasso, 

for example, ranks eight with the first German dictionary illustrations technique, but 

is only ranked eleventh with this second approach. He, however, is ranked as the 

number one modem French artist of the nineteenth centviry by all the other 

methodologies. Spearman rank correlation coefficients provide confirmation of this 

reduction in the ranking correlation between the different methodologies. The 

correlation between the German-language and English-language column-inch 

rankings is now only 0.67. For the German-language column-inch and the English 

textbook-illustrations rankings the correlation is 0.81, a decrease of .03 from the first 

technique used to incorporate the German dictionary illustrations. For the German- 

language and French textbook-illustrations rankings the overall correlation is now 

only 0.66, a reduction of .04.

2.4.4 Word-Count Methodology Rankings

Another possible way to identify and rank prominent artists is a word-count 

methodology. This approach, like the column-inch method, involves the use of an art 

dictionary. This time, though, instead of analysing the number of column inches 

allocated to an artist to identify and rank prominent artists, the number of words in 

their biographical summary is counted instead. As with the textbook-illustrations 

approach, this word-coimt methodology is too complex to use for identifying a large 

number of prominent artists. Following the previous work in this section, an 

interesting task to undertake is to use this word-count methodology to rank 

Galenson’s (2002a) top 35 nineteenth century French artists. The objective in doing 

this is to see if there is consistency in the rankings produced by the various artist

See Table 2C.3 Appendix 2C for how the artists are ranked using this approach.
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ranking methodologies - textbook-illustrations, column-inch method, and word 

counting.

The Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online (2004) is the dictionary used to undertake this 

work. This online dictionary provides Web access to the entire text of Jane Turner’s
9 1(1996) Dictionary o f Art, which consists of 34 volumes. Time and efficiency are the 

reasons why the Web version of The Dictionary o f Art is used instead of the hard copy 

version to apply the word-count methodology. The approach involves copying each 

entry for Galenson’s 35 artists from the online dictionary into a word document, and a
O') • •word count of each artist’s entry is then undertaken. The rankings this word-count 

method gives rise to are presented in Table 2.6?^ For comparison purposes the other 

methodologies rankings, except the German dictionary column-inch rankings, are also 

reproduced in this table.

The results indicate that although the rankings produced by the different 

methodologies are not identical they are very similar for a large sample of the artists. 

This includes Matisse, Cezanne, Manet, Gauguin, Degas, Toulouse-Lautrec, 

Vlaminck, and Tanguy. Picasso is one exception to this with all methodologies 

ranking him as the number one nineteenth century French artist. For some artists the 

word-count methodology produces identical rankings with one of the other 

approaches. For example, the column-inch and word-count methodologies produce 

the same rankings for Monet, Degas and Tanguy. '̂^ There is, however, a major 

divergence among the approaches in relation to the rankings of Renoir, Whistler and 

Vuillard. The two textbook-illustrations and the column-inch rankings of Renoir are 

the closest, tenth, ninth, and thirteenth respectively, but the word-count ranking is 

much higher at twenty-second. The column-inch and word-count approaches are 

much closer in the ranking of Whistler, seventh and fifth, compared to the two 

textbook-illustrations rankings, twentieth based on the English-language textbook and

This online art dictionary was first launched in 1998. Each year new material and information is 
added to the text in the dictionary. It was the 2004 version o f this online dictionary that was used in 
applying the word-count methodology in this thesis.

All headings were removed from the word count.
See Appendix 2D for a breakdown o f the number o f words associated with each artist.
The word-count approach produces the same rankings for Degas and Seurat as the English-language 

textbook-illustrations method, and it produces the same rankings for Vlaminck and Tanguy as the 
French-language textbook-illustrations approach.
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thirty-first based on the French. Vuillard is ranked more similarly by the textbook- 

illustrations and column-inch approaches, twenty-ninth and thirty-fourth respectively. 

However, the word-count approach ranks Vuillard eighteenth, which is eleven places 

ahead of the two textbook-illustrations rankings, and sixteen places ahead of the 

column-inch ranking. Despite these divergences, a high correlation still exists 

between the rankings produced by the word-count methodology and the other 

approaches, 0.81 between it and the English dictionary column-inch methodology, 

0.83 with the English textbook-illustrations ranking, and 0.72 with the French 

textbook ranking.

Tables 2.7 to 2.9 illustrate the rankings produced by the various approaches when the 

rankings from the German art dictionary are included. The German column in Table 

2.7 (Column 5) is rankings based on text-only column inches i.e. illustrations in the 

German dictionary are excluded. In Table 2.8, it is text column inches plus 

illustrations, and in Table 2.9 the German dictionary rankings is based on text column 

inches plus the illustrations converted into colunm inches. An analysis of the 

ranking results in these three tables indicates the existence of some consistency across 

the different methodologies used for ranking artists, particularly when the rankings 

are based on textbooks and dictionaries published in the same language. The French- 

language textbook-illustrations ranking appears to be closer than the German art 

dictionary colunm-inch ranking to the ranking results produced using English- 

language textbooks and art dictionaries. Across the different language published 

textbooks and dictionaries used - English, French and German - there appears to be 

more consistency in the rankings produced by the different methodologies for artists 

who are ranked either high up (first, second, third, etc..) or near the bottom (thirty- 

first, thirty-second, and so on) than there is for artists ranked in the middle.

The reason for these artist ranking divergences between the different approaches seems to be due to a 
publication bias issue -  publishers are more biased towards their own artists and towards artists where 
their books are marketed and sold, thus, they write more on these artists or reproduce more o f  their 
paintings in their books. For example, one would expect English publications, dictionaries or art history 
textbooks, to provide more information on Whistler than they would on artists from non-English 
speaking countries. The same will be true for French, German or any other country publication. This 
issue was referred to briefly in Section 2.4.2 (footnote 16), and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

The German rankings in these three tables relate to those in Tables 2.3,2.4, and 2.5 respectively.
The overall correlation coefficient between the word-count methodology and each of the three 

German art dictionary column-inch approaches are as follows: 0.76 between it and the text-only 
column inches German dictionary approach, 0.68 for the text column inches and illustrations German
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2.4.5 Different Versions o f the Same Dictionary and Different

Methodologies

In comparing these different ranking methodologies, and analysing the similarity of 

the rankings produced by each for Galenson’s sample of nineteenth century French 

artists, a final interesting exercise is to count the number of column inches allocated 

to each of these artists in Turner’s (1996) Dictionary o f Art, the hard version of the 

Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online (2004). This is to identify if different versions of the 

same data source, Web versus hard copy, and different approaches, word-count with 

the Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online (2004) and the column-inch method with The 

Dictionary o f Art (1996), result in different rankings. One would assume a priori that 

even though different ranking approaches are used, the ranking results produced will 

still be similar, if not identical, given the Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online (2004) is 

simply a Web version of The Dictionary o f Art (1996).

The Dictionary o f Art (1996) contains illustrations, therefore, the first issue examined 

before comparing the rankings produced fi’om it with the Grove Dictionary o f Art: 

Online (2004) is if there is any difference in the rankings of the nineteenth century 

French artists according to the existence of an illustration of their work in The 

Dictionary o f Art (1996). To address this issue, illustrations in The Dictionary o f Art 

(1996) are converted into column inches and combined with the number of text 

column inches. Artists are then ranked using this combined column inch number. The 

results of this analysis, which are set out in Table 2.10, indicate that although the 

rankings of the nineteenth century French artists in The Dictionary o f Art (1996) are 

not identical, rankings with and without illustrations, there is no major deviation in 

the rankings when the existence of an artist’s painting in the dictionary is taken into 

consideration.

The Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online (2004) does not display paintings belonging to 

this sample of nineteenth century French artists, therefore, the column-inch rankings

dictionary approacii, and 0.66 for the text column inches plus illustrations converted into column 
inches German dictionary approach.

Displaying images online is subject to a different set o f copy right issues to the print version. The 
Grove Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004) includes only illustrations for which it owns the copyright or 
for which no copyright restrictions exist. It also has obtained permission to display a substantial 
number o f images online. There are no illustrations or images o f any o f the 35 nineteenth century 
French artists used in this study in the Grove Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004), therefore, the dictionary
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produced from The Dictionary o f Art (1996) with illustrations excluded are the 

rankings used to compare the column-inch methodology’s rankings of Galenson’s top 

French artists with those of the word-count rankings produced from the Grove
"yQDictionary o f Art: Online (2004). The results of this dictionary and ranking 

methodology comparison are set out in Table 2.11. The ranking results from the other 

methodologies, except those from the German Dictionary, are also included in this 

table for comparison purposes. The results indicate that there is very little difference 

in the rankings produced from Turner’s (1996) Dictionary o f Art and Grove 

Dictionary o f Art: Online (2004), which is what was expected even though both 

dictionaries are not identical and different ranking methodologies are used with both. 

Only nine artists do not receive the same rankings. For six of these nine artists, there 

is only one ranking place in the difference produced by the two dictionaries and 

approaches. These results can be seen clearly in Columns 5 and 6, and Columns 11 

and 12. The overall correlation between these two approaches is 0.997, almost perfect 

correlation.^®

One reason for the slight variation in the rankings that does exist could be due to the 

exclusion of the illustrations that are in The Dictionary o f Art (1996) when the 

column-inch approach is applied, ranking results produced in Table 2.11. To check 

this, the rankings produced from The Dictionary o f Art (1996) when illustrations are 

included are used instead for comparing with those produced by the word-count
n  1

methodology applied to the Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online (2004). This new 

ranking comparison, which is presented in Table 2.12, indicates that including 

illustrations in the column-inch ranking process does not improve the rankings 

produced by it from The Dictionary o f  Art (1996) to make them more aligned with the 

rankings derived from the word-count methodology using the Grove Dictionary o f

must not own the copyright to any o f these artists’ illustrations, or have permission to display images o f  
any o f their works.

See Table 2E.1 in Appendix 2E for the number o f column inches allocated to each o f Galenson’s 35 
artists in The Dictionary o f  Art (1996) with illustrations excluded.

The correlation between the rankings produced by The Dictionary o f Art (1996) column-inch 
approach and the English-language textbook-illustrations is 0.82. It is 0.70 between it and the French- 
language textbook-illustrations approach; 0.81 between it and the Oxford Dictionary o f  Art column- 
inch approach (original column-inch method); 0.74 with the German art dictionary column-inch 
approach that excludes illustrations; 0.66 with the German art dictionary column-inch approach that 
combines column inches with illustrations; and 0.64 between it and the German art dictionary approach 
that converts the illustrations into column inches and adds them to the text column inches.

See Table 2E.2 in Appendix 2E for the number o f column inches allocated to each artist from The 
Dictionary o f  Art (1996) with illustrations included.
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Art: Online (2004). The inclusion of illustrations only leads to an increase in the 

number of artists who do not receive the same rankings by both dictionaries and 

approaches. This number is now twenty-four, whereas when illustrations are excluded 

it is only nine. A possibly conclusion to draw from this is that the inclusion of certain 

artists illustrations in art dictionaries is not undertaken by the editors because they 

view these artists to be more prominent to artists for whom no illustrations are 

included.^^

A second possible reason for the deviation in the ranking results of nine artists could 

be because of the time difference in the publication of the two dictionaries used. The 

Dictionary o f  Art, which the column-inch rankings are based, was published in 1996, 

whereas the Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online, which the word-count rankings are 

based, was published in 2004. When the Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online was first 

published in 1998 it’s text was probably identical to the 1996 edition of The 

Dictionary o f Art, which would mean that in 1998 artists’ rankings produced by the 

column-inch and the word-count methods, using these two dictionaries, would 

probably have been identical. Each year since 1998, however, the Grove Dictionary o f  

Art: Online has been up-dated, with new material and information on artists added to 

their biographical accounts. This means those artists whose biographical summaries 

have had information added will now have a higher word count compared to when the 

dictionary was first published online in 1998. This in turn means that an identical 

correlation between the rankings produced from these two dictionaries, using the 

word-count and the column-inch approaches, can no longer be expected. This annual 

addition of new information to the Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online, therefore, is 

probably the reason why there are slight differences in the rankings produced from it 

and The Dictionary o f Art (1996) for nine artists. Some of these nine artists will have 

improved their ranking in the Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online, because they will have 

had information and, hence, text added to their profiles. No change, however, will

The correlation between the rankings produced by The Dictionary o f  Art (1996) column-inch 
approach when illustrations are included and the word-count approach is 0.98. The correlation between 
The Dictionary o f Art (1996) column-inch approach when illustrations are included and the other 
methodologies are as follows: 0.83 between it and the English-language textbook-illustrations 
approach; 0.70 with the French textbook ranking; 0.81 between it and the Oxford Dictionary o f  Art 
column-inch ranking (original colimm-inch method); 0.72 with the German art dictionary column-inch 
approach that excludes illustrations; 0.68 with the German art dictionary column-inch approach that 
combines column inches with illustrations; and 0.66 between it and the German art dictionary approach 
that converts the illustrations into column inches and adds them to the text column inches.
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have taken place to their profiles in The Dictionary o f Art (1996). Thus, a discrepancy 

in rankings can be expected to exist between the two dictionaries for those artists who 

have had additional information added to their profiles in the Grove Dictionary o f  Art: 

Online (2004).

2.5 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter a methodology for identifying prominent artists was developed. This 

task was undertaken as a first step towards identifying if such artists have tended to 

geographically concentrate in the same locations over time, the objective addressed in 

the next chapter. The method developed, known as the column-inch method, is based 

on analysing the amount of space allocated to artists in art dictionaries, and then 

selecting those artists with the most space allocated to them as the leading prominent 

artists. As the name suggests, the amount of space devoted to each artist, the measure 

of their prominence, is quantified using column inches. Hence, the more prominent an 

artist the more column inches allocated to him or her. The approach is simple and 

very efficient for identifying a large sample of prominent artists, which is what is 

required in this study for analysing such artists’ geographic concentration patterns 

over time. The literature review highlighted some other interesting methodologies, 

particularly Galenson’s (2002a) textbook-illustrations approach. Given the need for 

the identification of a large sample of prominent artists, however, such an approach 

would be very laborious. A comparison of rankings produced by Galenson’s 

textbook-illustrations and the column-inch methodology, though, indicates that both 

approaches produce similar results, thus, providing indirect support for the use of the 

column-inch method for identifying a large sample of prominent artists over time. It 

appears that the column-inch ranking of artists that was undertaken in this chapter, 

using a one- or two-volume art dictionary, is quite accurate when compared with the 

use of other methods or dictionaries, at least for the sample of artists that were 

analysed here. Given that this study does not require a ranking within the sample of 

artists selected, but merely a selection of the most prominent artists, the column-inch 

method is almost certainly justified. In Chapter 3 this column-inch approach is used to 

create a dataset of the most prominent artists from the Renaissance era to the present, 

a dataset developed to analyse these artists’ geographic location patterns so that
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confirmation can be provided for whether or not they have tended to geographically 

concentrate in certain locations over time.
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2A TA BLES

Table 2.1 Comparative Rankings of Textbook-lllustrations and Column-Inch Methodology

Artist

Ranking Ranking

Textbook-
lllustrations

Colum n- Column-Inch Top 31 
Inch Ranked Artists Artist

Textbook-
lllustrations

Column-
Inch

Colum n-Inch Top 
31 Ranked Artists

Picasso, Pablo 1 1 Yes Rouault, Georges 19 29 Yes

Matisse, Henri 2 6 Yes Bonnard, Pierre 20 23 Yes

Cezanne, Paul 3 5 Yes Delaunay, Robert 20 26 Yes

Manet, Edouard 4 4 Yes Rousseau, Henri 20 21 Yes

Monet, Claude 5 11 Yes Whistler, James 20 7 Yes

Braque, Georges 6 17 Yes Derain, Andre 24 33 No

van Gogh, Vincent 6 2 Yes Arp, Jean 25 23 Yes

Gauguin, Paul 8 3 Yes Redon, Odilon 26 26 Yes

Degas, Edgar 9 9 Yes Picabia, Francis 27 19 Yes

Renoir, Auguste 10 13 Yes Gris, Juan 28 21 Yes

Duchamp, Marcel 11 12 Yes Vuillard, Edouard 29 34 No

Courbet, Gustave 12 8 Yes Vlaminck, Maurice de 30 31 No

Miro, Joan 13 14 Yes Soutine, Chaim 31 25 Yes

Seurat, Georges 14 10 Yes Tanguy, Yves 32 34 No

Leger, Fernand 15 15 Yes Masson, Andre 33 30 Yes

Toulouse-Lautrec, Henri de 16 16 Yes Modigliani, Amedeo 34 19 Yes

Pissarro, Camille 17 26 Yes Dufy, Raoul 35 32 No

Chagall, Marc 18 17 Yes
Source: Galenson (2002a) and colum n-inch dataset
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Table 2.2 Comparative Rankings of English and French-Language Textbook-Illustrations and English-Language 

Column-Inch Methodologies

Textbook-illustrations Column-inch T extbook-illustrations Column-inch

Artist English Ranking French Ranking English Ranking Artist English Ranking French Ranking English Ranking

Picasso 1 1 1 Rouault 19 26 29

Matisse 2 2 6 Bonnard 20 12 23

Cezanne 3 3 5 Delaunay 20 16 26

Manet 4 6 4 Rousseau 20 22 21

Monet 5 4 11 Whistler 20 31 7

Braque 6 7 17 Derain 24 20 33

van Gogii 6 5 2 Arp 25 35 23

Gauguin 8 7 3 Redon 26 27 26

Degas 9 10 9 Picabia 27 23 19

Renoir 10 9 13 Gris 28 18 21

Duchamp 11 19 12 Vuillard 29 29 34

Courbet 12 II 8 Vlaminck 30 33 31

Miro 13 17 14 Soutine 31 32 25

Seurat 14 15 10 Tanguy 32 34 34

Leger 15 13 15 Masson 33 27 30

Toulouse-Lautrec 16 14 16 Modigliani 34 25 19

Pissarro 17 23 26 Dufy 35 29 32

Chagall 18 20 17

Source: Galenson (2002a, b) and colum n-inch dataset
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Table 2.3 Artists Rankings Based on Textbook-Illustrations and Column-Inch Methodologies, Using Different Language 

Publications I

T extbook-illustrations Column-inch Textbook-illustrations Column-inch

Artist
English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

German
Ranking Artist

English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

German
Ranking

Picasso 1 1 1 8 Rouault 19 26 29 7

Matisse 2 2 6 6 Bonnard 20 12 23 29

Cezanne 3 3 5 2 Delaunay 20 16 26 24

Manet 4 6 4 17 Rousseau 20 22 21 24

Monet 5 4 11 5 Whistler 20 31 7 10

Braque 6 7 17 19 Derain 24 20 33 22

van Gogh 6 5 2 1 Arp 25 35 23 12

Gauguin 8 7 3 10 Redon 26 27 26 27

Degas 9 10 9 3 Picabia 27 23 19 31

Renoir 10 9 13 14 Gris 28 18 21 28

Duchamp 11 19 12 12 Vuillard 29 29 34 22

Courbet 12 11 8 19 Vlaminck 30 33 31 29

Miro 13 17 14 21 Soutine 31 32 25 33

Seurat 14 15 10 8 Tanguy 32 34 34 35

Leger 15 13 15 14 Masson 33 27 30 26

Toulouse-Lautrec 16 14 16 4 Modigliani 34 25 19 32

Pissarro 17 23 26 18 Dufy 35 29 32 34

Chagall 18 20 17 16

Source: Galenson (2002a, b) and colum n-inch datasets [English and German-language]
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Table 2.4 Artists Rankings Based on Textbook-IIlustrations and Column-Inch Methodologies, Using Different Language 

Publications II

T extbook-illustrations Column-inch Textbook-illustrations Column-inch

Artist
English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

German
Ranking Artist

English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

German
Ranking

Picasso 1 I 1 8 Rouault 19 26 29 16

Matisse 2 2 6 6 Bonnard 20 12 23 29

Cezanne 3 3 5 5 Delaunay 20 16 26 25

Manet 4 6 4 13 Rousseau 20 22 21 15

Monet 5 4 11 3 Whistler 20 31 7 17

Braque 6 7 17 14 Derain 24 20 33 23

van Gogh 6 5 2 1 Arp 25 35 23 18

Gauguin 8 7 3 9 Redon 26 27 26 27

Degas 9 10 9 4 Picabia 27 23 19 31

Renoir 10 9 13 10 Gris 28 18 21 28

Duchamp 11 19 12 18 Vuillard 29 29 34 23

Courbet 12 11 8 21 Vlaminck 30 33 31 29

Miro 13 17 14 22 Soutine 31 32 25 33

Seurat 14 15 10 7 Tanguy 32 34 34 35

Leger 15 13 15 20 Masson 33 27 30 26

Toulouse-Lautrec 16 14 16 2 Modigliani 34 25 19 32

Pissarro 17 23 26 12 Dufy 35 29 32 34

Chagall 18 20 17 11

Source: Galenson (2002a, b) and colum n-inch datasets [English and German-ianguage]
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Table 2.5 Artists Rankings Based on Textbook-Illustrations and Column-Inch Methodologies, Using Different Language 

Publications III

Artist

T  extbook-illustrations Column-inch Textbook-illustrations Column-inch

English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

German
Ranking Artist

English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

German
Ranking

Picasso 1 1 1 11 Rouault 19 26 29 16

Matisse 2 2 6 8 Bonnard 20 12 23 29

Cezanne 3 3 5 7 Delaunay 20 16 26 25

Manet 4 6 4 13 Rousseau 20 22 21 14

Monet 5 4 11 3 Whistler 20 31 7 17

Braque 6 7 17 15 Derain 24 20 33 23

van Gogh 6 5 2 1 Arp 25 35 23 18

Gauguin 8 7 3 9 Redon 26 27 26 27

Degas 9 10 9 4 Picabia 27 23 19 31

Renoir 10 9 13 12 Gris 28 18 21 28

Duchamp II 19 12 18 Vuillard 29 29 34 23

Courbet 12 11 8 21 Vlaminck 30 33 31 29

Miro 13 17 14 22 Soutine 31 32 25 33

Seurat 14 15 10 5 Tanguy 32 34 34 35

Leger 15 13 15 20 Masson 33 27 30 26

Toulouse- 16 14 16 2 Modigliani 34 25 19 32
Lautrec
Pissarro 17 23 26 6 Dufy 35 29 32 34

Chagall 18 20 17 10

Source: Galenson (2002a, b) and colum n-inch datasets [English and German-language]
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Table 2.6 Artists Rankings Based on Textbook-lllustrations, Column-Inch, and Word-Count Methodologies, Using 

Different Language Publications I

T extbook-illustrations Column-inch Textbook-illustrations Column-inch

Artist
English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

W ord-Count
Ranking Artist

English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

W ord-Count
Ranking

Picasso 1 1 1 1 Rouault 19 26 29 20

Matisse 2 2 6 3 Bonnard 20 12 23 24

Cezanne 3 3 5 2 Delaunay 20 16 26 23

Manet 4 6 4 7 Rousseau 20 22 21 29

Monet 5 4 11 II Whistler 20 31 7 5

Braque 6 7 17 16 Derain 24 20 33 27

van Gogh 6 5 2 13 Arp 25 35 23 21

Gauguin 8 7 3 6 Redon 26 27 26 31

Degas 9 10 9 9 Picabia 27 23 19 25

Renoir 10 9 13 22 Gris 28 18 21 19

Duchamp 11 19 12 10 Vuillard 29 29 34 18

Courbet 12 11 8 4 Vlaminck 30 33 31 33

Miro 13 17 14 12 Soutine 31 32 25 35

Seurat 14 15 10 14 Tanguy 32 34 34 34

Leger 15 13 15 8 Masson 33 27 30 32

Toulouse-Lautrec 16 14 16 17 Modigliani 34 25 19 28

Pissarro 17 23 26 15 Dufy 35 29 32 30

Chagall 18 20 17 26

Source: Galenson (2002a, b), colum n-inch dataset and word-count dataset
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Table 2.7 Artists Rankings Based on Textbook-lllustrations, Column-Inch, and Word-Count Methodologies, Using Different 

Language Publications II

Artist

T extbook-illustrations Column-inch

W ord-Count
Ranking Artist

Textbook-illustrations Colum n-inch

W ord-Count
Ranking

English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

German
Ranking

English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

German
Ranking

Picasso 1 1 1 8 1 Rouault 19 26 29 7 20

Matisse 2 2 6 6 3 Bonnard 20 12 23 29 24

Cezanne 3 3 5 2 2 Delaunay 20 16 26 24 23

Manet 4 6 4 17 7 Rousseau 20 22 21 24 29

Monet 5 4 11 5 11 Whistler 20 31 7 10 5

Braque 6 7 17 19 16 Derain 24 20 33 22 27

van Gogh 6 5 2 1 13 Arp 25 35 23 12 21

Gauguin 8 7 3 10 6 Redon 26 27 26 27 31

Degas 9 10 9 3 9 Picabia 27 23 19 31 25

Renoir 10 9 13 14 22 Gris 28 18 21 28 19

Duchamp 11 19 12 12 10 Vuillard 29 29 34 22 18

Courbet 12 11 8 19 4 Vlaminck 30 33 31 29 33

Miro 13 17 14 21 12 Soutine 31 32 25 33 35

Seurat 14 15 10 8 14 Tanguy 32 34 34 35 34

Leger 15 13 15 14 8 Masson 33 27 30 26 32

Toulouse-Lautrec 16 14 16 4 17 Modigliani 34 25 19 32 28

Pissarro 17 23 26 18 15 Dufy 35 29 32 34 30

Chagall 18 20 17 16 26

Source: Galenson (2002a, b), colum n-inch datasets [English and German-language] and word-count dataset
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Table 2.8 Artists Rankings Based on Textbook-Iliustrations, Column-Inch, and Word-Count Methodologies, Using Different 

Language Publications III

Artist

Textbook-illustrations Column-inch

W ord-Count
Ranking Artist

Textbook-illustrations Column-inch

W ord-Count
Ranking

English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

German
Ranking

English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

German
Ranking

Picasso 1 1 1 8 1 Rouault 19 26 29 16 20

Matisse 2 2 6 6 3 Bonnard 20 12 23 29 24

Cezanne 3 3 5 5 2 Delaunay 20 16 26 25 23

Manet 4 6 4 13 7 Rousseau 20 22 21 15 29

Monet 5 4 11 3 11 Whistler 20 31 7 17 5

Braque 6 7 17 14 16 Derain 24 20 33 23 27

van Gogh 6 5 2 1 13 Arp 25 35 23 18 21

Gauguin 8 7 3 9 6 Redon 26 27 26 27 31

Degas 9 10 9 4 9 Picabia 27 23 19 31 25

Renoir 10 9 13 10 22 Gris 28 18 21 28 19

Duchamp 11 19 12 18 10 Vuillard 29 29 34 23 18

Courbet 12 11 8 21 4 Vlaminck 30 33 31 29 33

Miro 13 17 14 22 12 Soutine 31 32 25 33 35

Seurat 14 15 10 7 14 Tanguy 32 34 34 35 34

Leger 15 13 15 20 8 Masson 33 27 30 26 32

Toulouse-Lautrec 16 14 16 2 17 Modigliani 34 25 19 32 28

Pissarro 17 23 26 12 15 Dufy 35 29 32 34 30

Chagall 18 20 17 11 26

Source: Galenson (2002a, b), colum n-inch datasets [English and German-language] and word-count dataset
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Table 2.9 Artists Rankings Based on Textbook-Illustrations, Column-Inch, and Word-Count Methodologies, Using Different 

Language Publications IV

Textbook-illustrations Column-inch Textbook-illustrations Colum n-inch

Artist
English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

German
Ranking

W ord-Count
Ranking Artist

English
Ranking

French
Ranking

English
Ranking

German
Ranking

W ord-Count
Ranking

Picasso 1 1 1 II 1 Rouault 19 26 29 16 20

Matisse 2 2 6 8 3 Bonnard 20 12 23 29 24

Cezanne 3 3 5 7 2 Delaunay 20 16 26 25 23

Manet 4 6 4 13 7 Rousseau 20 22 21 14 29

Monet 5 4 11 3 11 Whistler 20 31 7 17 5

Braque 6 7 17 15 16 Derain 24 20 33 23 27

van Gogh 6 5 2 1 13 Arp 25 35 23 18 21

Gauguin 8 7 3 9 6 Redon 26 27 26 27 31

Degas 9 10 9 4 9 Picabia 27 23 19 31 25

Renoir 10 9 13 12 22 Gris 28 18 21 28 19

Duchamp II 19 12 18 10 Vuillard 29 29 34 23 18

Courbet 12 II 8 21 4 Vlaminck 30 33 31 29 33

Miro 13 17 14 22 12 Soutine 31 32 25 33 35

Seurat 14 15 10 5 14 Tanguy 32 34 34 35 34

Leger 15 13 15 20 8 Masson 33 27 30 26 32

Toulouse-Lautrec 16 14 16 2 17 Modigliani 34 25 19 32 28

Pissarro 17 23 26 6 15 Dufy 35 29 32 34 30

Chagall 18 20 17 10 26

Source: Galenson (2002a, b), colum n-inch datasets [English and German-language] and word-count dataset
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Table 2.10 Artists Rankings Based on Textbook-IIlustrations and Column- 

Inch Methodologies, Using The Dictionary o f Art (1996)

Rank
Artist

(Excluding Illustrations) Rank
Artist

(Including Illustrations)

1 Picasso, Pablo 1 Picasso, Pablo

2 Cezanne, Paul 2 Matisse, Henri

3 Matisse, Henri 3 Courbet, Gustave

4 Courbet Gustave 4 Cezanne, Paul

5 Whistler, James 5 Manet, Edouard

6 Gauguin, Paul 6 Gauguin, Paul

7 Manet, Edouard 7 Whistler, James

8 Leger, Fernand 8 Leger, Fernand

9 Degas, Edgar 9 Degas, Edgar

10 Duchamp, Marcel 10 Monet, Claude

11 Monet, Claude 11 Duchamp, Marcel

12 Miro, Joan 12 Pissarro, Camille

13 Seurat, Georges 13 Miro, Joan

14 van Gogh, Vincent 14 van Gogh, Vincent

15 Pissarro, Camille 15 Vuillard, Edouard

16 Vuillard, Edouard )6 Seurat, Georges

17 Braque, Georges 17 Braque, Georges

18 Gris, Juan 18 Toulouse-Lautrec, Henri de

19 Rouault, Georges 19 Renoir, Pierre-Auguste

20 Toulouse-Lautrec, Henri de 20 Gris, Juan

21 Renoir, Pierre-Auguste 21 Arp, Jean

22 Arp, Jean 22 Rouault, Georges

23 Delaunay, Robert 23 Picabia, Francis

24 Bonnard, Pierre 24 Rousseau, Henri

25 Picabia, Francis 25 Bonnard, Pierre

26 Chagall, Marc 26 Chagall, Marc

27 Derain, Andre 27 Delaunay, Robert

28 Modigliani, Amedeo 28 Modigliani, Amedeo

29 Rousseau, Henri 29 Derain, Andre

30 Dufy, Raoul 30 Tanguy, Yves

31 Redon, Odilon 31 Dufy, Raoul

32 Masson, Andre 32 Vlaminck, Maurice de

33 Vlaminck, Maurice de 33 Masson, Andre

34 Tanguy, Yves 34 Redon, Odilon

35 Soutine, Chaim 35 Soutine, Chaim

Source: Column-inch dataset created using The Dictionary o f  Art (1996)
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Table 2.11 Artists Rankings Based on Textbook-Illustrations and Column-Inch Methodologies, Using The Dictionary o f Art (1996)

and the Grove Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004) - 1

Artist

Textbook-illustrations Column-inch

W ord-Count
Ranking Artist

T extbook-illustrations Column-inch

W ord-Count
Ranking

English
Ranking

French
Ranking

Oxford  
Dictionary  

o f  Art

The 
Dictionary 

o f  Art
English
Ranking

French
Ranking

Oxford  
D ictionary  

o f  Art

The 
Dictionary  

o f  Art
Picasso 1 1 1 I I Rouault 19 26 29 19 20

Matisse 2 2 6 3 3 Bonnard 20 12 23 24 24

Cezanne 3 3 5 2 2 Delaunay 20 16 26 23 23

Manet 4 6 4 7 7 Rousseau 20 22 21 29 29

Monet 5 4 11 n 11 Whistler 20 31 7 5 5

Braque 6 7 17 17 16 Derain 24 20 33 27 27

van Gogh 6 5 2 14 13 Arp 25 35 23 22 21

Gauguin 8 7 3 6 6 Redon 26 27 26 31 31

Degas 9 10 9 9 9 Picabia 27 23 19 25 25

Renoir 10 9 13 21 22 Gris 28 18 21 18 19

Duchamp 11 19 12 10 10 Vuillard 29 29 34 16 18

Courbet 12 11 8 4 4 Vlaminck 30 33 31 33 33

Miro 13 17 14 12 12 Soutine 31 32 25 35 35

Seurat 14 15 10 13 14 Tanguy 32 34 34 34 34

Leger 15 13 15 8 8 Masson 33 27 30 32 32

Toulouse-Lautrec 16 14 16 20 17 Modigliani 34 25 19 28 28

Pissarro 17 23 26 15 15 Dufy 35 29 32 30 30

Chagall 18 20 17 26 26

Source: Galenson (2002a, b), colum n-inch datasets [Oxford D ictionary o f  Art { \991)  and The Dictionary o f  A rt {\996)\ and word-count dataset
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Table 2.12 Artists Rankings Based on Textbook-Illustrations and Column-Inch Methodologies, Using The Dictionary o f Art (1996) 

and the Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online (2004) -  II

T extbook-illustrations Column-inch Textbook-illustrations Colum n-inch

Artist
English
Ranking

French
Ranking

O xford  
D ictionary 

o f  Art

The 
Dictionary 

o f  Art
W ord-Count

Ranking Artist
English
Ranking

French
Ranking

O xford  
D ictionary 

o f  Art

The 
D ictionary  

o f  Art
W ord-Count

Ranking
Picasso 1 1 1 I 1 Rouault 19 26 29 22 20

Matisse 2 2 6 2 3 Bonnard 20 12 23 25 24

Cezanne 3 3 5 4 2 Delaunay 20 16 26 27 23

Manet 4 6 4 5 7 Rousseau 20 22 21 24 29

Monet 5 4 11 10 11 Whistler 20 31 7 7 5

Braque 6 7 17 17 16 Derain 24 20 33 29 27

van Gogh 6 5 2 14 13 Arp 25 35 23 21 21

Gauguin 8 7 3 6 6 Redon 26 27 26 34 31

Degas 9 10 9 9 9 Picabia 27 23 19 23 25

Renoir 10 9 13 19 22 Gris 28 18 21 20 19

Duchamp 11 19 12 11 10 Vuillard 29 29 34 15 18

Courbet 12 11 8 3 4 Vlaminck 30 33 31 32 33

Miro 13 17 14 13 12 Soutine 31 32 25 35 35

Seurat 14 15 10 16 14 Tanguy 32 34 34 30 34

Leger 15 13 15 8 8 Masson 33 27 30 33 32

Toulouse-Lautrec 16 14 16 18 17 Modigliani 34 25 19 28 28

Pissarro 17 23 26 12 15 Dufy 35 29 32 31 30

Chagall 18 20 17 26 26

Source: Galenson (2002a, b), colum n-inch datasets [Oxford D ictionary o f  Art (1997) and The D ictionary o f  A rt ( \996)]  and word-count dataset
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2B FIGURES

Figure 2.1 Percentage of Galenson’s Top French Artists in the Column-Inch 

Method’s Top Ranked Nineteenth Century French Artist List

120t — ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- :--------------------------------

Column Inches Top French Artists Galenson's French Artists

Source: Galenson (2002a) and colum n-inch dataset
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Figure 2.2 Comparison of Column-Inch Method’s Top 32 Ranked Nineteenth 

Century Artists and Galenson’s French Artists

125-

IS iiii

Column Inches Top 19th Century Column Inches French Artists Galenson's French Artists 
Artists

Source: Galenson (2002a) and column-inch dataset
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2C APPENDICES

2A Column-Inch Methodology’s Top 30 Ranked Nineteenth Century

French Artists

Rank Artist
Column
Inches Rank Artist

Column
Inches

1 Picasso, Pablo 22.5 inches 18 Chagall, Marc 06.7 inches

2 van Gogh, Vincent 16.9 inches 18 Picabia, Francis 06.5 inches

3 Gauguin, Paul 15.4 inches 18 Modigliani, Amedeo 06.5 inches

3 Manet, Edouard 15.1 inches 23 Gris, Juan 05.9 inches

5 Cezanne, Paul 14.7 inches 23 Rousseau, Henri 05.8 inches

6 Matisse, Henri 13.1 inches 23 Bonnard, Pierre 05.7 inches

7 Whistler, James 12.7 inches 23 Arp, Jean (Hans) 05.7 inches

7 Courbet, Gustave 12.5 inches 23 Soutine, Chaim 05.1 inches

9 Degas, Edgar 11.2 inches 23 Millet, Jean-Francois 05.1 inches

10 Seurat, Georges 10.1 inches 23 Tissot, James 05.1 inches

10 Monet, Claude 10.0 inches 30 Pissarro, Camille 04.7 inches

12 Renoir, Pierre-Auguste 09.6 inches 30 Bissiere, Roger 04.6 inches

12 Duchamp, Marcel 09.4 inches 30 Redon, Odilon 04.6 inches

12 Miro, Joan 09.0 inches 30 Delaunay, Robert 04.5 inches

15 Daumier, Honore 08.8 inches 30 Rouault, Georges 04.5 inches

15 Leger, Fernand 08.5 inches 30 Utrillo, Maurice 04.3 inches

15 Toulouse-Lautrec 08.0 inches 30 Masson, Andre 04.1 inches

18 Maillol, Aristide 06.8 inches 30 Brown, Ford Madox 04.0 inches

18 Braque, Georges 06.7 inches

Source: Column-inch dataset, created using the Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (1997)
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2B Column-Inch Methodology’s Top 32 Ranked Nineteenth Century Artists

Rank Artist Column Inches Rank Artist Column Inches

1 Picasso, Pablo 22.5 inches 18 Miro, Joan 09,0 inches

2 Gogh, Vincent van 16.9 inches 22 Kirchner, Ernst Ludwig 08.9 inches

3 Gauguin, Paul 15.4 inches 22 Daumier, Honore 08.8 inches

3 Manet, Edouard 15.1 inches 22 Leger, Fernand 08.5 inches

5 C ezanne, Paul 14.7 inches 22 Malevich, Kasimir 08.5 inches

6 Matisse, Henri 13.1 inches 22 Mondrian, Piet 08.5 inches

7 Whistler, Jam es 12.7 inches 22 Tatlin, Vladimir 08.5 inches

7 Courbet, G ustave 12.5 inches 22 Siqueiros, David Alfaro 08.4 inches

9 Munch, Edvard 11.7 inches 22 Sargent, John Singer 08.3 inches

9 Moore, Henry 11.4 inches 22 Rivera, Diego 08.2 inches

9 Spencer, Sir Stanley 11.4 inches 22 Toulouse-Lautrec 08.9 inches

9 D egas, Edgar 11.2 inches 32 Calder, Alexander 07.8 inches

13 Sickert, Walter Richard 10.9 inches 32 Chirico, Giorgio de 07.8 inches

13 Rossetti, Dante Gabriel 10.8 inches 32 Hopper, Edward 07.6 inches

13 Klee, Paul 10.7 inches 32 Stevens, Alfred 07.5 inches

13 Seurat, G eorges 10.1 inches 32 Henri, Robert 07.2 inches

13 Monet, C laude 10.0 inches 32 Ernst, Max 07.1 inches

18 Renoir, Pierre-Auguste 09.6 inches 32 Klimt, Gustav 07.1 inches

18 Duchamp, Marcel 09.4 inches 32 Lewis, W yndham 07.1 inches

18 Kandinsky, Wassily 09.0 inches 32 Moholy-Nagy, Laszio 07.1 inches

Source: Column-inch dataset, created using the Oxford D ictionary o f  A r t{ \9 9 1 )
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2C Rankings of Galenson’s Sample of French Artists,

Using German Art Dictionary

Table 2C.1 Text-Only Column Inches

Rank Artist Column Inches
1 van Gogh

p00 nches
2 Cezanne 6.0 nches
3 Degas 5.8 nches
4 T oulouse-Lautrec 5.7 nches
5 Monet 5.6 nches
6 Matisse 5.0 nches
7 Rouault 4.8 nches
8 Picasso 4.6 nches
8 Seurat 4.6 nches
10 Gauguin 4.5 nches
10 Whistler 4.5 nches
12 Arp 4.3 nches
12 Duchamp 4.3 nches
14 Leger 4.2 nches
14 Renoir 4.2 nches
16 Chagall 4.1 nches
17 Manet 3.8 nches
18 Pissarro 3.6 nches
19 Braque 3.3 nches
19 Courbet 3.3 nches
21 Miro 3.2 nches

22 Derain 3.1 nches
22 Vuillard 3.1 nches
24 Delaunay 3.0 nches
24 Rousseau 3.0 nches
26 Masson 2.9 nches
27 Redon 2.8 nches
28 Gris 2.5 nches
29 Bonnard 2.3 nches
29 Vlaminck 2.3 nches
31 Picabia 2.0 nches
32 Modigliani 1.8 nches
33 Soutine 1.4 nches
34 Dufy 1.0 nch
35 Tanguy 0.9 nches

Source: Column-inch dataset, created using Reclams Kunstlerlexikon (2002)
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2C Rankings of Galenson’s Sample of French Artists, Using

German Art Dictionary

Table 2C.2 Text Column Inches and Illustration Size

Rank Artist Colum n Inches Illustration Size

1 van Gogh 8.0 inches 1 Page
2 T oulouse-Lautrec 5.7 inches 1 Page

3 Monet 5.6 inches 1 Page
4 Degas 5.8 inches 3/4 Page

5 Cezanne 6.0 inches 1/2 Page
6 Matisse 5.0 inches 1/2 Page
7 Seurat 4.6 inches 3/4 Page
8 Picasso 4.6 inches 1/2 Page
9 Gauguin 4.5 inches 1/2 Page
10 Renoir 4.2 inches 1/2 Page
11 Chagall 4.1 inches 1/2 Page
12 Pissarro 3.6 inches 1 Page

13 Manet 3.8 inches 1/2 Page
14 Braque 3.3 inches 2/3 Column
15 Rousseau 3.0 inches 1/3 Page
16 Rouault 4.8 inches N/A
17 Whistler 4.5 inches N/A
18 Arp 4.3 inches N/A
18 Duchamp 4.3 inches N/A
20 Leger 4.2 inches N/A
21 Courbet 3.3 inches N/A
22 Miro 3.2 inches N/A
23 Derain 3.1 inches N/A
23 Vuillard 3.1 inches N/A

25 Delaunay 3.0 inches N/A
26 Masson 2.9 inches N/A
27 Redon 2.8 inches N/A

28 Gris 2.5 inches N/A
29 Bonnard 2.3 inches N/A

29 Vlaminck 2.3 inches N/A
31 Picabia 2.0 inches N/A

32 Modigliani 1.8 inches N/A

33 Soutine 1.4 inches N/A
34 Dufy 1.0 inch N/A

35 Tanguy 0.9 inches N/A

Source: Column-inch dataset, created using Reclams Kunstlerlexikon (2002)
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2C Rankings of Galenson’s Sample of French Artists, Using

German Art Dictionary

Table 2C.3 Text and Illustration Column Inches

Rank Artist Column Inches

1 van Gogh 20 inches
2 Toulouse-Lautrec 19.1 inches

3 Monet 19 inches
4 Degas 17.4 inches
5 Seurat 16.4 inches
6 Pissarro 15.8 inches
7 Cezanne 12.8 inches
8 Matisse 12 inches
9 Gauguin 11.9 inches
10 Chagall 11.5 inches
11 Picasso 11.4 inches
12 Renoir 11.2 inches

13 Manet 10.8 inches
14 Rousseau 8.8 inches
15 Braque 7.8 inches
16 Rouault 4.8 inches
17 Whistler 4.5 inches
18 Arp 4.3 inches
18 Duchamp 4.3 inches
20 Leger 4.2 inches
21 Courbet 3.3 inches
22 Miro 3.2 inches
23 Derain 3.1 inches
23 Vuillard 3.1 inches

25 Delaunay 3.0 inches
26 Masson 2.9 inches

27 Redon 2.8 inches
28 Gris 2.5 inches
29 Bonnard 2.3 inches

29 Vlaminck 2.3 inches
31 Picabia 2.0 inches
32 Modigliani 1.8 inches

33 Soutine 1.4 inches
34 Dufy 1.0 inch
35 Tanguy 0.9 inches

Source: Column-inch dataset, created using Reclams Kunstlerlexikon (2002)
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2D Rankings of Galenson’s Sample of French Artists, Using

Word-Count Methodology

Rank Artist W ord Count

1 Picasso 11169

2 Cezanne 8634

3 Matisse 8527

4 Courbet 7062

5 Whistler 6095

6 Gauguin 6001

7 Manet 5717

8 Leger 4965

9 Degas 4618

10 Duchamp 4589

11 Monet 4555

12 Miro 3911

13 van Gogh 3804

14 Seurat 3690

15 Pissarro 3609

16 Braque 3261

17 T oulouse-Lautrec 3247

18 Vuillard 3149

19 Gris 3127

20 Rouault 2875

21 Arp 2775

22 Renoir 2732

23 Delaunay 2436

24 Bonnard 2406

25 Picabia 2271

26 Chagall 2049

27 Derain 1909

28 Modigliani 1794

29 Rousseau 1787

30 Dufy 1274

31 Redon 1224

32 Masson 1107

33 Vlaminck 1031

34 Tanguy 1017

35 Soutine 811

Source: Word-count dataset, created using the Grove Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004)
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2E Rankings of Galenson’s Sample of French Artists,

Using Column-Inch Methodology

Table 2E.1 Column-Inch Methodology -  Illustrations Excluded

Rank Artist Column Inches
1 Picasso 184.8 inches

2 Cezanne 132.2 inches
3 Matisse 131.7 inches

4 Courbet 113.6 inches

5 Whistler 95.5 inches

6 Gauguin 95.3 inches

7 Manet 91.5 inches

8 Leger 79.3 inches

9 Degas 74.3 inches
10 Duchamp 73.5 inches
11 Monet 70.5 inches

12 Miro 62.1 inches

13 Seurat 60.6 inches

14 van Gogh 59.9 inches

15 Pissarro 58.9 inches

16 Vuillard 52.2 inches

17 Braque 50.8 inches
18 Gris 49.9 inches
19 Rouault 45.9 inches

20 T oulouse-Lautrec 44.3 inches

21 Renoir 44.1 inches
22 Arp 42.5 inches
23 Delaunay 40.2 inches

24 Bonnard 38.2 inches

25 Picabia 37.2 inches

26 Chagall 31.0 inches

27 Derain 30.8 inches

28 Modigliani 29.6 inches

29 Rousseau 27.9 inches

30 Dufy 20.0 inches

31 Redon 19.7 inches

32 Masson 17.7 inches

33 Vlaminck 16.4 inches

34 Tanguy 16.2 inches

35 Soutine, Chaim 13.0 inches
Source: Column-inch dataset, created using The Dictionary o f  Art (1996)
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2E Rankings of Galenson’s Sample of French Artists,

Using Column-Inch Methodology

Table 2E.2 Column-Inch Methodology -  Illustrations Included

Rank Artist Column Inches

1 Picasso 257.2 inches
2 Matisse 172.5 inches
3 Courbet 159.1 inches
4 Cezanne 157.8 inches
5 Manet 129.4 inches
6 Gauguin 126.9 inches
7 Whistler 120.4 inches
8 Leger 116.3 inches
9 Degas 106.4 inches
10 Monet 104.6 inches
11 Duchamp 90.9 inches
12 Pissarro 86.1 inches
13 Miro 83.0 inches
14 van Gogh 81.5 inches
15 Vuillard 81,0 inches
16 Seurat 80.0 inches
17 Braque 79.0 inches
18 Toulouse-Lautrec 65.8 inches
19 Renoir 58.6 inches
20 Gris 58.5 inches
21 Arp 57.5 inches
22 Rouauh 53.7 inches
23 Picabia 52.3 inches
24 Rousseau 47.7 inches
25 Bonnard 45.7 inches
26 Chagall 43.6 inches
27 Delaunay 43,4 inches
28 Modigliani 41.1 inches
29 Derain 37.8 inches
30 Tanguy 30,6 inches
31 Dufy 29.6 inches
32 Vlaminck 26.0 inches
33 Masson 23.7 inches
34 Redon 23.1 inches
35 Soutine 18.7 inches

Source: Column-inch dataset, created using The Dictionary o f  Art (\ 996)
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CHAPTER 3

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF PROMINENT ARTISTS 

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION PATTERNS:

BY BOTH BIRTH AND WORK LOCATION

3.1 Introduction

The objective addressed in this chapter is to identify if prominent artists tend to be 

concentrated in certain geographic locations. The main motivation for this is to verify if 

Cowen (2000) is correct in assuming that such a phenomenon has taken place. As he did 

not specify if this geographic concentration is in terms of birth or work location, 

identification of concentration by birth location is the initial focus of this chapter. This is 

then followed by an investigation of whether or not prominent artists tend to be 

concentrated by work location as well.

Identifying if prominent artists tend to be concentrated by birth location requires the 

construction of a dataset. Section 3.2 describes this dataset in detail: the techniques used 

to create it, time period covered, and geographical units of analysis employed. Section 

3.3 presents and discusses the main results, concentration by birth location and otherwise, 

that emerge from this dataset. To establish if prominent artists are geographically 

concentrated by work location, their labour mobility patterns need to be analysed, an 

analysis that also requires the construction of a dataset. Section 3.4 describes this labour 

mobility dataset in terms of the sample of artists examined, identification of these artists, 

and labour mobility data sources employed. Two types of mobility are investigated, 

permanent movement and travel. Permanent movement results for the sample of artists
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analysed are presented and discussed in Section 3.5, while Section 3.6 examines their 

travel patterns. Section 3.7 summarises and concludes the chapter.

3.2 Geographic Concentration by Birth Location Dataset

The column-inch methodology developed in Chapter 2 for identifying prominent artists is 

used here to construct a dataset for identifying if such artists tend to be geographically 

concentrated by place of birth in certain locations. The Oxford Dictionary o f Art (1997) is 

the dictionary this methodology is applied to.' This art dictionary covers Western- 

inspired painting, sculpture and graphic art from the thirteenth to the twentieth century. 

For contemporary art, 1945 is the year adopted by the dictionary’s editors as the cut-off 

point; as a result, no artists bom after this year are included in the dictionary. Thus, the 

twentieth century refers hereon to the period from 1900-1945 only. Art dictionaries like 

the Oxford Dictionary o f Art (1997), and thus the column-inch methodology, can be used 

to undertake this task because they contain biographical information on artists, such as 

when and where the artists were bom, where they trained and spent their working lives, 

and when and where they died.

A broad historical sweep is undertaken in creating this dataset, with artists bom between 

the thirteenth and twentieth centuries included in the analysis. These artists are classified 

by birth location, given that concentration by birth location is the initial focus of this 

chapter, and specifically in terms of country of birth. For illustration purposes, the birth 

locations are categorised into nine categories: Italy, France, Russia, the United States, the 

Germanic Countries, the Low Countries, the British Isles, the Rest of Europe, and the 

Rest of the World. Italy, France, Russia and the United States are left as stand alone 

countries. The Germanic Countries relates to the three German-speaking countries of 

Germany, Austria and Switzerland. The Low Countries relate to artists that come from

’ This art dictionary’s use was indicated initially in Chapter 2 in the development o f the column-inch 
methodology.
 ̂ Some art dictionaries, including the dictionary used here, also contain information on family history and 

famous works by the artist.
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Belgium and the Netherlands. The British Isles includes artists from England, Scotland, 

Wales and Ireland. The Rest o f Europe relates to artists that come for all other European 

countries, including Eastern European countries."^ The Rest o f  the World relates to artists 

that come from countries that do not fit into one of the other eight country categories.^

The initial number of column inches chosen to identify who the most prominent artists 

are is 2.2 inches. This number was chosen randomly and gives rise to a sample of 876 

artists. The distribution of these artists among countries and across centuries is set out in 

Table 3.1.^

3.3 Results on Geographic Concentration by Birth Location

3.3.1 British Isle Artists

One of the most perplexing results to emerge from the database constructed, which can 

be seen clearly in Table 3.1, is the large number of British Isle artists, particularly from 

the eighteenth century onwards.’ In the eighteenth century, artists bom in the British Isles 

accounted for 51 per cent of the most prominent artists in the Western world, a figure that 

ranks with the dominance of the Low Countries in the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, and Italy in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Whereas it is true that the 

British Isles was an important centre for artists in the eighteenth century, the numbers are 

unusually high. Perhaps even more surprising is that, in the nineteenth century, artists 

bom in the British Isles accounted for a slightly higher proportion of prominent artists 

than those bom in France, and considerably more than those bom in Italy, the Low 

Countries or the Rest of Europe combined. An even more striking picture emerges in

 ̂This also includes artists referred to in the dictionary as having come from Holland.
The countries included in this category are Belorussia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, 

Finland, Greece, Hungary Norway, Poland, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, and the Ukraine.
 ̂ The countries included here are Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Caribbean, Chile, Cuba, Danish 

Virgin Islands, Guatemala, Indonesia, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Uruguay, and Venezuela.
* The results presented in Table 3.1 are in percentage terms. The actual number o f artists per century and 
per country is set out in Appendix 3A, Table 3A.1. The percentage results from the 2.2 column-inch dataset 
can be seen graphically in Figure 3B.1, Appendix 3B.
’ A large number o f American artists appear from the nineteenth century onwards.
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relation to the first half of the twentieth century: artists bom in the British Isles accounted 

for 29 per cent of the top Western artists, whereas those bom in France accounted for just 

5 per cent and those in the Germanic countries (which was probably a golden period for 

German art, at least up to the time of Hitler) accounted for just 8 per cent.

Unfortunately, this unusual result highlights a problem with the column-inch approach 

for identifying prominent artists. One might expect publishers to be biased towards artists 

from their own countries, as well as towards artists from the countries in which their 

books are marketed and sold, resulting in them including more of these artists in their 

publications, and also possibly allocating more column inches to them. This issue with 

the column-inch methodology, which can be referred to as a publisher country-marketing 

bias, can almost certainly be confirmed here because the dictionary used to create the 

database is a British publication. Thus, these publishers seem to have given more 

eminence to their ovra artists and to artists in countries where their books are being sold, 

English-speaking countries such as America, resulting in them including more of their 

own artists in their dictionary, and artists from America, and probably allocating more 

column inches to them too. Consequently, a larger number of artists than is expected, as 

based on art history, emerge from both of these locations. This outcome indicates that the 

possibility of a serious publisher country-marketing bias issue is real, and serious in 

relation to the work on concentration of artists. Another smaller issue with using the 

column-inch approach for identifying prominent artists is that the criteria used by the 

publishers of art dictionaries for identifying prominent artists vary across countries. This 

means the amoimt of column inches allocated to artists will vary between dictionaries and 

countries also. For this reason, therefore, there may not be a consensus across different
o

country dictionary publications on who the most prominent artists are.

* The criteria used by the publishers o f art dictionaries also vary over time, and often significantly. A 
possible consequence o f this is that over the years it will lead to a continuous change in perspectives on 
who are the most prominent artists.
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3.3.2 Bias Confirmation

In order to verify the existence of this pubUsher country-marketing bias, a German art 

dictionary {Reclams Kunstlerlexikon, 2002) is used to see how many of the artists 

identified by using the column-inch approach in the British art dictionary are also in the 

German dictionary.^ In relation to the eighteenth century, 13 of the 48 artists bom in the 

British Isles who were identified in the English art dictionary do not appear in the 

German art dictionary. The major change, though, arises in relation to the nineteenth 

century and the first half of the twentieth century. For the nineteenth century, 42 of the 

68 artists bom in the British Isles identified in the English art dictionary are not listed in 

the German art dictionary. The corresponding figure for the first half of the twentieth 

century is 23 out of 34. These two results can be seen in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. 

These are quite remarkable differences and raise the possibility of a very serious 

publisher country-marketing bias, even in publications by Oxford University Press where 

the stated aim of the dictionary is to provide an objective coverage of artists according to 

the importance of the artist. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 reinforce this message, where the 

comparison between the English and German art dictionaries is extended to all countries. 

In relation to the nineteenth century, it can be seen fi'om Figure 3.1 that for seven of the 

country categories - Italy, the Low Countries, France, the Germanic Countries, Rest of 

Europe, Russia and the Rest of the World -  almost all of the artists identified in the 

English art dictionary also appear in the German art dictionary. However, when it comes 

to the British Isles artists, and indeed American artists, there is a large variation between 

the English and German art dictionaries. This is particularly the case in relation to British 

Isles artists, of whom little more than a third who are identified in the English dictionary 

are in the German art dictionary. These results can be seen also in Table 3.2. The picture 

in relation to the first half of the twentieth century is very similar, with almost all of the 

artists identified in the English art dictionary for seven of the country categories also in 

the German art dictionary. For this time period, the discrepancy between the two art 

dictionaries is less marked in relation to artists bom in the United States. However, the 

bias towards the British Isle artists appears to be even stronger than it is for the nineteenth 

century. These results can be seen clearly in Figure 3.2, and also in Table 3.3. This cross-

’ This is the German dictionary used in the column-inch ranking work in Chapter 2.
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referencing of results between the English and German art dictionaries confirms that this 

publisher country-marketing bias issue is a problem, regardless of the method used for 

identifying prominent artists.

3.3.3 Possible Bias Solutions

If the assumption that more consensus exists among the art history profession on who the 

top artists are, top 150 to 200 artists, can be equally applied to those who publish art 

dictionaries, then reducing the number of prominent artists analysed to the top 200 or so 

may help to solve this bias issue, via eliminating artists of lesser importance and only 

having those who are the most prominent in the sample. This possible bias solution 

involves increasing the number of column inches selected for identifying prominent 

artists.*® In a first attempt, the results for which are presented in Table 3.4, the number of 

column inches is increased to 3.0 inches. This reduces the sample of artists to 574, a 

reduction of 302 from the original 2.2 column-inch database. Unfortunately this column 

inch increase is not enough to eliminate the bias as a large number of British Isle artists 

still emerge from the eighteenth century onwards. In a second attempt the number of 

column inches is increased to 4.5 inches. This increase, which gives rise to a sample of 

272 prominent artists, reduces the bias but does not eliminate it completely. The British 

Isles is no longer equally as important as France in the nineteenth centviry, but it is still 

the main centre for the eighteenth century. This result is presented in Table 3.5. In a final 

attempt using this possible bias solution the number of column inches is increased to 5.5 

inches. The sample size that arises fi'om this is 193 artists. The number of British Isle 

artists has fallen further, but not enough to conclude that the bias has been totally 

eliminated as it still emerges to produce the largest number of prominent artists in the 

eighteenth century. This result is set out in Table 3.6. These three column inch increase 

results seem to suggest that further increases in the number of column inches selected for 

identifying prominent artists may eventually eradicate the bias, given that the number of

Selecting a higher number o f column inches than 2.2 inches for identifying prominent artists will result in 
less artists than previously meeting the new higher column inch criterion and, thus, will reduce the sample 
o f prominent artists analysed, with the intention that it will be a small enough sample that only contains 
those who are the top prominent artists.
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British Isle artists fell every time the number o f column inches was increased. However, 

this will not happen if publishers have allocated more column inches to their own artists 

as well as including more o f them in their publications. The fact that the British Isles still 

emerges as producing the largest number o f prominent artists in the eighteenth century, 

after the number of column inches is increased to 5.5 inches for identifying such artists, 

suggests that the British publisher’s have done just this - allocated more column inches to 

their own artists in addition to including more of them in their dictionary.*’

A second potential solution to the bias problem, and possibly a simpler and superior one 

to the first,'^ is to cross-reference art dictionaries as a means of avoiding the bias. In 

relation to the cross-referencing dictionary work undertaken here, this would mean only 

including the British Isles artists that emerge in the German dictionary, assuming that 

there is no strong prima facie reason why the English art dictionary should display a bias 

in relation to any other country, bar English-speaking USA possibly.’  ̂The results of this 

work, which are presented in Table 3.7, indicates that the total number o f British Isle 

artists in the sample is cut by more than half from 165 to 80, which is a significant 

reduction. The British Isles, however, still emerges to have the most prominent artists in 

the eighteenth century, but not in the nineteenth or twentieth centuries.'"^

"  The resuhs in Tables 3.4 to 3.6 for the three different column-inch datasets are in percentage terms. The 
actual artist numbers arising from each dataset, and their distribution across the country categories and 
centuries, are presented in Tables 3A.2 to 3A.4 in Appendix 3A. The results presented in Tables 3.4 to 3.6 
can be seen graphically in Appendix 3B, Figures 3B.2 to 3B.4.

Even if publishers did not allocate more column inches to their own artists there is still a problem with 
the first possible bias solution - increasing the number of column inches to reach a sample size that gives 
rise to a consensus on who the most prominent artists are could result in a sample of 50 artists or so, which 
would be too small for analysing prominent artists’ geographic concentration patterns over time.

Apart from the country bias discussed here there are also likely to be personal choice biases associated 
with each art dictionary/encyclopaedia. Hence, it might be better to use a range of such publications to rank 
artists if that is the primary focus of the work.

If a different art dictionary, one that was published in a different country, had been used to construct the 
initial column-inch database then the British Isles probably would not continue to emerge as being the main 
location in the eighteenth century. It may not even emerge as being the main location in the eighteenth 
century to begin with. Using a different dictionary, though, would almost certainly give rise to a bias 
towards the artists from the country the dictionary was published in, as has happened with the British art 
dictionary. The best solution to this bias problem, therefore, is to cross-reference art dictionaries published 
in a few different countries.
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Apart from this publisher country-marketing bias problem, the column-inch method is 

still a very useful way of grouping artists, at least into a broad prominent category, and in 

some cases it may even be a good method of ranking artists, at least in terms of top 20, 

50, 100, etc.*  ̂The method is both explicit and measurable, which is better than replying 

on subjective opinions of who the most prominent artists are. In addition to this, there is 

little evidence to suggest that more elaborate methods will lead to better results, at least 

not in terms of usefulness for the purpose of identifying if and why visual artists have 

tended to concentrate geographically over time, both by place of birth and work location. 

Answering these questions raises historical data problems of a much more serious nature. 

Also, some of these more elaborate methods, such as the textbook-illustrations approach 

and the word-count methodology detailed in Chapter 2, are too complex to use for the 

identification of a large sample of prominent artists.'^ For these various reasons, the 

column-inch approach is the best method to use here for identifying prominent artists 

over time so that their geographic concentration patterns can be analysed, both birth and 

work location patterns.

3.3.4 Cowen’s Story

Leaving aside the British Isle artists, the following trends emerge from the 2.2 column- 

inch dataset and are readily identifiable in Table 3.8. Italian-bom artists were 

predominant in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and to a lesser extent in fifteenth 

and sixteenth centuries. The Low Countries began to emerge as a major source of artists 

in the fifteenth century, and took centre stage for the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

France dominated as the major generator of artists for the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, whereas the United States emerges as the largest source in the first half of the 

twentieth century. Europe as a whole though, which is similar in size to the USA in terms

The top 20 artists produced by the column-inch methodology, using the Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (1997), 
are as follows: 1 Rembrandt; 2 Michelangelo; 3 Velazquez; 4 Titian; 5 Da Vinci; 6 Poussin and Rubens; 8 
Picasso; 9 Raphael; 10 Bernini; 11 Diirer, Goya and Turner; 14 Caravaggio and Van Gogh; 16 Giorgione 
and Vermeer; 18 Gauguin, Holbein and Manet. It is o f interest to note that eight British Isles artists were 
ranked in the top 50: in order o f rank. Turner, Reynolds, Blake, Moore, Spencer, Constable, Gainsborough 
and Rossetti. This is a reflection again perhaps o f the country bias problem.

The textbook-illustrations approach itself may be slightly subjective given that the books chosen are 
based on the researcher’s own opinion of what the ‘best’ books are that have illustrations in them.
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of population, still contributed a significantly higher proportion of prominent artists than
1 7the United States. These results can be seen graphically in Figure 3.3.

This analysis appears to confirm that there has been geographic concentration of 

prominent artists, at least in terms of birth location, with different countries dominating in 

different time-periods. While the results do not confirm Cowen’s (2000) story, as he 

looked at specific cities, they do suggest he may have been correct. He identified 

Florence as being the dominant location between the thirteenth and fifteenth century. 

This was followed by Amsterdam in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, Paris in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and New York in the twentieth century. As can be 

seen in Table 3.8, the countries identified as the main geographic locations for artists to 

concentrate in by birth are the countries that the cities Cowen identified belong to, and 

each for their respective eras. The Italian story, though, goes well beyond the city of 

Florence, covering Venice, Rome and many other artistic centres of concentration. While 

the Low Countries was the main centre for the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, it was 

only late in this period that Amsterdam emerged as a major centre, following in the 

tradition of Bruges, Ghent, and Antwerp. One other trend missed by Cowen (2000), 

which can seen in Table 3.8, was the prominence of visual artists fi'om the Germanic 

Countries, particularly in the fifteenth century (almost as many as from the Low 

Countries), the nineteenth century (almost as many as from France) and the first half of 

the twentieth century (more than France or Italy), with Berlin and Munich in particular 

being major centres for artists in the latter period. In spite of these deviations, the end 

result seems to suggest that Cowen was correct in assuming that there has been 

geographic concentration of prominent artists, by country of birth anyway.

Almost the same trends emerge when British Isle artists are included in the analysis. The only different is 
that the British Isles dominates for the eighteenth century. This is based on a British Isle artist sample that 
adjusts for the country-marketing bias, i.e. sample only includes British Isle artists that are listed in both the 
English and German art dictionaries (see Table 3.7).
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3.3.5 Other Main Trends

In terms of the number of prominent artists in each century, the final column in Table 3.8 

(Colunrn 10) indicates that the numbers increased gradually in each century from the 

thirteenth to the sixteenth. The number of prominent artists peaked in the sixteenth 

century at 107 and then declined for the next two centuries, with a substantial drop in the 

eighteenth century to 46. There was an incredible turnaround in the nineteenth century, 

with 247 prominent artists bom in this century. Although the figure of 82 for the 

twentieth century only relates to artists bom up as far as 1945, doubling this figure would 

still not result in this century producing as many prominent artists as the nineteenth 

century. Hence, the nineteenth century appears to be the century that produced the largest 

number of prominent artists.'* These results are illustrated in Figure 3.4.'^

The last row in Tables 3.1 and 3.8 gives the total percentage of prominent artists for each 

country category. When the British Isle Eirtists are included. Table 3.1, this location 

dominates with 19 per cent of all prominent artists emanating from here. However, when 

the British Isle artists are excluded, Italy emerges as the country that produced the largest 

number of prominent artists, 23 per cent. This is followed by the Low Countries (20 per 

cent), France (17 per cent), the Germanic Countries (13 per cent) and the United States 

(12 per cent). These results can be seen clearly in Table 3.8, and in Figure 3.5. Except for 

the Germanic countries, these overall country category results follow the same pattern as 

for the individual centuries: Italy dominates and is then followed by the Low Countries, 

France and America.

In general, the results in Table 3.8 indicate that in each century the degree of geographic 

concentration is greater in those coimtries that produce the largest number of prominent 

artists, which is what one would expect. In addition to this, one would also expect that if

'* The reasons why the nineteenth century produced the largest number of prominent artists go beyond the 
scope of this thesis, as do the reasons why the numbers of prominent artists vary between the centuries. A 
brief note on this issue, though, is that it may be related to the level of wealth available in each country in 
each century and, thus, the demand for artists and their work. The relationship between these factors -  
wealth, individual affluence and demand for artists and their work -  is discussed further in Chapters 4 and 
5, in the context of explaining the prominent artist geographic concentration patterns observed in this 
chapter.

The same trends exist when the British Isle artists are included (see Table 3.1).
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there were a large number of artists in existence in a country that this would encourage 

the emergence of other artists in the country. This is because emerging artists, or 

individuals thinking about entering the artist market, would see that the demand was there 

for their work, via the existence of a large supply of artists in the country, thus, this 

would encourage more artists to emerge and enter the market. This in turn would lead to 

a greater degree of geographic concentration of artists in this country. The supply of 

artists in this country would continue to increase, and the degree of geographic 

concentration would continue to get larger, as long as the demand continued there for 

artists’ works, or the other conditions that supported the existence of artists in the country 

continued to exist. As soon as this demand declines, though, or the other conditions in the 

country are no longer favourable for artists and their work, then the supply of artists 

would fall. Consequently, the degree of geographic concentration would diminish, 

eventually disappearing if demand for artists works did not rise again, or the other 

favourable conditions that supported their existence in the country did not re-emerge. 

These issues are discussed further in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.4 Labour Mobility Dataset

In identifying if prominent artists tend to be geographically concentrated by work 

location the labour mobility patterns of a group of nineteenth century artists, those bom 

between 1800 and 1849, are analysed. The reason for focussing on the labour mobility 

patterns of nineteenth century artists is because on the basis of the four datasets 

constructed in identifying if prominent artists are concentrated by birth location this is the 

century that produced the largest number of prominent artists, thus, providing the largest 

sample of artists to work with. The rationale for focussing on those bom in the first half 

of this century is because if these artists emerge to be mobile then it can be assumed that 

artists bom after 1849 were also mobile. This is because the transport system would not 

have been as developed when artists bom in the first half of the nineteenth century 

travelled compared to the system that would have existed when those bom after 1849
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started to move. Hence, if these early nineteenth century artists were able to be mobile 

then so would those bom after 1849.

The sample of nineteenth century artists selected for this labour mobility analysis have 

been derived from the 2.2 column-inch dataset developed in Section 3.2. Based on this 

dataset, 315 prominent artists were bom in the nineteenth century. Of this, 80 were bom 

between 1800 and 1849. Due to the country-marketing bias issue highlighted in Section 

3.3.1, only British Isle artists bom in this time period - artists from Britain, Scotland and 

Ireland - who are listed in both the British and German published art dictionaries are 

included in this labour mobility analysis. This reduces the sample to 72 artists.^' The 

distribution of these artists among their countries of origin, of which there are fourteen, is 

illustrated in Figure 3.6, and presented in Column 2 of Tables 3.9 and 3.10. It can be seen 

clearly that France produced the largest number of prominent artists in this era, 30 out of 

72, which equals 42 per cent of the sample. This result verifies that found in Section 

3.3.4, which is that France was the main birth location for prominent artists in the 

nineteenth century

To obtain labour mobility data on this sample of nineteenth centviry artists, information 

from the Oxford Dictionary o f Art (1997) has been augmented with more detailed 

mobility data from the Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online (2004). The results derived in 

relation to their permanent movement pattems and their main work locations are set out 

in Tables 3.9 to 3.11, while their travel pattems are presented in Table 3.12.

Artists bom after 1849 would have had access to a better developed transport system that would have 
given them more freedom to move and travel, which those bom prior to 1849 would not have had.

Based on the 2.2 column-inch dataset, a total o f 24 British Isle artists were bom between 1800 and 1849. 
Eight are excluded from the labour mobility analysis undertaken here - one Irish, one Scottish, and six 
Britons - as they were not listed in the German art dictionary.

France emerges to be the main artist birth location in the nineteenth century when only British Isle artists 
listed in both the English and German art dictionaries, country-marketing bias adjusted sample, are 
included (see Table 3.7).
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3.5 Permanent Movement Results

The results for permanent movement in Column 3 of Table 3.9 indicate that a total of 22 

of the nineteenth century prominent artists analysed, 31 per cent of the sample, left their 

country of birth permanently and migrated to a new country to live and work in. This 

result is illustrated in Figure 3.7. The results in Column 4, which are in percentage terms, 

indicate that for eleven of the fourteen countries from which the prominent artists came 

from, fifty per cent or more of their most prominent artists left permanently. The United 

States, Britain and France are the three exceptions. For seven of these countries - 

Belgium, the Danish Virgin Islands, Hungary, Ireland, Scotland, Switzerland and the 

Ukraine - all of their prominent artists left for good. These individual permanent 

movement country results can be seen in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.

The destinations migrated to by artists who moved permanently are presented in Column 

5 of Table 3.9. Britain and France emerge to be the two main locations. This result can be 

seen graphically in Figure 3.10. This outcome for France supports the belief that France 

was the chief location for prominent artists in the nineteenth century, a belief that is 

further supported by the fact that not many French artists moved permanently. The results 

in Column 3 in Table 3.9 indicate that only two French-born artists moved permanently, 

which equates to just 7 per cent of all prominent French artists bom in this time period. '̂* 

Britain emerges to be a slightly more popular destination than France for prominent 

artists bom in the first half of the nineteenth century to have migrated permanently to, a 

result that seems to suggest Britain was to the fore of France in the nineteenth century as 

the location for prominent artists to concentrate in to undertake their work. However, 

when the number of prominent artists who moved permanently to Britain and the other 

countries are combined with those who did not move from these locations, France 

emerges to be the main work location in the nineteenth century for prominent artists and, 

consequently, the chief location for them to concentrate in too. This is the case at least for

^ Artists who migrated permanently to another location within their own country are not included in these 
permanent mobility statistics.

Three other French artists also moved but this movement took place at the end o f their lives and was not 
for work reasons. These three artists are Gustave Courbet (retired to Switzerland), Hippolyte Flandrin 
(moved to Italy for health reasons) and Paul Gauguin (retired to the Marquesas Islands).
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those who were bom in the first half of the nineteenth centviry with 49 per cent of this 

sample of prominent artists emerging to concentrate in France to undertake their work. 

Britain is the next main work location for this group of prominent artists with 28 per cent 

concentrating here. These work location results can be seen in the second row of Table 

3.10. The countries this sample of prominent artists worked in is set out in the first row of 

this table. For illustration purposes, these various countries are grouped into the nine 

country categories that were used in the analysis of birth concentration in Sections 3.2 

and 3.3. The figures for rest o f Europe and rest o f the World emerge to be zero as none of 

the prominent artists bom in this time period in one of the countries that come under one 

of these two categories remained in their birth covmtry to work, and none of the 

prominent artists from one of the other country categories moved to work in one of the 

countries that come under these two categories. The results from this analysis seem to 

indicate that prominent artists have tended to geographically concentrate by work 

location as well as by birth, with France emerging to be the main location in the 

mneteenth century, for those bom in the first half of this century anyway.

The third row in Table 3.10 sets out the birth locations for this sample of nineteenth 

century prominent artists, in order to identify if there is any similarity between their birth 

location patterns and where they concentrated to work. The results indicate a very close 

similarity between the two, with those locations that emerged to be the main birth 

locations for this sample of prominent artists also appearing to be their main work 

concentration locations. France was identified as being the main birth location for this 

sample of prominent artists, and for the whole of the nineteenth century, and now it 

emerges here as being their main work location too. The British Isles followed France as 

the next main birth location, and it is also appears to be the second main work location 

for this sample of artists. Thus, the main locations this sample of prominent artists 

emerges to geographically concentrate to undertake their work is closely related to those 

locations that produced the largest number of prominent artists. This close correlation

^ See footnotes 4 and 5 for a list o f the countries that come under the ‘rest o f  Europe’ and ‘rest o f  the 
World’ country categories.

The labour mobility patterns o f artists bom between 1850 and 1899 would need to be analysed to confirm 
that France was the main location for the whole of the nineteenth century for prominent artists to 
concentrate in to undertake their work.
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betAveen the locations prominent artists’ geographically concentrate in to undertake their 

work and the locations that produce the largest amount of prominent artists would seem 

to be partly due to a greater supply of prominent artists existing in a particular location to 

begin with. In the nineteenth century, the first half anyway, this location is France. This is 

the country that produced the largest number of prominent artists. In addition, the least 

amount of prominent French artists left France, thus, a greater supply of prominent artists 

existed in France to begin with to enable it to emerge as the main location for prominent 

artists to concentrate in to undertake their work in the nineteenth century. There must, 

however, have been certain forces at work that encouraged these prominent French artists 

to remain in France to undertake their work. There also must have been certain forces at 

work that resulted in France producing the largest amount of prominent artists in this 

century. Whatever these forces were, forces that resulted in France producing the largest 

amount of prominent artists in the nineteenth century and which retained these artists in 

France, also acted as magnets to attract artists from other countries to migrate here to 

undertake their work, as indicated by the number of prominent artists who migrated 

permanently to France as opposed to another country. While a slightly larger number of 

prominent artists migrated permanently to Britain, it did not emerge as being the main 

work location in the nineteenth century because it did not have as large a proportion of 

‘own artists’ to begin with as France did. These issues -  the factors that were at work in 

France that resulted in it producing the largest number of prominent artists in the 

nineteenth century; why it was the main work location for French bom artists, and artists 

from other countries; and how concentration of work is linked to birth concentration - are 

discussed fiirther in Chapters 4 and 5.

Table 3.11 presents the main cities prominent artists who migrated permanently moved 

to, and also the main cities those artists who did not leave their birth country permanently 

worked in. Within France, Paris emerges to be the main city that prominent artists who 

moved permanently migrated to, and it is also the main city French artists themselves 

worked in. London was the chief city in Britain for both prominent artists to migrate to

French artists did travel, both within and outside o f France, but Paris seems to have been the base that 
they all operated from. Barbizon was one o f the main locations French artists went to within France. This
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and for British artists to work. Within France and Britain, Paris and London are the only 

two cities prominent artists who migrated permanently moved to. The reasons for 

concentration of prominent artists in these locations, France and Britain, but more 

specifically Paris and London, are investigated further in Chapters 4 and 5. Rome was the 

main city in Italy that prominent artists who migrated to this country moved to; Munich 

was the chief city in Germany; New York in the United States; and St. Petersburg in 

Russia. New York and St. Petersburg were also the main cities artists from both the 

United States and Russia who remained in these countries, concentrated in to work. This 

result in relation to Paris implies that it was the main city within France for prominent 

artists to concentrate in to undertake their work in the nineteenth century. Thus, this result 

supports Cowen’s (2000) story, as this is the location he identified in his work for 

prominent artists to concentrate in during the nineteenth century.

3.6 Temporary Movement (Travel) Results

Table 3.12 sets out the results for the second element of this sample of nineteenth century 

prominent artists labour mobility that has been analysed, the level of temporary 

movement (travel) they imdertook. The results in Column 3 indicate that out of the 

sample of 72 artists, 60 travelled. This equals 83 per cent of the total sample. This result 

is illustrated in Figure 3.11. All Belgian, German, Hungarian, Irish, Scottish, Swiss and 

Ukrainian artists travelled, as did all prominent artists from the United States, the 

Netherlands and the Danish Virgin Islands. Fifty per cent or more of the artists from the 

remaining countries of Austria, France and Russia also travelled. This result, which can 

be seen in Column 4, indicates that this group of prominent artists were quite mobile for a 

time period when the transport system was almost nonexistent.

Given the emphasis on France as the main location for artists in the nineteenth century, 

the number of prominent artists who travelled here is also analysed. The results in

location is just South o f Paris, and the main reason French artists went here is because it was one o f the best 
places for landscape painting in this time period.
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Columns 5 of Table 3.10 indicate that out of the sample of 42 artists, French artists 

excluded, 28 travelled to France. This means that 67 per cent of prominent artists who 

travelled, went to France. This result is illustrated in Figure 3.12. For nine of the fourteen 

countries this sample of prominent artists originated, France excluded, 50 per cent or 

more of their prominent artists travelled to France. This result can be seen in Column 6. 

These labour mobility travel results give ftirther support to the previous results in 

Sections 3.3.4 and 3.5 that France was the main location for prominent artists in the 

nineteenth century, both birth location and work location.

3.7 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter two datasets for identifying if prominent artists tend to geographically 

concentrate by birth location and work location were created. This task was undertaken to 

verify if Cowen (2000) was correct in assuming that such a phenomenon has taken place. 

The datasets were created using the column-inch methodology developed in Chapter 2 for 

identifying prominent artists and two art dictionaries, the Oxford Dictionary o f  Art 

(1997), and the Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online (2004). Art dictionaries can be used to 

create the datasets required for this type of analysis as they contain the required 

biographical information.

In relation to the dataset created for investigating geographic concentration by birth 

location, the first interesting result to emerge was a large number of British Isle artists, 

particularly from the eighteenth century onwards. Unfortunately, this result highlights a 

problem with the column-inch methodology: the publishers of art dictionaries to which 

the methodology is applied can be, and probably will be, biased towards artists from their 

own countries and towards artists in countries that their dictionaries are sold, resulting in 

them including more of these artists and allocating more column inches to them. As a 

result, some locations emerge to be important centres for prominent artists using the 

column-inch methodology, even though their importance is not supported by evidence

All French artists emerge to have travelled within France (see Table 3.12).
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from art history. One solution to this issue is to cross-reference art dictionaries from 

different countries and only include those artists that emerge in both dictionaries. This 

work was undertaken here using a German art dictionary and it resulted in the number of 

British Isle artists being reduced by more than half. In spite of this issue with using the 

column-inch methodology, it is still the most appropriate method to use in this study for 

identifying prominent artists. This is because it is more efficient and less complex 

compared to some of the other methods described in Chapter 2, particularly for the task 

undertaken here of identifying a large sample of prominent artists over time so that their 

geographic concentration patterns can be analysed. This issue aside, the other results to 

emerge from this dataset confirm that prominent artists have tended to concentrate by 

birth location in certain geographic places, with different countries dominating in 

different time periods. Those countries identified correspond with the locations identified 

by Cowen (2000) in his work, thus, confirming he was correct in assuming that 

prominent artists have tended to geographically concentrate, by birth location anyway.

The labour mobility dataset created to investigate if prominent artists tend to 

geographically concentrate by work location focussed on a group of nineteenth century 

artists, those bom between 1800 and 1849. Two elements of labour mobility were 

analysed in relation to this group of artists, their permanent movement and travel 

patterns. Two interesting results emerged from this analysis. First and foremost it 

confirms that there has been geographic concentration of prominent artists by work 

location, at least for this sample of nineteenth century artists. In the nineteenth century, 

France and Britain appear to be the key locations this geographic concentration took 

place - these are the two main countries that prominent artists who moved permanently 

migrated to, and are also the two locations that retained the majority of their own artists 

(only 7 per cent of French artists migrated permanently and 14 per cent of British artists). 

While this result is not unusual in relation to France, it may seem surprising Britain has 

emerged to be an important location in this century. Britain, however, was a wealthy 

location at this time, and this could have been the factor that drew artists to Britain. This 

is because the individuals with the wealth could have acted as patrons, thus, providing 

artists with a potential market for their work, and also a source of income. This factor
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would also have prevented British artists from leaving their country of origin. This issue 

of what may have drawn artists to certain locations, and also prevented artists from 

leaving a location, is investigated further in the next two chapters, Chapters 4 and 5. In 

relation to travel, France emerges to be a major location that this group of prominent 

artists analysed went to. Out of all artists who travelled, 67 per cent visited France. This 

result seems to provide further support for the view that France was the main location for 

prominent artists in the nineteenth century; it was for those bom in the first half of this 

century anyway. The results also seem to provide support for Cowen’s (2000) belief that 

Paris was the main location for prominent artists in the nineteenth century. This is 

because this is the location that has emerged from the data that most artists who moved 

permanently to France settled in. It is also the main location that French-born artists 

worked in, along with being the main location visited by those prominent artists who 

travelled to France. An analysis of artists bom in the second part of this century (1850 -  

1899) needs to be undertaken, however, to verify that France was, and within France 

Paris, the main location for prominent artists to concentrate in to undertake their work in 

the nineteenth century.

Leaving aside these work location geographic concentration results, a second interesting 

outcome to emerge from this analysis is that this sample of prominent artists were 

reasonably mobile - 84 per cent of them emerge to have travelled during their career. This 

is an interesting statistic given that these artists travelled at a time when the transport 

system was inadequately developed. Artists from the United States are a good illustration 

of this. The results in Table 3.12 indicate that each of these artists travelled. Even more 

interesting, though, is the fact that they all crossed the Atlantic Ocean during their careers 

to visit Europe, and all of them also travelled to France. Given the time it would have 

taken them to cross the Atlantic Ocean there must have been something that drew them to 

Europe, and in particular to France. How, though, did they know to go to Europe, and/or 

France, when the technology that exists today for transmitting information did not exist 

then? Chapters 4 and 5 will attempt to address these questions by investigating the factors 

that may have drew artists to geographically concentrate in certain locations, the same 

factors that would have enticed artists from these locations to remain.
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3A TABLES

Table 3.1 Percentage o f Artists per Country from the Thirteenth to the Twentieth Century, Based on 2.2 Column-Inch 

Dataset

Century Italy
The Low 
Countries France

Germanic
Countries

Rest o f 
Europe Russia

British
Isles

United
States

Rest o f 
World

No. of 
Artists per 

Century

Thirteenth 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11

Fourteenth 64 16 0 8 8 4 0 0 0 25

Fifteenth 54 22 6 14 4 0 0 0 0 99

Sixteenth 38 41 7 5 6 0 4 0 0 111

Seventeenth 18 48 17 2 5 0 10 0 0 105

Eighteenth 6 1 16 12 2 0 51 12 0 94

Nineteenth 3 6 21 15 6 7 22 13 7 315

T wentieth 4 3 5 8 7 4 29 28 12 116

(1900-1945)

Percentage o f 
Artists per 
Country

18 16 14 10 5 3 19 10 4 876

Source: O xford D ictionary o f  A rt { \  997 )
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Table 3.2 Nineteenth Century Prominent Artists Identified from British Published Art Dictionary that are in German

Published Art Dictionary

Italy
The Low 
Countries France

Germanic
Countries

Rest o f 
Europe Russia

British
Isles

United
States

Rest o f 
World

No. o f Prominent 
Artists

British 9 18 67 47 19 22 68 42 23 315
Dictionary

In German 
Dictionary 9 17 64 46 18 15 26 23 9 227

Not in German 
Dictionary 0 1 3 1 1 7 42 19 14 88

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art {1997) and Reclams Kunstlerlexikon (2002)

Table 3.3 Twentieth Century Prominent Artists Identified from British Published Art Dictionary that are in German

Published Art Dictionary

Italy
The Low 
Countries France

Germanic
Countries

Rest o f 
Europe Russia

British
Isles

United
States

Rest o f 
World

No. o f  Prominent 
Artists

British 5 3 6 9 8 5 34 32 14 116
Dictionary

In German 
Dictionary 3 3 6 9 7 4 II 27 7 77

Not in German 
Dictionary 2 0 0 0 1 1 23 5 7 39

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (1997) and Reclams Kunstlerlexikon (2002)
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Table 3.4 Percentage of Artists per Country from the Thirteenth to the Twentieth Century, Based on 3.0 Column-Inch 

Dataset

Century Italy
The Low 
Countries France

Germ anic
Countries

Rest o f  
Europe Russia

British
Isles

U nited
States

Rest o f  
W orld

No. o f  
Artists per 

Century

Thirteenth 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7

Fourteenth 69 25 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 16

Fifteenth 60 21 4 14 0 0 0 0 0 70

Sixteenth 41 36 9 4 8 0 1 0 0 74

Seventeenth 19 48 12 4 4 0 13 0 0 52

Eighteenth 7 0 21 15 2 0 43 13 0 61

N ineteenth 4 5 19 17 7 9 19 15 5 220

Twentieth
( 1900- 1945)

4 3 4 9 7 4 28 31 9 74

Percentage 
o f  A rtists 
per Country

20 15 13 12 5 4 17 11 3 574

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f Art ( 1997)
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Table 3.5 Percentage of Artists per Country from the Thirteenth to the Twentieth Century, Based on 4.5 Column-Inch 

Dataset

Century Italy
The Low 
Countries France

Germanic
Countries

Rest o f  
Europe Russia

British
Isles

United
States

Rest o f  
W orld

No. o f  
Artists per 

Century

Thirteenth 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

Fourteenth 57 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7

Fifteenth 73 13 3 13 0 0 0 0 0 40

Sixteenth 48 21 9 6 12 0 3 0 0 33

Seventeenth 16 37 21 5 11 0 11 0 0 19

Eighteenth 3 0 23 10 3 0 50 10 0 30

N ineteenth 3 4 22 19 8 9 19 11 5 106

T wentieth 
(1900-1945)

0 3 3 9 16 6 28 28 6 32

Percentage 
o f  Artists 
per Country

22 10 14 13 8 4 17 9 3 272

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art {\ 997)
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Table 3.6 Percentage of Artists per Country from the Thirteenth to the Twentieth Century, Based on 5.5 Column-Inch 

Dataset

Century Italy
The Low 
Countries France

Germ anic
Countries

Rest o f  
Europe Russia

British
Isles

United
States

Rest o f  
W orld

No. o f  
A rtists per 

Century

Thirteenth 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4

Fourteenth 50 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6

Fifteenth 71 13 3 13 0 0 0 0 0 31

Sixteenth 48 20 g 8 16 0 0 0 0 25

Seventeenth 14 29 29 7 7 0 14 0 0 14

Eighteenth 4 0 29 8 4 0 42 13 0 24

N ineteenth 3 4 25 15 10 10 17 10 6 71

Twentieth
(1900-1945)

0 6 6 6 11 6 33 28 6 18

Percentage 
o f  Artists 
per Country

24 10 17 11 8 4 15 8 3 193

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art { \991)
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Table 3.7 Number of Prominent British Isle Artists Identified from British Published Art Dictionary that are in German 

Published Art Dictionary

Century Italy
The Low 
Countries France

Germanic
Countries

Rest of 
Europe Russia

British Isles

British
Dictionary

British Isles

German
Dictionary United States

Rest of 
World

Thirteenth 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fourteenth 16 4 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 0

Fifteenth 53 22 6 14 4 0 0 0 0 0

Sixteenth 42 45 8 5 7 0 4 1 0 0

Seventeenth 19 50 18 2 5 0 11 7 0 0

Eighteenth 6 1 15 11 2 0 48 35 11 0

Nineteenth 9 18 67 47 19 22 68 26 42 23

Twentieth 5 3 6 9 8 5 34 11 32 14
(1900-45)

Number of 
Artists per 
Country

161 143 120 90 47 28 165 80 85 37

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art {\991) and Reclams Kunstlerlexikon (2002)
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Table 3.8 Percentage o f Artists per Country from the Thirteenth to the Twentieth Century, Based on 2.2 Column-Inch 

Dataset with British Isle Artists Excluded

Century Italy
The Low 
Countries France

Germanic
Countries

Rest o f 
Europe Russia

United
States

Rest o f 
World

No. o f Artists 
per Century

Thirteenth 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11

Fourteenth 64 16 0 8 8 4 0 0 25

Fifteenth 54 22 6 14 4 0 0 0 99

Sixteenth 39 42 7 5 7 0 0 0 107

Seventeenth 20 53 19 2 5 0 0 0 94

Eighteenth 13 2 33 24 4 0 24 0 46

Nineteenth 4 7 27 19 8 9 17 9 247

Twentieth
(1900-1945)

6 4 7 11 10 6 39 17 82

Percentage o f 
Artists per 
Country

23 20 17 13 7 4 12 5 711

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art ( 1997)
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Table 3.9 Labour Mobility Patterns of Prominent Artists Born Between 1800 

and 1849: Permanent Movement

Permanent Movement

Country
Number 

o f Artists Number Percentage Destinations

Austria 2 1 50 Germany {Munich}

Belgium 1 1 100 France {Paris}

Britain 14 2 14 France {Paris} and United States {New

Danisii Virgin Islands 1 1 100

York}

France {Paris}

France 30 2 7 Britain {London} (2)

Germany 7 4 57 Italy {Rome} (2), Britain {London} and

Hungary 1 1 100

France {Paris} 

France {Paris}

Ireland 1 1 100 Britain {London}

Netherlands 3 2 67 France{Paris} and Britain {London}

Russia 2 1 50 Italy {Rome}

Scotland 1 1 100 Britain {London}

Switzerland 2 2 100 Italy {Rome} and Britain {London}

Ukraine 1 1 100 Russia {St. Petersburg}

United States 6 2 33 France {Paris} and Britain {London}

Total 72 22 31

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f Art (1997) and the Grove Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004)
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Table 3.10 Work Locations and Birth Locations of Prominent Artists Born Between 1800 and 1849 (Percentage Terms)

Country Italy
The Low 
Countries France

Germanic
Countries

Rest of 
Europe Russia

British
Isles

United
States

Rest o f 
World

No. o f 
Artists

Work Location 6 1 49 7 0 3 28 7 0 72

Birth Location 0 6 42 15 3 3 22 8 1 72

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (1997) and the Grove Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004)

Table 3.11 Work Locations of Permanent Mover and Non-Mover Prominent Artists Born Between 1800 and 1849*

Country Italy France Germany Russia Britain United States
No. o f  
ArtistsCity Rome Paris Munich St. Petersburg London New York

Permanent- 4 7 1 1 8 1
Movers (18) (32) (5) (5) (36) (5) 22

Country Netherlands France Germany Austria Russia Britain United States No. o f  
ArtistsCity The Hague Paris Munich Berlin Vienna St. Petersburg London New York Philadelphia

Non-Movers 1 28 1 2 1 1 12 3 1 50
(100) (100) (33) (67) (100) (100) (100) (75) (25) (100)

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art {1997) and the Grove Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004)

' Percentages in bracicets ()
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Table 3.12 Labour Mobility Patterns of Prominent Artists Born between 1800 

and 1849: Temporary Movement (Travel)

Travel Travel to France^

Country
N um ber o f  

Artists
N um ber Percentage N um ber Percentage

A ustria 2 1 50 0 0

Belgium 1 1 100 1 100

Britain 14 13 93 6 43

D anish V irgin Islands 1 1 100 1 100

France 30 21 70 30 travelled 
within France

100 travelled 
within France

G erm any 7 7 100 6 86

H ungary 1 1 100 1 100

Ireland 1 1 100 1 100

N etherlands 3 3 100 3 100

Russia 2 1 50 0 0

Scotland 1 1 100 0 0

Sw itzerland 2 2 100 2 100

Ukraine 1 1 100 1 100

U nited States 6 6 100 6 100

Total 72 60 83 28 67

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (1997) and the Grove Dictionary o f Art: Online (2004)

 ̂ Given that the French artists are from France, one cannot analyse the number/percentage o f them who 
travelled to France, which is what has been done for the artists from the other countries in this sample. 
Thus, an analysis of the number o f French artists who travelled within France has been undertaken instead, 
and this is what the results presented in this section for French artists refer to.
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3B FIGURES

Figure 3.1 Number of Prominent Nineteenth Century Artists Identified from British Published Art Dictionary that are in 

German Published Art Dictionary

Italy The Low  
Countries

France Germ anic
Countries

Rest o f  
Europe
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O  British D ictionary I  In German Dictionary D N o t  in German Dictionary

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art {[991) and Reclams Kunstlerlexikon (2002)
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Figure 3.2 Number of Prominent Twentieth Century Artists Identified from British Published Art Dictionary that are in 

German Published Art Dictionary
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Figure 3.3 Percentage of Prominent Artists per Country from the Thirteenth to Twentieth Century, Based on 2.2 Column 

Inch Dataset with British Isle Artists Excluded
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Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (\997)
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Figure 3.4 Number of Prominent Artists per Century, Based on 2.2 Column-Inch Dataset with British Isle Artists Excluded
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Figure 3.5 Percentage of Prominent Artists per Country, Based on 2.2 Column-Inch Dataset with British Isle Artists 

Excluded
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Figure 3.6 Birth Locations of Prominent Artists Born Between 1800 and 1849
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Figure 3.7 Percentage o f Prominent Artists Born Between 1800 and 1849 Who Moved Permanently

□  N on -M overs ■  M overs

Source: Labour Mobility Dataset, created from the Oxford Dictionary o f  Art {\997)  and the Grove Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004)
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Figure 3.8 Percentage of Prominent Artists Born between 1800 and 1849 Who 

Moved Permanently, By Country Category I
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Source: Labour Mobility Dataset, created from the Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (1997) and the Grove 
Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004)

Figure 3.9 Percentage of Prominent Artists Born between 1800 and 1849 Who

Moved Permanently, By Country Category II
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Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004)
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Figure 3.10 Permanent Movement Destinations
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Source: Labour Mobility Dataset, created from the Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (1997) and the Grove Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004)



Figure 3.11 Percentage of Prominent Artists Born between 1800 and 1849 Who 

Travelled

□  Travel ■  No Travel

Source: Labour Mobility Dataset, created from the Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (1997) and the Grove 
Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004)

Figure 3.12 Percentage of Prominent Artists Born between 1800 and 1849 Who 

Travelled to France

9 Travel to France ■  No Travel to France

Source: Labour Mobility Dataset, created from the Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (1997) and the Grove 
Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004)
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3C APPENDICES

3A Number of Artists per Country from the Thirteenth to the Twentieth

Century, Classified by Birth Location

Table 3A.1 2.2 Column-Inch Dataset

Centiiiy Italy
The Low 
Countries France

Germanic
Countries

Rest of 
Europe Russia

British
Isles

United
States

Rest of 
World

No. of 
Artists per 

Century
Thirteenth 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11

Fourteenth 16 4 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 25

Fifteenth 53 22 6 14 4 0 0 0 0 99

Sixteenth 42 45 8 5 7 0 4 0 0 111

Seventeenth 19 50 18 2 5 0 11 0 0 105

Eighteenth 6 I 15 11 2 0 48 11 0 94

Nineteenth 9 18 67 47 19 22 68 42 23 315

Twentieth
(1900-45)

5 3 6 9 8 5 34 32 14 116

Number of 
Artists per 
Country

161 143 120 90 47 28 165 85 37 876

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f Art (1997)

Table 3A.2 3.0 Column-Inch Dataset

Century Italy
The Low 
Countries France

Germanic
Countries

Rest of 
Europe Russia

British
Isles

United
States

Rest of 
World

No. of 
Artists per 

Century

Thirteenth 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7

Fourteenth 11 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 16

Fifteenth 42 15 3 10 0 0 0 0 0 70

Sixteenth 30 27 7 3 6 0 1 0 0 74

Seventeenth 10 25 6 2 2 0 7 0 0 52

Eighteenth 4 0 13 9 1 0 26 8 0 61

Nineteenth g 12 42 38 16 19 42 32 11 220

Twentieth
(1900-45)

3 2 3 7 5 3 21 23 7 74

Number of 
Artists per 
Country

115 85 74 69 31 22 97 63 18 574

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f Art (1997)
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Table 3A.3 4.5 Column-Inch Dataset

Century Italy
The Low
Countries France

Germanic
Countries

Rest of 
Europe Russia

British
Isles

United
States

Rest of 
World

No. of 
Artists per 

Century

Thirteenth 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

Fourteenth 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7

Fifteenth 29 5 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 40

Sixteenth 16 7 3 2 4 0 1 0 0 33

Seventeenth 3 7 4 1 2 0 2 0 0 19

Eighteenth 1 0 7 3 1 0 15 3 0 30

Nineteenth 3 4 23 20 9 10 20 12 5 106

Twentieth
(1900-45)

0 1 1 3 5 2 9 9 2 32

Number of 
Artists per 
Country

61 27 39 34 21 12 47 24 7 272

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (1997)

Table 3A.4 5.5 Column-Inch Dataset

Century Italy
The Low 
Countries France

Germanic
Countries

Rest of 
Europe Russia

British
Isles

United
States

Rest of 
World

No. of 
Artists per 

Century
Thirteenth 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4

Fourteenth 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6

Fifteenth 22 4 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 31

Sixteenth 12 5 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 25

Seventeenth 2 4 4 1 1 0 2 0 0 14

Eighteenth 1 0 7 2 I 0 10 3 0 24

Nineteenth 2 3 18 11 7 7 12 7 4 71

Twentieth
(1900-45)

0 1 1 I 2 1 6 5 1 18

Number of 
Artists per 
Country

46 20 33 21 15 8 30 15 5 193

Source: Oxford Dictionary o f  Art (1997)
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3B Figures Illustrating the Percentage of Artists per Country from the 

Thirteenth to Twentieth Century, Based on Different Column-Inch 

Datasets (Classified by Birth Location)
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Figure 3B.2 3.0 Column-Inch Dataset
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Figure 3B.3 4.5 Column-Inch Dataset
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Figure 3B.4 5.5 Column-Inch Dataset
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CHAPTER 4

THEORIES OF CONCENTRATION: SELECTED 

LITERATURE REVIEW

4.1 Introduction

The empirical work undertaken in Chapter 3 confirms that on a country-level basis 

prominent artists do tend to be concentrated in certain geographic locations, by both place 

o f birth and work. In terms o f birth concentration it appears that different countries have 

dominated in different time periods - Italy between the thirteenth and fifteenth century, 

the Low Countries in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, France in the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries, and America in the twentieth century. The work location 

analysis undertaken indicates that France, and within France Paris, was the main 

concentration location in the nineteenth century, for prominent artists bom in the first half 

o f this century anyway. Britain, specifically London, was the next main concentration 

centre for this group o f prominent artists.

Following this, the next objective addressed in Part I o f this thesis is to try to identify the 

factors that may be driving this geographic concentration process, and in particular to 

identify, or attempt to, the specific factors that may have led prominent artists to 

geographically concentrate in the countries identified in Chapter 3. Do the same factors 

apply to each country or are the factors country-specific? Have the factors changed over 

time? If they have then this may explain why the birth concentration locations have 

altered over the centuries, and presumably the work concentration locations too. If, 

however, the same factors apply regardless o f the time period analysed then why have the 

locations artists have concentrated in changed over time? The purpose o f this chapter, and 

the next, is to try to provide some answers to these questions, at least in a general sense.
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The exact causes, however, cannot be determined without a detailed cases-study o f each 

country for the period in which each dominated. While such an extensive investigation 

goes beyond the boundary o f this thesis, identification o f the potential determining 

factors in a general sense is a first step, albeit perhaps small, towards explaining this artist 

geographic concentration phenomenon.

An issue that arises in addressing this objective is that a lack o f previous research on the 

factors that cause artists to geographically concentrate means there is no literature 

specific to artists to identify the determining factors. This has resulted in the key 

literature from the industrial economic and economic geography fields dealing with the 

concentration and clustering o f economic activity being explored instead as a means o f 

addressing this objective. Although this literature focuses on smaller geographic units in 

identifying and explaining geographic concentration o f industry than what is used in this 

study, cities and regions as opposed to country-level geographic concentration, the lack 

o f previous research in this area means that it is the only appropriate literature available 

for the work undertaken here. Thus, with this limitation in mind, this is the literature that 

has been used to address the second objective o f this thesis. This issue with using this 

literature, though, only exists in explaining prominent artists’ birth concentration 

locations as the work location analysis undertaken identifies the specific cities, as well as 

countries, prominent artists concentrated in to work. The reason for focusing on this 

concentration and clustering o f economic activity literature in the first place is because if 

artists are viewed as being individuals in small-scale economic activity then parallels can 

be drawn between them and firms and, hence, the possible factors that lead prominent 

artists to geographically concentrate identified. This may seem to suggest that this 

literature is only appropriate for explaining why prominent artists geographically 

concentrate by work location, but it can also be used to explain their birth concentration 

patterns that have been observed. This is because preliminary research on the locations 

prominent artists concentrated in to work in earlier centuries indicates that they worked in 

the localities in which they were bom.' For example, the Tuscany region in Italy, mainly 

Florence, emerges as the main location prominent artists concentrated in Italy to work in

' This preliminary work is not presented in Chapter 3.
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the period it dominated, particularly the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and this is 

also the region most Italian artists from this time period were bom. The reasons why 

prominent artists birth and work concentration locations in earlier centuries were one and 

the same could have been due to a lack of information available about opportunities 

elsewhere, the extreme difficulty in undertaken travel in these times, or just certain 

factors existing in the locations artists were bom that retained them there. Whatever the 

precise reasons, which will be investigated to some extent in this chapter and the next, the 

concentration of economic activity literature can be used to explain prominent artists 

tendency to be concentrated by birth location as well as work.

These matters aside, this chapter presents a review of the key literature on the 

concentration and clustering of economic activity. Scherer’s (2001a) work on the 

geographic location of music composers is also examined, as strong similarities exist 

between it and the research undertaken here on artists’ geographic location pattems.^ 

Section 4.2 examines the work of Marshall (1890). His work on the concentration of 

specialised industries in particular localities provided the theoretical foundation for the 

belief that geographic clustering of firms can be beneficial.^ Rallet and Torre’s (1998) 

research, which is described in Section 4.3, can be viewed as a modem day extension of 

Marshall’s (1890) synergies and spillovers. Krugman’s (1991) work on the geographic 

concentration of industry is presented in Section 4.4. Porter’s (1990) diamond model is 

examined in Section 4.5. Only the elements of this model that may be able to explain why 

artists concentrate in the same geographic location are discussed. Section 4.6 presents a 

review of Scherer’s (2001a) work, while Section 4.7 summarises and concludes the 

chapter.

 ̂ See also Hall (1977) and (1998). In his work he tries to explain why certain Western cities, 21 in total, 
became cities o f  exceptional creativity and innovation. He specifically tries to pinpoint the factors these 
creative cities possessed that enabled them to become major creative centres that other cities did not have.
 ̂ The words concentration, clustering and localisation, which mean to be gathered or grouped together, are 

used interchangeably throughout this chapter.
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4.2 Marshall

4.2.1 Initial Causes o f  Geographic Concentration

Based on Marshall’s (1890) work, the concentration of industry in the same geographic 

location is not a recent phenomenon but is something that has been taking place since the 

‘early stages o f civilisation’."* Physical conditions and patronage o f  a court are the two 

principal factors he identifies as contributing the most to this concentration phenomenon.^

Physical conditions relate to the character of the climate and the soils of a location. Some 

industries have concentrated in certain geographic locations for this reason. The metallic 

industries, for example, have tended to concentrate in places where there is a mine. The 

location of the British iron industries is a good illustration of this as they first located in 

districts where charcoal was plentiful, and then after this they went to locations where 

coalmines existed.

In relation to patronage of court, Marshall (1890) believes that the presence of a court in 

a particular location led to the establishment and concentration of specialised industries in 

these locations. This is because the rich individuals of courts tended to demand goods of 

very high quality, and this demand acted as a magnet to attract skilled workers from 

distant places. The rulers of courts also often “deliberately invited artisans from a 

distance and settled them in a group together” (Marshall, 1890, 224). The reason for this 

was because the artisans could then teach their skills to the people in the location where 

they were settled, which in turn enabled the locals to meet and satisfy many of the courts 

needs, as well as their own needs.^ These artisans would have learnt their skills from their 

ancestors, who in turn would have developed their knowledge and talents from the

“ The production o f some valuable wares is what Marshall (1890) refers to as being localised since early 
civilisation. According to him, these valuable items were produced in only a few places, or just one, and 
were then diffused throughout Europe by the agency o f  fairs and professional peddlers, or by the producers 
themselves.
 ̂ Similar to this Patronage o f  Court explanation for why specialised industries concentrate in certain 

geographic locations is Scherer’s (2001a) Competing Noble Court hypothesis (see Section 4.6).
 ̂This idea o f  the possessor o f  a high quality skill being in the same geographic location as those that they 

want to teach the skill to is similar to Rallet and Torre’s (1998) theory o f  geographical proximity being 
required for the sharing o f  knowledge, particularly tacit knowledge (see Section 4.3).
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traditional arts o f the earlier civilisations on the shores o f the Mediterranean and the Far 

East. Marshall (1890) believes that many highly skilled industries would have flourished 

in these locations - in the Mediterranean and the Far East where these skilled individuals 

were bom - if their growth had been favoured by the character o f the people in these 

places, and also by the social and political institutions there. This is because if the 

supporting conditions that the talented artisans required had existed then they would not 

have migrated to the courts in other countries. These supporting conditions would have 

included encouragement o f their work and status, provision o f state patronage and 

bursaries, and a home market (i.e. local demand) for the crafts they produced. However, 

as these supporting conditions did not exist the artisans were forced to leave their 

homelands, and at the same time they were drawn to the locations where these forms o f 

support did exist.’ Marshall (1890) concludes that while the reason specialised industries
o

concentrate in certain geographic locations may be due to specific physical conditions, 

the most important factor that determines their location is whether they have political and 

social institutional support in the location in question. According to Marshall, this is the 

“supreme condition for the growth o f noble forms o f the arts o f life” (1890, 224).

4.2.2 Factors that Sustain Geographic Concentration

“So great are the advantages which people following the same skilled trade 

get from near neighbourhood to one another, that they will stay in the 

location that they have chosen for a long time” (Marshall, 1890, 225).

’ These supporting conditions are similar to some of the mechanisms in Porter’s (1990) diamond model - 
factor conditions, demand conditions, and the role of government. According to Porter, these mechanisms 
that exist in a location where an industry has concentrated must be of the nature that supports the industry 
otherwise the industry will not remain in that location as it would fail to prosper. While Marshall’s (1890) 
work is similar to Porter’s, what Marshall is actually referring to is the source of an industry before it 
evolves into an actual industry. If this source, in this case skilled crafts people, does not receive support in 
their home country then they will go to the location/country where they will receive such support. An 
industry, built on these crafts peoples’ skills and talents, will eventually emerge in this new location, and it 
will thrive and prosper in this location once the supporting conditions remain in place. The similarity 
between Marshall and Porter’s work can be seen more clearly in Section 4.5, where Porter’s work is 
reviewed.
* Marshall (1890) also indicates the existence of facilities for commerce will impact on where specialised 
industries choose to locate.
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According to Marshall (1890), when an industry chooses a geographic location for itself 

firms in the industry are likely to stay in the location chosen because they will benefit 

from three types of external economies from doing so. These are the growth o f  subsidiary 

trades, the establishment o f a local market o f  specialised labour, and synergies and 

spillovers. These three external economies then become the reasons why firms remain 

geographically concentrated.

Growth o f  Subsidiary Trades

When an industry becomes concentrated in a particular location subsidiary trades 

establish themselves in the location to supply the industry with the inputs they require at 

lower costs. The subsidiary industries are able to provide the inputs at lower costs 

because each one of them focuses on just one small branch of the specialised industry’s 

production process. If each firm in the industry had to provide the specialised inputs they 

required themselves they would not be able to cover the cost of doing so, as they would 

not be making constant use of each input and would eventually go out of business.^ 

Thus, firms are not going to move from the location their industry has concentrated in 

because the subsidiary trades would not exist in other locations to provide the specialised 

inputs they require at lower costs.

Establishment o f  a Local Market o f  Specialised Labour

One of the biggest advantages from an industry that is geographically concentrated is that 

it offers a constant local market of specialised labour. According to Marshall (1890), 

employers are likely to locate in a place where they will find a good choice of workers 

with the specialised skills they require, and employees will go to places where there are 

many employers who need the skills they offer. The result of these two forces interacting, 

therefore, should be the establishment of a good local labour market of skilled workers.

’ An example o f this might be a specialised piece o f  equipment - as firms would not be making constant use 
o f  this piece o f equipment they would not be covering its cost, in terms o f  original price and depreciation.
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Synergies and Spillovers

The third type of positive external economy identified by Marshall (1890) that keeps 

firms from the same industry concentrated in the same location is synergies and 

spillovers. This is a very important external factor because it enables the development of 

new ideas, which keep the firms innovative and successful. According to Marshall, this 

external economy arises when “the mysteries of the trade become no mysteries: but are as 

it was in the air, and children learn many of them unconsciously. Good work is rightly 

appreciated, inventions and improvements in machinery, in processes and the general 

organisation of the business have their merits promptly discussed: if one man starts a new 

idea, it is taken up by the others and combined with suggestions of their own; and thus it 

becomes the source of further new ideas” (1890, 225).

4.3 Rallet and Torre: Importance of Geographical Proximity

Rallet and Torre’s (1998) work on the geographic concentration of industries, particularly 

innovative ones, can be seen as a contemporary explanation of Marshall’s (1890) 

synergies and spillovers. While Marshall identified synergies and spillovers as being a 

beneficial factor that arises to firms in an industry that is geographically concentrated, 

and consequently leads the firms to remain concentrated, Rallet and Torre view synergies 

and spillovers, in the form of tacit knowledge, as a factor that leads firms to concentrate 

together in the first place and then, as with Marshall, to remain concentrated in the one 

location.

There is now a growing literature in labour economics on the issue o f  human capital 
spillovers/externalities. Moretti (2004a) defines this externality as something that arises if  the presence o f  
educated workers makes other workers more productive. Human capital spillovers/externalities is 
something that may arise when artists geographically concentrate together and, thus, is a reason for why 
they remain concentrated together - the presence o f  one or two skilful artists in a location may make other 
artists working in the same location who are less skilfiil more productive and, consequently, more 
successful. This success will subsequently result in these artists wanting to remain geographically 
concentrated together. Lucas (1988) argues that human capital spillovers, in the form o f learning spillovers, 
may be large enough to explain long-run income differences between rich and poor countries. Maybe 
Lucas’s theory can be adapted to explain why artists have geographically concentrated in some locations 
and not in others -  the learning spillovers in the locations artists have been identified to concentrate in may 
be so great that it leads artists concentrating in these locations to remain in these places as opposed to 
moving to a location where there are less artists and, thus, less learning spillovers that would aid them in
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In their work, Rallet and Torre (1998) try to identify the reasons for the high degree o f 

concentration o f innovative activities. In doing this they find that because information 

and icnowledge are what are mainly exchanged between agents involved in innovative 

activities, geographical proximity and, hence, location are important.”  This is 

particularly the case in relation to the transfer o f knowledge. While information can be 

transmitted across distances using various communication modes, such as postal services 

or emails, the transfer o f knowledge requires direction communication and repeated 

interaction, which is thus enhanced by geographical proximity. In emphasising the 

importance o f geographical proximity in the transfer o f knowledge, Rallet and Torre 

(1998) make a crucial distinction between two kinds o f knowledge that are exchanged 

between agents involved in innovative activities. These are tacit knowledge and codified 

knowledge. Tacit knowledge is knowledge that cannot be easily transferred because it is 

not stated in an explicit form. To convey this type o f knowledge, therefore, requires the 

sharing o f a common work experience through face-to-face relations. Codified 

knowledge, on the other hand, is knowledge that can be reduced to messages, which can 

then be easily transferred between individuals and economic agents using nonhuman 

supports. This type o f knowledge can be exchanged regardless o f distance by using 

technologies o f communication, old (postal mail) or new (computer conferencing), but 

geographical proximity appears to be a necessary condition for the efficient sharing o f 

tacit knowledge, particularly in the case o f tacit-knowledge-intensive activities such as 

innovation creation and diffusion. The more tacit knowledge associated with an activity, 

the more face-to-face relations that are required. The higher the frequency o f face-to-face 

relations, the greater the need for permanent physical proximity between agents involved 

in tacit-knowledge-intensive activities. This leads Rallet and Torre (1998) to conclude 

that the need to transfer tacit knowledge in the process o f innovation, which is achieved 

through geographical proximity, is the reason for the high degree o f concentration o f 

innovative activities.

their work to be more innovative and, consequently, more successful. Some researchers have tried to 
estimate the size o f  these human capital spillovers [see Rauch (1993), Acemoglu and Angrist (2000), and 
Moretti (2004a) and (2004b)].
" Geographic proximity is defined as follows: economic agents or individuals are considered 
geographically close whey they can have daily face-to-face interactions.
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In undertaking this work, Rallet and Torre (1998) look at whether advances in 

information and communication technologies (ICTs) have changed the need for 

geographical proximity between knowledge users. They find that such advances have 

increased the scope o f remote coordination in activities based on the exchange o f codified 

knowledge, but not in activities based on the exchange o f tacit knowledge. Since research 

and innovative activities involve intensive exchanges o f tacit knowledge, the need for 

face-to-face relations is a prerequisite. Geographical proximity, therefore, remains a 

necessary and important tool o f coordination in these activities. Thus, the geographical 

proximity constraint remains strong and has not been, or will ever be, totally eliminated 

by the use of, or advances in, information and communication technologies (ICTs).

Rallet and Torre (1998) find that the need for physical proximity in the transferring o f 

tacit knowledge may, in some cases, be able to be satisfied by combining temporary 

mobility o f individuals (travel) with organisational proximity,'^ as opposed to requiring 

permanent movement to the same geographic location. According to them, the need for 

face-to-face relations to exchange tacit knowledge does not imply that in every situation 

this type o f knowledge is transferred that individuals have to be closely located. Instead, 

they could just meet often to exchange the tacit knowledge, which would mean 

individuals can just move when this exchange o f tacit knowledge is required. In these 

situations other factors such as proximity o f production centres, marketplaces, specific 

technological resources, or historical and institutional factors, will determine the 

geographic locations o f the individuals involved in innovative activities, not the 

transferring o f tacit knowledge. This temporary mobility, however, must be combined 

with organisational proximity if the transferring o f tacit knowledge using this method is 

to be successfial. Organisational proximity is the proximity that is created from being a 

member o f the same organisation or professional community. Organisations are 

characterised by collective value systems, which tend to homogenise individual 

behaviours in given situations and leads them to develop common ways to think and 

solve production problems. According to Rallet and Torre (1998), this collective and 

technical culture guarantees that employees will spontaneously give the same

Organisational proximity allows the sharing o f  tacit knowledge between remote locations.
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interpretation to exchanged data or text even if they are located in different places. Thus, 

because of this, organisational proximity allows the successful sharing o f tacit knowledge 

between remote locations using temporary mobility as the means for exchanging this 

knowledge.

In some cases Rallet and Torre (1998) believe that organisational proximity may be an 

even more effective supporter of tacit knowledge exchange than geographical proximity. 

This is because individuals can often by closely located near each other but nevertheless 

behave like foreigners. At the opposite extreme, though, one can imagine individuals
t ^sharmg common tacit knowledge without being physically close. Rallet and Torre 

(1998) find also, though, that even if  organisational proximity exists temporary mobility 

for the exchange o f tacit knowledge will only work in cases where the frequency o f tacit 

knowledge exchange is not very high. If  the frequency o f tacit knowledge exchange is 

high then temporary mobility would impose a larger cost on individuals, in terms o f both 

time and travel. This would then eliminate the benefits o f temporary travel and, hence, 

support geographic proximity in the same location instead. From this, Rallet and Torre 

(1998) conclude that even with temporary mobility, and also advances in information and 

communication technologies (ICTs), geographic proximity will always play a role in the 

exchange o f knowledge and, therefore, will always be one o f the main determinants for 

explaining the high degree o f geographical concentration o f innovation and research 

activities.

4.4 Krugman

Krugman (1991) is one o f the main individuals within the economic geography field that 

has undertaken research on the geographic concentration o f economic activity. The first 

part o f his work consists o f extensions to Marshall’s (1890) original model. He then goes

It appears from this that geographical proximity is most effective when it coincides with the existence o f  
organisational relationships.
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on to outline his own theory on what can cause firms from the same industry to 

geographically concentrate in the same location.

4.4.1 Factors that Sustain Geographic Concentration: Extension to

Marshall’s Work

According to Krugman (1991), one of the main reasons why firms from the same 

industry concentrate in the same geographic location is because of the external economies 

that arise to them from doing so. The external economies he identifies correspond with 

those identified by Marshall (1890) for explaining why firms in the same industry remain 

concentrated in the same geographic location. These are the growth o f subsidiary trades, 

the establishment o f  a local market o f  specialised labour, and synergies and spillovers, 

determinants Krugman refers to as intermediate inputs, labour market pooling, and 

technological spillovers.

Labour Market Pooling

As first identified by Marshall (1890), the concentrafion of a number of an industry’s 

firms in the same geographic location leads to the emergence of a pooled market for 

workers with specialised skills. This pooled labour market creates an advantage, in terms 

of an efficiency gain, for both the firms and the workers in the industry. From the firms’ 

perspective, the efficiency gain arises from having access to a constant supply of the 

skilled labour required to undertake the work in their companies. The pooled labour 

market o f skilled workers, therefore, takes away the uncertainty for these firms of 

whether there will be skilled workers available to fill the jobs they have. From the skilled 

workers point of view, the efficiency gain comes from having all the companies that 

require their skills, and hence can hire them, located in the same area. Thus, this takes 

away the uncertainty faced by skilled workers of whether there will be employers and 

jobs that require their skills. According to Krugman (1991), however, the efficiency gain 

that comes from having access to a pooled labour market is not enough on its own to 

generate a concentration of firms in the same location. He argues that it - efficiency gain -
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also needs to be accompanied by increasing returns. This is because if firms could 

choose to produce in a number of locations then the full portfolio of firms and workers 

could be replicated in each location that they chose to produce in. The consequence of 

this is that the motivation for concentration in one location would be gone. Krugman 

(1991) believes, therefore, that the most natural justification for why firms do not choose 

to produce in many different locations is because there are sufficient economies of scale 

associated with one particular location to militate for a single production site in that 

location.

The importance o f labour market pooling as a reason for firms concentrating in the same 

geographic location is based on two assumptions. The first is that wages are fixed, and 

second, firms are not interested in locating in a town/region where they would hold a 

monopsony position that they could exploit to the disadvantage of workers. In relation to 

the first assumption, Krugman (1991) believes that even if wage rates were flexible it 

would not diminish the importance of labour market pooling as a reason for localisation. 

With the second assumption, he argues that if the possibility firms would prefer to have 

monopsony power was allowed for it would actually make the labour market pooling 

story stronger. This is because the only credible way firms would be able to convince 

workers they were trying to attract to their production location that they would not try to 

exploit their monopsony power is if there were enough firms in the location to assure 

workers there would be competition for them. According to Krugman (1991), workers 

will shun locations where there is only one employer for locations where there are many 

so that they will not get exploited. Firms, therefore, end up finding it more profitable to 

locate in agglomerated centres that are not company towns.

This extension to Marshall’s (1890) work by Krugman (1991) highlights uncertainty and 

increasing returns as two factors that add weight to Marshall’s establishment o f  a local 

market o f specialised labour argument for the concentration of industry in the same 

geographic location.’'*

This extension by Krugman to labour market pooling  does not make this particular external economic 
factor an explanation for why artists have concentrated in the same geographic location. This is because
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Intermediate Inputs

Krugman’s (1991) second reason for firms in the same industry concentrating in the 

same geographic location, identified also by Marshall (1890), is that it leads to the 

establishment of subsidiary trades that provide nontraded inputs and services specific to 

the industry in greater variety, and at lower cost. A localised industry can support more 

specialised local suppliers, which in turn make the industry more efficient and reinforce 

the localisation. As with labour pooling as an external economy, Krugman (1991) argues 

that intermediate inputs as a reason for concentration depends crucially on at least some 

degree of economies o f  scale. If there were no economies of scale in the production of 

intermediate inputs then even a small-scale centre of production could replicate a large 

one in miniature and still achieve the same level of efficiency. Thus, it is only in the 

presence of increasing returns that a large centre of production is able to have more 

efficient and more diverse suppliers than a small centre.

According to Krugman (1991), the intermediate input story does not depend on their 

being some asymmetry in transportation costs between intermediate and final goods, 

although some trade models suggest an industrial centre will only emerge and 

concentrate in a specific location if it is more costly to transport intermediate inputs than 

final goods. Krugman (1991) believes this is misleading and argues instead that 

concentration will not tend to occur unless the costs of transporting intermediates are 

particularly low compared to the cost of transporting final goods.

Krugman (1991) adds to Marshall’s (1890) growth o f  subsidiary trades story by 

highlighting that economies o f scale emerge in the production of intermediate inputs, 

which in turn further supports firms to concentrate in the same location.

artists are their own bosses, thus, the benefits that come from the establishment o f  a pooled labour market 
do not apply to them.

A general reduction in transport costs, o f both intermediates and final goods, will usually tend to 
encourage concentration rather than discourage it.
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Technological Spillovers

The final factor recognised by Marshall (1890) that Krugman (1991) also identifies is 

synergies and spillovers, referred to as technological spillovers by Krugman. These are 

positive externalities, in terms of more efficient methods and innovative ideas that arise 

from knowledge spillovers between nearby firms. Industrial centres are able to generate 

these positive externalities because information flows locally more easily than it does 

over greater distances.

While a lot of researchers view technological spillovers as being the main reason for 

firms concentrating in the same geographic location, Krugman (1991), for two reasons, 

puts this factor at the bottom of his list. First, many of the industries in America that are 

now, or were in the past, highly localised are not all high-technology sectors. Silicon 

Valley is famous, but according to Krugman (1991) there are also other equally 

remarkable and important concentrations that are not technology-type industries. 

Examples include carpet producers who are concentrated in Dalton (Georgia), jewellery 

producers who are concentrated around Providence in Rhode Island, and financial 

services which is concentrated in New York. Krugman (1991) believes these industry 

concentration examples illustrate that there must be other forces that are quite strong 

driving concentration and not just forces involving high technology. Krugman’s (1991) 

second reason for putting technological spillovers low down his list of importance is 

because he feels focus should be placed on external economic factors that can be 

explicitly modelled other than by assumption. Labour pooling or intermediate goods, for 

example, are external economic factors that can be examined directly. Knowledge flows, 

however, are invisible and leave no paper trail by which they can be measured and 

tracked. In addition, Krugman (1991) argues that there is nothing to prevent the theorist 

from assuming anything about knowledge flows that he/she likes, but constraints do exist 

in relation to what can be assumed about the other two external economies. In saying this, 

Krugman (1991) still concludes that true technological spillovers do play an important 

role in the concentration of some industries. His main point, though, is that it should not 

be viewed as being the utmost important reason for concentration, even in the high 

technology industries themselves.
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4.4.2 Role o f  Historical Accident and Cumulative Processes

Krugman (1991) believes that in many cases the real reason behind the concentration of 

industry in the same geographic location can be traced back to some seemingly trivial 

historical accident. This historical accident, whatever it is, randomly leads to the 

establishment of one firm in a particular location. After this, cumulative processes take 

over that lead all similar firms in the industry to be attracted to this location. This, 

according to Krugman (1991), is what generates concentrations of firms in the same 

geographic location.

To illustrate and support this theory, Krugman (1991) uses the emergence of the city of 

Dalton as the pre-eminent carpet manufacturing centre o f the United States in the late 

1940s. This city contains six of the top twenty American carpet-manufacturing firms, and 

all but one of the remaining firms is located nearby. In tracing the history of this industry 

to try to identify the reason why it emerged and concentrated in Dalton, Krugman (1991) 

finds its roots can be traced back to a wedding gift in 1895. In this year a girl by the name 

of Catherine Evans, who was living in Dalton, made a bedspread as a wedding gift. It was 

an unusual bedspread for the time period because it was tufted. While the craft of tufting 

had been common in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries it had fallen into 

disuse by the time Catherine made her bedspread. However, it appears that her use of this 

craft to make a bedspread led to this major industry emerging in Dalton. Cumulative 

processes, described next, then took over to eventually lead to the establishment of 

Dalton as the main centre for carpet manufacturing in America.

After making the tufted bedspread as a wedding gift, Catherine began to make more 

tufted bedspreads and other tufted items. She then started selling these items in the 

locality. Following this, she and her friends launched a local handicraft industry, and 

began selling items way beyond the immediate vicinity. After World War II a machine 

was developed for producing tufted carpets. Until this time, machine-made carpets had 

been woven, but tufting proved to be far cheaper. Where, however, could one find people 

who knew about tufting, and in what city were people quick to see the potential of this as 

an emerging industry? The answer yes, was Dalton. In the late 1940s and early 1950s
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many small carpet firms sprang up in and around Dalton; together with a cluster of 

supporting firms providing backings, dyeing and other essential inputs. Existing carpet 

manufacturers who initially clung to weaving either eventually went out of business, 

driven out by the new firms in Dalton, or they moved their own operations from 

traditional sites in the Northeast to Dalton, where the most up-to-date suppliers to the 

industry were located. It was these cumulative processes, which took place after the 

initial historical accident that led to the rise of Dalton as the pre-eminent carpet- 

manufacturing centre of the United States. A trivial historical accident, in this case the 

making of a tufted bedspread as a wedding gift, is how, according to Krugman (1991), 

the whole process of localisation begins. Cumulative processes then take over to bring the 

complete localisation process to fruition.

Krugman (1991) argues that the whole process of industrialisation within America was 

marked by similar stories of small accidents leading to the establishment of one or two 

persistent centres of production. The 1900 US Census contains a monograph on localised 

industries, which existed in America in 1900, that identifies fifteen highly localised 

industries. This includes collars and cuffs, localised in Troy (New York); leather gloves, 

localised in two neighbouring New York towns of Gloversville and Johnstown; silk 

goods in Paterson, New Jersey; jewellery in and around Providence, Rhode Island; and 

agricultural machinery in Chicago. As with carpet manufacturing in Dalton, Krugman 

(1991) finds that in each of these industry cases it was an accident that led to their initial 

establishment in the locations identified, and then cumulative processes took over. For 

example, the dominance of the Providence jewellery industry began when a local man 

invented filled gold in 1794, and in the 1820s a Methodist minister inaugurated the region 

of Troy as the detachable collar and cuff centre.

From an economics perspective, the most important factor with Krugman’s (1991) 

concentration theory is not the initial historical accident as such, but the nature of the 

cumulative process that allows such accidents to have large and long-lasting effects. This 

cumulative process that Krugman describes is analogous with Porter’s (1990) diamond 

model of competitive advantage, described in Section 4.5. Porter (1990) argues that while
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an initial chance factor, equivalent to Krugman’s historical accident, might lead to the 

establishment of an industry in a particular location, its success in that location depends 

on whether the determinants of the diamond -  factor conditions; demand conditions; 

related and supporting industries; and firm strategy, structure and rivalry -  favour and 

foster its development there. This latter part of Porter’s (1990) theory is similar to 

Krugman’s (1991) cumulative processes.

According to Krugman (1991), the historical records show cumulative processes are 

pervasive. The records also show that Marshall’s (1890) first two reasons for 

concentration, labour pooling and the supply of specialised inputs, play a big role too, but 

pure technological externalities appear to have been unimportant. There may, however, 

be other types of positive spillovers that were important and played a role in the 

geographic concentration of industries that Krugman did not pick up on in the historical 

records.

Krugman (1991) also looks at whether the basis of concentration has shifted over time. 

The authors who carried out the monograph in the twelfth US Census in 1900 thought it 

would. They noted in their work that many of the highly concentrated industries were 

ones that relied heavily on skilled handwork. As a result of this, they speculated that the 

arbitrary nature of concentration would tend to be eroded because “the use of machinery 

has...tended to lessen the importance of a specially skilled labour force. In proportion, as 

an industry becomes automatic its concentration becomes independent of its supply of 

labour” (Krugman, 1991, 62). Krugman (1991) indicates that as some manufacturing 

industries mature they may become delocalised. In particular, he points out that this will 

happen to industries where as they get older they depend less on a pooled labour market, 

specialised inputs and information spillovers, all the factors that initially sustained the 

localisation of the industry. If an industry’s production process becomes standardised 

then it will disperse, and may it relocate to where it will be closer to its market as 

opposed to remaining geographically concentrated.
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4.5 Porter: Geographic Concentration of Industry

Porter’s (1990) model of competitive advantage, known as the diamond model, consists 

of four elements, which Porter believes determines if a country will achieve international 

success in a particular industry. The four components are factor conditions, demand 

conditions, related and supporting industries, and firm  strategy, structure and rivalry. As 

well as these factors being determinants of competitive advantage they can also lead to 

industry clustering in the same geographic location. Porter (1990) indicates that this 

geographic concentration can occur because the influence of the individual determinants 

in the diamond, and their mutual reinforcement, are heightened by close geographic 

proximity within a country. Two additional factors identified by Porter (1990) that can 

influence whether industry clustering in the same geographic location will occur are 

chance and government}^ He also believes that cultural factors, working through the 

determinants, can affect if firms in an industry will concentrate in the same geographic 

location. With this model it is the interaction of the various determinants, and the 

additional factors identified by Porter, that leads firms to remain geographically 

concentrated in the same location.

4.5.1 Diamond Model

Factor Conditions

Porter’s (1990) factor conditions are similar to Marshall’s (1890) physical conditions as a 

reason for industry concentrating in the same geographic location. Porter, however, 

extends the basis for industry concentrating to include all factors of production - human 

resources, physical resources, knowledge resources, capital resources and infrastructure - 

and not just the physical conditions of a location. He believes that if a country has an 

initial advantage in one of these factors then it can lead to the establishment of an

Porter’s (1990) chance factor is similar to Krugman’s (1991) historical accident as a reason for industry 
concentrating in the same geographic location.
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industry in the country.’’ For example, the local availability o f factors, such as natural 

resources or a pool o f skilled labour, is what often attracts initial attention to an industry.

Porter (1990) makes a distinction between two types o f factors o f production, basic and 

advanced. Basic factors, which include natural resources, climate, location, and unskilled 

and/or semiskilled labour, tend to be inherited by a country and are the factors that can 

lead to the initial establishment o f industries in a country. Advanced factors, on the other 

hand, which include infrastructure, highly educated personnel, and university institutes in 

sophisticated disciplines, are not inherited but are created and developed within a country 

over time. According to Porter (1990), advanced factors may be the most significant to an 

industry’s long term success, but basic factors are still very important because they are 

often the building blocks upon which a country’s advanced factors are developed. Thus, 

basic factor pools must be o f sufficient quantity and quality to allow for the creation of 

related advanced factors.

Porter (1990) indicates that factor pools are a depreciating basis for industry clustering in 

the same geographic location unless they are continuously upgraded and specialised.'* If 

this does not happen then factor conditions as a basis for geographic concentration will 

fade away. The types o f factor pools continuously up-graded in a country will, according 

to Porter (1990), depend on the condition o f the other determinants in the country, such 

as home demand conditions, the presence o f related and supporting industries, and firm 

strategy, structure and rivalry.

”  This view is supported by the standard theory o f  trade. This theory states that every country is endowed 
with differing stocks o f  factors o f  production and each will specialise in those goods that make extensive 
use o f the factors with which it is relatively well endowed.

Skilled human resources and knowledge resources, probably two o f  the most important factors for 
causing industry to geographically concentrate in certain locations, are particularly depreciating assets and 
must be constantly up-graded and specialised. Skilled human resources are also mobile and may leave a 
country. Hence, supporting mechanisms need to be put in place to prevent this from happening, especially 
i f  an industry’s success and industry geographically concentrating in a certain location is based on this 
factor pool.
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Demand Conditions

Porter’s (1990) demand conditions, which can be compared with Marshall’s (1890) 

patronage o f  court, relate specifically to home demand conditions. The two elements of 

home demand he finds particularly important in explaining the geographic concentration 

of industry are the composition o f home demand, and home demand size and patterns o f  

growth. The main characteristic of the composition of home demand is whether the 

buyers are sophisticated and demanding. If domestic buyers are, or are among, the 

world’s most sophisticated and demanding for a firm’s product/service compared to 

buyers in other countries then this means this country’s firms will become established 

and achieve international success before foreign rivals. Success of this country’s firms 

will then act as a magnet to attract other firms in the industry to the location where the 

firms and their sophisticated buyers exist, therefore, causing firms in the industry to 

geographically concentrate in the same location. According to Porter (1990), the presence 

of sophisticated and demanding buyers can be more important to sustaining concentration 

of industry in a location as to establishing it in the first place. This is because such buyers 

prod local firms to improve and be continuously innovating, which is what helps them to 

remain successful and thus to remain geographically concentrated.

Porter (1990) maintains that as long as a country’s buyers are sophisticated then the size 

of home demand can reinforce the geographic concentration of industry. The size of 

home demand, however, will only be significant for some industries, specifically those 

industries who exclusively serve their local home market because they enjoy some 

natural advantages from doing so that would not exist if they had to produce for a foreign 

market. These natural advantages arise because o f proximity, as well as language and 

cultural affinities. Home market size is also an advantage if it encourages investment, as 

this is required to prevent basic factor pools fi'om depreciating.

In relation to home demand. Porter (1990) emphasises that the presence of a large 

number o f independent buyers in a country is better than if there are only one or two 

customers who dominate the home market. This is because a bigger number of 

independent buyers create a better environment for innovation, as each one of them has
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their own idea about product needs and this motivates progress. Only one or two 

dominant customers, however, are not able to create the same level of dynamism.

Related and Supporting Industries

Porter’s (1990) related and supporting industries is almost identical to Marshall’s (1890) 

establishment o f subsidiary trades for explaining why industries concentrate in the same 

geographic location. If supplier industries are present, or emerge, in the locations where 

firms who are reliant on their output as input concentrate then this can lead these firms to 

remain concentrated in these locations. This is because these supplier industries provide 

the firms with efficient, early, and sometimes preferential access to the most cost- 

effective inputs. The most important benefit, though, of home-based suppliers is, 

according to Porter (1990), in the process of innovation and upgrading. Suppliers tend to 

be a conduit for transmitting information from firms to firms, information which enables 

firms to gain quick access to new ideas and insights, all of which help them to be 

innovative and up-to-date. The presence of related industries in a location where firms 

concentrate also provides opportunities for information flow and technical exchange 

between firms, factors which again aid firms to be continuously innovative and thus 

successfiil.

Firm Strategy, Structure and Rivalry

The fourth element of Porter’s (1990) model that can affect industry clustering in the 

same geographic location is firm strategy, structure and rivalry, a factor that relates to the 

national environment in which firms are created, organised and managed.'^ Some of the 

most important aspects of a country’s environment that can influence if an industry will 

concentrate in a certain location include attitudes of the individuals in the locality 

towards the industry, norms of interpersonal interaction, social norms and professional 

standards. According to Porter (1990), these environmental factors, which grow out of

Marshall (1890) makes reference in his work to the importance o f  a supporting environment in 
determining whether an industry concentrated or not in a particular location.
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the educational system, social and religious history, family structures and other unique 

conditions o f the location in question, must be positive and supportive if  an industry is to 

concentrate in a location.

Prestige or national priority associated with an industry can also lead firms from such an 

industry to concentrate in the same location. The attainment o f international success, built 

on basic factor conditions and combined with domestic rivalry, can make an industry 

prestigious. Prestige then becomes a powerful reinforcing mechanism for sustaining 

success in an industry, and concentration. Industries can also become celebrated in a 

country for reasons that can be deeply rooted in history, geographic location, or social 

structure. If prestige and national priority favour an industry and leads firms from the 

industry to concentrate in the same geographic location then Porter (1990) maintains the 

ripple effect on the industry’s success can be enormous. This is because celebrated 

professions or industries attract the most talented people, as well as a steady stream of 

new entrants, and these individuals tend to demonstrate unusual commitment and effort 

to the industry.

Vigorous domestic rivalry, which arises from close geographic proximity between 

domestic firms, is a factor in Porter’s (1990) model that can lead firms from the same 

industry to remain concentrated in the same geographic location. This is because it is 

very important to the creation and persistence o f success in an industry. One reason why 

rivalry among firms with the same home base is beneficial is because strong domestic 

competitors create visible pressures on each other to improve. In addition to this, if one 

domestic rival succeeds then its success signals or proves to others that advancement is 

possible. It can also often attract new rivals to the industry. While local domestic rivalry 

may lead some firms to go out o f business, the process actually produces stronger 

survivors.
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4.5.2 Role o f Chance, Government and Cultural Factors

Some people believe chance e v e n t s , s u c h  as acts o f pure invention and 

entrepreneurship, are largely random.^' This implies that the birth o f a world-class 

industry could take place anywhere. If  this is true then the four factors in Porter’s 

diamond model are important only in developing an industry, whereas its initial 

formation is a chance event. Porter (1990), however, feels that national attributes and the 

four determinants in his model play a major role in locating where world-class industries 

will occur. What he feels is less predictable, though, is the particular firm or individual 

that will do the innovating. He argues that the country that has the most favourable 

determinants will be the most likely to exploit chance events and convert them into 

something positive for themselves. If a country has favourable determinants then once a 

chance event starts something, a process is set in motion in which competitors are 

attracted and clustering o f industry can be the end result.

In relation to the role o f government. Porter (1990) indicates that governments at any 

level can influence the geographic concentration o f industry by implementing policies 

that will affect one o f  the four determinants in his diamond model. For example, factor 

conditions in a location can be affected through subsidies, policies towards education, 

and so on. A government’s influence can be either positive or negative. If their support 

removes the pressures on firms to improve and upgrade then their role is 

counterproductive. A government’s role, though, in industry concentrating is only partial. 

Their main responsibility is to implement policies that support the maintenance o f 

geographic concentration o f firms as opposed to implementing policies to create it. As 

well as governments influencing the determinants, Porter (1990) also points out that the 

determinants can influence government policy. The number o f local competitors in an 

area, for example, will affect government choices about where educational investments 

are made.

Chance events can be defined as developments that have little to do with circumstances in a country. 
Other examples o f  chance events that can affect where industries geographically concentrate include 

major breakthroughs in basic technologies, discontinuities in input costs, surges o f  world or regional 
demand, political decisions by foreign governments, and wars.
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Porter (1990) believes that cultural factors, working through the determinants and not in 

isolation from them, can affect the geographic concentration o f industry. These factors, 

which relate to a country’s values and to their social and political history, are important 

because they shape the national environment. For example, social norms and values 

affect the nature o f home demand. Also, social and political history influences the skills 

that have been accumulated in a country.

4.5.3 Benefits o f  Geographic Concentration

According to Porter (1990), the benefits from geographic concentration to the industry 

are that it promotes efficiencies and specialisation. More important than this, though, is 

the influence geographic concentration has on improvement and innovation, which 

arises, according to Porter (1990), because o f the interaction o f the various determinants. 

For example, rival firms located close together will tend to be jealous and emotional 

competitors. Their geographic concentration raises the visibility o f competitive 

behaviour among them, and energises them to be continuously innovative. Geographic 

concentration also promotes improvement and innovation by increasing the speed of 

information flow between firms within the industry, and the rate at which innovations 

diffuse. At the same time it also tends to limit the spread o f information outside because 

communication takes forms such as face-to-face contact, which leak out only slowly.^^

The interaction o f the various determinants means that geographic concentrations o f 

domestic rival firms are frequently surrounded by suppliers, and located in areas with 

concentrations o f particularly sophisticated and significant customers. These areas, 

therefore, tend to become unique environments for competing in the industry. Porter 

(1990) indicates that the information flow, visibility, and mutual reinforcement within 

such a locale gives meaning to Alfred Marshall’s (1890) insightful observation that in 

some places an industry is “in the air” (1890, 225). This geographic concentration o f an 

industry acts as a strong magnet to attract talented people and other factors to it. 

Resources in an economy flow towards them and away from isolated industries that

This is similar to Rallet and Torre’s work (see Section 4.3).
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cannot deploy the resources as productively. The scale o f the entire cluster encourages 

greater investment and specialisation. Government and university attention is 

heightened. The pull o f size and prestige in attracting talent to the cluster becomes 

stronger. As a result o f all o f this the country’s reputation in the field grows, and firms 

who are part o f this industry will remain geographically concentrated because o f the 

huge benefits they derive from doing so.

4.5.4 Geographic De-Clustering o f  Industries

Porter (1990) maintains that reversal in one o f the four determinants in his model will 

lead firms to disperse as oppose to geographical concentrate in the same location. 

Deterioration in factor conditions, particularly unique factor pools, can lead industries to 

de-cluster. Porter believes (1990), though, that one o f the most common, and often the 

most fatal, causes o f the geographic de-clustering o f industry is the ebbing o f domestic 

rivalry. This is because the pressure to improve and adjust is often lost with it. If rivalry 

ebbs and is combined with home buyers losing sophistication then there is a tendency for 

the local cluster o f firms to become an insular, closed and inward-looking system. No 

new ideas or fresh perspectives can emerge in this type o f cluster, thus, leading to the 

cessation o f innovation and the benefits from geographic concentration.

Based on this analysis of Porter’s (1990) model for explaining geographic concentration, 

the systemic character o f the determinants carry both an advantage and disadvantage. 

The advantage is that positive reinforcement among the determinants creates momentum 

to upgrade and maintain geographic concentration o f industry in the same location. The 

disadvantage is that the same momentum works in reverse. Once begun, the negative 

spiral in the geographic de-clustering o f industry is hard to arrest, and this is because the 

mutual reinforcement o f the diamond works in reverse.

Investment is required to sustain and up-date the factors o f  production upon which the geographic 
concentration o f  industry has emerged and been developed from.
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4.6 Cultural Economics Literature: Scherer

Scherer (2001a) is one individual within the cultural economics field with whose work 

the research undertaken in Part I of this thesis can be paralleled. In his work he analyses 

the work location of important music composers^'' and tries to identify the factors that led 

a large number of them to emanate from Germany and Italy, followed by France, what 

was in 1992 Czechoslovakia, and England. He identifies three hypotheses to explain 

these results.

The first, which he calls the Competing Noble Court hypothesis, is similar to Marshall’s 

(1890) patronage o f  court. Marshall (1890) identifies specialised industries becoming 

established where courts were located because the rich individuals in the courts 

demanded goods of very high quality that only skilled individuals could produce, and this 

thus led to the establishment of specialised industries in the same locations as the courts. 

Scherer (2001a), however, focuses on competition between courts for prestige leading to 

the establishment and concentration of specialised industries in the same locations as the 

courts. This is because this competition attracted the most skilled workers to go to where 

the courts were located so that they could produce the best works for the courts to use in 

competition for prestige against each other. According to Scherer’s (2001a) competing 

noble courts hypothesis, the political division of the Holy Roman Empire and the 

Habsburg possessions into numerous petty states, each with their own noble court, 

created the circumstances that supported the profusion of musical productivity. This is 

because each noble court competed with one another for prestige by the conspicuous 

affluence of their court amenities. Music was once such court amenity, thus it is said that 

this competition in conspicuous courtly consumption encouraged the flowering of music 

composition. This was particularly the case in Germany and Italy where there were 

dozens of courts and cities competing for prestige, and thus for musicians.

His method for identifying prominent music composers is discussed in Part I, Chapter 2, Section 2.3.
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Scherer’s (2001a) second hypothesis, called the Rising Middleclass Prosperity
•yc

hypothesis, advocates that the industrial revolution, and the rise in wealth and position 

of the bourgeoisie as consumers of culture, contributed to demand for musical 

composition. This increase in demand for musical composition in turn helped to elicit a 

supply of musicians in the countries identified by Scherer as having the largest number of 

music composers.

Scherer’s (2001a) final hypothesis is known as the Magnet Cities hypothesis. According 

to this, musicians are drawn to a location where demand is concentrated in one or a few 

very large cities whose citizens are much more affluent than the average resident of the 

nation as a whole.

Scherer finds support for these three explanatory hypotheses, with his competing noble 

courts measure emerging to be the strongest explanatory variable.^^ Maybe one if not all 

Scherer’s three hypotheses might be able to help explain why artists concentrate in 

certain geographic locations. For example, is it not plausible to assume that competition 

in conspicuous courtly consumption encouraged the flowering of art as well as music 

composition? Can it not be argued that the rise in middle class prosperity had the same 

positive impact on the supply o f artists as it did on music composers, or that certain cities 

have the same magnet affect for artists as they did for composers? These questions are 

investigated further in the next chapter.

4.7 Summary and Conciusion

In this chapter, the key literature from the industrial economic and economic geography 

fields that examines the various factors that can determine whether or not firms from the 

same industry will concentrate in the same geographic location, and remain concentrated 

together, was reviewed. This concentration and clustering of economic literature was

This hypothesis was initially put forward by Baumol and Baumol (1994).
*̂A11 three variables were taken into account simultaneously and they all had signs that were consistent 

with the original hypotheses. Two o f  them were statistically significant at the 99 percent confidence level.
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analysed with the intention o f identifying if the factors that can explain why firms from 

the same industry cluster in the one geographic location can be applied to artists to 

explain why they tend to geographically concentrate. Scherer’s (2001a) work on the 

location o f music composers was also reviewed, again with the intention o f establishing if 

the factors he identified for why music composers have emanated from certain countries 

can also be applied to artists. The review has highlighted several hypotheses that may be 

able to explain this artist geographic concentration phenomenon. Some o f the hypotheses 

are general, in the sense that they can be applied to any time period or location. Others, 

though, are more time specific and/or country specific. The next chapter applies these 

hypotheses to artists and relates them, where applicable, to the geographic concentration 

patterns identified in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 5

GEOGRAPHIC CONCENTRATION OF PROMINENT 

ARTISTS: A STYLISED EXPLANATION

5.1 Introduction

The literature review undertaken in the previous chapter has led to the identification of 

several hypotheses that may be able to explain why prominent artists tend to 

geographically concentrate by both birth and work location. The purpose o f this current 

chapter is to apply these hypotheses to artists and to relate them, where applicable, to the 

prominent artist geographic concentration patterns identified in Chapter 3. However, as 

was indicated in Chapter 4, identification o f the exact factors that led prominent artists to 

concentrate in the countries identified in this research would require an in-depth analysis 

of each country for the time period in which it reigned, research that goes beyond the 

scope o f this thesis. The work undertaken, though, is a first step towards identifying what 

these factors are.

Before drawing on the hypotheses identified from the concentration o f economic activity 

literature to explain prominent artists geographic concentration patterns, it is important to 

re-emphasise some caveats that were highlighted in Chapter 4 in using this literature for 

this purpose. First, in examining prominent artists’ tendency to be concentrated by birth 

location concentration at the country-level is the geographic unit o f analysis employed, 

whereas the concentration o f economic activity literature focuses on regions/cities within 

countries in examining and explaining the concentration o f economic activity. 

Preliminary work, however, undertaken on the specific birth locations o f prominent 

artists within the countries they have identified to concentrate in by birth indicates that
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they are concentrated in certain regions within these countries.’ For example, the Tuscany 

region in Italy (mainly Florence and Siena) emerges as the main birth location for most 

prominent artists bom in Italy in the period it dominated, thirteenth to fifteenth century. 

This region also emerges to be one o f the main locations prominent artists concentrated in 

to work in this time period (this uniform birth and work location result is discussed 

further later). Thus, this preliminary work indicates prominent artists are geographically 

concentrated in certain regions within the countries they have been identified to 

concentrate in by birth. Further research, however, needs to be undertaken in this area.^

The other main issue to highlight is that the concentration o f economic activity literature 

focuses on explaining work concentration, while birth concentration is the main type o f 

concentration being analysed and explained here. This literature, however, can still be 

utilized to explain the prominent artist birth concentration patterns that have been 

observed because initial work on where prominent artists concentrated to work, 

particularly in earlier centuries, indicates that they worked in the localities in which they 

were bom. In other words, prominent artists’ birth and work concentration locations in 

earlier times were one and the same. This was indicated previous in relation to Italy, with 

the Tuscany region emerging to be one o f the main locations its prominent artists were 

bom and worked during the period it dominated. The same holds for the Low Countries - 

the Southern Netherlands was the main birth and work location for the Low Countries 

prominent artists in the first century it reigned. This was then followed by the Northem 

Netherlands in the second century it dominated. This identical birth and work 

concentration location implies that some o f the factors identified from the concentration 

o f economic activity literature can be used to explain concentration by birth, given that 

this was the same as prominent artists work locations in earlier centuries.

These issues aside, the hypotheses identified from the concentration o f economic activity 

literature that may be able to be explain prominent artists’ geographic concentration

' The results o f  this preliminary work are not presented in Chapter 3.
 ̂ The concentration o f  economic activity literature is suitable for explaining the prominent artist work 

location concentration analysis undertaken, as this analysis focuses on city-level concentration as well as 
country-level.
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patterns can be divided into five key categories: demand factors, external economies, 

competitive conditions, factor conditions, and chance factors. Factor conditions include 

the role o f government and cultural factors. It can be argued that one or more o f  the 

hypotheses that come under one o f these five category headings played a key role in the 

concentration patterns o f prominent artists identified in Chapter 3. Some o f the factors 

may have been significant in the initial geographic concentration, either birth or work 

location, while others will have helped to ensure this concentration o f artistic activity 

persisted. The hypotheses associated with each o f the five categories are discussed in 

Sections 5.2 to 5.6. Where appropriate, evidence from artist bibliographies is employed to 

support some o f the hypotheses. Selected economic data on the conditions prevailing in 

each country in the period it dominated, and also in regions within some o f the countries, 

is also used to support the hypotheses presented. Section 5.7 illustrates how interaction 

among the various factors identified may explain why prominent artists initially emerge 

and then concentrate in the same location. Section 5.8 summarises and concludes the 

chapter.

5.2 Demand Factors

The main demand factor that may be able to explain why prominent artists concentrated 

in the countries identified in Chapter 3, either in terms o f birth or work location, is 

income or wealth. Cowen (2000) argues that this factor, which takes many forms over the 

time period analysed here, has been a key driver o f artistic innovation over the centuries. 

The other main demand factor is the existence o f a market for artists’ works, which is 

partially linked to a location’s income or wealth, and also the size and composition o f  this 

market.

Patronage o f Courts

Patronage o f Courts, the first income/wealth hypothesis, is derived from Marshall’s 

(1890) work. He argued that the presence o f a Court led to the establishment and
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concentration of specialised industries where the Court was located, because the Court 

was a major source of income and wealth. In applying this hypothesis to explain 

prominent artists’ geographic concentration patterns, it is both a time and country specific 

hypothesis. It is time specific in the sense that it can only explain concentration in the 

centuries in which this type of patronage existed. This also makes it country specific 

because Italy is the country prominent artists concentrated in when this type of patronage, 

and thus wealth, existed.

The large number of petty states that were created in Italy after the political division of 

the Holy Roman Empire lends support to the use of Marshall’s (1890) Patronage of 

Courts as an explanation for why a large number of prominent artists emerge to be 

concentrated by birth in Italy between the thirteenth and fifteenth century, and by work 

too. This is because a wealthy noble Court existed for every city-state that was created, 

which meant that compared to other countries in Europe a large number of Courts existed 

in Italy that was able to provide patronage and support to artists. Based on Marshall’s 

(1890) theory, this would have encouraged the emergence of this profession in Italy, and
■5

would also have helped to maintain it. This Court wealth would not only have supported 

Italian bom artists to remain in Italy to work, but it may also have enticed artists from 

other countries to go there, if information about the Court wealth that existed in Italy 

reached artists in other countries. In addition, this Court wealth would have encouraged 

the emergence of more native artists to supply the artwork demanded by the Courts, thus 

explaining the growth in concentration by birth in Italy between the thirteenth and 

fifteenth century."*

The reason why it is the most prominent artists who emerge as concentrating in Italy 

could be because the Courts in Italy provided the artists with a platform to display their 

work, consequently, resulting in these artists and their work becoming the most known 

and famous. As well as being the most prominent, these artists would almost certainly

 ̂ Many o f  the prominent Italian artists identified in this study were employed by different courts in Italy 
e.g. Giotto di Bondone and Simone Martini (thirteenth century); Cennino Cennini, Masolino da Panicale 
Fra Angelico, and Pisanello (fourteenth century); Francesca della Piero, Cosme Tura, Francesco del Cossa, 
Francesco di Giorgio, Donato Bramante, Ercole de’ Roberti, and Leonardo da Vinci (fifteenth centuiy).

See Appendix 3C, Tables 3A.1 to 3A.4.
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have been the best too. This is because the rich individuals associated with the Courts in 

Italy tended to demand goods o f high quality, which implies that only the most skilled 

artists (i.e. the best artists) would have been employed by the Courts. The reason for this 

is that only these artists would have been able to produce the high quality work the Court 

individuals demanded. Hence, artists in Italy who got to display their work in the Courts, 

and consequently become the most famous, were also the finest artists at this time 

because the Courts only supported those who were the best. Based on this analysis, it 

seems Marshall’s (1890) Patronage o f Courts hypothesis; in terms o f the wealth 

associated with the Courts, the Courts providing artists with a platform to display their 

work, and those individuals associated with the Courts demanding high quality goods, 

may be the reason why it is the most prominent artists that emerge as being concentrated 

in Italy during its period o f reign.

Part o f Marshall’s (1890) Patronage o f Courts theory for explaining concentration is that 

Court rulers often deliberately invited artisans from distant places and settled them in a 

group together in their Courts. Court rulers did this so that the artisans could teach the 

locals their skills so that they, the locals, could then produce the high-quality goods 

demanded by the Courts. An informal clause in this contract, however, is that the artisans 

were only willing to remain in the Courts if  the appropriate social and political 

institutional support they needed existed there. This would have included the provision of 

state patronage and bursaries, and also the bestowing o f a status quite unique for 

‘civilians’. This type o f support, which the wealth o f the Court permitted, was the 

“supreme condition for the growth o f noble forms o f the arts o f life” (Marshall, 1890, 

224). Something similar to this took place in Italy in the century prior to it emerging as 

the main location for prominent artists. In the twelfth century, the Sicilian Court o f  King 

Rodger invited many o f the Byzantine artists to his Court, because o f their splendid skills. 

The following century (century when Italy emerged as the main centre for prominent 

artists) the dazzling Italo-Byzantine artistic influence, which arose fi-om these Byzantine 

artists being brought to the Courts in Italy and interacting with the local artists, had made 

itself clearly discernible in Europe. After the fall o f the Byzantine Empire in 1204 there 

was a further exodus o f the consequently out-of-work Byzantine artists to greener
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pastures, namely to the wealthy and newly powerful states o f Venice and Tuscany, and 

they brought with them a further influx o f the highly formalized Byzantine style. These 

artists, and their style, deeply influenced many o f the native prominent artists that 

emerged in Florence at this time, particularly Coppo di Marcovaldo and Cimabue.^ Thus, 

this element o f Marshall’s Patronage o f Courts - settling a group o f artists in the Court 

and providing the social and political institutional supports to retain them there - may be 

one o f the reasons why Italy emerged as being the main location for prominent artists in 

the thirteenth century.

This element o f Marshall’s Patronage o f Courts -  inviting artisans from distant places 

and settling them in a group together in the Courts - may also be the reason why certain 

locations in Italy dominate over others as centres for prominent artists to emerge and 

concentrate in. Florence, Venice, and Rome are three o f the main locations within Italy 

prominent artists were bom and concentrated in to work between the thirteenth and 

fifteenth century. As with other Courts in Italy, the Courts in these cities may have 

invited a group o f artists to their city and settled them there so that they could teach the 

locals their skills. The reason, though, these cities emerge to be more important locations 

over the other Italian cities could be because the political and institutional support artists 

needed existed in each. The evidence presented earlier that the talented artists from 

Byzantine went to Florence and Venice to work indicates that such support must have 

existed in these two cites. One can assume this support existed in Rome as well for this 

city to also emerge as having the highest quality o f artists concentrating there. Cowen 

(2000) indicates in his work that the political and institutional support artists required did 

exist in Florence. However, he does not believe it was Court patronage that led prominent 

artists to concentrate in Florence in the first place, “most o f the renowned Renaissance 

artists in Florence were not Court artists or kept men o f some noble or prelate” (2000, 

89). He indicates Instead that “Florentine artists sold their works to a wide variety o f 

buyers in their home city, throughout the Italian peninsula and even to parts o f Europe 

fiarther north” (2000, 89). Cowen may be correct in that Court patronage was not the

See Sonal Panse: “Coppo di Marcovaldo” Buzzle.com [October 2005],
http://www/buzzle.com/editorials/2-l 7-2004-50651 .asp
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factor that led prominent artists to remain in Florence, but there is a possibility that one 

particular element o f this factor - Florence inviting skilled artists to their Court and 

settling them there - led prominent artists to locate there in the first place. Then after a 

while other types o f customers may have emerged, as suggested by Cowen (2000), which 

led prominent artists to remain concentrated in Florence. The appropriate institutional 

support existing in each o f these three Italian cities -  Florence, Venice and Rome - to 

retain prominent artists in each may have been combined with other supporting factors to 

explain why prominent artists remained concentrated in these cities instead o f other city 

states in Italy.^ Evidence is provided later that other supporting conditions did exist in 

these cities that would have promoted the emergence o f prominent artists in each, 

encouraged them to remain, and would also have attracted artists from other locations in 

Italy to concentrate in these three cities as opposed to other cities.

Competing Noble Courts

The large number o f petty states that exited in Italy in the time period it dominated also 

supports the use o f  Scherer’s (2001a) Competing Noble Courts hypothesis for explaining 

why a large number o f prominent artists concentrated in Italy, in terms o f birth and work, 

in the earlier centuries. As with Marshall’s (1890) Patronage o f Courts hypothesis, this 

hypothesis is also based on the Courts wealth. The extra dimension Scherer (2001a) adds 

is that it is the level o f competition and rivalry between the Courts for artists, and their 

output, that is what is important in explaining the emergence and concentration o f artistic 

innovation in certain locations; in this context the emergence and concentration o f

 ̂ Pietro Cavallini, a prominent thirteenth century Italian artist, was invited by the King o f  Naples (Charles 
II o f  Anjou) to move to the court in Naples with his family. He was paid a ‘handsome salary o f  30 ounces 
o f gold’, and was also provided with a house. He fulfilled the duties o f  a court artist in Naples, but did not 
settle here. He chose instead to return to Rome, and the reason for this seems to have been because he was 
commissioned by the Pope to undertake large scale commissions in Rome, commissions that paid better 
than the pay he would have received as a court artist in Naples. Thus, more appropriate support existed in 
Rome, in the form o f superior pay conditions, for Cavallini to settle in Rome as opposed to Naples. At this 
time (1277 onwards), the papacy in Rome was a major patron to many artists. This was because it was re
establishing its presence in Rome by the institution o f  large-scale artistic projects. Many artists, along with 
Cavallini, chose to work for the papacy in Rome as opposed to other types o f  patrons because the papacy 
commissions provided artists with opportunities to produce influential work on a monumental and 
prominent scale (Paul Hetherington: “Cavallini, Pietro” Grove Art Online. Oxford University Press 
[October 2005], http://vsrww.groveart.com/).
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prominent artists in Italy as opposed to some other location. If  competition between each 

o f Italy’s state noble Courts for prestige was based on their artwork then this would have 

supported the profusion o f art productivity and, hence, the number o f artists that emerged 

in Italy compared to other countries in E urope/ As well as this competition for prestige 

(based on the noble Courts artwork) leading to an increase in the supply o f indigenous 

artists in Italy it may also have acted as a magnet to attract artists from other countries in 

Europe to go to Italy, if the information got channelled to them that this demand existed 

in Italy for artwork. Since success o f the Court would have been measured by the quality 

o f the Court’s artwork then only artists who produced the best works would have been 

employed by the noble Courts, and these are the artists and works that would have 

become the most known/famous. Thus, this Competing Noble Courts hypothesis may be 

an explanation for why it is the most prominent artists who emerge as being concentrated 

in Italy in theses centuries.

The reason why Florence, Venice, and Rome emerge to be some o f the main artist city- 

states within Italy in these earlier centuries could be because these cities noble Courts 

came out on top among all the city-states in Italy as having the most prestigious noble 

Courts. If these cities success was based on the quality o f their Courts artwork then this 

success would ultimately be attributed to the artists who worked for the Courts. These 

artists would have to have been the best for these cities noble Courts to emerge as being 

the most prestigious. If this was the case then this would have led the Courts in these 

cities to act as a magnet for attracting artists from other cities within Italy, and maybe 

even beyond. As these Italian cities would have wanted to maintain their status as being 

among the most prestigious noble Courts in Italy, they would only have hired the best 

artists with the best reputations. Hence, this would have reinforced the tendency for 

prominent artists to emerge and locate in these cities, and may well be the reason why 

these cities are some o f the main locations within Italy for prominent artists to emerge 

and concentrate in between the thirteenth and fifteenth century.

’’  This is what happened with m usic com position and music com posers when the competition for prestige 
was based on music.
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Court patronage and competition between noble Courts, however, is only part of the 

explanation for why Florence, Venice, and Rome were the main locations within Italy for 

prominent artists to emerge and concentrate in between the thirteenth and fifteenth 

century. The question that remains is what incentives were the noble Courts in these 

cities offering prominent artists that encouraged them to remain in each, the same 

incentives that would have attracted other artists to locate in these cities as opposed to 

other city-states in Italy. Were these cities Courts wealthier and, thus, were able to afford 

to pay more to the best artists compared to other Courts in Italy? Was it because of the 

reputation these cities developed for themselves as being the most prestigious Courts in 

Italy and this reputation then led artists from these locations to remain in each, and also 

attracted the most prominent artists from other locations within Italy to locate in these 

cities and not in other city-state noble Courts? On the other hand, was it something else 

about these cities - their physical, social, or institutional environments - that resulted in 

the most prominent artists emerging in each and concentrating there to work, and also 

attracting the most prominent artists from other locations to locate in each? Maybe 

Scherer’s (2001a) Competing Noble Courts hypothesis can be combined with Marshall’s 

(1890) physical conditions, or Porter’s (1990) factor endowments, to explain these Italian 

cities domination as the main city-states within Italy in the earlier centuries. In terms of 

physical conditions maybe it was Florence, Venice, and Rome’s physical beauty, or 

access to important raw materials, which attracted prominent artists to these locations?* 

Alternatively, maybe these Italian cities offered artists political and social institutional 

support that other city-states in Italy did not offer? Marshall (1890) believed that political 

and social institutional support was a more important factor that affected an industry’s 

decision to locate in a particular place than the factor conditions available in a location. 

This statement would apply equally, if not more so, to artists in their location decision. 

As indicated already, Cowen (2000) provides evidence in his work that such political and 

social institutional support existed in Florence. According to him, Florentine customers 

supported artists in their struggles to create masterworks. Cowen (2000) also points out

* In discussing the factor condition hypotheses (Section 5.5) it is highlighted that access to raw materials 
was a very important factor to artists in earlier centuries and this may have contributed to them 
concentrating in certain locations.
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that artists in Florence held a higher public status than artists from other Italian city- 

states, or in other parts o f Europe.^

One other reason why these cities, and Italy in general, dominated between the thirteenth 

and fifteenth century, could be because other forms o f wealth and, thus, demand existed 

for artists’ works. The Church was another major source o f wealth during this time 

period. This institution’s support to artists is discussed fiarther later. In general, Italy was 

a wealthy location at this time, which meant that there were a lot o f affluent individuals 

in existence who would have demanded luxury goods, including artists’ works. Thus, 

such private patrons may have, as with the other forms o f wealth that existed in Italy, 

encouraged and supported the emergence and concentration o f artists in Italy at this time. 

The economic development and, consequently, the wealth that existed in Italy at this time 

partly arose from its geographic position - it was a bridge between Europe and North 

Africa on the one side, and between Europe and the Near East on the other. Venice 

gained the most from this. Florence, however, became the main trade centre and, 

consequently, the wealth hub in Italy from the twelfth century onwards. According to 

Cipolla (1993), from the fourteenth century onwards the Florentines hands were “full o f 

cash” due in part to the collection and remittance o f  taxes role the pope had given 

Florentine merchants at this time, but mainly because it was a thriving trade and financial 

market centre. Cipolla (1993) indicates that there was a dramatic rise in real wages in 

Florence after 1348, and this upturn in real wages lasted until 1470. This individual 

wealth that existed in Italy, and in particular in Florence, covers the period in which Italy 

dominated as being the main location from prominent artists to emerge and concentrate 

in. Thus, this private individual wealth seems to be another wealth factor that encouraged 

and supported the emergence and concentration o f prominent artists in Italy, particularly 

in Florence as this city and its surroundings emerges from preliminary data work as being 

one o f the main cities prominent artists in Italy were bom and concentrated in to work 

during Italy’s period o f reign.

 ̂This social and political institutional support factor seems to be a necessary but not a sufficient condition 
for explaining why artists geographically concentrate in certain locations.
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Bernardo Daddi is one o f the most prominent artists from the thirteenth century that 

worked for private patrons. Fra Angelico, fourteenth century artist, also undertook work 

for private patrons, as did Fra Filippo Lippi, Bennozzo Gozzoli, Giovanni Bellini, and 

Sandro Botticelli, all fifteenth century Italian artists.

Church Demand

Another major wealth source and, thus, patron to Italian artists was the Church. This 

institution was a very important economic entity in preindustrial Europe. It had a huge 

stock o f wealth, which it had started to accumulate around the eleventh century through 

donations from people seeking a passport to Paradise. The process o f accumulation 

continued in the following centuries at a slower pace, but it accelerated in times of 

disaster and catastrophe. According to Cipolla (1993), the demand o f the bishops, 

cardinals, and monasteries paralleled the structure o f demand o f the upper classes; while 

the demand o f the papal court had all the characteristics o f the conspicuous demand o f a 

lavishly rich princely court. Since Italy was where the head o f the Church was based, the 

papal court, Italian artists benefited greatly from the Church’s wealth, particularly since 

the types o f lavish goods the Church demanded included artists works. Thus, this source 

o f patronage almost certainly supported the emergence and concentration o f prominent 

artists in Italy in the period it dominated, and it may also have enticed artists from other 

locations to migrate to Italy to work.

Church patronage can also explain why prominent artists emerged and concentrated in 

certain cities in Italy, particularly Rome as this was where the papal court was primarily 

b a s e d . I t  can also explain concentration in Florence and Venice, as these two cites were 

part o f the Papal States.

The papal court was moved to Avignon in France, a papal property on the Rhone River, in 1305 when a 
Frenchman was elected pope. It remained here until 1378 and was then brought back to Rome again. When 
the papal court moved to Avignon, Simone Martini, thirteenth century Italian artist, moved with it to 
continue his papal service.
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Some of the most prominent Italian artists identified in this research worked for the 

Church. Pietro Cavallini, Martini Simone, Jacopo Torriti were thirteenth century artists 

that worked for the Pope. Taddeo Gaddi and Monaco Lorenzo are fourteenth century 

artists that worked for different religious orders in Florence, while Leon Battista Alberti 

and Fra Filippo Lippi are some of the most prominent artists from the fifteenth century 

that worked for the Church.

From this analysis it can be seen that Marshall’s (1890) Patronage of Court, Scherer’s 

(2001a) Competing Noble Court hypothesis, and Church patronage can help to explain 

why prominent artists emerged and concentrated in Italy - specifically in Florence, 

Venice and Rome - between the thirteenth and fifteenth century. Other demand condition 

factors, however, are required to explain concentration patterns in more recent times, 

such as those in the Low Countries, France and America. This is because Court patronage 

did not exist when these countries dominated. Other forms of patronage/sources of wealth 

did exist, however, and could have been what led, or at least contributed to the emergence 

and concentration of prominent artists in these other countries when they dominated as 

the key artist centres.

Other Demand Factors

The rising middleclassprosperity hypothesis is a second hypothesis of Scherer’s (2001a) 

that may be able to explain the geographic concentration location patterns of prominent 

artists identified in Chapter 3. Applied to artists, this hypothesis advocates that when the 

industrial revolution took place in the countries identified as where prominent artists 

concentrated - Italy, the Low Countries, France, America, and also the Germanic 

Countries - or when these countries experienced periods of economic growth, the rise in 

wealth and the position of the bourgeoisie as consumers of culture that took place with it 

would have contributed to demand for high quality artists works. This increase in demand 

for high quality paintings would in turn have helped to elicit a supply of skilful artists in 

these countries in the era that each country dominated. In other words, for each of the
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countries in which prominent artists have been identified as concentrating, the time 

period in which each dominated may have coincided with when their industrial revolution 

took place or with periods when they experienced a boom in economic growth and, 

consequently, a rise in the wealth of their middle-class citizens. This wealth led these 

middle-class individuals to demand high quality works of art, which in turn encouraged 

and supported the emergence and concentration of native artists in these countries. This 

type of wealth may also have acted as a magnet to attract artists from less prosperous 

countries - countries where there was not enough wealth and, thus, demand for their work 

- to migrate to the countries where such wealth existed. Since it was high-quality goods 

that were demanded by the wealthy middleclass citizens, then only those artists who were 

the most skilful would have found it of benefit to migrate. Thus, this migration of skilful 

artists from less prosperous countries would have helped to maintain, and also reinforce, 

the concentration of prominent artists in the countries where this middleclass wealth 

existed.

Allen (2001) has calculated the real wages o f craftsmen (skilled) and labourers (unskilled 

workers) for a number of cities and countries in Europe from the sixteenth to the 

nineteenth century.”  According to this data, the real wages of skilled and unskilled 

workers were highest in the Low Countries, particularly Antwerp and Amsterdam, in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This middleclass prosperity period in the Low 

Countries, as measured by the craftsmen’s real wages, coincides with the time period in 

which it dominated as being the main location for prominent artists to geographically 

concentrate, thus, providing support for the rising middleclass prosperity hypothesis -  

this wealth led its middleclass citizens to demand high-quality artwork, which in turn 

encouraged and supported the emergence and concentration of native artists in the Low 

Countries. According to Allen (2001), carpenters and masons in the Low Countries had 

incomes twice that needed to pay for basic food, clothing, and rent. While much of their 

income surplus went towards buying more food, Allen (2001) points out that “the 

craftsmen of northwestern Europe had the cash to buy the luxuries of the consumer 

revolution” (2001, 430). These luxuries included artwork, thus, the Low Countries

"  Allen (2001) uses welfare ratios to proxy real wages.
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relative wealth seems to be one o f the reasons prominent artists emerged and 

concentrated here in the period in which it reigned. Its affluence may also have enticed 

artists from other countries to migrate here to avail o f this wealth, via a market for their 

work. Allen’s (2001) data indicates that the real wages o f skilled and unskilled workers in 

the other cities in Europe that he analysed collapsed in this time period;'^ therefore, it is 

plausible that artists from other countries did migrate to the Low Countries to avail o f the 

market that existed there for their work. If  this happened then this would have reinforced 

the concentration o f prominent artists in the Low Countries for the period it dominated.

During the eighteenth century, real wages continued to be low in southern and central 

Europe, but they remained roughly constant in the Low Countries. From the end o f the 

seventeenth century onwards England, specifically London, had the highest nominal 

wages in Europe. However, there was no comparable real wage premium because English 

prices were so inflated. It was only from the mid-nineteenth century that England had the 

highest income, whether measured by GDP per head or real wages (Allen, 2001, 412). 

This, thus, may explain why the majority o f artists bom in England between 1800 and 

1849 (twelve out o f  fourteen) chose to remain here to work, specifically in London, and 

also why England (and again London) emerged to be one o f the main destinations along 

with France that prominent artists bom in this time period who moved permanently 

migrated to. English citizens at this time had the highest incomes and highest standard o f 

living in Europe, which meant that, like the middleclass individuals in the Low Countries 

in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, they now had extra cash to buy luxury goods. 

These luxury goods would have included artists’ works, thus, English bom artists chose 

to remain in England and artists from other countries moved here because this was where 

the biggest market existed for their work. This wealth would also have encouraged and 

supported the emergence o f more English-bom artists in this time-period, in order to meet 

its wealthy citizen’s demands for affluent goods.

The capital cities o f  Madrid, Paris and Warsaw were exceptions to this i.e. real wages did not collapse in 
these cities.
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After 1870, real wages increased in other parts of Europe too, mainly in Germany, the 

Netherlands, and Paris. As with England, this increase in wealth in Paris may explain 

why the majority of French artists who were bom between 1800 and 1849 (twenty-eight 

out of thirty) chose to remain in France to work, predominantly in Paris, and why France 

(and again Paris) along with England was the main destination prominent artists bom in 

this time period who moved permanently migrated to.’̂

The magnet cities hypothesis is also derived from Scherer’s work (2001a). This factor 

may be able to explain why prominent artists were drawn to certain cities within the 

countries identified that prominent artists concentrated in - cities such as Florence, 

Venice, and Rome in Italy; Bruges, Ghent, Antwerp, and Amsterdam in the Netherlands; 

Paris in France; Berlin and Munich in Germany; and New York in America. Based on 

this hypothesis, artists may be enticed to migrate to a location where demand is 

concentrated in one or a few very large cities, whose citizens are much more affluent than 

the average resident of the country as a whole. The reason for this is because these 

citizens would have an appreciation for artists’ paintings and, hence, would be willing to 

pay high prices for their works. This hypothesis can be applied to any of the countries 

identified in Chapter 3 to explain geographic concentration of prominent artists in certain 

cities within these countries.

The size o f  demand/market for artists’ paintings in a country is a factor that will affect 

whether or not artists will concentrate there to work. The bigger the market is for artists’

See also Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2002). Their paper documents the rise o f  Western Europe 
between the sixteenth and nineteenth century. In it they identify “Atlantic trade” as being one o f  the main 
reasons why countries such as the Low Countries, France and Britain experienced higher levels o f  
economic growth during this time period compared to Eastern European countries. For the purpose o f  this 
study, the high levels o f  wealth this “Atlantic trade” would have generated in the countries mentioned -  the 
Low Countries, France and Britain - may further explain why these countries were locations that prominent 
artists emerged and concentrated in to work, during each o f their periods o f  reign. Acemoglu et al. (2002) 
also highlight institutional changes that took place in these countries at this time, changes that would have 
implied a supportive environment for artists and their work in these countries -  a supportive environment 
that would have enabled them to prosper and develop that would not have existed in other countries in 
Europe, countries in which the monarchy was highly absolutist and monopolised e.g. Spain and Portugal.
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works in a particular country, or city, then the more likely it is artists from these locations 

will remain. Artists from countries with smaller markets, or no market at all, will also be 

more enticed to migrate to these places. This then can lead to the geographic 

concentration of artists in the countries/cities where the biggest demand or market for 

their work exists. Thus, maybe the countries identified that prominent artists concentrated 

in were where the biggest demand existed for their work, in each of the centuries these 

countries dominated. This seems to have been the case in relation to Italy as the biggest 

market for artists works appears to have existed here in the time period it dominated -  the 

noble Courts were demanding artists’ works, as was the Church, and private patrons who 

had wealth at this time. Based on the wealth data presented earlier, this factor can also be 

used to explain why prominent artists concentrated in the Low Countries when it 

dominated - this was the wealthiest location in Europe at this time, thus, this was where 

the biggest market existed for artists works. The same argument holds in relation to 

Britain (specifically London) and France (particularly Paris) for their dominance in the 

nineteenth century, in terms of both birth and work location.

Based on Porter’s (1990) work, a large number o f  independent buyers in a location for 

artists’ paintings create a better environment for the artists to be innovative, and hence 

successful, compared to a location where only one or two buyers dominate. This is 

because a large number of independent buyers motivate artists to be continuously active 

and dynamic, which enables them to become known and successful. One or two buyers 

are not able to create the same level of dynamism; thus, artists in these types of locations 

will not achieve the same levels of success because they will not be spurred on by only 

one or two buyers to be innovative and creative. Consequently, they will not flourish and 

become successful. A large number of independent buyers may have existed in the 

geographic concentration countries identified in this research. This, therefore, could be 

why artists emerged and chose to locate in these countries, in each of their respective 

eras, and is also the reason why they became the most prominent. There is a good 

possibility that this is one of the reasons why prominent artists emerged and concentrated 

in Italy during the time it reigned. This is because a lot of independent buyers existed in
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Italy when it dominated - the churches, private patronage, the noble Courts, and so on. 

These various types of buyers would have given Italian artists more artistic freedom, 

through financial freedom, compared to artists from countries in which there was only 

one of two dominant buyers of their work. This freedom in turn would have allowed 

Italian artists to be innovative and, thus, to paint what they wanted. Hence, this could be 

part of the reason why prominent artists emerged and concentrated in Italy instead of 

other countries.

The characteristics o f  the buyers of artists paintings is the final demand condition that 

may explain the geographic locations identified in Chapter 3 that prominent artists chose 

to concentrate in. If the buyers of artists’ paintings in the countries identified were 

sophisticated and demanded high quality paintings then, based on Porter's (1990) work, 

this would have led these artists to have become established and attained success before 

artists from countries in which the buyers were less sophisticated and demanding. If this 

took place then the success of the artists in these countries would have acted as a magnet 

to attract artists from other countries to where they were based, and to where these 

sophisticated and demanding buyers existed, thus leading to the geographic concentration 

of artists in these countries. The demand for high quality artwork by the sophisticated 

buyers would have ensured that only the most talented artists achieved success. These 

sophisticated buyers are similar to those that would have existed in earlier centuries in the 

Courts that Marshall (1890) and Scherer (2001a) describe in their work. The benefit of 

this hypothesis, though, is that it can be applied to more recent centuries to explain 

geographic concentration of artists, such as concentration in France and America. The 

presence of sophisticated and demanding buyers in the countries artists concentrated in 

would have been just as important a factor in encouraging the prominent artists to remain 

geographically concentrated as it would have been to leading them to concentrate in the 

first place. This is because their presence would stimulate artists to be continuously 

innovative, which is what would have helped them to remain successfiil.
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5.3 E xternal Economies

Establishment o f  Subsidiary Trades

Marshall (1890) was the first to identify that the establishment o f subsidiary trades in a 

location where an industry or trade concentrates is a very important factor in leading 

firms in the industry or trade to remain geographically concentrated there, and in turn act 

as a magnet for others.''' The same case can be applied to artists. The existence o f 

supporting industries in a location might not entice artists to migrate and concentrate 

there, but the actual establishment o f subsidiary trades in a location artists have emerged 

and concentrated in may support their remaining in that location. One can imagine that 

the establishment o f subsidiary trades, such as firms providing the raw materials required 

by artists (paints, oils, brushes, paper, easels) or outlets to promote and sell their works 

(auction houses, dealers, exhibitions, museums, galleries), in one o f the countries artists 

have been identified to concentrate in - Italy, the Low Countries, France or America - 

would encourage them to remain. The establishment o f the former types o f subsidiary 

trades, firms providing the raw materials required by artists, can be used to explain 

concentration in any o f the countries identified. However, the establishment o f the latter 

types o f supporting industries, outlets to promote and sell artists works can only be used 

to explain the geographic concentration patterns o f artists in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries (in France and America), as this is the time period when these supporting 

industries were first established.'^

Krugman’s (1991) extension to Marshall’s (1890) original theory on this subsidiary 

trades factor supports its use as a possible explanation for why artists from other 

locations would have moved to and concentrated in the locations identified in this 

research.'^ Krugman (1991) emphasises that the establishment o f subsidiary trades as a 

reason for firms to remain geographically concentrated depends crucially on some 

degree o f economies o f scale. He feels it is only in the presence o f increasing returns that

' “' Krugman (1991) and Porter (1990) also make reference to the establishment of supporting industries as a 
factor that can lead firms to remain concentrated in the same geographic location.

It was artists from these eras who helped to create the modem art market with its galleries and dealers. 
Krugman’s (1991) terminology for this factor was intermediate inputs.
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a large centre o f production would have more efficient and more diverse suppliers than a 

small centre. Applying Krugman’s subsidiary trades’ extension to artists implies that the 

more subsidiary trades that existed in the locations prominent artists concentrated in to 

provide them with their raw materials or to promote and sell their work then the more 

attracted artists would be to move to these locations, as well as artists from these 

locations being content to remain. If  more and more o f  these specialised subsidiary 

trades were to emerge over time then this in turn would act as a strong force to retain 

artists in these locations, both those bom there and those who moved and settled there to 

work.

Synergies and Spillovers

The synergies and spillovers Marshall (1890) refers to, and also those Rallet and Torre 

(1998) examine, are probably the most important o f the external economies when applied 

to artists. These relate to the development o f new ideas, which keep artists innovative and 

successful. Marshall (1890) identifies synergies and spillovers as being a factor that can 

lead firms in the same industry to remain geographically concentrated in the same 

location, whereas Rallet and Torre (1998) identify synergies and spillovers, in the form of 

tacit k n o w le d g e ,a s  being a factor that initially leads firms to concentrate together and 

then, as perceived by Marshall, to remain geographically concentrated.

Rallet and Torre (1998) make the most relevant argument in terms o f its application to 

artists. The type o f knowledge artists possess about their craft can be described as being 

tacit knowledge. This is because the wisdom they hold in relation to their skills and 

ability cannot be stated in an explicit form. Thus, for this type o f knowledge to be 

transferred between artists face-to-face interaction is required. This, however, will only 

be achieved if  artists are located in close geographic proximity to each other. Hence, the 

sharing o f this type o f knowledge about their craft may be an explanation for why artists 

initially concentrate in the same geographic locations. This type o f knowledge transfer 

among artists can also aid their efforts to be innovative and more creative. If  these efforts

”  Tacit knowledge is knowledge that cannot be stated in an explicit form.
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prove successful then this may explain why it is the most prominent artists who emerge 

as being the artists who have tended to geographically concentrate in the same locations. 

Thus, this type o f  knowledge transfer, and the benefits that arise from it, may be the 

reason why prominent artists concentrated in Italy in the period in which it dominated, or 

in the Low Countries, or France or America.

According to the information in artists’ bibliographies, this tacit knowledge transfer, and 

the benefits that arise from it, is a reason why artists concentrate in the same location. 

Many o f the artists analysed in this study moved to and trained in established artists’ 

studios so that they could learn directly from these master artists the skills required to 

become a skilled and successful artist. For example, the thirteenth century Italian artist 

Cimabue trained in Coppo’s workshop, and he in turn was the master o f Giotto. Daddi 

was subsequently a pupil o f Giotto. Cimabue was also Duccio di Buoninsegna teacher, 

and Duccio in turn was Simone Martini’s master, as was Giotto. Thus, this illustrates that 

artists do concentrate in the same location, in this case in Florence, so that they can 

transfer the skills required to be talented artists to each other.'* The fact that all o f these 

artists became successfial, and consequently prominent, indicates that benefits do exist for 

artists, apart from the initial knowledge transfer, from the synergies and spillovers that 

arise from being concentrated in the same geographic location. These benefits may be the 

development o f new ideas or styles, which then enable the artists to become known and 

successful.'^

One can imagine that the frequency o f tacit knowledge exchange among artists is high, 

which implies that geographic proximity in the same location is better than temporary 

mobility for the transfer o f this knowledge. The inability to use temporary mobility to 

transfer the type o f  knowledge artists possess about their craft means face-to-face

'* Duccio di Buoninsegna moved from Siena to Florence to receive his training, and he then trained Simone 
Martini in his workshop in Siena. All o f  the other artists were from Florence, and they remained there to 
work after they received their initial training in other Masters’ workshops.

There are numerous examples in the artist bibliographies o f  prominent artists, from any o f  the centuries 
analysed, that trained under previous prominent artists and who in turn opened their own workshop and 
became teachers o f  fiiture prominent artists. Another example is Ingres. He was a prominent eighteenth 
century French artist who established a studio in Paris and trained some o f the most prominent nineteenth 
century artists -  Degas, Morisot, and Flandrin [see the Grove Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004)].
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interaction and, thus, geographic proximity is essential for the exchange o f this type o f 

tacit knowledge among artists. This implies that this transfer o f tacit knowledge among 

artists is not only a possible explanation for why artists initially concentrate in the same 

location, but is also a reason for why artists remain concentrated in the same geographic 

location.

Advances in information and communication technologies (ICT’s) have taken place in 

recent centuries, however, these advances will not aid the transfer o f the type of 

knowledge artists possess about their craft. Hence, it appears that geographical proximity 

will always remain important for the transfer o f  knowledge and skills among artists.

In general, the synergies and spillovers that arise to artists from locating near each other 

can aid their creativity and the development o f new ideas and styles, all o f which are very 

important to artists because the more creative and innovative they are then the more 

successful they will be. Given the success o f the thirteenth century Italian artists 

mentioned earlier, this factor -  synergies and spillovers, and the benefits that arise from 

them - may help to explain why prominent remained concentrated in the geographic 

locations identified in Chapter 3. In the case o f the thirteenth century, this concentration 

was in Florence.^® Another example o f the benefits and success that can arise to artists 

from concentrating in the same location might be the nineteenth century French 

Impressionist painters, the majority o f who lived and worked in Paris. The concentration 

of these artists in Paris may have been undertaken to derive the positive synergies and 

spillovers that would have come from geographically locating near each other.^' Their 

success, and the success o f their style o f  painting, suggests this may have been the case.

All o f  the thirteenth century Italian artists mentioned previously, except for Duccio di Buoninsegna and 
Simone Martini, remained concentrated in Florence to work after they received their initial training. Thus, 
there must have been benefits from being concentrated in the same location.

These artists not only trained in similar workshops but most also lived in close proximity to one another.
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5.4 Competitive Conditions

Domestic rivalry among artists, which arises from artists being concentrated in the same 

geographic location, may lead them to remain concentrated in the same location. This is 

because domestic rivalry can be very important to the creation and persistence of an 

artist’s success. This success arises because rivalry among artists in the same geographic 

location creates visible pressures on each other to be continually improving. One o f the 

artist’s will eventually become successful from this peer pressure. Their success will then 

signal to others in the location that they too can become successful and, hence, will 

encourage them to continue improving and be innovative in their work. This domestic 

rivalry among artists can also attract other new rivals to the location, particularly talented 

artists who want to prove they are the best.

Another consequence o f domestic rivalry among artists is that it can lead artists to be 

viewed as prestigious and o f great importance in a country. The effect o f this prestige is 

that it can lead artists in the location where the domestic rivalry is taking place to become 

renowned and successful artists. This in turn will lead buyers, both within and outside o f 

the country, to take notice o f the artists and to increase their demand for these artists’ 

paintings. This prestige may also act as a magnet to attract talented artists from other 

locations to the place where the rivalry is taking place so that they too can display their 

talent and, consequently, become successful and derive the other benefits that arise from 

domestic rivalry. Hence, this domestic rivalry, and the benefits that arise from it, may 

explain why the prominent artists identified in Chapter 3 remained concentrated in the 

countries they located in.

A decline in domestic rivalry among artists, however, can lead to geographic 

declustering. This is because the pressure to improve and be creative can be lost with it 

and, hence, the source o f their success. Thus, this can lead artists who once concentrated 

in the same location to move away and migrate to another location where they can build 

on and sustain their success, possibly a location where ‘new’ artists are beginning to 

emerge and concentrate.
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5.5 Factor Conditions

Physical Conditions

Based on Marshall’s work (1890), the physical conditions of a location may be a factor 

that influences prominent artists in their decision to locate in a particular place. While the 

existence of a raw material like coal, which is the type of physical condition Marshall 

was referring to, may not be as important to artists in their location decision as it is to an 

industry that relies on it as a primary input, it can still be argued that a location’s physical 

conditions are important to artists in their geographic location decision.

A location’s physical beauty, in terms of whether it provides an artist with the type of 

landscape it wants to paint, is one physical condition that may have influenced prominent 

artists in their decision to locate in one the countries identified in Chapter 3. In this case 

the topography of a location is the raw material that is of interest to an artist in their 

location decision. The richness of a location’s soil type is another physical condition that 

may affect this decision. This is especially true for artists from earlier centuries when soil 

was a primary ingredient in the making of paints. Thus, this physical condition may have 

led prominent artists from earlier times to concentrate in places that had the rich soil 

types required for paint making. The development o f new capitalist technologies in recent 

centuries for paint making, however, has reduced, if not eliminated, the need for this type 

of concentration tendency. This means this physical condition variable - the soil type of a 

location - is a time specific variable, implying that it may be able to explain geographic 

concentration patterns of prominent artists from earlier centuries, but not in recent times. 

The topography of a location (a location’s physical beauty), however, is not a time 

specific variable. This, it may be able to explain the geographic concentration patterns of 

prominent artists in any century.

If the physical conditions of a location in terms of its topography, soil types, or even 

other physical elements, have played a role in attracting artists to concentrate in certain 

geographic places then it is possible that this variable may be able to explain why the 

most prominent artists concentrated in the countries identified in Chapter 3. Artists may
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have chosen to locate in Italy and the Low Countries, and even France, because they 

possessed the rich soil types required for paint making. This factor, however, cannot 

explain why prominent artists concentrated in America. Any o f these countries physical 

beauty, though, may be the reason why prominent artists chose to locate in each, in each 

o f their respective eras. Take, for example, the nineteenth century French Impressionist 

painters. The importance o f natural light (climatic factors) and scenery (topographic 

factor) to their work led them to locate and concentrate along the scenic Canal de Midi in 

the South of France during the summer months. While there they undertook preparatory 

sketches, which they then completed when they returned to their studios in Paris in the 

autumn.^^

Factor Endowments o f  a Country and Unique Factor Pools

Porter (1990) emphasised in his work the importance o f all factors o f production, not just 

physical resources, in the establishment and concentration o f industries in particular 

locations. He argues that the factors o f production a country is well endowed with will 

lead to the establishment o f industries based on these factors in the country. Porter (1990) 

also highlights that it is the local availability o f factors, or particularly unique factor pools 

in a location, that leads to the concentration o f an industry in that location. Applying this 

theory to artists, the countries identified in Chapter 3 for where prominent artists 

geographically concentrated may all have been well endowed with the factors o f 

production required by prominent artists to undertake their work and, thus, this is what 

led prominent artists to concentrate in these places. Alternatively, these countries may 

have just been well endowed with a pool o f skilful artists and this is the reason why they

The reason why they concentrated in Paris for the rest o f  the year was because this was where the main 
channels for advertising and selling their paintings existed. Paris was actually the main market for these 
artists work. The bibliographies o f  any o f  the French Impressionist artists have more information on their 
work location decisions [see the Grove Dictionary o f  Art: Online (2004)]. Many o f  the prominent 
nineteenth century French artists (including some Impressionists) also worked together in Barbizon 
(location to the South o f  Paris), because the location’s typology was ideal for landscape painting. Monet, 
Rousseau, Millet, Diaz, and Daubigny are some o f  the most prominent artists from this time period that 
worked here. As with the Impressionist artists, these artists (some o f  which were Impressionists) also 
tended to return to Paris as this was where the outlets existed for them to sell their works to the public.
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have emerged as being the main locations for prominent artists to concentrate.^^ This 

latter reason, existence o f a pool o f skilled artists, is quite plausible given that the first 

part o f the empirical work undertaken in Chapter 3 confirming concentration is based on 

concentration by birth location. Thus, this means it is possible that the countries 

identified - Italy, the Low Countries, France and America - were all just well endowed 

with skilfiil artists, with each o f these countries being more endowed than the others in 

the different time periods they dominated. If this is the case then these countries may 

have decided, consciously or subconsciously, to make the most o f this factor o f 

production to become the main centres for artists. There could have been, and more than 

likely was, other additional factors that supported the concentration o f prominent artists 

in these countries in each o f their respective time periods. These additional supporting 

factors may have included other types o f factor endowments as well as a pool of skilful 

artists, or a pool o f skilful artists combined with other favourable conditions in the 

countries identified, such as a strong market for artists’ paintings.

Porter (1990) also indicates in his work that the establishment and concentration o f an 

industry in a country does not have to be based on a factor o f production that is inherited 

by the country but can be based on one that is created. In relation to artists, this would 

mean the countries identified in Chapter 3 might not have been well endowed with skilfiil 

artists but instead just created the factors o f production required by artists that enabled 

these countries to attract the most prominent artists to locate and concentrate there in each 

o f their respective time periods.^"* An example o f this might be the provision o f art 

schools and guilds, both o f which existed in large numbers in Italy and France. Hence, 

prominent artists may have concentrated in both o f these countries because o f the

A pool of skilful artists can be viewed as being a unique factor pool. Krugman (1991) mentions that some 
o f today’s modem high-tech clusters, such as Silicon Valley, established where they did because o f the 
existence o f a pool o f people with certain skills. Hence, maybe it was the existence of a pool o f skilled 
artists that has led to the emergence o f concentrations o f artists in the countries identified in Chapter 3.

In relation to Amsterdam being the main location in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries for 
prominent artists to concentrate in, Cowen (2000) states that most o f the prominent Dutch artists o f this 
time period were not bom in Amsterdam but settled there because o f its well-developed art market and 
economy. Hence, it appears that Amsterdam was able to attract the most prominent artists to concentrate 
there based on a factor it had created as opposed to one it had inherited. In this case the factor it created and 
developed was its infrastructure, which is one o f Porter’s (1990) five broad categories of factors of 
production.
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prevision o f these facilities. Such training facilities would have enabled artists to improve 

and develop, which in turn would have aided artists to increase their standing in their 

profession.

Porter (1990) points out that the factors o f production that are the most important to an 

industry’s success are not the basic factors that are inherited by a country, such as its 

natural resources, location, or labour; but the advanced factors it creates, such as digital 

communications or specialised university institutes. This, however, might not be the case 

in relation to artists and the art industry. Natural resources, like landscape and climate, 

are very important basic factors for artists in their trade. Location is another important 

basic factor; both in earlier centuries when artists needed to have access to their market 

and today too. This basic factor, location, is one o f the reasons why European artists 

moved to America in the twentieth century - this was the location where they were able to 

have access to their market i.e. to the buyers that were demanding their paintings. An 

individual’s own skills and talents is another important basic factor for artists. Thus, all 

these basic factors are more important to artists in their trade than the advanced factors 

Porter (1990) refers to. Even if  the most prominent artists are viewed as being the result 

o f an advanced factor, like a specialised school o f art, their emergence is still based on a 

basic factor. This is because the emergence o f an elite group o f prominent artists from a 

specialised art school requires a large pool o f  artists to select from in the first place. This 

large pool o f artists can be viewed as being a basic factor upon which the prominent 

artists that emerge from the art schools are selected and developed.

Reversal in Factor Conditions

Deterioration in factor conditions, such as in one o f the factors o f production required by 

artists to undertake their work, in the location artists’ have concentrated in can lead them 

to leave a location and move some where else. Even depreciation in the artists’ own skills 

can lead to geographic dispersal as opposed to concentration o f artists. Applying the 

depreciating factor pool issue to artists, maybe artists in Italy did not up-grade their skills, 

or lacked the skills required to paint what the market was demanding, whereas the artists
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in the Low Countries did possess the appropriate skills to meet market tastes, hence, this 

led the main geographic concentration centre to shift fi'om Italy to the Low Countries. In 

general, maybe the artists in the countries identified in this research failed to up-grade 

their skills, or failed to move on to new styles o f painting to meet market demand, and 

this is why the locations for prominent artists to locate in have changed over time.

Role o f Government

Governments in the countries prominent artists have been identified to concentrate in 

may have implemented polices to support their emergence, and to maintain the 

geographic concentration o f prominent artists in their states. This would particularly be 

the case if  the prominent artists were conferring positive benefits on the country, such as 

international recognition for the country in this cultural activity and/or other positive 

economic spillover effects on their economies.^^ The types o f policies governments might 

implement to encourage prominent artists to remain concentrated in their countries would 

include policies to develop their talents and skills, such as the establishment o f art 

schools,^® the provision o f bursaries and rewards, and in more recent times income tax 

breaks. These types o f policies would also aid a country’s reputation as being a supporter 

o f artists and, hence, would attract talented artists from other locations where such 

supporting policies and mechanisms did not exist.

Sometimes, however, government policies that are implemented to maintain the 

geographic concentration o f prominent artists in their states can unintentionally end up 

leading artists who initially emerged and concentrated in their countries to change and 

move to a new location. Thus, maybe the governments in the countries identified in 

Chapter 3 as where prominent artists concentrated implemented policies with the aim o f

This international recognition may have initially arisen because domestic rivalry among the artists in the 
country attracted attention from other countries, leading the country’s government to take note o f  the 
importance o f  artists and their works to the state. This then may have led the government to implement 
policies to support their artists, and to invest in them so that they would remain in their countries and 
continue to confer positive economic benefits on them.

Some o f  the most well-known art schools were established in Paris, Rome, London, St. Petersburg, 
Berlin, Vienna, and Antwerp.
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supporting artists to remain in their states, but the policies ended up having the opposite 

effect and led the artists to move and concentrate in a new location?

The decline o f Florence as a city that artists emerged and concentrated in during Italy’s 

period of reign may be partially attributed to this city’s government, and to the policies it 

implemented in relation to the arts. At this time Florence was controlled and ruled by one 

of the Medici families, Cosimo I, an individual who has been described as ruling the city 

with an iron hand. He centralised the finance of Florentine art in his office and used the 

money to fund his own projects, which were aimed at giving Florence the atmosphere of 

a Court residence as opposed to a commercial trading city. He also restricted competing 

sources of patronage from friars, guilds and families. Rights of private patronage over 

chapels were cancelled and artistic commissions became subject to central regulation. 

The results of these policies on art in Florence were that the competitiveness of its art 

market and the local artisan tradition dried up. The result of these policies was that it led 

artists to leave Florence, and it also deterred others from locating there. Thus, these 

policies only served to further the decline of Florence’s position as one of the main 

locations for prominent artists to emerge and concentrate in during this century.

In the seventeenth century, the French government implemented policies that had the aim 

of centralising French artistic tastes. They set up the Academic dcs Bcaux-Arts, which 

was the locus of government control. This Academic ran the official art school, the 

French Academy in Rome, the public Salon exhibitions, and the major network for 

picture sales. The French government’s policies, however, did not aid artists within 

France in the seventh century, and also did not attract artists to locate there. This is 

because artists’ artistic freedom was too restricted by the policies. In addition, the Low 

Countries provided artists with a better art market at this time, and with the appropriate 

political and social institutional environment artists required to undertake their work. 

Even when artists did eventually emerge and concentrate in France in the eighteenth 

century, these government policies did not support all artists or aid the art industry in 

France. This was because the central control of the government restricted artists in what 

they could paint. The Salon fought for established interests. It even reftised to promote or
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sanction the most significant artistic revolution of the nineteenth century, Impressionism. 

These French painters, the Impressionists, only succeeded when they established their 

own independent networks of marketing and distribution away from government control. 

It was only when French painters found away around the policies the French government 

had implemented that France became the main centre for art and for artists to concentrate 

in.^’ Paul Gauguin, one of the most famous French painters of the nineteenth century, 

wrote bitterly about the centralist tendencies of the Salon and government art funding, 

“The talent of the independents and the example they set suffice to show the uselessness 

of a budget and the fiitility of an official Department of the Arts” (Cowen, 2000, 115). 

Thus, while French government policies between the seventieth and nineteenth century 

may have been implemented with the aim of supporting artists and the art industry in 

France, the policies actually prevented art from flourishing in France. It was only when 

the Impressionist painters, and other independent artists, fought back against the 

government and its policies that France became the main centre for art and for prominent 

artists to emerge and concentrate in. This illustrates how a country’s government policies 

that were implemented with the aim of supporting its artists, and helping them achieve 

international success, actually ended up suppressing their success instead of enhancing it. 

According to Porter (1990), this can happen in an industry when policies are 

implemented without consideration for how they will impact on the country’s other 

attributes that support the industry in question, such as factor conditions and demand 

conditions. In the French artists case, the policies were having a negative effect on both 

factor conditions (artists who wanted to be creative could not be because they had to stick 

to the established tastes if their work was to reach the market) and demand conditions 

(the French government was centralising market taste and private customers acceded 

rather than resisted).

Cultural Factors

Cultural factors, which relate to a country’s values and its social and political history, 

shape the environment in which individuals and firms work. In relation to artists, if the

The French Impressionists made the complete break from government control in the 1870s.
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cultural factors that exist in a location are not supportive o f them and their work then 

artists will not remain concentrated in this location. The cultural factors that existed in the 

countries identified in Chapter 3 as where prominent artists emerged and geographically 

concentrated may have been o f the kind required to support prominent artists to remain 

concentrated in these countries. Hence, if this was the case then this may help to explain 

why prominent artists emerged and remained geographically concentrated in these 

countries, when each reigned, and not m others.

5.6 Chance Events

Both Krugman (1991) and Porter (1990) refer to the role chance events, or historical 

accidents as Krugman calls them, can play in leading to the concentration o f firms in the 

same geographic location. According to Krugman (1991), an historical accident, what 

ever it is, can randomly lead to the establishment o f  one firm in a particular location. 

After this, cumulative processes take over that lead all similar firms in the industry to be 

attracted to this location. Porter (1990) believes that as long as the conditions in a country 

are appropriate then once a chance event starts something a process is set in motion 

where after one firm has established itself in a location other firms from the same 

industry will be attracted to the location and geographic concentration o f the industry will 

be the end result.^^

In relation to artists, perhaps it was a chance event/historical accident followed by 

cumulative processes that led the most prominent artists to geographically concentrate in 

the locations identified in Chapter 3? For example, maybe an artist in France developed a 

new style o f painting. This new style then became successful because the appropriate 

conditions existed in France to support its development during the period in which France 

dominated as being the main location for prominent artists to concentrate in. If the style

In relation to industry, Marshall (1890) argues that these cultural factors are very important in 
determining the location that an industry will remain concentrated in.

The conditions Porter (1990) is referring to is the existence o f supporting national attributes and also the 
other determinants in his model, such as the correct factors o f production required being present, favourable 
demand conditions, and so on.
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became famous then the initial creator of the new style also automatically became 

famous. This success emerging from an initial chance event may in turn have acted as a 

magnet to attract artists from other countries to migrate to France so that they too could 

learn the new style of painting from its initial creator and, thus, also become famous and 

successful.^® It would also have supported the emergence and success of French artists 

who learnt the new style.

Giovanni Bellini, fifteenth century Italian artist, is attributed with being the founder of 

the Venetian school o f painting and with raising Venice to a centre of Renaissance art 

that rivalled Florence and Rome. In the fifteenth century he transformed the Venetian 

School from one of mainly local significance to one with an international reputation. He, 

thus, set the stage for the triumphs of Venetian painting in the sixteenth century, and for 

the central contribution Venice was to make to the history of European art. He succeeded 

in doing this from his style of painting, which he then passed onto other artists in Venice 

through his workshop. Thus, Giovanni Bellini is a good example of a chance event that 

led Venice to emerge as being one of the main centres for painting in Italy in the fifteenth 

century. Other supporting conditions, however, also existed in Venice for this to happen. 

The main factor appears to have been the city’s wealth. Such wealth ensured that the 

demand existed in Venice for artists and their work, thus, the city’s wealth supported the 

emergence and concentration of Bellini and other artists in Venice.

As well as chance events playing a role in determining the locations artists might initially 

geographically concentrate, they can also equally play a part in leading these locations to 

change over time. Wars and shifts in foreign market demand are two main chance events

The conditions to support an initial chance event in the other countries prominent artists have been 
identified to concentrate in, may have been more favourable in each o f  the centuries each o f  the countries 
dominated.

His workshop is viewed as providing the training ground for a number o f  major Venetian painters o f  the 
next generation.

According to Bellini’s bibliography he did not travel outside o f  Venice because he found the local private 
commissions “sufficiently attractive and lucrative” - most o f  his clientele were o f  the “highest social and 
political rank”. Thus, Venice was a wealthy location at this time to support artists like Bellini [See Peter 
Humfrey: “Bellini, Giovanni” Grove Art Online. Oxford University Press [October 2005], 
http://www.groveart.com/].
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that may be able to explain why the countries identified in Chapter 3 that prominent 

artists concentrated in have shifted over time.

Italy, for example, seems to have lost its position in the fifteenth century as the main

centre for art and prominent artists to emerge and concentrate in because o f a war 

between France and Spain. This happened because the war led Italy to lose its position of 

relative economic supremacy. What happened was that France invaded Italy in 1494 and 

Italy then became a battleground between France and the Holy Roman Empire. This led 

to the cutting off o f trade routes and economic warfare commenced, which culminated in 

Italy being drained o f its wealth. High wages, a prosperous merchant class, and the 

growing ethic o f consumption, all o f which existed in many o f the cities in Italy before

the war and which would have supported the growth and development o f their artists,

vanished with the war. When these positive demand-influencing factors disappeared so 

too did the market for Italian artists’ works, which made it difficult for Italy to retain its 

best artistic talent. While the haemorrhaging o f the best artistic talent from Italy was 

mainly due to the drying up o f its art market, it was also because the artistic freedom of 

Italy’s artists’ became too restricted. Prior to the war, the existence o f wealthy private 

individuals and groups in cities such as Florence, Venice, and Rome meant artists from 

these cities did not have to rely solely on one buyer to finance their work,^^ which was 

the case for artists from other countries.^"* However, the decline in wealth and prosperity 

in these cities that came with the war led to the emergence o f this situation o f only one 

buyer o f artwork.^^ The consequence o f this was that Italy’s most famous artists left, and 

it no longer remained a location artists were attracted to or wanted to stay in [see Cowen 

(2000)]. This war between France and Spain, the factor that set in motion the decline o f 

Italy as the main centre for art, was outside o f the control o f the Italian government. 

Thus, this chance factor -  war - may be able to explain why Italy lost its position in the

The types o f  buyers that existed in these cities included rich merchants, church committees, monasteries, 
nunneries, the commercial guilds, municipal governments and upper-middle-class homeowners. These 
buyers could be described in Porter (1990) terminology as being sophisticated and demanding buyers.

This applied to some o f  the other cities in Italy as well - artists had to rely on either centralised state 
commissions or court commissions.

The importance o f  the number o f  independent buyers in a location to artists in their decision to 
concentrate in a particular place is discussed in Section 5.2 (Demand Factors).
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fifteenth century as being the main location for prominent artists to emerge and 

concentrate in.

The Low Countries also appear to have lost their status in the seventeenth century as the 

main centre for prominent artists to concentrate in when it too became a victim o f war, 

and consequently economic decline.^^ It was too small to compete militarily with 

England and France, and the wars o f the 1670s against both o f these countries brought 

economic stagnation and high taxes. This led to a collapse in the Dutch art market. Many 

painters were either ruined or up-rooted. Some took non-artistic jobs to make ends meet, 

while others ended up leaving the Netherlands for good. According to Jonathan Israel, the 

decline o f Dutch art was “a process moving together with the decline o f the trading 

system, industries and civic vitality” (Cowen, 2000, 111).

As with Italy and the Low Countries, France, and in particular Paris, lost its position to 

America in the twentieth century as the main centre for prominent artists to concentrate 

because o f a chance factor that was outside o f its control, this chance factor being World 

War Two. The majority o f Europe’s famous artists, with most o f them at the time being 

German and French, fled to New York to escape the war and chaos that accompanied it. 

This took place at the end o f the 1940s and by the mid 1950s America had become the 

new main centre for art and artists.^’ Since this time America, New York specifically, 

appears to be the main location for prominent artists to emerge and concentrate in.

At the same time that the war between France and Spain was taking place, and Italy was 

being drained o f its economic wealth, trade routes had begun to shift away from the 

Mediterranean towards the North Atlantic. This led to a shift in foreign market demand, 

which would have included the demand for artists’ works. This shift in foreign market 

demand, another chance factor, may have been another contributing factor to the decline 

o f Italy as the main location for prominent artists to concentrate in. Again this is a factor 

that was outside o f the control o f its government. While this shift in the trade routes

The Low Countries also lost its position o f  artist supremacy because o f  a chance factor that was outside 
o f its control.

German artists fled before the war (1930s) because o f  Hitler and his anti-Jewish sentiment.
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towards the North Atlantic was having a negative affect on Italy’s position it was actually 

aiding the Low Countries, and may be the factor that led it to take over from Italy in the 

sixteenth century as the main centre for prominent artists to geographically concentrate. 

For the first century o f the Low Countries reign, most o f its prominent artists came from 

the Southern parts o f the Low Countries. However, artistic leadership followed economic 

leadership and shifted to the northern Netherlands in the first half o f the seventeenth 

century. This happened because the North succeeded in gaining independence from the 

Southern part o f the Low Countries, which had become part o f the Spanish empire 

through intermarriage in 1556. This new northern territory then became the next 

European centre for art and for prominent artists to concentrate in after Italy. The Low 

Countries provided favourable conditions for artistic production and art dealing, because 

it had a strong economy and urbanised centres with large concentrations o f wealthy 

customers. It also had a cosmopolitan ideology favouring innovation and wealth.^* Dutch 

capitalism provided a strong upper-middle-class base for the art market. According to 

Cowen (2000), neither nobility nor royalty played significant roles in the Low Countries 

period o f reign. As with the Italian painters, Dutch artists used the strong art market to 

establish their artistic freedom. The active Dutch art market supported both painters who 

pandered to market taste and to painters who eschewed it. As in Italy, famous Dutch 

artists also took in large numbers o f students into their studios to assist them with their 

work, and in the process o f doing this they were also providing them with training.^^ 

According to Cowen (2000), Amsterdam became the main centre for prominent artists to 

concentrate in within the Low Countries. While most o f the best Dutch artists were not 

bom in Amsterdam they settled there because o f its well-developed art market and 

economy. Allen’s (2001) wage data supports this as he found Amsterdam had the highest 

real wages in Europe, for skilled and unskilled workers, during this time period.

From this analysis it would appear that chance events may be one o f the reasons why the 

locations prominent artists have concentrated in have changed over time. In this case, 

wars and shifts in foreign market demand appear to be the two main chance events that

See Acemoglu, Johnson, and Robinson (2002)
Additional support for synergies and spillovers hypothesis
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led prominent artists to change the geographic locations they concentrated in over time, 

the countries identified in Chapter 3.

5.7 Interaction of Factors

The interaction o f some or all o f the factors described here may lead artists to remain 

concentrated in the same geographic location. This is because the variety o f spin-offs that 

would arise from this, which would be like a multiplier effect, would be hugely beneficial 

to artists and their success.

An illustration o f how the interaction o f the various factors just mentioned may help to 

maintain the geographic concentration o f artists in the same location is as follows. A 

unique factor pool, such as a group o f  skilfiil artists, may be the initial factor that 

provided the basis for a concentration o f prominent artists in Paris, for example, during 

the time period France dominated.'^® If  the cultural factors that existed in Paris were 

supportive o f  artists, and art history suggests they were, then this would have aided the 

development and maintenance o f this geographic concentration. The occurrence of 

domestic rivalry among artists in Paris would also have had a very important role to play. 

This is because domestic rivalry not only motivates artists to be continuously improving 

and innovating so that they can achieve success,'*' but it also attracts the attention o f a 

variety o f other groups who will support the artists development and success and, hence, 

lead them to remain geographically concentrated in the same location. Domestic rivalry, 

for example, may have led to the establishment o f subsidiary trades in Paris to provide 

the inputs required by artists for their work. Alternatively, it may have enticed supporting 

industries to move to Paris to provide artists with their inputs for producing and selling 

paintings. In addition, domestic rivalry among artists in Paris may have caught the 

attention o f more buyers and, hence, lead to an increase in the size o f the market for their

A chance event may also be the basis for the initial establishment o f  a concentration o f  artists in a 
particular location.

This ability o f  artists to continuously improve, innovate and be creative comes through the synergies and 
spillovers that arise to them from being located in the same location.
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paintings. It may also have led the French government to take notice o f  their artists, 

particularly if they were successful. This then might have led them to implement policies 

and undertake investments to support their artists’ development.''^ Domestic rivalry, and 

the benefits just mentioned that flow from it, tends to act as a strong magnet to attract 

talented artists from other places to the location where the rivalry is taking place, in this 

case Paris."*  ̂Talented artists are enticed to migrate to where the domestic rivalry is taking 

place so that they too can display their skills and derive the benefits from the domestic 

rivalry, and ultimately become successful. The movement o f artists bom between 1800 

and 1849 to France, and specifically to Paris, supports this. This illustration indicates that 

the interaction o f the various factors described above in a location such as Paris may be 

the reason why artists choose to emerge and concentrate here in the time period France 

reigned. If  these various factors existed in the other countries identified in Chapter 3, and 

the specific locations within these countries that prominent artists emerged and 

concentrated in, then their interaction may help to explain why artists did emerge and 

concentrate in these countries as opposed to other locations for long periods o f time.

5.8 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter various hypotheses identified from the concentration and clustering of 

economic activity literature were applied in a broad manner to explain the geographic 

concentration patterns o f prominent artists observed in Chapter 3, both birth and work 

location concentration. While the actual factors that led prominent artists to locate in the 

countries identified cannot be confirmed without an extensive case-study o f each country 

for the time period in which it reigned, the work undertaken illustrates that the approach 

adopted, which was to apply economic activity concentration theories, is a useful first 

step towards identifying what these factors are.

This is because o f  the positive economic benefits artists would confer on the country.
Domestic rivalry tends to weed out the weakest artists because those who survive tend to be the best and, 

consequently, are the ones who become successful and prominent.
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The hypotheses drawn from the concentration of economic activity literature were 

divided into five main categories -  demand factors, external economies, competitive 

conditions, factor conditions, and chance events. A locations income or wealth seems to 

be the main demand factor, and one of the main factors in general, that can explain the 

emergence and concentration of prominent artists in the locations identified in this 

research; country-level concentration and also in certain cities within the countries 

identified. Synergies and spillovers, in the form of transferring tacit knowledge, is the 

most important external economy in explaining prominent artists’ tendency to 

geographically concentrate in the same location. Competitive conditions relates to the 

level of domestic rivalry among artists concentrated in the same location. This is an 

important factor for maintaining concentration as it aids artists to be continuously 

innovative and, consequently, successful. Factor conditions include a locations physical 

beauty; the existence of a unique factor pool (e.g. pool of skillful artists in the countries 

identified); and the role of government, in terms of the policies and structures they put in 

place to support the emergence and maintenance of prominent artists in their states. 

Chance events relate to the role historical accidents, or some random event, can play in 

leading to the emergence and concentration of prominent artists in a particular location. 

This accident/event, however, needs to be accompanied by cumulative processes to 

maintain the concentration. Wars emerge to be the main chance event, a chance factor 

that is outside of a country’s government’s control, which may be able to explain why the 

geographic concentration locations have changed over time.

In conclusion, while the analysis undertaken here for explaining why prominent artists 

have tended to concentrate in certain geographic locations over time is not a 

comprehensive study, it is still a valuable first step for the undertaking of a more rigorous 

investigation of this concentration phenomenon.
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AN ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF TWENTIETH 
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DECISION



CHAPTER 6

DETERMINANTS OF LABOUR MOBILITY: 

LITERATURE REVIEW

6.1 Introduction

The migration propensity o f people in specific occupational categories has, in general, 

not been analysed before. Thus, the extent to which the migration patterns o f individual 

professions resemble average migration behaviour o f the total labour force, or the overall 

population, is uncertain. Lack o f appropriate microdata is one o f  the main reasons for this 

research deficiency. However, the increased availability o f such data in recent times 

means this is no longer a concern today. This lack o f previous research on individual 

professions migration propensities has resulted in the independent variables used in 

Chapter 8 for explaining artists’ initial migration decision being drawn from the labour 

mobility determinant literature that details the factors affecting the mobility decision o f 

people in general. The purpose o f this current chapter is to present a review o f this labour 

mobility determinant literature, specifically the studies that examine the factors that affect 

the initial labour mobility decision.

Section 6.2 provides a general overview o f the main economic models of migration. The 

various determinants o f mobility are then analysed under 5 broad headings. Section 6.3 

and 6.4 describe the personal economic incentives and personal characteristics found to 

be important in explaining migi'ation. Section 6.5 discusses family characteristics that can 

influence the decision to move. Section 6.6 examines the main economic ties that can 

prevent people from migrating. Some additional factors that can affect the migration 

decision, distance and a location’s amenities, are set out in Section 6.7. Predictions on the 

how the various labour mobility determinants may affect artists’ initial mobility decision,
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and how artists may or may not differ from the general employed population, are briefly 

outlined in Section 6.8, while Section 6.9 summarises and concludes the chapter.

6.2 General Economic Models of Migration

6.2.1 Human Capital Theory

The position o f orthodox economic theory on the question o f geographic labour mobility 

has been stated succinctly by Hicks: “differences in net economic advantages, chiefly 

differences in wages, are the main causes o f migration” (1932; 76). Now almost all 

modem studies o f migration use Hick’s hypothesis as the starting point and view the 

migration o f workers as a form o f human capital investment.'

The human capital model o f migration postulates that when individuals are deciding 

whether or not to migrate they calculate the value o f the opportunities available in 

different labour markers,^ net out the costs o f making the move,^ and then choose 

whichever option allows them to maximise the net present value o f lifetime income. If 

the present value o f the benefits exceed the costs then the worker will migrate, and he/she 

will move to the location that allows him/her to maximise the present value o f their 

lifetime income. If, however, the benefits do not exceed the costs then the worker will not 

migrate. Thus, based on the human capital model o f migration it is the present value of 

the net benefits o f mobility that determines a worker’s mobility decision:

T

Present Value o f Net Benefits (PV’̂ ®) = ^  Bjt - B̂ t - C (6.1)

(1+r)*

' Sjaastad (1962) was the first person to introduce the human capital model to migration research.
 ̂This includes the home location.
 ̂ The costs o f  moving include both monetary (travel expenses and foregone earnings) and psychological 

costs (leaving family and fnends behind).
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where Bjt represents the utility derived from the new job (j) in year t, Bot represents the 

utility derived from the old job (o) in year t, T represents the length o f time (in years) one 

expects to work at job j, r is the discount rate, C represents the utility lost in moving 

(direct and psychic costs), and X is the summation o f the yearly discounted net benefits 

over a period running from year 1 to year T.

It is clear from equation (6.1) that the net benefits o f mobility will be larger, and 

consequently a worker will be more likely to migrate, the greater the utility derived from 

the new job, the less happy one is in the job o f origin, the smaller are the costs associated 

with moving,"* and the longer one’s horizon is (i.e. the greater T is and the lower r is) 

[Ehrenberg and Smith (2003)].

An important point to note in using the human capital model to analyse migration is that 

each individual contemplating migration evaluates the returns and costs in a different 

way. This is because various personal characteristics, such as age, gender, education and 

other socioeconomic factors, influence the evaluation. When age, for example, is taken 

account o f the human capital model reveals that older people have a lower propensity to 

migrate, an outcome that reflects the smaller expected lifetime gains from moving for 

such people.^ When education is considered, the human capital model tells us that 

individuals with higher education should exhibit a higher migration propensity. This is 

because these individuals have a greater ability to collect and process information, which 

reduces the risks and, consequently, the costs o f  migration for them [Bauer and 

Zimmermann (1999)].

While the human capital framework focuses mainly on economic factors that influence 

the migration decision, such as wage and unemployment differences, other noneconomic 

factors, as just illustrated, also play a role. Empirical studies o f migration, therefore,

“ The costs and risks o f  mobility rise with distance. This is because information about labour market 
conditions in distant places is more unclear.
* The expected lifetime gains are smaller for older people because if  they move they have less time over 
which to recoup the costs o f  making the move, i.e. recoup the returns from a human capital migration 
investment. In addition to this, the psychic costs o f  moving - leaving family and friends, and familiar 
surroundings - are greater for older people.
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should consider these other factors, factors that reflect the heterogeneity of individuals, 

and account for them by including socioeconomic characteristics of migrants in their 

models.

6.2.2 Family Migration

The human capital model of migration implicitly assumes that migration is an individual 

decision-making problem. Mincer (1978), however, challenged this assumption by 

developing a model of family migration, a model which postulates that families typically 

make the migration decision and not individuals on their own.^

The fundamental proposition underlying this model is that a family will only migrate if 

the gains of one family member internalise the losses of the other family members. In 

other words, the family as a whole needs to gain from migrating, either through the 

husband and wife’s two incomes increasing from moving or one of their incomes 

increasing enough to offset the drop in income experienced by the other spouse, 

otherwise migration will not take place. If a husband and wife’s joint net returns to 

migrating exceed the joint net costs then a husband-wife family will migrate. If the wife’s 

expected earnings in the destination location are less than in their current location, but the 

husband’s are sufficiently greater to offset the wife’s losses then the family will migrate. 

In this situation the wife is known as a tied mover. If, on the other hand, the husband’s 

earnings gain in the destination location fail to offset his wife’s earnings losses then the 

family will not migrate. Here, the husband is known as a tied stayer. A tied person, 

mover or stayer, is the person in the family whose gains from migration are (in absolute 

value) dominated by gains (or losses) of the spouse. In summary, Mincer’s (1978) model 

illustrates that family ties represent negative personal externalities that tend to discourage 

mobility.

 ̂ A family model o f  migration had not been developed prior to Mincer’s (1978) work because detailed 
household panel data did not exist, which meant the impact o f  family ties on mobility could not have been 
empirically investigated. In addition to this, the topic o f  family economics only emerged around the time o f  
Mincer’s (1978) work.
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In testing his model Mincer (1978) finds married persons are less likely to migrate 

compared to single people.’ Separated and divorced partners, however, emerge to be 

more mobile. Mincer (1978) also investigates the impact of a wife’s work status on 

migration and finds lower migration rates for families with working wives.* In looking at 

the impact of children. Mincer (1978) finds that the presence of school-aged children has 

a negative effect on migration. This result leads him to hypothesise that the prospective 

schooling of children may exert a positive effect on migration.

Since the development of Mincer’s (1978) model, numerous studies on the determinants 

of mobility have incorporated family characteristics into their models in order to capture 

the impact that such characteristics can have on a person’s decision to migrate.

6.2.3 The Network Approach to Migration

The network approach to migration gives a dynamic view of migration. According to this 

framework, migration may become a self-perpetuating process, because the costs and 

risks to migration are lowered by social and information networks.

The first person to migrate from a home location faces high costs and risks due to a lack 

of information about the labour market in a destination region. After this first person 

migrates, however, the monetary and psychological costs of migration are substantially 

lowered for the relatives and friends of this individual in the origin location. This is 

because these individuals can expect help from their previously migrated friend/family 

member to find a job in the destination location. This reduction in costs and risks leads to 

a higher net return from mobility and, thus, to a higher migration probability. Each new 

migrant in turn raises the number of persons in the region of destination who themselves 

hold social ties to a home location. This whole cycle is what can give rise to a self-

’ Young married couples were an exception to this fmding. These individuals exhibited higher rates o f  
migration compared to single individuals, and individuals who were married a few years. The reason given 
by M incer (1978) for this result is that such a life-cycle event - getting married - creates an incentive for 
migrating.
* The deterrent effect o f  a working wife on migration is stronger when the w ife’s attachment is more 
permanent, and also when her permanent earning power is higher.
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perpetuating migration process. Not all people in the sending region, however, will be 

affected, which would result in this self-perpetuating migration process eventually 

ending. Another factor that weakens this self-feeding migrating process is the rising 

wages in the sending location and the falling wages in the receiving location that 

migration can give rise to. This outcome lowers the possible benefits from moving and, 

thus, would lead to an end in the self-perpetuating migration process. These diminishing 

effects are very important for the stability o f this migration model, otherwise it would 

only result in it unrealistically predicting the migration o f whole countries, states or 

counties.

By emphasising growing network relationships, and the associated reduction in costs and 

risks, this network approach to migration model suggests a smaller correlation between 

wage differentials, employment prospects, and the migration decision, compared to the 

human capital model. This approach not only relies on the migration decision o f 

individuals or families at one point in time, but it also considers every migration decision 

o f a person to alter the economic and social situation in which subsequent decisions are 

made. A change in relative economic conditions at one point in time will effect migration 

decisions in all future periods by starting additional network migration [Bauer and 

Zimmermann (1999)].^

6.2.4 Self-Selection Model

The self-selection model, which embeds the Hicks-Sjaastad income-maximising 

approach to migration within the Roy (1951) self-selection model, was developed by 

Borjas (1987) to identify which individuals, in terms o f skill composition, choose to 

immigrate to the United States. The approach has also been applied to analyse internal 

migration flows within a country, again in terms o f identifying if it is skilled or unskilled

® This network approach to migration is being increasingly used to explain the mobility o f  highly skilled 
persons or knowledge workers [see Meyer (2001)]. The model is used a lot to explain international 
migration. It can also be applied to explain internal migration, but not many studies have done this.
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individuals in the source region who are the most likely to move [see Borjas, Bronars, 

and Trejo (1992)].'°

The model stresses differences in the returns to skills (education), and income 

distributions, between the origin and destination location as determining the skill 

composition of migration flows. It predicts that migrants from locations with higher 

income inequality, locations that pay higher returns to skills, are negatively selected, 

which means they are less skilled then the average worker in both the source and 

destination locations. The returns to skills and the dispersion of wages tend to relative 

high in poor countries, thus, there will be negative selection of immigrants." Migrants, 

on the other hand, from locations with low income inequality, locations where returns to 

skills and wage dispersion are presumably relatively low, are positively selected. This 

means they are drawn from the upper tail of the skill distribution, and this is because their 

origin location, in a sense, taxes high-skill workers and insures less-skilled workers 

against poor labour market outcomes.

A surprising implication of this self-selection model is that neither the base level of 

income in the source or destination location determines the type of selection that 

generates the migration flow. However, changes in either of the base income levels 

(source or destination) will affect the size of the flow. The same holds for migration 

costs: an increase or decrease in such costs will not alter the type of selection that 

generates the migration flow, but it will affect the number of people who decide to 

migrate. The key proposition of Borjas’s (1987) model, therefore, is that the relative 

payoff for skills across locations (countries or regions within a country) determines the 

skill composition of those people migrating.

The answer to this question is important in evaluating the economic impact o f  migration flows on the 
destination country, or region within a country.
" The same assertion applies to poor regions within a country.
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6.2.5 Summary

The various economic and noneconomic factors emphasised by the models of migration 

as being possible mobility influencing factors can be divided into two determinant-type 

groups: those that influence the initial mobility decision (decision of whether or not to 

migrate) and those that explain where individuals who migrate choose to move to. As this 

thesis is only concerned with the initial migration decision, the literature dealing with the 

factors that affect where individuals migrate to (literature explaining the volume of 

immigrant flows over time) is not examined. The individual determinants that are 

analysed are subdivided into one of the following categories: personal economic 

incentives, personal characteristics, family characteristics, economic ties, and additional 

factors.

6.3 Personal Econoinic Incentives

The two main personal economic factors used for explaining mobility are an individual’s 

employment status and earnings, two factors derived directly from the human capital 

model of migration. Some people migrate in search of a job, while others move to 

improve their earnings.

Employment Status

There are two main channels through which employment status, specifically 

unemployment, can affect migration. These are personal unemployment and a region’s 

unemployment rate relative to other regions.'^ Only the results from previous research on 

personal unemployment are discussed here.

Both o f  these channels reflect different hypotheses regarding unemployment’s influence on migration 
and are rarely nested in the same model [Greenwood (1997)]. Personal unemployment is used in studies 
that focus on explaining the initial migration decision and variations in unemployment rates between 
regions is used in studies that focus on explaining the locations people choose to move to.
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Personal unemployment has been found to have a positive relationship with migration. In 

their survey-based study o f migration, Lansing and Mueller (1967) find high relative 

mobility rates for the unemployed. Navratil and Doyle (1977) were one o f the first to use 

microdata to study the influence o f personal unemployment on migration. For each 

category analysed - migration by race, gender, etc - personal unemployment is found to 

encourage migration. The unemployment-migration relationship has also been the subject 

o f detailed studies by DaVanzo (1978), Goss and Schoening (1984), and Herzog and 

Schlottmann (1984). Each obtains a significantly positive coefficient on their pre-move 

unemployment variable. DaVanzo (1978), and Herzog and Schlottmann (1984) calculate 

that individual unemployment doubles the likelihood o f internal migration. Several other 

studies since this have confirmed this finding o f a positive relationship between personal 

unemployment and the propensity to migrate [see Herzog, Schlottmann, and Boehm 

(1993)].’^

Improvement in Earnings

As Hick’s (1932) first stated, and the human capital theory o f  migration advocates, 

expected earnings or income differentials is one o f the main motivating forces behind an 

individual’s decision to migrate. Earnings equations for both migrants and non-migrants 

have been estimated to identify if migrants do actually benefit economically from 

moving. Although a number o f problems exist in the estimation o f these equations,'^ one 

result that has consistently emerged in studies that correct for the estimation issues and 

those that do not, and also from studies that are based on different data and use different 

estimation techniques, is that internal migrants tend to suffer earning losses immediately 

after their move.'^ According to Grant and Vanderkamp (1980), “it is very difficult to 

detect a significantly positive effect o f migration on income within a five year time 

horizon. Within the first few years after a move there appears to be a strong negative

Herzog et al. (1993) provide a review o f  the literature dealing with the relationship between employment 
status and migration.

See Greenwood (1997) for a very thorough examination o f  these issues.
Prior to the availability o f  microdata, Lansing and Mueller (1967) had arrived at a similar resuh on the 

earnings o f  migrants in their survey-based study o f  migration. In this study, they did not find much 
evidence o f  people who had moved obtaining a higher income after the move.
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impact o f migration on migrants earning levels (1980; 398).'^ Borjas, Bronars and Trejo 

(1992) find migrants initially earn 10 per cent less than natives, but catch up after about 

six years. When return migrants are excluded the initial disadvantage is 11 percent, but 

the catch up period is only three years'^ [see also Lansing and Morgan (1967),'* 

Wertheimer (1970),'^ Marr and Millerd (1980),^° and Robinson and Tomes (1982)]^'.

The main hypothesis o f  the human capital model o f  migration does not seem to be 

supported by the results from these studies that look at identifying if  migrants benefit 

economically from moving. Whether migrants are compared to otherwise comparable 

individuals in the origin or destination they still appear to suffer earning losses for a 

certain period o f  time after migrating. Greenwood (1997) does not believe, however, that 

the human capital model has failed to explain migration, but that it has just not been 

properly or fully implemented. He argues that an immediate drop in earnings need not 

and probably does not, necessarily mean a drop in lifetime utility. Lifetime utility is what

Grant and Vanderkamp (1980) used longitudinal microdata for the period 1965 to 1971 to estimate 
earnings functions for Canada.

These results relate to the earnings of young internal migrants in the USA, which Boijas et al. (1992) 
derived using 1980-1986 waves o f the National Longitudinal Survey o f Youth (NLSY), a panel dataset.

Lansing and Morgan (1967) derive their negative returns to migration result by comparing the earnings 
of US migrants with those o f nonmigrants in the receiving locality. When, however, they compare migrants 
from a given locality with otherwise similar individuals who remain behind they find that two of the 
historically dominant migration streams in the US were profitable for the movers -  movement out o f the 
Deep South and movement off the farm. Masters (1972) work on the returns to migrants from the Deep 
South support Lansing and Morgan’s finding.

Wertheimer (1970) looks at the returns to South-to-North and rural-to-urban migration in America. Like 
Lansing and Morgan (1967), he finds migrants from the South earn more than they would have if they had 
remained in the South. However, similar to Grand and Vanderkamp (1980) and Boijas et al. (1992) 
findings, it is only five years after migrating that their earnings equal those of Northern nonmovers o f the 
same characteristics i.e. same education, age, race and sex. Wertheimer (1970) finds that for the first five 
years Southern migrants experience no gain, but then after this they experience huge growth in earnings.

Marr and Millerd’s (1980) results, which are based on migrants in Canada, indicate that positive 
economic returns to migration require a period o f time.

Robinson and Tomes (1982) use data from the 1971 Canadian Census and account for a potential 
selectivity issue, one o f the biggest problems that can exist when estimating earnings functions for migrants 
and nonmigrants. They estimate earnings function for two groups o f migrants, a less experienced group (5- 
20 years experience) and an experienced group (20 or more years of experience), and find that the less 
experienced group earn more, ceteris paribus, in their destination than identical nonmigrants in the origin 
would earn had they moved. No clear patterns of signs emerge for the experienced group of migrants. 
These researchers conclude that if they had not controlled for the selectivity issue then they would have 
failed to measure a significant effect of potential wage gain on migration. Researchers since this have 
argued that if a selectivity correction is not included then the income gains to migration will be 
underestimated [Islam (1985) and Islam and Choudhury (1985)]. Taken account o f the selectivity issue, 
Boijas et al. (1992) find it still takes a period of time before migrants experience an increase in earnings.
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a person is really trying to maximise when he/she is deciding whether or not to migrate. 

Earnings form part o f this utility, but it is not the sole factor. Hence, earnings are not the 

only factor a person considers when deciding to migrate. There are several other factors 

that have proven to be significant determinants o f interregional mobility, factors that do 

not lead to increased earnings for the migrant, but do lead to increased utility. Location- 

specific amenities are one such example. These non-monetary factors do not tend to be 

controlled for in earnings equations, which mean the fall in migrant earnings observed in 

these studies is over-stated. Even if non-monetary factors are controlled for the results 

may still indicate migrants earn less after moving. This is because some migrants are 

willing to accept lower earnings in replace o f increased utility from other characteristics 

associated with the new location. Hence, observed lower earnings for migrants should not 

be taken to mean migrants have not benefited from moving. In summary, migrants may 

not benefit economically from moving through increased earning, but their overall utility 

may still increase as a result o f migrating because o f other non-monetary factors and the 

importance o f these factors to their overall utility.

6.4 Personal Characteristics

An important point highlighted in discussing the human capital model o f migration is that 

because o f differences in personal characteristics, each individual evaluates the returns 

and costs to migration in a different way. This suggests that before an individual 

deliberates about which location to move to, there are a number o f personal 

characteristics that first determine if he/she will even contemplate moving. The two 

characteristics that have received the most attention in the literature are age and 

education. Migration appears to be more common among younger and more educated 

workers, two results that can be explained by the human capital model. Race and gender 

have also been analysed, but not to the same extent as age and education. Other important 

personal characteristics are a worker’s financial status (earnings), accumulated skills and 

training, language, and health.
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One o f the most consistent findings in empirical studies o f migration is a negative 

relationship between the propensity to migrate and age -  the older an individual gets the 

less likely he/she is to migrate [see Navratil and Doyle (1977), Schlottmann and Herzog 

(1981), Goss and Schoening (1984), Hunt and Kau (1985), Goss and Paul (1986), Molho 

(1987), Pissarides and Wadsworth (1989), Burda (1993), Zhao (1999a), and Liebig and 

Sousa-Poza (2005a)] There are several reasons for this, most o f which can be explained 

by the human capital model o f migration as each either relates to age reducing the gain in 

net earnings from migrating or increasing the costs o f moving. First, older people have a 

shorter expected working life over which to realise the advantages o f migration, as 

captured in equation (6.1) by ‘T ’ (the length o f time, in years, one expects to work at their 

new job). This makes the rate o f return on migration lower for them (smaller PV’̂ ®) and, 

thus, reduces their propensity to migrate. A second reason is that older people tend to 

have higher levels o f human capital that are specific to their present employer. The wage 

they receive after several years o f job tenure will partially reflect a return on their specific 

investment in human capital, and is likely to be higher than the wage obtainable 

elsewhere. Thus, regardless o f the length o f  time available to recoup the investment costs 

o f migrating, older people may be less likely to migrate because they will not receive the 

same return on their specific human capital elsewhere as they do with their current 

employer. In relation to equation (6.1) this is represented by ‘Bot’ being greater than 

‘Bjt’. A final reason why migration declines with age relates to the costs o f moving, both 

direct and psychic. The direct costs o f migrating are higher for older people because they 

have more belongings to move than younger people and, therefore, face higher costs in 

transporting their possessions to a new location. The psychic costs o f migration also rise 

with age. Older people are more likely than younger workers to have roots in their 

present community, children in the local school, and an extensive network o f workplace 

friends, all o f  which will discourage older people from migrating. These costs are

See Greenwood (1969, 1975 and 1997) for a summary o f  the economic studies that have looked at the 
relationship between the propensity to migrate and age.

This association is often termed the age selectivity o f  migration [Schlottmann and Herzog (1981)].
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represented in equation (6.1) by ‘C’. The higher these net costs are, the lower will 

be and, thus, the less likely an individual is to migrate.

Most studies that find a significantly negative coefficient on their age variable only allow 

for a linear relationship between age and the probability of migrating. It is possible, 

however, that the deterring effect of age may decline as one gets older, which would 

imply a nonlinear relationship between age and migration. Retirement is one example of 

this. For some people reaching retirement provides an opportunity to move to a new 

location to start a career they always wanted to work in, or to move to a place they 

always wanted to live. Another situation where the propensity to migrate may increase as 

people get older is when the last child leaves home to attend college. This frees parents 

from a great deal of obligations that kept them tied to a particular location, and it can lead 

some to take risks they were not comfortable taking when they had family obligations. 

One such risk would be quitting their job and starting anew in a location they always 

wanted to live and work. Some studies that have considered a non-linear relationship 

between age and migration find an inverted U-shaped age-migration pattern. Plane (1993) 

finds that migration propensities peak during the early to mid-twenties and then decline 

steadily with a slight up-tum at retirement age [see also Taylor (1986), Stark and Taylor 

(1991), Davies and Flowerdew (1992), and Adams (1993)].^"*

Education

Another common finding in the migration literature is a positive relationship between the 

propensity to migrate and education - individuals with higher levels of educational 

attainment are more likely to migrate [Lansing and Mueller (1967), Greenwood (1975), 

Bogue (1985), and Pissarides and Wadsworth (1989)].^^ This relationship has been 

termed the education selectivity o f  migration [Schlottmann and Herzog (1981)]. The 

human capital model again provides a basis for this finding: highly educated individuals 

are more likely to migrate because they receive greater returns to their skills when they

These studies find individuals aged between 20 and 33 shows the highest probability o f  migrating.
This positive relationship between education and migration has been found in all studies o f  internal 

migration.
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migrate compared to those with lower levels o f education. Thus, ‘Bjt’ will be greater than 

‘Bot’ in equation (6.1) for more educated workers. This means ‘P V ^ ’ is higher for them, 

which in turn increases their propensity to migrate. In addition to this, employment 

opportunities increase with education, which again increases the likelihood that an 

individual with higher levels o f education will migrate. As well as being more mobile, 

more educated individuals are also more likely to migrate over greater distances. This is 

because it is easier for more educated people to identify and assess employment 

information in other labour markets, which means a reduction in the risks associated with 

migration and, consequently, a reduction in the deterring effect o f distance on migration. 

Hence, one should not just expect individuals with higher levels o f education to be more 

mobile, but also to be involved in more long-distance moves [see Greenwood (1975)]. 

This positive impact o f higher levels o f education on the decision to migrate is captured 

in equation (6.1) by ‘C’ -  this factor will be smaller for more educated individuals, thus 

leading to a higher which in turn increases their propensity to migrate.

Race

Studies that have looked at the relationship between race and migration find racial 

minorities tend to have lower migration propensities compared to whites, and for those 

who do migrate they are less likely to migrate over greater distances. The reasons given 

for these observations are that racial minorities have lower access to information, more 

limited resources to move, and may face discrimination at the migration destination [see 

Goetz (1999)]. The variations that exist in racial groups’ migration propensities, however, 

are not due solely to race, but also to differences in demographic and socioeconomic 

characteristics between race groups. Lansing and Mueller (1967) find black people have a 

lower propensity to migrate than whites, because o f having lower levels o f education and 

skills. They also find black people tend to face a more hostile environment compared to 

whites, in terms o f weak demand for their skills in the job market and discrimination, 

which in turn makes family and emotional ties to a place more important to them and a
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greater barrier to their mobility?^ When analysing the migration propensities o f different 

racial groups, Greenwood (1975) emphasises that it is very important to control for age, 

education and other socioeconomic characteristics, otherwise the variation in migration 

propensities observed may be inappropriately attributed to race and/or discrimination.

A number o f studies suggest that whites are more responsive to the availability o f job 

opportunities than nonwhites, but that nonwhites are more responsive to income 

opportunities. Differences in the demographic characteristics o f the two populations have 

again been given as the reason for these two observations [see Greenwood (1975)].

Gender

Migration is sometimes perceived as a predominantly male movement. This may have 

been the case in earlier times when, for example, females did not have access to the same 

financial resources as men to enable them to afford the cost o f moving. However, 

various labour mobility statistics published by the International Labour Organisation 

(ILO), and also countries themselves via tabulations from census data and other data 

sources, indicate females are now equally as mobile as males, if not more so. It was only 

in the early 1980s economic migration researchers acknowledged this trend and this 

marked the beginning o f investigations into the role o f gender in migration [see 

Houstoun, Kramer and Barrett (1984), and Tyree and Donato (1986)]. Since this 

numerous studies analyzing the determinants o f mobility have included gender as a 

determinant to control for differences associated with being male or female on the 

decision to migrate.^*

Lansing and Mueller (1967) find friends and relatives rather than economic opportunities guide black 
peoples’ mobility more than whites. Lee and Roseman (1997) find support for this result. In their study, 
kinship ties at the migration destination are found to play a very important role for African American 
migrants in their decision o f  if  and where to migrate to. Both o f  these studies provide support for the 
network approach theory o f  migration.

Females did not have, or had very little, financial resources in earlier times because o f  their role in the 
home as being home-keeper with responsibility for the children. Hence, they had no money income, as men 
would have had if  working, to afford the costs o f  moving.

The main focus in the migration literature seems to be on how to incorporate gender into international 
theories o f  migration as opposed to internal migration models.
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Internal migration studies that have included gender have derived a significantly negative 

coefficient on their female dummy variable, implying a negative relationship between 

being female and the propensity to migrate [see Pissarides and Wadsworth (1989), 

Jacobsen and Levin (1997), Zhao (1999a), and Jacobsen and Levin (2000)]. Some 

international migration researchers have gone a step further and have run separate 

migration models for males and females to identify the impact that each mobility 

determinant has on both gender groups’ migration propensity. These individuals argue 

that each determinant o f mobility has gender characteristics that need to be accounted for 

when investigating the factors that influence the migration decision, otherwise migration 

studies will fall short o f an accurate portrayal o f human behavior.^^ Researchers who 

have run separate models for males and females include Kanaiaupuni (2000), Donato and 

Kanaiaupuni (2000), Cerrutti and Massey (2001), and Canudas (2004).^°

This review indicates that gender needs to be accounted for in some way when analyzing 

the factors that influences a person’s migration decision, either by including a control 

variable or running separate migration models for males and females, as it is an important 

factor in the migration decision making process.

Financial Status

An individual’s current income can influence their likelihood o f migrating. This is 

because it is one o f the main factors, if not the main one, that dictates if  an individual can 

afford the monetary costs associated with moving. If an individual considering migration 

does not have enough earnings accumulated to afford the costs involved then he/she will 

not be able to migrate, or at least not long distance mobility.

One might expect a positive relationship to exist between an individual’s income and 

their propensity to migrate, where the higher a person’s income the more likely he/she is

According to the authors o f  these studies, simply controlling for gender does not clarify what being a 
man or woman means to migration behaviour.

The findings from these studies indicate gender should be treated as a theoretical basis o f  differentiation 
and not simply a control variable in migration analyses.
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to migrate. However, Current Population Survey (CPS) data for the years 1996-1997 

show American people with the highest migration propensity are those in the per capita 

income range o f $22,500 to $24,999 (6.3 per cent), and those with the lowest are in the 

$85,000 to $99,999 income range (3.2 per cent). Even those with a per capita income o f 

between $17,500 and $19,999 have a higher propensity to migrate than this, 5.4 per cent 

[Goetz (1999)]. These results suggest that low income does not necessarily reduce the 

likelihood o f migration, and it may actually increase it if  individuals migrate in order to 

improve their economic well-being. These CPS results, however, relate to migration 

across county-lines. Thus, a different picture might emerge if  migration over larger 

distances, such as state lines, is measured instead. Schachter, Jensen and Cornwell (1998) 

also detect migration among low-income families. In their study they find a pattern of 

urban to rural migration among the poor, a result they find is due to the urban poor being 

pushed into rural areas by the need to find affordable housing. Their result supports the 

conclusion from the CPS results that low income does not necessarily reduce the 

likelihood of migration. In this case, though, low income increases the likelihood o f 

migration not to improve economic well-being, but to find somewhere affordable to 

live.^'

Accumulated Skills

The amount o f skills and training an individual has can be an important factor in their 

decision to migrate. This is because the probability o f a migrant gaining employment 

after moving depends partly on their accumulated job skills.^^ The more skills and 

training an individual has the more employable he/she is and, consequently, the easier it 

should be for them to find employment after migrating compared to those with less skills

In this study low-income people within the state o f  Pennsylvania were observed to move from urban to 
rural areas to find affordable housing. A different picture, however, might have emerged for these low- 
income people i f  they had been required to move over longer distances to find affordable housing, i.e. 
outside o f  the state o f  Pennsylvania. If this was the case then they may have been found to be less mobile, 
because they might not have been able to afford the cost o f  moving this distance. A similar remark was 
made with the CPS results, as these results related to movement across county lines as opposed to state 
lines. Hence, low income people might not be observed to have higher migration propensities than high 
income people the greater the distance involved in the move.

A migrant’s education is another important factor in determining if  he/she will gain employment after 
moving.
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and training. One would expect, therefore, to find a positive relationship between an 

individual’s accumulated job skills and training, and their propensity to migrate - the 

more skills and training an individual has the more likely he/she is to migrate. Goss and 

Paul (1986) include job skills in their migration model, using years o f labour market 

experience as a proxy, and find their coefficient to be highly significant.

Language

Language is used more in explaining international migration than migration within a 

country/region. In international migration studies, ability to speak the language o f the 

destination country has emerged to be a very important factor in influencing the initial 

mobility decision. This is because such ability reduces the costs and risks associated with 

migration, and it does this by assisting migrants to assimilate and progress in their new 

work location. Several American studies have demonstrated that fluency in the English 

language plays a very important role in the eventual economic success o f immigrants into 

America [Filer, Hamermesh and Rees (1996)].

Given the size o f America, but more importantly its ethnic mix, language may be an 

important factor in influencing the migration decision o f those considering moving within 

the country, particularly their ability to speak English given that this is the main language 

used for conversing in America. Individuals from certain ethnic groups might be less 

mobile because o f their inability to speak English, whereas those who speak English 

might be more mobile.^^ If language, specifically English, is used to explain internal 

migration within America then one might expect to find a positive relationship between 

an individual’s propensity to migrate and their ability to speak English.

Language will not be a barrier to mobility for non-English speaking individuals who migrate to live in 
ethnic enclaves. This is because in migration enclaves, business and everything is conducted in the native 
tongue o f  the enclave’s people [Ehrenberg and Smith (2003)].
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Health

Although health is a factor that may be important in some peoples migration decision, the 

influence o f health on migration has not been studied in great detail [Greenwood 

(1997)].^'' In some cases a person’s health may act as a barrier to mobility. People with 

physical disabilities, for example, may be less inclined to migrate because their ailment 

makes moving too difficult a task to undertake. In this situation one would observe a 

negative relationship between the propensity to migrate and health. Sometimes, however, 

a person’s health may lead him/her to migrate. Someone with asthma, for example, who 

lives in a cold damp location, may decide to move to live in a warmer climate as this 

would be beneficial to their health ailment. In this case the person is moving for health 

reasons, which implies the existence o f a positive relationship between the propensity to 

migrate and health. Due to the lack o f previous research on the impact o f health on 

migration, one cannot confirm which o f these two health hypotheses is the most accurate 

for describing the impact a person’s health may have on their decision to migrate, and 

hence whether the relationship between the propensity to migrate and health is positive or 

negative.

Previous Mobility

In the 1970s the economic literature on labour mobility and migration began to recognise 

the importance o f prior mobility on both future migration propensity and the response 

characteristics o f individuals to socioeconomic conditions across locations [see DaVanzo 

(1978), and DaVanzo and Morrison (1981)]. The main finding in this literature is that 

migrants with previous migration experience tend to move again. This would imply a 

positive relationship between the propensity to migrate and previous mobility.

Linneman and Graves (1983) study the relationship between changes in health status and migration but 
their results are inconclusive.
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6.5 Family Characteristics

Family characteristics need to be accounted for when analysing the factors that affect 

migration, because such characteristics will influence a person in their migration 

decision. It was only after Mincer’s^  ̂ (1978) pioneering work that economic studies o f 

migration really began to consider the impact o f family traits on migration.^^ A lack of 

household microdata was the main reason why such factors had not been investigated 

prior to this. However, the emergence o f such data at the end o f the 1970s, along with 

modem family economics, meant it was no longer appropriate or acceptable for 

researchers to ignore the impact o f family factors on an individual’s migration decision. 

The main family characteristics that have been investigated are marital status, spouse’s 

employment status, presence o f children, position in the household (household head, 

spouse, child, etc), various characteristics o f the household head (their age, education 

level and employment status), and household income.

Marital Status

Mincer (1978) hypothesised that husband-wife families are less likely to migrate 

compared to those without a spouse (i.e. single, separated, divorced or widowed), and the 

majority o f the empirical findings support M incer’s proposition that the probability o f 

moving is negatively related to marital status. Graves and Linneman (1979), Herzog and 

Schlottmann (1984), Molho (1987), Burda (1993), and Zhao (1999a) all derive a 

significant negative coefficient on their marital status variable, but Bartel’s (1979) results 

do not reflect a strong marriage effect on migration. In her various regressions the 

coefficient on marital status is always negative, but hardly ever significant.^’ Van Dijk, 

Folmer, Herzog, and Schlottmann (1989) look at the impact o f marital status combined 

with the presence o f children on the migration propensities o f couples from America and

See Section 6.2.2.
The importance o f  family traits, however, had been recognised before this. Lansing and Mueller (1967) 

found in their survey-based study o f  migration that twenty-four per cent o f  moves entailed a family reason: 
twelve per cent were to be closer to other family members, four per cent were due to health reasons, three 
per cent were due to marriage and two per cent to divorce or separation.

Amemiya (1981) highlights various issues with Bartel’s procedure that may explain her insignificant 
marital status results.
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the Netherlands. They obtain an insignificant negative effect for US couples without 

children, but a very strong negative effect associated with presence of children. The 

marital status variables for their Netherlander couples are negative and significant for 

those with and without children [see also Pissarides and Wadsworth (1989)]. Devis 

(1983) and Grundy (1989) find getting married and remarriage increases the probability 

of migration. They also find marital break up - separation or divorce - increases the 

likelihood of migration.^*

As with gender, some migration researchers have gone a step ftirther than just controlling 

for marital status and have run separate models for married and unmarried individuals to 

examine the degree to which each determinant of mobility influence differences in 

migration propensities between the two groups [see Troyer (2002)].

Spouse’s Employment Status

Studies that analyse the impact of the spouse’s employment status on migration tend to 

focus on the wife’s employment status. Long (1974) and Sandell (1977) find families 

with an employed wife have a significantly lower probability of migrating. Sandell 

(1977) additionally finds that a wife’s increased job tenure ftjrther reduces the probability 

of migrating. Mincer (1978) also finds lower migration rates in families in which the wife 

is employed, and that the least propensity to move is shown by families in which the 

wife’s job attachment is strongest. In contrast, Duncan and Perrucci (1976) find the 

prestige of a wife’s occupation, and her contribution to family income, does not deter 

family migration. Most empirical studies since Mincer’s work, however, provide support 

for his findings o f a negative relationship between family migration and the spouse’s 

employment status. Through limited dependent variable modelling, Lichter (1980) finds 

increasing job tenure among wives significantly reduces the probability of family 

migration, and families are likely to be more mobile if the wife is not employed [see also 

Lichter (1982), Pissarides and Wadsworth (1989), and Rives and West (1993)].

Getting married and remarriage increase the probability o f  migration through people moving to a new 
location to undertake one or the other. Marital break up increases the probability o f  migration by giving 
people back their independence to decide as a single individual if  they want to move or not.
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Spitze (1983a) looks at the impact o f a wife’s employment status and earnings on white 

and black families’ migration propensities. For white families she finds a wife’s 

employment and earnings both deter migration.^^ In black families, the wife’s 

employment does not deter migration, but for dual-eamer black couples the wife’s weeks 

worked does have a negative impact on migration. In another study, Spitze (1983b) finds 

distinct age patterns for the impact of a wife’s employment status and earnings on family 

migration, with earnings playing its biggest role in the twenties and employment status in 

the early thirties [see also Shields and Shields (1993)].'*'^

The empirical evidence all seems to indicate a negative relationship between a family’s 

propensity to migrate and the spouse’s employment status. Studies that have investigated 

the impact o f  the spouse’s earnings on migration also find the existence o f a negative 

relationship between family migration and the spouse’s earnings."*' One assumes the same 

results will hold whether it is the husband or wife as spouse that is analysed - if  either is 

employed or has relatively high earnings at their current location then the family will be 

less likely to migrate.

Presence o f  Children

The presence o f children in a family is viewed as being an inhibiting factor on migration. 

It is not just the number o f children that exists in a family that is important in a family’s 

migration decision, but their age.

Most studies that have investigated the impact o f the presence o f children find it to have a 

significantly negative effect on family migration [see Pissarides and Wadsworth (1989) 

and Van Dijk et al. (1989)]. Not every study, however, that includes household size find 

it to have a significant influence on migration. This is because household size includes

This is mainly for women with higher earnings, and the affect is only significant up until their mid
thirties.

After the wife reaches her early thirties, Spitze (1983b) finds that the w ife’s employment status plays no 
further part in the family migration decision.

Some studies have investigated the impact o f  a w ife’s income on family migration when there is 
dependent children in the household, and find the higher the w ife’s income in the presence o f  dependent 
children the less likely it is the family migrates [see Ermisch (2004)].
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the number o f  adults in the household as well as children [see Taylor (1986) and Stark 

and Taylor (1991)].'^^ Some studies, though, have found household size to have a 

significantly negative effect on family mobility [see Liebig and Sousa-Poza (2005a)].

As mentioned previously, the age o f  children is what seems to be really important in 

family migration decisions. Studies analysing specifically the influence o f  school-aged 

children have found strong negative coefficients on their variables [see Long (1972), 

Long (1975), Sandell (1977), Mincer (1978), and Davies and Flowerdew (1992)]."^  ̂

Mincer (1978) hypotheses that when children are still o f  preschool age that the 

prospective schooling o f  children can be a factor that accelerates mobility o f  the family."^ 

College-age children may also have a positive effect on family migration.'*^

Studies that have run separate migration models for males and females find females with 

children are less likely to migrate compared to those without children. Men, however, 

with or without children have almost the same propensity to migrate. Hence, the presence 

o f  children seems to be more o f  a deterrent for female migrants than males [see Canudas 

(2004)].

Studies that include adults only have estimated a positive impact o f  the number o f  adults in the family on 
the migration probability o f  an individual [see Taylor (1986), Bilsborrow, McDevitt, Kossoudji, and Fuller 
(1987), and Stark and Taylor (1991)].

Fear o f  disrupting their children’s education, plus breaking the social ties they start to develop at this age 
is what inhibits families from migrating when they have children this age [see Hango (2000)]. Zhao 
(1999b), however, finds that the number o f  children at school has a positive impact on migration. This 
result relates specifically to the Chinese context and to the role that Chinese school-aged children play in 
safe-guarding rural families land rights.

Some families will move to locations where they can obtain the best education for their children. Zhao 
(1999b) finds that the num ber o f  pre-school children has a negative effect on family migration but the 
effect is not statistically significant.

The leaving home o f  children to attend college allows parents to break ties that kept them in a location, 
and it gives them freedom to take risks they could not take when their children still resided with them. Such 
risks can include moving to a location they always wanted to live in. This, however, only applies when the 
last child in the family leaving home to attend college (see section 6.4).
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Household Head and Characteristics

The empirical findings indicate household heads are less likely to migrate compared to 

other family members [see Molho (1987) and Stark and Taylor (1991)]/^ This result 

reflects the fact that household heads face larger moving costs, because o f family 

responsibilities and their key position in the household as being the person in charge o f 

family matters. Given their central position in the family, a number o f the household 

head’s personal characteristics have been found to have a significant influence on family 

migration. This includes their employment status, education level, and age."*’

Using data from the first five waves o f the Panel Study o f Income Dynamics (PSID) 

dataset, DaVanzo (1978) shows families whose heads are unemployed are more likely to 

migrate [see also Pissarides and Wadsworth (1989)]. She also finds unemployed 

household heads are more responsive to local economic conditions, such as 

unemployment rate and wage differences, compared to families with employed 

household heads [ see also Pissarides and Wadsworth (1989)]. In another study, DaVanzo 

(1976) finds families with unemployed heads who are looking for work have a higher 

probability o f  migrating over greater distances compared to families with an employed 

head who is seeking a new job.

Theory suggests, and the empirical results confirm, that a household head’s education 

level has a positive impact on family migration - the more educated the household head is 

the more likely it is that the family will migrate [see Sandell (1977), and Pissarides and 

Wadsworth (1989)]. Graves and Linneman (1979) and Linneman and Graves (1983) 

provide evidence that changes in the family head’s education has a positive influence on 

the probability o f a family migrating. The reason for this positive relationship between 

family migration and the household head’s education level is the same as the reason for

Some studies find household heads are less likely to engage in international migration than in internal 
migration [see Stark and Taylor (1991)].

Studies that have looked at the impact o f  the household head and their various characteristics on family 
migration have assumed the head to be male i.e. the husband. In the dataset used in this study the head can 
be male or female. Beginning in 1980, the Bureau o f  the Census discontinued with the use o f  the term head 
o f  household and replaced it with householder, and they also discontinued its longtime practice o f  always 
classifying the husband as the head when he and his wife are living together. Thus, in the 2000 Census, the 
dataset used in this study, the householder (household head) can be male or female.
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the positive relationship between a single person’s education level and their migration 

propensity."^*

Sandell (1977) and Pissarides and Wadsworth (1989) show that the older the household 

head is the less likely it is the family will migrate. This negative relationship can be 

explained by the human capital model o f migration, and is discussed in detail in section 

6.4 [see also Zhao (1999b)].'*^

Household Income

Family/household income can influence the likelihood o f family migration. This is 

because, like an individual migrating on their own, it is the main factor that determines if 

the family can afford the cost o f moving. If  the family does not have enough income 

accumulated to afford the costs associated with migrating then they will not be able to 

migrate. Ceteris paribus, one should expect to observe a positive relationship between 

family income and migration, where the higher the family’s income is the more likely it 

is that the family will migrate. However, when other factors are taken into consideration, 

such as the number o f dependent children in the family and other family traits, this 

positive relationship may not be observed, or at least a significantly positive coefficient 

on the household income variable may not emerge.^*^ Stark and Taylor (1991) confirm 

that this insignificant household income coefficient result is possible. In their study they 

derive a positive but insignificant coefficient on their household income variable.

See section 6.4
The household head tends to be the main income earner in the family. This means that families are not 

going to migrate the older the household head is, because the household head would have a short working 
life over which to derive the benefits o f  migrating. Hence, the benefits to migrating are lower for families 
with older household heads, and this is what reduces their propensity to migrate.

Unlike with a single individual, a family faces higher costs and has to take account o f  more factors when 
considering migration.
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6.6 Economic Ties

Lansing and Mueller (1967) identify home ownership and unemployment insurance 

(social welfare payments) as two economic ties that can act as barriers to mobility. This is 

because they represent equities which can, under certain circumstances, be reduced or 

lost by moving.^' Lansing and Mueller (1967), however, find the impact o f these two
c'y

economic ties on mobility to be weak. This may have been the case dunng the time 

period Lansing and Muller (1967) undertook their study. In today’s environment, 

however, these two economic ties have the potential to play very important roles in 

peoples’ migration decision. This can be confirmed by the extensive research both factors 

have received in the migration literature.

Home Ownership

In relation to home ownership, the hypothesis is that people who own a house are less 

likely to migrate compared to people who do not own a house. This is because o f the 

higher costs o f  movement these people face.^^ A negative relationship, therefore, is 

expected to exist between home ownership and an individual/family’s propensity to 

migrate.

Almost every study that has looked at the impact o f homeownership on mobility finds 

people who own a house are less likely to move compared to people who rent. This result 

holds for different ages, incomes, education levels, and r a c e s . O n e  o f the earliest studies 

was undertaken by Boehm (1981). Controlling for many market and demographic factors, 

he demonstrates mobility is significantly impeded by homeownership. Goss and

They also identify pension plans as another factor that can deter people from migrating.
In their survey o f migration, Lansing and Muller (1967) find that in many cases these two economic 

equities are not taken account o f when people are deciding to migrate.
These costs relate to the significant transaction costs associated with securing and vacating an owner- 

occupied house. Renters face transaction costs as well, but the costs are much greater for homeowners than 
for renters. Hence, the existence of these transaction costs is one of the factors that reduce homeowners’ 
willingness to move.

Constant and Zimmerman (2003) look at the impact o f homeownership on repeat migration and find that 
it also has a negative impact on peoples’ decision to undertake this type of migration.
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Schoening (1984) and Goss and Paul (1986) obtain the expected negative coefficient on 

their home ownership variables. Controlling for age, children, race, income, and dwelling 

characteristics, Rohe and Stewart (1996) find also that homeowners are less likely to 

move [see also Case and Shiller (1989), Hammnett, (1991), South and Deane (1993), 

Henley (1998), Lundberg and Skedinger (1998), Lundberg and Skedinger (1999), Chan 

(2001), Haurin and Gill (2002), Ortalo-Magne and Rady (2002), Engelhardt (2003), and 

Liebig and Sousa-Poza ( 2 0 0 5 a ) ] . I n  some studies, unexpected resuhs have been found 

with respect to home ownership. Taylor (1986), Stark and Taylor (1991), and Burda 

(1993) all derive insignificant coefficients on their homeownership variable. In contrast 

to this, and the above studies, Hughes and McCormick (1981) find owner-occupiers are 

more mobile than council tenants. Their study is unique in its finding that owner- 

occupiers are more mobile than renters, in this case council tenants, but the result has 

been found to be due to the nature o f the British council housing system.^^

Unemployment Insurance

Unemployment insurance appears to affect labour mobility in contradictory ways. On the 

one hand, it is regionally portable and can be used by those who receive it to finance job 

searches in, or relocation to, areas where there are better employment opportunities. In 

this situation, unemployment insurance promotes mobility, implying that it should 

increase the migration propensities o f those who receive it. On the other hand, 

unemployment insurance tends to be more generous in some locations, mainly in less 

economically favourable areas, and this can act as a barrier to mobility by reducing the 

incentive to move for those who receive it in these locations.^’ In this situation, receipt o f

In investigating the reasons why homeownership reduces mobility, some o f  these researchers have 
analysed the following factors: transaction taxes, [Lundberg and Skedinger (1999)], periods o f  declining 
house prices [Henley (1998), Chan (2001) and Engelhardt (2003)] and capital gains taxation o f  house sales 
[Lundberg and Skedinger (1998)].

The nature o f  the housing system is such that when council housing tenants migrate they lose their right 
to immediate occupation o f  another council property. This consequently acts as a barrier to their mobility, 
and in this study, emerges a stronger barrier than homeownership [see also Pissarides and Wadsworth 
(1989)].

Here, unemployment insurance hinders economic efficiency because it encourages unemployed 
individuals to stay in the high payment region where there may be fewer jobs, as opposed to moving to a 
location where jobs are more plentiful.
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unemployment assistance will have a negative impact on the migration propensities of 

those who receive. This relates specifically to individuals who receive assistance in high 

payment areas. Those, however, who receive unemployment assistance in low paying 

areas, may be enticed to migrate to the locations where the higher payments exist. These 

individuals, therefore, will emerge as having higher migration propensities, and this is 

because they are being pulled to the locations where the higher payments exist. Hence, in 

this context o f  differences in unemployment assistance payments between areas the 

impact that unemployment assistance has on peoples’ migration propensities is 

ambiguous. Economic theory, therefore, is inconclusive about the impact of 

unemployment insurance on peoples’ migration propensities. Whether it increases or 

decreases the likelihood that people who receive it will migrate depends not only on the 

amount they receive but also on whether they reside in a high or low payment area.

The empirical studies are equally as inconclusive as economic theory on this matter. The 

earlier microdata studies find that dependency on welfare aid does not reduce geographic 

mobility but actually increases it. A comparison by Lansing and Mueller (1967) of 

individuals who receive aid with those who do not, both having the same socioeconomic 

characteristics, indicates that those who receive aid are more mobile relative to does who 

do not [see also DeJong and Donnelly (1973), and Long (1974)]. These early studies, 

therefore, find unemployment assistance has a positive impact on the migration 

propensities o f  those who receive it. Later studies, however, such as Osberg and Gordon 

(1991), and Osberg, Gordon and Lin (1994) find that receipt o f unemployment insurance 

is not a statistically significant determinant o f internal mobility [see also Schlottmann and 

Herzog (1981)]. Cahill (1993) uses the same dataset, but finds that receipt o f 

unemployment insurance does increase mobility. Using data from the Panel Study of 

Income Dynamics, Goss and Paul (1990) find that unemployment insurance has a 

positive impact on the mobility o f voluntary unemployed people, but has a negative 

impact on involuntary unemployed peoples’ migration propensities. Winer and Gauthier 

(1982) find that unemployment insurance inhibits mobility.^* Lin (1995) uses data from 

Canada’s Labour Market Activity Survey (LMAS) and finds that unemployment

Their results have been criticised by commentators as not being totally convincing [see Lin (1995)].
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insurance benefits had a positive and significant impact on female mobility, but not on 

male.̂ ^

6.7 Additional Factors

Distance

Distance is one factor that has emerged in various labour mobility studies as influencing 

the migration decision, and it has been found in almost all studies as having a negative 

relationship with migration - migration declines with increased distance [see Greenwood 

(1970), Levy and Wadycki (1973), Fields (1979), Mueser (1989), and Fields (1991)] “  

Davies, Greenwood and Li (2001) find that the effect o f distance on the probability o f 

moving from state i (origin) to state j (destination) is negative and highly significant. 

Davies et al. (2001) also include a distance squared variable to explore the possibility that 

the effect o f distance on migration is not linear, and find that the deterrent effect o f 

distance on the probability o f migration decreases as distance increases. In other words, 

as distance between origin and destination increases the probability o f migration 

decreases, but at a diminishing rate. Cushing’s (2002) results also support these other 

findings o f a negative relationship between migration and distance. In his study, he finds 

increased distance between origin and destination locations has a strong, significantly 

negative effect on migration, both for white and black people.

There are many reasons why migration decreases with increased distance. First, distance 

is a proxy for the out-of-pocket money costs o f moving so the further one moves the 

greater transportation costs will be, such as petrol, cost o f a removal truck, plane tickets, 

and so on. This is represented in equation (6.1) by a larger ‘C ’. Second, opportunity costs 

rise with distance in the sense that longer moves require more time, which means more

Lin (1995) looks at the impact o f  unemployment insurance benefits on females and males for 1989 and 
1990. Her resuh for females only holds for 1990. In 1989, she finds unemployment assistance has no effect 
on either females or males. Lin concludes that it is very important to take account o f  the business cycle 
when analysing the impact that unemployment assistance can have on peoples’ mobility decision.

Distance is incorporated as an explanatory variable in studies that use a gravity model approach to 
analysing migration.
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foregone earnings if  the individual is not involved in a job transfer. Information costs also 

rise with distance, which means that greater search costs are required to offset the greater 

uncertainty associated with more distant locations. Distance also serves as a proxy for the 

psychic costs o f moving. Psychic costs refer to the costs associated with leaving family, 

friends and familiar surroundings behind when one decides to migrate. Thus, the greater 

the distance involved in migrating the higher the psychic costs will be. This is again 

captured in equation (6.1) by a larger ‘C ’. One way to offset psychic costs is to make 

more frequent trips, or trips o f longer duration, back to the origin. However, the fiirther 

one moves the greater the cost will be in financing return visits [Schwartz (1973)]. 

Improvements in communication and increased education can help to deal with the issue 

o f a lack of information about more distant labour markets. However, because o f psychic 

costs the negative affect distance has on migration will never be completely eliminated 

[Filer, Hamermesh and Rees (1996)].

Location-Specific Amenities

There are many unobservable economic and noneconomic characteristics that can 

influence individuals in their initial migration decision. Amenities are one o f the main 

noneconomic factors. Examples o f this would include the topological, climatological, and 

environmental factors in a location. Other amenities sought by individuals are good 

schools and hospitals, crime-free societies, non-polluted environments, plus a variety o f 

recreational facilities such as golf courses, swimming pools, theatres, art galleries, and so 

on. The relative importance o f each o f these factors depends on where the individual 

migrant is on their life-cycle. While most o f these amenities tend to be analysed in terms 

of identifying the locations individuals choose to migrate to, such factors can also play an 

important role in the initial migration decision. For this reason, a set o f origin state 

dummy variables are included in Chapter 8 to capture the impact, if  any, observable and 

unobservable state amenities may have on an artist’s initial migration decision.
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6.8 Mobility Predictions

Drawing on studies that have been undertaken on artists’ labour markets, and more 

specifically on the economic characteristics of artists,^' a number o f predictions are set 

out in this section on the potential impact the various characteristics identified in this 

chapter may have on an artist’s initial decision to migrate. The postulated effects for most 

of the characteristics are similar to the impact one might expect them to have on the 

general employed population. However, some are slightly different, either in terms of the 

direction of the effect or its expected magnitude.

Personal and Family Characteristics

One of the main features of artistic labour markets that may result in some of the 

characteristics identified having a different impact on artists’ migration propensities 

compared to the general workforce is that most artists are self-employed. Menger (1999) 

indicates that artists have higher rates of self-employment than the general workforce.^^ 

The first personal characteristic this artist labour market attribute may have implications 

for is age. As with the general workforce, one would expect age to have a negative 

impact on an artist’s propensity to migrate. The reason for this negative relationship is 

provided by the human capital model of migration -  as people get older they are less 

likely to migrate because they face a shorter expected working life over which to realise 

the advantages of migration. The negative impact of age, however, may not be as strong 

for artists, specifically those who are self-employed, as it is for ordinary workers. This is 

because when self-employed artists migrate they do not face the same shorter expected 

working life over which to realise the advantages of migration as ordinary workers who 

are employed face, and this is simply because they are self-employed. For artists who are 

employees as opposed to self-employed, one would expect age to have the same impact 

on their propensity to migrate as it has for ordinary workers.

See Ding (2004) for a thorough review o f the findings from these studies.
“  There is ample evidence in the literature to support the existence o f  high-rates o f  self-employment among 
artists [see Throsby and Thompson (1994), and Karhunen and Rensujeff (2002)].
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The fact that so many artists are self-employed may also influence the impact previous 

mobility has on artists’ migration propensity compared to ordinary workers. One would 

expect this factor to have a positive impact on both groups propensity to migrate, artists 

and ordinary workers. However, if artists move more because of being self-employed -  

have to migrate to the locations where their work is demanded - then previous mobility 

may have a bigger affect on their current mobility than it does on ordinary workers 

mobility. Again, for artists who are employees, one would expect previous mobility to 

have the same effect on their current mobility as it has on the general employed 

population. If, however, being self-employed results in an artist building up a client base 

in a particular location then previous mobility may have a smaller impact on self- 

employed artists propensity to migrate compared to employee artists, and also to ordinary 

workers. The impact that previous mobility has on artists in general is addressed in 

Section 8.5, while the impact it has on artists who are self-employed versus employee 

artists is investigated in Section 8.7.3.

The final set o f characteristics this self-employment feature of artists labour market has 

implications for are the family characteristics that have been highlighted as being 

important in the initial migration decision. One would assume these factors would have 

the same impact on artists as on ordinary workers -  less likely to migrate if married, have 

children of school-age, are head of the household, and so on. The econometric analysis in 

Chapter 8 will confirm if this is the case or not. For artists who are self-employed, 

though, the family characteristics discussed may not have the same negative impact on 

their migration propensity as they do for ordinary workers, or for artists who are not self- 

employed. This is because self-employed artists have no choice but to move to the 

location where their work is demanded. Thus, for self-employed artists, the family factors 

identified in this chapter may emerge to be negative but not significant. Once again, this 

prediction only applies to self-employed artists and not to employee artists. Whether this 

prediction is correct is addressed in Section 8.7.3.
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An artist’s employment status, specifically being unemployed, may have a bigger impact 

on their migration propensity than on ordinary workers. There are two reasons for this. 

First, many studies have found that artists suffer relatively higher rates of unemployment 

[see Menger (1999), and Karhunnen and Rensujeff (2002)]. Thus, as with ordinary 

workers, unemployed artists can be expected to migrate in search of employment, but 

because more artists experience unemployment this factor may have a stronger impact on 

their propensity to migrate compared to ordinary unemployed workers. The second 

reason why unemployment may emerge as having a bigger impact on unemployed artists 

than on ordinary unemployed workers is because artists who are self-employed tend to 

classify themselves as being unemployed or not in the labour force in official records that 

record employment status data - census data and labour force surveys. If self-employed 

artists are more mobile, because they have to move to where the work is, and classify 

themselves as being either unemployed or not in the labour force in official employment 

status records, then these two employment status categories may emerge to have a bigger 

impact on artists migration propensity than on ordinary workers who are unemployed or 

not in the labour force. If, though, self-employed artists who classify themselves as being 

either unemployed or not in the labour force are less mobile because they have built up a 

client base in a particular location, then these two employment status categories may 

emerge to have a smaller impact on artists migration propensity compared to ordinary 

workers. There may also be differences in the impact this factor - employment status - 

has on employee artists and artists who are self-employed. This is investigated further in 

Chapter 8.

Education can almost certainly be expected to have the same positive impact on artists’ 

propensity to migrate as it does for the general population. Its impact might even be 

stronger, because artists have been found to be better educated than the general workforce 

[see Throsby and Thompson (1994), Towse (1996), Jackson (1999), Menger (1999)].
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In relation to experience, this factor is hypothesised to have a positive impact on an 

individual’s migration propensity -  the more experience an individual has the more likely 

he/she is to migrate. However, this may not be the case for artists. More experience may 

make an artist less likely to migrate, if the experience he/she is accumulating in a 

particular location is enabling him/her to develop a reputation in their current location 

and, consequently, a client base for selling their work.

No difference is expected to exist between artists and the general workforce in relation to 

the impact the other personal characteristics identified in this chapter will have on their 

propensity to migrate; the impact of race, gender, financial status, language, and health.

Other Labour Mobility Determinants

In relation to the economic tie variables discussed in this chapter, home ownership and 

receipt of unemployment insurance, one would assume that both factors will have the 

same impact on artists’ migration propensity as they do on the general workforce.

Finally, a location’s amenities; particularly the topological, climatological, and 

environmental factors in a location; can be expected to be equally important to artists in 

their decision to migrate as they are to the general workforce. Such amenities may even 

be more important to artists given the nature o f their work. Thus, one would expect the 

origin state dummy variables included in Chapter 8 to control for the impact a location’s 

amenities can have on an artist’s initial decision to migrate to be significant.

6.9 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, previous research examining the various economic and noneconomic 

factors that can influence individuals in their migration decision was reviewed. While this 

research did not focus specifically on the factors that affect the migration decision of 

individual professions, it can be assumed that some of the factors identified in these
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general labour mobility studies equally apply in explaining the migration decision of 

individual professions. Although differences in data sources, time periods, econometric 

methodologies, and dependent variables make conclusions more difficult, some 

consistent results do emerge. The review highlights the significance o f various personal 

and family characteristics, and also economic and noneconomic factors, in determining 

an individual’s decision to migrate. There is broad agreement that age and education are 

two significant factors in this decision, with an individual’s migration propensity 

decreasing with age and increasing with education. Marital status and the presence of 

children are two o f the main family characteristics. Married individuals emerge to be less 

likely to migrate, as do those who have children, particularly school-aged children. 

Financial status is one o f the most important economic factors than influence people in 

their migration decision. Employment status is another key economic characteristic, as is 

home ownership status. Finally, amenities and other quality-of-life measures are some of 

the noneconomic factors found to be particularly significant in explaining peoples’ 

migration decision.

The next chapter, Chapter 7, introduces and describes the dataset used for undertaking an 

econometric analysis o f  artists’ initial migration decision, the U.S. Census 2000 dataset. 

The econometric analysis itself, which tests some o f the migration determinant factors 

identified in this chapter, is carried out in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 7

DATA SOURCES: THE UNITED STATES CENSUS 2000

DATASET

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the dataset employed in the subsequent analysis o f artists’ labour mobility 

is introduced and described. Section 7.2 gives a general introduction to the U.S. Census 

2000 dataset, the dataset used in Chapter 8 to analyse artists’ initial mobility decision of 

whether or not to migrate. An important point that needs to be highlighted in using the 

U.S. census for this purpose is that its mobility data refers to residential mobility as 

opposed to labour mobility. Since the research undertaken here is only concerned with 

labour mobility, in terms o f identifying the factors that affect the migration decision of 

artists who move for labour reasons and not residential, certain assumptions have to be 

made in order to be able to use the census mobility data to undertake this analysis. These 

assumptions, which are discussed further in Sections 7.3 and 7.4, relate to equating 

residence with job position. The first assumption is that artists who are defined in the 

census as not having changed residence, referred to hereafter as nonmovers, are assumed 

not to have changed job either. The second assumption is that artists who moved 

intrastate did not change job either, only residence. The final assumption is that artists 

who moved interstate did change job. The latter two assumptions are based on the 

distance moved by both types o f migrant artists. It is acknowledged, however, that some 

of the intrastate movers will have changed jobs, given that intrastate mobility can involve 

very substantial differences. For the purpose o f this study, though, and the need to focus 

on artists who moved for labour market reasons only, it is assumed that the vast majority 

o f intrastate mover artists only changed residence. The same is true o f the interstate 

mover artists: some will have only changed residence and not job, but again it is assumed
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that most did change job. As the objective o f this study is to explain labour mobility, 

artists who moved intrastate are excluded. Thus, the labour mobility analysis undertaken 

is based on those artists who moved interstate, and their decision to undertake this type of 

mobility is compared with those who decided not to migrate i.e. the nonmovers.' This 

mobility data issue is discussed fiirther in Section 7.3, where the actual artist sample used 

is described. Section 7.4 highlights some data limitations. In Section 7.5, the dependent 

variable and each o f the explanatory variables modelled in the proceeding chapter is 

discussed in detail. Section 7.6 summarises and concludes the chapter.

7.2 U.S. Census 2000 -  Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) Files

The data used in Part II o f this thesis are micro-data from the U.S. Census 2000 5-percent 

Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) files.^ PUMS files contain state-level data 

extracted from the decennial census, which have individual records o f the characteristics 

o f both a 1-percent and 5-percent sample of people and housing units.^ The 5-percent 

sample was chosen for the work undertaken here as it provides a larger sample o f artists 

to work with. The main reason for using a larger sample is because reliability and, hence, 

precision o f estimated results improves with sample size.'*

PUMS files are constructed using geographic units known as super-Public Use Microdata 

Areas (super-PUMAs) and Public Use Microdata Areas (PUMAs).^ Each super-PUMA

' An explanation is given in Section 7.3 for why artists who moved intrastate are not treated as nonmovers 
in this study and, thus, combined with the nonmover sample.
 ̂These PUMS files have been available since 1970.
 ̂Although the data are extracted fi-om the census, PUMS files still contain the fiill range o f population and 

housing information collected in Census 2000.
The 1-percent PUMS files are used by some researchers instead of the 5-percent files because this data 

becomes available a year earlier (the U.S. Census 2000 1-percent files were released in 2002 and the 5- 
percent in 2003). This aside, some people use the 1-percent files because they provides more than enough 
observations (3 million) for the work these individuals want to undertake. If, however, people want data for 
all sub-state areas then they have to use the 5-percent files because the 1-percent files only contains data for 
some sub-state areas.
 ̂ PUMAs are only identified on the 5-percent files and not on the 1-percent files. Super-Public Use 

Microdata Areas is a new geographic entity in Census 2000. The state files, which may contain one or 
more super-PUMAs, include geographic equivalency files that show the relationship between the super- 
PUMA and standard Census 2000 geographic concepts (counties, etc.).
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has a minimum population o f  400,000, while for each PUMA the minimum population 

threshold level is 100,000. The super-PUMAs are made up o f  a Public Use Microdata 

Area (PUMA) or group o f  contiguous PUMAs. The PUMS files are complied in this 

manner to comply with strict privacy rules, which exist to protect the confidentiality o f  

respondents.^ Thus, any information that could identify an individual or household is 

excluded from the files.^

The state-level data in the 5-percent PUMS files were specifically extracted from the 

2000 census long form questionnaire. This questionnaire, along with a short form 

version, was compiled and distributed to a random sample o f  the population by the U.S. 

Census Bureau’s national processing centre on April 1, 2000.* There was a national 

response rate o f  67 per cent to the 2000 census, which was up 2 per cent on the 1990 

census. The U.S. census, which is carried out every ten years, with first conducted in 

1790.^ The results derived from each decennial census are primarily used for 

apportioning seats in Congress;”  ̂ distributing federal, state, local and tribal fiinds; 

evaluating the success o f  programs; and identifying populations in need o f  services."

Two types o f  housing unit data are contained in the 5-percent PUMS files, a unit’s 

physical characteristics and financial characteristics. The physical characteristic data 

includes the type o f  structure the respondent lives in (house, apartment, etc), when the

* To assist in maintaining confidentiality, while retaining as much characteristic detail as possible, a 
minimum threshold of 10,000 nationally is set for the identification o f variable categories within 
categorical variables in the 5-percent PUMS files.
’ It is illegal for state or federal agencies to divulge information about any one individual. This is why such 
a complex process exists for compiling the PUMS files.
* The short form questionnaire was sent to every household in America and asked only personal 
characteristic information, e.g. individual’s name, household relationship, sex, age, Hispanic/Latino origin, 
race and tenure. The long form was sent to about one in every six houses. It contained the short form 
questions along with social and economic characteristic questions, and housing questions.
’ The first U.S. census counted 3.9 million people. At this time, the census was taken in the 13 original 
states plus the districts of Kentucky, Maine, Vermont, and the Southwest Territory of Tennessee. Today, 
the census is administered in the 50 States plus the District o f Columbia. The last census, the 2000 census, 
counted 281,421,906 people.

The US Constitution mandates that an apportionment o f representatives among the states, for the House 
o f Representatives, be carried out every 10 years. Each state is assigned one congressional seat. The 
remaining 385 seats are then allocated on the basis of each state’s share of total population, information on 
which is provided by the decennial census.
” As well as the federal government using the census data for these purposes, a multitude o f various types 
o f researchers also use it to get a flavor of what the country looks like at a particular point in time.
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structure was built, the number of rooms, and also information on various facilities in the 

housing unit. The financial data includes information on the value of the housing unit, 

monthly rent paid, mortgage payments and property taxes.

The individual-level data in the PUMS files consists of personal, social, and economic 

characteristics. The personal information includes the respondent’s name, gender, age, 

and race. Social characteristics consist of data on marital status, place o f birth, education, 

ancestry, residence five years ago and language. The economic information focuses on an 

individual’s labour force status, occupation, industry, and also various types of income 

data. Based on the literature reviewed in Chapter 6, this is the type of data required for 

analysing the determinants of artists’ initial labour mobility decision. Thus, the existence 

of this type of data in the 5-percent PUMS files is one of the main reasons it was chosen 

for use in this study.

Another reason for selecting this dataset is because artists are listed as a separate 

occupation, which means the state-level housing unit and individual data just described 

are provided specifically for artists on their own.'^ This is another advantage o f the 

PUMS data files because it allows the objective of this part of the thesis, namely an 

analysis of this specific profession’s mobility, to be undertaken.'^

The other main reason for using this dataset is because it supplies information on artists’ 

mobility. Although the U.S. census is not carried out exclusively for the purpose of 

collecting information on migration, its residence five years ago variable can be used to 

compile migration data over a five year pe r iod .Us ing  the 2000 PUMS files, this means 

analysing migration between 1995 and 2000.'^ This is a third major asset of this dataset

The occupation variable, labelled OCCUP5, is the variable used to identify artists. In the census dataset, 
the artist occupation variable (code 260) includes all fine artists (painters, sculptors and illustrators) and 
other related artist-type workers.

There are other datasets that are also rich sources for individual microdata. However, they could not be 
used in this study because in them artists are grouped together with other art type occupations, under a 
general art occupation category. This means individual data such as age, education, marital status, etc, are 
not available separately for artists on their own in these datasets.

The Census Bureau uses this residence five years ago question to compile migration data on its citizens.
This type o f mobility data has been gathered in all American censuses since 1940. The question in the 

1950 census referred to residence one year earlier as opposed to five.
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because without such migration data it would be very difficult to analysis artists’ labour 

mobility in the first place. For the purpose o f this study, though, there is one issue with 

this mobility data (highlighted already in Section 7.1) and that is that it relates 

specifically to residential mobility as opposed to labour mobility. However, by making 

certain assumptions and imposing some restrictions on the data, namely the exclusion o f 

artists who moved intrastate, this census mobility data can be used to analyse the mobility 

decision o f artists who moved mainly for labour market reasons. This issue is discussed 

in more detail in Section 7.3.

7.3 Sample Selection and Sizes

There are 14,081,466 individuals in the 2000 5-percent Public Use Microdata Sample 

(PUMS).’  ̂ Since this thesis concentrates on the determinants o f artists’ labour mobility, 

all other individuals in the 5-percent sample are eliminated, resulting in a sample size o f 

14,352 artists. Applying the PUMS person weight variable, PWEIGHT, to obtain an 

estimate o f  the total population o f artists in America gives a sample o f 292,315 artists. 

Total artist population figures, as opposed to 5-percent sample figures, are hereafter 

referred to in this chapter.'^

Before this sample can be used to analyse artists’ initial labour mobility decision, 

noneconomic migrant artists have to be removed. In this study, noneconomic migrants 

relate to military personnel, individuals aged 22 and under, institutionalised group-quarter

TTiere are just over 2.8 million people in the 2000 1-percent PUMS file. The 5-percent PUMS files also 
provide records for 5 million housing units.
”  The PUMS data files contain individual weights for each person and housing unit, labelled PWEIGHT 
and HWEIGHT. When these weights are applied to the individual records, the housing or person records in 
either the 1-percent or 5-percent sample data files, they expand the sample to the relevant total. Thus, the 
PWEIGHT variable has been applied in this chapter to produce estimates o f the various personal 
characteristics for the total population o f artists in America as opposed to just the 5-percent sample. If this 
weight was not applied then the estimates produced would only represent the personal characteristics o f the 
sample o f artists contained in the 5-percent PUMS data file. These weights are not designed to allow for 
non-responses, but to reflect the fact that only approximately 16 percent o f households in America are 
provided with the long-form census questionnaires that have the detailed information about the household 
and family members. These weights, therefore, are created to enable researchers to create population 
estimates fi’om the sample they use in their work.
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individuals, individuals who moved into America between 1995 and 2000 (US 

immigrants), intrastate mover artists, and artists who report zero earnings.

Military artists are excluded because it is assumed any mobility they undertook during 

the migration period analysed, 1995 to 2000, would have been for military reasons 

dictated to them by the military authority, as opposed to personal labour market reasons 

decided on independently by them. Their exclusion reduces the artist sample to 

291,907.'*

The omission o f artists aged 22 and under, as defined in 2000, decreases the sample size 

to 278,290.'^ These artists are omitted because they were aged 17 years or less in 1995, 

the year mobility is measured from. Given their age at this time it is assumed that if they 

moved between 1995 and 2000 it would not have been for the mobility reasons described 

in Chapter 6, and which are investigated in the next chapter. Hence, if these artists were 

included it could result in inaccurate estimates being derived for the various labour 

mobility determinant variables. A minimum age restriction o f 23 is, therefore, imposed to 

maximise the number o f  artists who were migrating for labour market reasons in 1995 

and, hence, to help ensure the derivation o f accurate estimates for the various labour 

mobility determinant variables.

Institutionalised group-quarter artists are also excluded because these are individuals who 

live in institutions under supervised care and are not free to make decisions, mobility or 

otherwise, independently for themselves.^® While some o f these institutionalised group- 

quarter individuals may not have been defined as such in 1995, they are still excluded as 

there is no way of knowing from the 2000 census who was and who was not classified as

There are 408 military artists.
There is a total o f  13,687 artists aged 22 and under in the 5-percent artist sample. Only 13,617 are 

mentioned here as being eliminated because the other 70 were eliminated when military artists were 
excluded.

Institutionalised group-quarter individuals include people under formally authorised, supervised care or 
custody in institutions at the time o f  enumeration. Such people are classified as patients or inmates o f the 
institution they live in. Generally, they are restricted to the institutional buildings or grounds (or must have 
passes or escorts to leave) and, thus, have limited interaction with the surrounding community.
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such in 1995. This is because this census only contains information for 2000. Their 

exclusion reduces the sample o f artists to 272,968.

Immigrant artists, artists who moved into America between 1995 and 2000, are another 

group who are excluded from this study. Although they may have been motivated by 

economic incentives, they are not included because they did not originate in the United 

States. This is an issue because the 2000 census only contains information on those who 

resided in America in 2000. Hence, no information exists for the nonmovers who 

originated in the same countries as these individuals who moved, which means there is no 

comparison group to compare these immigrant artists’ mobility to. In addition, there is no 

place characteristic information on the locations (countries, towns) these individuals 

came from, characteristics that are viewed as being important in influencing the mobility 

decision. For these various reasons, this group o f mobile artists, o f which there are 5,608, 

are excluded, giving a sample o f 267,360 artists.

Artists who moved within states in America, either inter-county or intra-county, are also 

eliminated. The reason for this (outlined already in Section 7.1) is because the aim o f this 

study is to explain labour mobility but the census mobility data being used relates to 

residential movement, thus, in order to be able to use the census data to analyse artists’ 

labour mobility certain assumptions have to be made about the length o f movement 

undertaken by artists Given the distance intrastate artists moved, within a state as 

opposed to between states, it is assumed that the majority o f them moved for residential 

reasons as opposed to labour market. Consequently, these artists, o f which there are 

92,039, are excluded. It is expected that some o f these intrastate artists will have moved 

for labour market reasons, given that movement within some o f  the big states is 

equivalent to moving between other states, but for the purpose o f this study it is assumed 

that most o f them moved for residential purposes. An alternative to excluding these artists 

would have been to treat them as nonmovers and combine them with the nonmover 

sample. However, the very fact that these artists did move between 1995 and 2000 means 

that they are not identical to those who decided not to move and, thus, cannot be treated 

as being the same as the nonmovers. The decision to exclude these intrastate mover
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artists is supported by the independent variable descriptive statistics presented in Section 

7.5.3?' A comparison o f the descriptive statistics on their characteristics with the 

nonmovers and those artists who moved interstate reveals that for some characteristics 

they are similar to the interstate movers, while for others they are more closely aligned to 

the nonmover sample. On this basis, the inclusion o f these artists could have biased the 

estimated results for the various labour mobility determinants. Thus, in order to derive 

the most accurate estimates for the various labour mobility determinant variables, only 

those artists who moved interstate are focussed on for analysing and explaining artists’ 

initial labour mobility decision. As mentioned previously, some o f these interstate mover 

artists will have moved for residential reasons as opposed to labour, but in order to 

address the objective o f this part o f the thesis it is assumed that most o f them did move 

for labour reasons.

If  this type o f labour mobility study was being undertaken on a more conventional 

occupation other non-labour market participants, such as those who classify themselves 

as being unemployed or not in the labour force, would also be eliminated. However, these 

non-participants are not excluded from this study because, as indicated in Chapter 6, 

many artists who are self-employed often categorise themselves in official statistical 

reports (e.g. the census) as being unemployed or not in the labour force even though they 

do not genuinely fall into either o f  these two employment status categories. In the sample 

o f artists used here, 1,696 classify themselves as not being in the labour force 

(employment status variable), but when the class o f worker variable is analysed for this 

sample o f 1,696 artists, 1,134 classify themselves as being self-employed. Thus, since 

self-employment is the main type o f employment contract for artists and because many of 

these artists classify themselves as non-participants in official records, these non

participant categories are not eliminated from this labour mobility study. An upper age 

limit has also not been imposed, which again would be undertaken if the labour mobility 

analysis was based on a more traditional occupation. This is because there is no official 

retirement age in America. More importantly than this, though, is given the nature o f the 

work artists undertake, the majority o f them work throughout their lives. In other words.

See also Appendix 7C
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unlike more conventional occupations artists do not retire. In order to remove any doubt 

regarding the inclusion of these different groups in this study, non-participants and the 

elderly, artists who reported zero total earnings in 1999, of which there are 18,759, are 

excluded?^ By removing non-earners and, consequently focussing on artists with non

zero earnings, should result in those artists who are genuinely not in the labour force or 

who are not self-employed being eliminated. It should also result in any artists who are 

retired being omitted too. Thus, the removal of non-earners should ensure that only those 

artists who moved for labour market reasons are included in this labour mobility analysis.

After the removal o f these different noneconomic migrant groups the final artist sample 

size, which is the sample used in the next chapter, is 156,562.^^ The main mobility 

decision examined in this chapter is artists’ initial decision of whether or not to migrate 

interstate between 1995 and 2000.

7.4 Data Deficiencies

Before discussing the variables used in this study, some limitations with the dataset need 

to be highlighted. The first, which has already been discussed in detail in Section 7.1 and 

7.3, is that the mobility data contained in the census relates specifically to residential 

mobility. As these data are being used in this study to proxy labour mobility it has to be 

assumed that only those artists who moved interstate migrated for labour market reasons 

alone and not residential. Hence, artists who migrated intrastate are eliminated because 

given the distance these artists moved it is assumed the majority moved for residential 

reasons only as opposed to labour market.

A second issue that needs to be highlighted is that the artist sample used, which consists 

of 156,562 artists, is not a completely accurate sample to use for capturing artists 

mobility over the migration period analysed. This is because there are artists who should

This total earnings measure consists o f  wage/salary income and self-employment income combined.
This is a weighted figure, but unweighted data is used in the econometric analysis in Chapter 8 (7,935 

artists).
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be included in the analysis who are not, and others who should not be included who are. 

The former relates to individuals who were artists in 1995, the year mobility is measured 

from, but who were no longer in this occupation when the census was undertaken in 

2000. If  any o f these individuals moved between 1995 and 2000, and were artists when 

they moved, then they should be included in this study. However, their mobility will not 

be captured because they were no longer in this occupation in 2000 and hence, are not 

captured as being artists in the 2000 census. The latter group relates to individuals who 

declared themselves to be artists in 2000. These individuals are included in this labour 

mobility study as being artists but were not in this occupation during the mobility period 

analysed, between 1995 and 2000. Hence, if  any o f these individuals moved during this 

time period and it was not for the labour market reasons genuine artists moved then their 

inclusion could bias the estimated results. This would only be the case, however, if they 

moved for reasons that were not consistent with artists’ labour mobility reasons. There is 

nothing, though, that can be done with this issue as there is no way o f knowing from the 

2000 census who was an artist in 1995, or when individuals who were not switched into 

this occupation.

Another issue to be highlighted with using the census mobility variable is that as well as 

it capturing residential instead o f labour mobility, it also understates actual mobility 

between 1995 and 2000. This is because there are some artists who will have moved 

between 1995 and 2000 who were back at their 1995 residence when the 2000 census 

took place. Thus, such individuals will be classified as nonmovers in the 2000 census 

even though they did actually move. Then there are artists who are living in a different 

place in 2000 compared to 1995 who will have made one or more intermediate moves 

during this time period. These individuals will be rightly classified as being movers in the 

2000 census, but they will be grouped with those who made just one move between 1995 

and 2000. However, there is no way o f distinguishing from the 2000 census artists who 

moved more than once from those who moved just once, i.e. distinguishing repeat movers 

from primary movers.
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A final but important limitation with the 2000 census data, which relates to the fact that it 

is not specifically designed for the purposes o f estimating individuals’ migration 

propensities, is that the data on the independent variables are for 2000, the year the 

census was conducted, and not 1995, the year mobility is measured from. This means the 

information presented on each of the explanatory variables in this chapter is in terms of 

terminal date, i.e. the information on the variables represents post-migration status as 

opposed to pre-migration. This is a concern in the use and interpretation of some 

variables more than others. It is important, therefore, that the descriptive statistics 

presented in the next section, and also the results in Chapter 8, are interpreted in the 

context of this limitation.

7.5 Variable Selection

As outlined in Chapter 1, the main aim in Part II of this thesis is to determine the factors 

affecting artists’ labour mobility. Specifically, this involves examining the factors 

affecting their initial decision of whether or not to migrate. Given that no detailed 

research appears to have been undertaken previously on the factors affecting the mobility 

decision of individual professions, the choice of variables used in this analysis of artists’ 

labour mobility decision attempts to incorporate into the analysis factors cited in the 

general labour mobility determinant literature as influencing the mobility decision.

7.5.1 Dependent Variable -L abour Mobility

In examining artists’ initial labour mobility decision, the dependent variable is a binary 

variable indicating whether or not the artist chose to migrate interstate between 1995 and 

2000. Table 7.1 presents the variable definition for this variable. This binary dependent 

variable was created using the migration variable in the 5-percent PUMS files, residence 

five years ago variable, which is labelled MOB in the census dataset. The information for 

this mobility variable was gathered by asking respondents on the Census 2000 long form 

questionnaire to specify if they lived in the same house/apartment in 2000 that they lived
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in five years earlier, 1995. The three response categories to this question were “yes, same 

house”; “no, different house in America”; and “no, outside of the USA”. It is this 

information that has been used to create the binary dependent variable for analysing 

artists’ initial decision o f whether or not to migrate interstate. Artists who responded 

“yes, same house” are defined as nonmovers within America-, those who replied “no, 

different house in America” are classified as movers within America', and those who 

answered “no, outside of the USA” are classified as movers into America. As the focus of 

this study is on interstate mobility, movers within America are further subdivided into 

interstate and intrastate movers, using information from a second part to the migration 

question in which movers had to indicate where exactly they lived in 1995. Using this 

mobility data, Table 7.2 illustrates the various sample sizes that correspond to the initial 

mobility decision for artists. The number of artists who moved into America and within 

states in America is also outlined in this table.

An examination of Table 7.2 reveals that out of the total number of artists reported in the 

2000 census, 129,420^'' moved between 1995 and 2000 and 143,548 did not, 47.4 per 

cent and 52.6 per cent respectively. Of the movers, 123,812 artists moved within America 

and 5,608 moved into America. Eliminating immigrants reveals that 46.3 per cent of 

artists moved during this time-period and 53.7 per cent did not. Of those artists who 

moved within America, 34.4 per cent moved intrastate and 11.9 percent interstate. When 

the intrastate movers are excluded, a total of 31,773 artists emerge as having moved 

between 1995 and 2000. This equals 18.1 percent of the total artist sample, sample with 

immigrant and intrastate mover artists excluded, which means 81.9 per cent of artists did 

not move during this time period. When non-earner artists are ftirther excluded, a total of 

28,643 artists moved between 1995 and 2000 (18.3 per cent), and 127,919 did not move 

(81.7 per cent). This is the sample of artists used in the econometric analysis in the next 

chapter, which is a total of 156,562 artists.

Movers within America  and movers into America figures added together.
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Table 7.3 lists ten other art occupations classified in the U.S. census, and Table 7.4 

presents and compares artists’ mobility levels with these other art occupations. 

Professionals are also included in this analysis.^^ An examination o f the results based on 

the full sample o f movers, intrastate and interstate together, illustrates that between 1995 

and 2000 artists were the second least mobile group o f all the occupations analysed. A 

smaller percentage o f musicians and singers moved, but only 0.1 percentage points less 

than the number o f artists, 46.2 per cent compared to 46.3 per cent o f artists. A larger 

number o f professionals moved compared to artists, but less than a percentage point 

more, 47 per cent compared to 46.3 per cent o f artists. Out o f all the occupations 

analysed, dancers and choreographers emerge as the most mobile occupation between 

1995 and 2000 with 75 per cent migrating. Announcers are next at 59.4 per cent. While 

this is a large number it is still almost 20 per cent less than the number o f dancers and 

choreographers who moved. Producers and directors, and entertainers and performers 

come after this, 58.9 per cent and 58.7 per cent respectively.

A break-down o f the migration that took place between 1995 and 2000 into intrastate and 

interstate reveals that the majority o f it was intrastate. When only interstate movers are 

used for analysing mobility, in terms o f identifying which occupation moved the most 

and which the least, similar trends emerge as when the full sample o f  movers are used. 

Dancers and choreographers are still the most mobile o f all the occupations analysed, 

with 47.7 per cent moving between 1995 and 2000. This time they are followed by 

producers and directors, 30.3 per cent, and then announcers, 28.2 per cent. The gap 

between dancers and choreographers and the next most mobile occupation continues to 

be quite large. A gap o f almost 20 per cent exists between them and the number o f 

producers and directors that migrated. When only interstate movers are included, artists 

now emerge as being the least mobile o f all the occupations analysed, 18.1 per cent

Non-eamers are included in this occupation mobility comparison. Immigrants (movers into America) are 
excluded from this analysis, but Appendix 7A presents the same occupation mobility statistics comparison 
with immigrants included. The results presented in this appendix for movers within America are based on a 
sample that excludes intrastate movers (non-eamers are also included in these results).

In the list of occupations in the 2000 census, codes 100 to 359 relate to the professional occupations. The 
11 art professions analysed here are classified as being professional occupations. They have, however, been 
eliminated from the professional sample used in this study, which means that the rest o f the professional 
occupation codes between 100 and 359 make up the professional sample used.
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moved between 1995 and 2000. They are followed by photographers (18.3 per cent), 

professionals (18.6 per cent), and then musicians and singers (19.1 per cent), the 

occupation that emerged to be the least mobile when both intrastate and interstate movers 

were included in the analysis.

7.5.2 Labour Mobility by Mover-Type

Some o f the personal information contained in the 5-percent PUMS files includes place 

o f birth, where those individuals who moved between 1995 and 2000 lived prior to their 

mobility, and 2000 residential location. This data, the variables for which are labelled 

P0B5, M1GST5 and STATE in the dataset, can be used to segregate those individuals 

who reported moving in the 2000 census into one o f three mover-type groups: primary, 

return, and onward movers. Although all the moves made by these persons between birth 

and 1995, and/or 1995 and 2000 cannot be identified from the census data, a simplifying 

assumption that can still be made is that those individuals for whom place o f birth equals 

the location where they lived prior to moving are primary movers (P0B5 = MIGST5); 

those whose place o f birth equals where they live in 2000 are return movers (P0B5 = 

STATE); and those individuals who live in a different location in 2000 to their place o f 

birth (STATE P0B5), and to where they lived prior to moving, (MIGST5 ^  P0B5) are 

onward movers.^’ The results o f this segregation are presented in Table 7.5.^* An 

examination o f the results reveals that o f those artists who migrated interstate 26.3 per 

cent were primary movers; 15.8 per cent return movers, and 57.9 per cent onward 

movers. These results indicate that most o f the artists who moved interstate during this 

time period were moving for at least their second time, 73.7 percent.^^ The statistics in

In some o f the migration literature, onward movers are referred to as chronic movers [see Miller (1977)].
These results are based on interstate movers only, with non-earners included. Appendix 7B presents the 

same segregation with intrastate movers included, and also artists who moved into America between 1995 
and 2000 (non-earners are included in the results in this appendix).

O f the intrastate movers, 46.5 per cent were primary movers and 53.5 per cent were repeat movers. None 
o f the repeat intrastate movers were return movers - they were all moving onto a new location to live (see 
Appendix 7B). O f those artists who moved into America between 1995 and 2000 the largest group were 
primary movers, 74 per cent. 19 per cent were onward movers and 7 per cent return migrants. These results 
appear to contrast sharply with the mover-type results for the internal artist movers. However, the results 
need to be interpreted with caution, particularly the primary mover group result. This is because in this 
context o f movers into America, primary movers relate to foreign-born artists, a lot o f  whom could have
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Table 7.5 seem to support the results found in other migration research that the 

probability of moving is much higher among those who have previously moved than 

among those who have not: artists not living in their state of birth in 1995, the onward 

movers, emerge as being much more likely to migrate in the succeeding five years (1995 

to 2000) than artists who (it is assumed) have never moved, the primary movers.

The place of birth and 2000 residence location information in the PUMS data files can 

also be used to identify who from the artist group that did not move between 1995 and 

2000, the nonmovers group, are genuine nonmovers and who has moved in the past, pre- 

1995. The term genuine nonmovers refer to those artists for whom P0B5 equals STATE, 

artists who it is assumed have never moved in their life. Since the 2000 census dataset 

does not contain information on moves made between birth and 1995 it cannot be 

confirmed for definite that this group of artists have never actually moved in the past. In 

this study, however, it is assumed that they have not moved. The results of this mover- 

type division are also presented in Table 7.5.^° The absence of information on moves 

prior to 1995 in the 2000 census is the reason why the pre-1995 movers are not sub

divided into primary, return or onward movers. The results indicate that more than half of 

those artists who were nonmovers between 1995 and 2000 moved interstate at least once 

prior to 1995, 53 per cent. The remaining 47 per cent of this group, therefore, can be 

classified as genuine nonmovers. Out of the total sample of artists, genuine nonmovers 

make up 38.8 per cent. Hence, these results suggest that approximately 61.2 per cent of 

all artists in America (as defined in 2000) have moved interstate at some stage in their 

life.^'

To summarise before moving on to discuss the independent variables, the dependent 

variable used for analysing artists’ initial mobility decision is a binary variable indicating

moved within their own country, or to other countries, before coming to America. However, there is no 
way o f knowing this from the information provided in Census 2000. Hence, the primary mover group resuh 
for those artists who moved into America is probably over-stated, compared to the primary mover results 
for artists who moved within America.

Non-earner artists are included.
These calculations are based on the artist sample that excludes intrastate artists, and immigrant artists i.e. 

artists who moved into America between 1995 and 2000.
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whether or not the artist moved interstate between 1995 and 2000. In the next section, 

descriptive statistics are presented on the main labour mobility determinant variables.

7.5.3 Independent Variables

Table 7.6 defines the various independent variables used in the analysis in Chapter 8, 

while Table 7.7 and Tables 7.9 to 7.12 present summary statistics for the continuous and 

discrete mdependent variables respectively. As mentioned in Section 7.4, the 

information presented on each o f the independent variables represents post-migration 

status as opposed to pre-migration, a qualification that needs to be borne in mind when 

reading and interpreting the following descriptive statistics.

Personal Income Measures

The first continuous independent variable is an artist’s total personal earnings 

(TOTALEARNS) in 1999. All income data in the 2000 census are for 1999, as this is the 

year nearest to when the census was conducted that full year income information can be 

obtained.^^ This total earnings measure consists o f an artist’s wage/salary income in 1999 

(INCWS) and self-employment income in 1999 (INCSE). Separate summary statistics are 

also reported for these two income variables in Table 7.7. These are three o f the income 

measures used in this study to identify the impact o f an artist’s personal financial status 

on their initial decision to move. The hypothesis tested in relation to total personal 

earnings is that, ceteris paribus, higher personal earnings increase the probability that an 

artist will migrate. This is because it enables an artist to be able to afford the costs 

associated with moving (see discussion in Chapter 6, Section 6.4). The same hypothesis 

holds in relation to the other income measures analysed. The qualification about the data

These summary statistics are based on the interstate and nonmover sample that exclude non-earners 
(156,562 artists). Summary statistics on these variables for intrastate movers (non-earners excluded) are 
presented in Appendix 7C, Table 7C.1 and Tables 7C.3 to 7C.6.

In all U.S. censuses, respondents are asked to give their various income details for the year prior to the 
census. Only four months income data would be available if  respondents were asked for income details for 
the year o f the census, censuses tend to be conducted in April, an amount o f  data that would not be o f  much 
use to policy makers in evaluating past policies, or in formulating future policies associated with income.
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being post-migration as opposed to pre-migration means, however, that none of the 

income measures used may be able to accurately capture this effect.

The summary statistics presented in Table 7.7 indicate that in 1999 average earnings of 

artists in America was $28,472.^'' Mobile artists have slightly higher earnings than 

nonmobile artists, $29,585 to $28,222, statistics that seem to support the hypothesis that 

higher earnings increase the probability of migration.^^ However, because the data is 

post-migration these earning figures need to be interpreted with caution: the higher 

earnings mobile artists are observed to have could be the result of them migrating as 

opposed to their higher earnings leading them to migrate.

Analysis of the summary statistics on the two income variables that make up total 

earnings, INCWS and INCSE, indicate artists’ average wage/salary income in 1999 is 

almost double their self-employment income, $18,039 to $10,433. For mobile artists the 

gap between their wage/salary income and self-employment income is more than double, 

$21,465 compared to $8,120. For nonmobile artists the difference is less than half, 

$17,272 to $10,951. Nonmobile artists emerge to have higher self-employment income 

than mobile artists, $10,951 compared to $8,120, but mobile artists have higher 

wage/salary income, $21,465 to nonmobile artists $17,272.

These average wage/salary income and self-employment income summary statistics may 

be slightly misleading as some artists have no wage/salary earnings and others have no 

self-employment earnings. Under these circumstances a better measure to use than 

average income is median income statistics, also presented in Table 7.7. In relation to 

self-employment earnings, the median value emerges to be zero for mobile artists and 

$500 for nonmobile artists. This result for mobile artists seems to suggest that more than 

half of them are employees as opposed to self-employed. Analysis of the class o f  worker 

variable in the PUMS data file - a variable that categorises workers into different

The total personal earnings of intrastate movers and artists who moved into America between 1995 and 
2000 are excluded from the calculation of this figure. This means this 1999 figure does not reflect average 
earnings o f all artists who lived in America in 2000 - it only relates to interstate movers and nonmobile 
artists.

All income variable figures are rounded up.
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employer-type groups such as self-employed, private sector employee, government 

employee or unpaid family worker - confirms this. The results o f this analysis, which are 

presented in Table 7.8,^^ indicate that 47.3 per cent o f mobile artists are self-employed 

and 52.2 per cent employees. In relation to nonmobile artists, 62.7 per cent are self- 

employed and 37 per cent employees.^’ This result for mobile artists supports their zero 

median self-employment earnings as less than half are self-employed. Given that more 

than half o f nonmobile artists emerge to be self-employed, their median self-employment 

earnings value o f $500 seems low. A closer examination o f their self-employment 

earnings, however, reveals the reason for this low value. While the majority are self- 

employed just over half actually earn positive self-employment earnings, 53.8 per cent, 

with 6.9 per cent having negative self-employment earnings and 39.3 per cent no self- 

employment earnings.^* Thus, these results, which are presented in Appendix 7D, help to 

explain why nonmobile artists have low median self-employment earnings even though 

more than 50 percent are self-employed.^^ In relation to wage/salary earnings, the median 

value is $750 for nonmobile artists and $11,000 for mobile artists.

A more accurate measure o f artists’ wage/salary income and self-employment income in 

1999 is to include only those artists who earn these incomes in the summary statistic 

calculations. The results o f this work are presented in Table 7.9.'*° When those artists with 

no wage/salary income are excluded, artists’ average wage/salary in 1999 emerges to be 

$33,754, an increase o f $15,716. The average value o f artists’ self-employment income 

also increases with the exclusion o f non-earners, going from $10,433 to $17,711. The 

median values for both o f these income variables are $28,000 and $7,200 respectively, 

whereas previously when non-eamers were included the median values were only $2,000

Table 7C.2 in Appendix 7C presents class o f worker results for intrastate movers.
The remaining 0.5 per cent o f the mobile artist sample and 0.5 per cent o f the nonmobile artist sample are 

classified under the class o f worker variable as being unpaid family workers.
Self-employment earnings can be negative, as can wage/salary earnings, because these two income 

variables measure net earnings, which is the difference between earnings and work related expenses.
The fact that less than half o f the mobile artist sample is self-employed is the main reason for their zero 

median self-employment earnings value. However, this zero value is further augmented by the fact that 
only 44.1 per cent have positive self-employment earnings (6.2 per cent have negative self-employment 
earnings and 49.7 per cent have none - see Appendix 7D).

The total personal earnings (TOTALEARNS) measure is not included in this analysis as it already 
excludes non-eamers. Thus, its figures in Table 7.7 for each o f the artist samples are already accurate 
measures. Table 7C.3 (Appendix 7C) sets out the results for intrastate movers.
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and $250. Mobile artists average wage/salary income continues to be higher than 

nonmobile artists, but the gap has narrowed. Previously their wage/salary income was 

just over $4,000 higher than nonmobile artists, now it is only around $630 higher. 

Nonmobile artists’ average self-employment also continues to be higher than mobile 

artists. Again, the gap in this income between the two groups has narrowed, but not by as 

much as the narrowing o f the wage/salary income gap. Nonmobile artists’ self- 

employment income was $2,830 higher than mobile artists, now the difference is only 

$1,855. Mobile artists’ wage/salary income still emerges to be more than double their 

self-employment earnings, $34,250 to £16,146. Their self-employment income, however, 

has almost doubled with the exclusion o f mobile artists who have no self-employment 

income, increasing from $8,120 to $16,146. The median value o f mobile artists’ self- 

employment income is now $7,800 whereas previously it was zero. Mobile artists’ 

average wage/salary income also increases with the exclusion o f non-earners, going from 

$21,465 to $34,250, which is a substantial rise. The median value o f their wage/salary 

income also increases dramatically, $11,000 to $30,000. In relation to nonmobile artists, 

their wage/salary income nearly doubles with the exclusion o f non-earners, increasing 

from $17,272 to $33,619. Their self-employment income also increases from $10,951 to 

$18,001. Previously the median values for both o f these income variables were $750 and 

$500 respectively, but now they are $28,000 and $7,000.

The final personal income measure from the 2000 census dataset that can be used to 

identify the impact o f  an artist’s personal financial status on their decision to migrate is 

their total income in 1999 (PERINCOME). This continuous income variable includes an 

artist’s labour income,^' and non-labour income such as income from interest and 

dividends. The summary statistics in Table 7.7 indicate American artists’ average total 

income in 1999 was $34,481, $34,489 when non-earners are excluded from the 

calculation (see Table 7.9). Nonmobile artists have higher total income, $34,863

TOTALEARNS
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compared to $32,772 for mobile artists. They continue to have higher total income when 

non-earners are excluded, $34,872 to mobile artists $32,779 (see Table 7.9).'*^

Family/Household Income Measures

The next two continuous independent variables are total family income (FAMINC) and 

total household income (HHINC), both measured for 1999.'*  ̂The family income measure 

includes the income o f all members o f the family who is 15 years old and over, and is 

related to the householder.''^ Household income, on the other hand, measures the income 

o f the householder and all the other individuals 15 years old and over in the household, 

whether or not they are related the householder.''^ These two income variables, like the 

personal income measures, can be used to capture the impact o f an artist’s financial status 

on their initial decision to migrate, in terms o f the contribution o f family and/or 

household income to an artist’s financial position and to the role this plays in enabling the 

artist to be able to afford the costs associated with migrating. The hypothesis in relation 

to both of these income measures is the same as the personal income measures: higher 

values o f either family or household income should increase an artist’s probability o f 

migrating. Given the issue with the data being post-migration, it is better to use one o f 

these two income variables to capture the impact o f an artist’s financial status on their 

decision to migrate. This is because both o f these income measures, family and 

household income, should be more exogenous to this decision than any o f the personal 

income measures described previously.

The statistics on this variable for intrastate movers are presented in Table 7C.1 and Table 7C.3 (non- 
earners excluded) in Appendix 7C.

Family income (FAMINC) includes the individual income measures, TOTALEARNS and 
PERINCOME, and household income (HHINC) includes FAMINC.

While this family income variable captures income for 1999, it does not include income for those family 
individuals who were members o f  the family for part o f or all o f  1999 if  they were not residing with the 
family at the time o f  enumeration i.e. at the time the census was conducted (April 1, 2000). On the other 
hand, income for family members who did not reside with the family during 1999 but were living with the 
family at the time o f  enumeration is included. The same applies to household income. According to the 
Census Bureau, the composition o f  most families, and most households, were the same during 1999 as at 
the time the census was conducted.

According to the Census Bureau, average household income is usually less than average family income, 
and this is because many households consist o f  only one person.
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The summary statistics, which are presented in Table 7.7, indicate that artists’ average 

family income in 1999 was $64,728. Nonmobile artists emerge to have higher family 

income, $69,076 compared to mobile artists $45,308. This is a gap o f almost $24,000, 

which is a substantial difference between the two groups. The reason for this gap could 

be because o f the age profile o f the two groups o f artists. Nonmobile artists emerge, on 

average, to be older than mobile artists. Their average age is 49.39 years, compared to 

38.24 years for mobile artists. This age difference suggests nonmobile artists are more 

likely to have children o f working-age who can contribute to family income, whereas 

mobile artists will not have such children. For this reason, therefore, mobile artists’ 

family income would be expected to be lower than nonmobile artists. A second reason 

why nonmobile artists’ family income is greater than mobile artists could be because 

more o f this group o f artists are married (see Table 7.11), thus, a greater number o f 

spouses are contributing to their family income compared to mobile artists.

Artists’ average household income in 1999 was $79,313. Again nonmobile artists have 

higher household income than mobile artists, $80,868 compared with $72,365 for mobile 

artists. The gap between the two groups for this income variable, which is $8,503, is not 

as large as the family income gap. The gap that does exist, however, is probably due 

again to the age profile o f both groups and to the fact that a larger number o f spouses are 

contributing to nonmobile artists’ household income compared to mobile artists. In 

addition, because nonmobile artists will have been resident in their house for a longer 

period o f time than mobile artists they are more likely to have other individuals, related 

or not (e.g. lodgers), living in their house who are contributing to their household income. 

Mobile artists are less likely to have such individuals in their house, and hence 

contributing to their household income, because they only moved in one o f the five years 

prior to the census. As well as this, if  artists who moved tend to be more mobile in 

general than nonmobile artists then they will again be less likely to have other individuals 

living in their house, because it would only restrict them from being able to move when 

they wanted to. They may also be less likely to own a house compared to nonmobile 

artists and, consequently, would not have others living with them contributing to 

household income.
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To capture the possibility that an artist’s propensity to migrate is nonlinearly related to 

their financial status, squared income terms will be included for all o f the income 

measures described here, personal and family/household, when tested in Chapter 8. In 

addition to this, the family and household income measures used in Chapter 8 will be 

adjusted for family/household size.

Experience

Experience (EXP), which is a continuous independent variable, is an approximate 

measure o f an artist’s years o f work e x p e r ie n c e .I t  is used in this study to proxy an 

artist’s accumulated skills and training. This may be a very important factor in an artist’s 

decision to migrate if the probability o f him/her gaining employment after he/she moves 

depends on their accumulated job skills and training. Alternatively, the accumulation o f 

skills and experience in a particular location may act as a barrier against artists migrating. 

This is because the accumulation o f skills and experience in a specific location may be 

assisting an artist to develop their reputation in that location and, thus, develop a 

customer-base/market for their work. Which o f these hypotheses holds for artists, 

increasing experiencing leading artists to migrate or increasing experiencing in particular 

location acting as a barrier to their mobility, will be identified in Chapter 8. The summary 

statistics presented in Table 7.7 indicate that nonmobile artists have an average o f 29.97 

years o f work experience whereas mobile artists have 18.20 years, a difference o f almost
1 4712 years.

Number o f  People in Family

The number o f people in family variable (NOPFAM) is a continuous variable that 

measures the number o f both adults and children in the family. This variable is included

'** The formula used to calculate work experience is as follows: EXP = AGE -  YEARSCH — 5, where AGE 
is the individual’s age, YEARSCH is an estimate o f  the number o f  years o f  schooling actually completed 
by the individual, and 5 is assumed to be the age the individual started school.

11.77 years
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to capture the impact o f family size on an artist’s decision to migrate.'** One might expect 

family size to have a negative impact on an artist’s migration propensity, in that the 

bigger the family is the less likely it is an artist will migrate. The summary statistics 

presented in Table 7.7 show the average number o f people in nonmobile artist families is 

2.35, whereas in mobile artist families it is 1.60.“*̂

Number o f Children 18 Years Old and Under in Household

Many studies find the presence o f children in families, particularly young children, 

inhibit migration. A variable from the census dataset that captures the number o f children 

18 years old and younger in the household (N0CH18) is included here to test this 

hypothesis in relation to artists. This continuous variable includes all sons and daughters 

o f the h o u se h o ld e r ,a n d  all other people under 18 years old in the household who are 

related to the householder, except the spouse o f the householder. Foster children are not 

included as they are not related to the householder. The summary statistics in Table 7.7 

indicate that the average number o f children aged 18 years and under in nonmobile 

artists’ households is 0.56. For mobile artists’ households this figure is 0.41.^'

Number o f People 65 Years and Over in Household

The final continuous variable represents the number o f people aged 65 and over in an 

artist’s household. This variable is used to proxy family ties and, thus, to capture the 

impact this factor may have on an artist’s decision to migrate. Such a factor is viewed as 

being a barrier to mobility because people do not want to leave family and friends behind, 

or they may be restricted from doing so for family commitment reasons.^^ The presence

Household size, which the family size variable used here is very similar to, has been employed in 
previous migration studies and has been found to have a significant effect on the decision to migrate.

The average number o f  people in intrastate artist mover families is 1.89. This figure is larger than the 
average number o f  people in the interstate movers’ families but smaller than the nonmovers’ families (see 
Table7C.l).

This relates to natural-bom, adopted, and stepchildren.
In intrastate movers’ households, the average number o f  children aged 18 years and under is 0.57 (see 

Table 7C.1).
The presence o f  relations is actually a measure o f  the psychic costs associated with migrating i.e. they 

represent the costs o f  leaving family and friends behind.
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of people aged 65 and over in the household, elderly parents for example, may prevent 

individuals in the household from migrating if  people in this age bracket need 

caring/looking after. The results in Table 7.7 indicate the average number o f people aged 

65 and over in nonmobile artist households is 0.28, and in mobile artist households it is 

0.08.^^

Age

The age variable (AGE) in the census dataset is continuous in nature. However, in 

analysing its effect on artists’ initial migration decision this variable is treated as a 

categorical variable so that different artist age-groups migration propensities can be 

identified. Age is included because it has been widely employed in the general labour 

mobility determinant studies and has been found to be a very significant factor in 

explaining the initial decision to move. There are seven categories for this variable, with 

artists aged 23 to 32 years taken as the base category. The summary statistics in Table 

7.10 indicate that most artists are aged between 43 and 52 years, 29.8 per cent. The next 

biggest group are those aged 33 to 42 years, 23.6 per cent. The majority o f mobile artists 

are aged between 23 and 32 years, 40.5 per cent, while most o f the nonmobile artists are 

between 43 and 52 years old, 32.2 per cent.

Gender

Gender is the second personal discrete variable and it is included to identify if being male 

or female has any impact on an artist’s initial migration decision. It is expressed as a 

binary variable with the value o f one indicating the artist is female and zero male. This 

binary gender variable is hereafter referred to as FEMALE. Some o f the previous labour 

mobility determinant studies that included gender derived a negative coefficient on their 

female dummy variable, indicating a negative relationship between being female and the 

propensity to migrate. Whether this negative relationship holds in relation to artists will 

be answered in Chapter 8. The summary statistics in Table 7.10 illustrate that a larger

”  In relation to intrastate movers, this figure is 0.09 (see Table 7C.1).
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percentage of nonmobile artists are female, 52.7 per cent, whereas mobile artists are 

predominantly male, albeit only slightly, 51.4 per cent. The gender results for intrastate 

movers, which are presented in Table 7C.4, Appendix 1C, show that a larger percentage 

of these artists are male, 55.1 per cent.̂ "*

Race

Previous labour mobility studies that included race found racial minorities have lower 

migration propensities than whites. Race, therefore, is being included in this study to see 

if the same result holds in relation to artists. An artist’s race enters as a binary variable 

with the value of one indicating the artist is white and zero non-white. Non-white consists 

of artists from the following ethnic groups: Black, American Indian and Alaska natives, 

Asian, and Hawaiian and other Pacific Islanders. It also includes artists from two or more 

major race groups, and artists who do not fall into one of the six defined ethnic groups. 

The summary statistics in Table 7.10 show that 88.1 per cent of mobile artists are white 

and 11.9 per cent non-white. Of the non-whites; 2.5 per cent are Black, 1.4 per cent 

American Indian and Alaska natives, 3.9 per cent Asian, and 4.2 per cent are from one of 

the other three ethnic groups.^^ This compares to 90.3 per cent of nonmobile artists being 

white and 9.7 non-white; with 2.3 per cent of the non-white group being Black, 0.8 per 

cent American Indian and Alaska native, 3.3 per cent Asian, and 3.4 per cent are from 

one of the other three ethnic groups.^^

Education Level

An artist’s education level enters as a categorical variable with seven categories: less than 

high-school, high-school, some college, associate degree, bachelor degree, master degree 

and doctorate/professional degree. Less than high-school, which includes artists with 

elementary school education or less and those with no schooling completed, is the base 

category. Education has been included in a number of empirical analyses of migration

The intrastate mover discrete variable summary statistics are presented in Tables 7C.4 to 7C.6.
A break-down o f  the non-white resuUs are not presented in Table 7.10.
The intrastate mover resuhs, broken down by white/non-white only, are presented in Table 7C.4.
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and has been found to have a significant affect on the migration decision. In particular, 

these studies have found that individuals with higher levels o f education attainment are 

more likely to migrate. One would assume that the same result will hold in relation to 

artists. Table 7.10 indicates that a bachelor’s degree is the main educational qualification 

held by both nonmobile and mobile artists, with a slightly larger proportion o f mobile 

artists holding this qualification, 43.9 per cent compared to 33.6 per cent o f nonmobile 

artists. A larger proportion o f movers also have a master’s degree, 13.4 per cent 

compared to 10.4 per cent o f nonmovers. A smaller number o f the movers also fall into 

the educational categories below these two third-level education qualifications. For 

example, only 2.5 per cent have less than high-school education and 8.7 per cent are 

high-school graduates. This compares with 5.3 per cent o f nonmovers having less than
cn

high-school education and 15.4 per cent being high-school graduates.

Language and English-Speaking Ability

Language is mainly used as an explanatory variable in international studies o f migration. 

In these studies ability to speak the language o f the destination country has been found to 

be a significant factor in influencing the decision to migrate. This is because it assists 

migrants to integrate into their new location. Given the ethnic mix of America’s 

population, and hence language mix, English is included as an explanatory variable in 

this study to see if artists are deterred from migrating because o f their inability to speak 

English.^* This variable enters the model as a binary variable, with the value o f one 

indicating the artist speaks English. The results in Table 7.10 indicate that the majority o f 

both mobile and nonmobile artists speak English - 88.7 per cent o f both groups emerge as 

speaking this language.^^

For artists for whom English is not their native tongue, their level o f English may 

influence their decision o f whether or not to migrate. To test this hypothesis a categorical

Some o f the intrastate mover education level results are similar to the interstate movers, whereas others 
are more closely aligned with the nonmovers. This can be seen in Table 7C.4, Appendix 7C.

English was selected as this is the main language spoken by the American population.
86.4 per cent o f  intrastate movers speak English.
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variable capturing artists’ level o f English is included. This variable consists of five 

categories: fluent English, English very well, English well, English not well, and English 

not at all. Fluent English is the base category. Information for this variable was derived 

from answers to long-form questionnaire item 11c. This question asked respondents who 

reported they spoke a language other than English, response to items 11a and 11b, to 

indicate their level of English. Four category options were provided, which, except for 

fluent English correspond to the categories listed above.^® The summary statistics in 

Table 7.10 show that for those artists who moved interstate for whom English is not their 

native language, 8.7 per cent speak the language very well, 1.8 per cent well, 0.7 per cent 

not well, and 0.1 per cent not at all. This compares with 8.0 per cent of nonmobile artists 

for whom English is not their native tongue speaking the language very well, 2.1 per cent 

well, 0.9 per cent not well, and 0.2 per cent not at all.^'

Health

A variable conveying whether an artist has an employment disability, labelled 

DISABILITY, is included to identify if this element of an artist’s health has any impact 

on their decision to migrate, in particular if it hinders him/her from migrating. It is a 

binary variable with the value of one indicating that an artist has an employment 

disability. This disability variable was created using answers to long-form questionnaire 

item 17. In this question individuals were asked if they had a physical, mental or 

emotional condition lasting 6 months or more than made it difficult to perform certain 

activities. One of these activities, of which there were four, was working at a job or 

business. Individuals who selected this category were classified as having an employment 

disability. The summary statistics, presented in Table 7.10, indicate that 9.2 per cent of 

nonmobile artists have an employment disability, compared to 9.1 per cent of those who 

moved interstate having such a d i sab i l i tyThi s  difference is minute, which may suggest

“  Fluent English was not one o f  the four category options. This category relates to those individuals who 
answered that they only speak English, response to item 11a.

For the intrastate movers, 9.0 per cent speak English very well, 3.0 per cent well, 1.3 per cent not well, 
and 0.3 per cent not at all (see Table 7C.4, Appendix 1C).

O f those artists who moved intrastate, 8.9 per cent have an employment disability.
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that this element of an artist’s health did not affect their initial migration decision. This 

conclusion will be confirmed in Chapter 8.

Citizen

Citizenship status is included as an explanatory variable to identify if  being bom outside 

o f America increases an artist’s propensity to migrate interstate. The reason why foreign- 

born artists might be more likely to move between states is because these artists firstly 

migrated into America, and their initiative and motivation to undertake this type o f long 

distance move, between countries, may make them more likely to move between states. 

This citizenship status variable is binary in nature with the value o f one indicating the 

artist is foreign-born, and zero America-born. American-born artists include only those 

bom in one o f  the fifty states in America, plus the District o f Columbia. Foreign-bom 

artists, therefore, also includes artists bom in Puerto Rico, Guam, US Virgin Islands, 

America Samoa, and Northem Marianas - artists with U.S. citizenship, but who were not 

bom in America. Foreign-bom also includes artists bom abroad o f American parent(s), 

again artists who would have US citizenship, and artists who are US citizens by 

naturalisation. The summary statistics on this variable, set out in Table 7.10, indicate that 

11.1 per cent o f those artists who moved interstate are foreign-bom. This compares with 

9.9 per cent o f nonmobile artists being foreign-bom. In relation to intrastate mover artists, 

11.5 per cent were bom abroad (see Table 7C.4). These results indicate that the majority 

o f artists, both movers (interstate and intrastate) and nonmovers, were bom in America.

Previous Mobility

Numerous studies have found migrants with previous migration experience tend to move 

again.^^ In an attempt to see if  the same result holds for artists, a binary variable capturing 

previous mobility is included. This variable, labelled PREMIGRANT, takes the value of 

one if an artist has moved in the past, in this study this relates to mobility prior to 1995,

This is similar to the hypothesis in relation to foreign-bom artists. Both groups, previous migrant artists 
and foreign-bom artists, have moved before and this may increase their propensity to move again.
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and zero otherwise. This previous mobility variable was constructed using data on artists’ 

place o f birth and residence location in 1995. Artists whose 1995 residence location is not 

the same as their place of birth are assumed to have engaged in mobility prior to 1995 

and, hence, are classified as pre-1995 movers. These are the individuals for who 

PREMIGRANT equals one. Those artists whose 1995 residence location equals their 

place o f birth are categorised as being (genuine) nonmovers i.e. artists who have never 

moved. These are the artists from who PREMIGRANT equals zero. It is possible that 

these artists did move between birth and 1995 and were back living in their birth state 

again by 1995. However, the 2000 census does not contain data on individuals’ mobility 

prior to 1995, therefore, there is no way o f confirming if these artists did move or not 

prior to 1995. For the purpose o f this study it is assumed that these artists did not engage 

in mobility prior to 1995. Table 7.10 reveals that 74.2 per cent o f interstate mover artists 

are previous migrants. O f the nonmover artists, 52.6 per cent emerge to have engaged in 

mobility prior to 1995. This is a large number for the nonmovers, but it is not near as big 

as the pre-mobility figure for interstate movers. In relation to the intrastate movers, 

results for which are presented in Table 7C.4, 53.4 per cent emerge as being previous 

migrants, a figure similar to the nonmovers.

Employment Status

Employment status has been included in many empirical studies o f migration. These 

studies specifically emphasise the importance o f personal unemployment in determining 

the migration decision, with almost all o f them finding a positive relationship between 

personal unemployment and the propensity to migrate. The employment status variable in 

this study is composed o f three categories: employed, unemployed, and not in the labour 

force, with employed taken as the base c a te g o ry .T h e  results in Table 7.10 show that o f 

those artists who moved interstate, 4.4 per cent are unemployed, 11.8 per cent are not in 

the labour force, and 83.7 per cent are employed. This compares with 1.9 per cent o f the 

nonmovers being unemployed, 13.7 per cent not in the labour force, and 84.3 per cent

^  The data on employment status were derived from answers to long-form questionnaire items 21 and 25.
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employed.^^ More of the movers emerge to be unemployed compared to the nonmovers, a 

result that suggests personal unemployment increases an individual’s propensity to 

migrate. However, this result needs to be interpreted with caution as the employment 

status data are post-migration, which means these figures reflect artist’s employment 

status after moving. In using this variable, therefore, an assumption that needs to be 

made, and one that must hold, is that the same trends that exist post-migration also 

existed prior to migration. In other words, more of the movers were unemployed in 1995 

(prior to moving) compared to the nonmovers, as is the case post-migration.

Type o f  Employing Organisation

Type of employing organisation, known as class o f  worker in the U.S. Census dataset, is 

the final personal discrete variable. This variable is included to identify if the type of 

employing organisation an artist works for affects their migration propensity. In other 

words, are artists who are self-employed more likely to migrate compared to artists who 

work in the private sector, or for the government. This discrete variable consists of five
f \ f \  f i lcategories: private sector, self-employed in incorporated business, government, 

unpaid family worker, and self-employed in unincorporated business. Self-employed in 

unincorporated business is the base category. The data on this variable were derived from 

answers to long-form questionnaire item 29. In this question workers had to select one of 

the above defined categories. Table 7.10 reveals that the majority of interstate mover 

artists either work for the private sector, 50.6 per cent, or are self-employed in an 

unincorporated business, 43.8 per cent. These two employing-type categories are also the 

biggest for nonmobile artists. The only difference is that more nonmobile artists are self- 

employed in an unincorporated business, 56.1 per cent, than are employed in the private 

sector, 35.1 per cent. Self-employed in an incorporated business is the next biggest 

employing-type category for both groups, mobile and nonmobile artists. More intrastate 

movers are also employed in the private sector, 52.9 per cent. This is followed by self-

O f those artists who moved intrastate, 2.7 per cent are unemployed, 10.5 per cent are not in the labour 
force, and 86.8 per cent employed.
^  This category combines artists who work in for-profit firms and non-profit firms.

This category consists o f  artists who work for the local government, state government, and federal 
government.
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employed in unincorporated business (39.5 per cent) and self-employed in an 

incorporated business (5.7 per cent).

Marital Status

The first family discrete explanatory variable is marital status. There is much evidence to 

show that an individual’s migration propensity is affected by their marital status, with 

those who are married being less likely to migrate. This variable, therefore, is included to 

identify if marital status has the same impact on artists. It enters as a binary variable with 

the value o f one indicating an artist is married and zero unmarried. Unmarried includes 

artists who are widowed, divorced, separated and single. Data for these marital status 

categories were derived from answers to long-form questionnaire item 7, in which 

respondents were asked to state what their marital status was at the time o f enumeration. 

The summary statistics, presented in Table 7.11, indicate 48.4 per cent o f those artists 

who moved interstate are married. This compares with 67.3 per cent o f nonmobile artists 

being married. Single is the biggest o f  the unmarried categories, with 38 per cent o f 

mobile artists falling into this group and 16.5 per cent o f nonmobile artists. In terms o f 

the other unmarried categories 10.8 per cent o f mobile artists are divorced, 1.5 per cent 

widowed, and 1.2 per cent separated. For nonmobile artists 11.6 per cent are divorced, 

3.3 per cent widowed, and 1.3 per cent separated. The intrastate mover artists have 

similar marital status statistics to the interstate movers for marriage and single, 51 per 

cent are married and 32.1 per cent are single. After this 13.2 per cent o f intrastate movers 

are divorced, 2.2 per cent separated, and 1.4 per cent widowed.^^

Household Position

This discrete variable captures an artist’s position in the household, in teims o f if  he/she 

is the head o f the household or what relationship the artist has with the head. Previous 

studies have found that migration propensities vary according to whether an individual is

“  See Table 7C.4.
This individual breakdown for the unmarried categories is not contained in Table 7.11 or in Table 7C.5 

for intrastate mover artists.
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the head or a spouse in a household. This household position variable, therefore, is 

included to identify if the position an artist holds has any affect on their decision to 

migrate. The variable used consists o f five categories: household head (known as the 

householder in the U.S. census dataset), spouse, unmarried partner, child, and other 

household member. A spouse (husband/wife) is a person married to and living with the 

householder (household head). This category is taken as the base category. An unmarried 

partner is a person who is not related to the householder, but who shares living quarters 

and has a close relationship with the householder. A child is a son/daughter by birth, a 

stepchild, or an adopted child o f the householder, regardless o f the child’s age or marital 

status. The last category, other household member, consists o f all other household 

relationship types.^' Data on this variable comes from a question in the census 

questionnaire on household relationships. The questionnaire is distributed to every 

member o f a household. Where there is only one person living in a house that person is 

the household head i.e. householder, and are classified as such in the U.S. census. In 

households that consist of more than one individual, one person is designated as the 

householder. In most cases, the head is the person, or one o f the people, in whose name 

the home is owned, being bought or rented. If  there is no such person in the household, 

any adult household member 15 years old and over can be designated as the householder. 

The householder is known as person 1, and he/she fills in questionnaire one, a 

questionnaire specifically for the householder. The remainder o f the questionnaires are 

distributed to the other members o f the household, individuals who are referred to as 

person’s 2, 3, and so on. The data on relationship to the householder are derived from a 

question in these other questionnaires that asks person 2, and higher, to state how they are 

related to person 1. The various category responses to this question relate to those 

categories defined above. The results in Table 7 .11 indicate that o f those artists who 

moved interstate 56.4 per cent are household heads, 25.5 per cent spouses, 6 per cent 

unmarried partners, 2.6 per cent are a child o f the householder, and 9.5 per cent are other 

members o f the household. In relation to nonmobile artists 53.1 per cent are household

This child category excludes sons-in-law and daughters-in-law. It also excludes foster children.
These other household relationship types are as follows: brother/sister, father/mother, grandchild, parent- 

in-law, son-in-law/daughter-in-law, other relative, brother-in-law/sister-in-law, nephew/niece, grandparent, 
uncle/aunt, cousin, roomer/border, housemate/roomniate, foster child, other nonrelative, and 
noninstitutionalised group-quarter individual.
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heads, 36.5 per cent spouses, 1.9 per cent unmarried partners, 5.8 per cent are a child o f
72the householder, and 2.6 per cent are other members o f the household.

Most previous empirical studies that have analysed the impact a person’s position in the 

household has on their propensity to migrate have looked at family settings. Such studies 

find household heads are less likely to migrate compared to other family members, a 

result attributed to their responsibilities as being head o f a family. Other studies indicate 

that whether a household head and their family migrate depends on a number o f the 

household head’s personal characteristics, such as their employment status, education, 

and age. Families with unemployed household heads are found to be more likely to 

migrate, as are those with household heads who are more educated. Families with older 

household heads, however, are found to be less likely to migrate. As mentioned already, 

in all o f these studies the household head is married and part o f a family. However, this 

does not have to be the case. In the U.S. census there are two types o f householders, 

family householders and nonfamily householders. A family householder is a householder 

living with one or more individuals related to him or her by birth, marriage, or adoption. 

In this setting the householder and all o f the people in the household related to him or her 

are family members. A nonfamily householder is a householder living alone, or with 

nonrelatives only. One would assume that nonfamily householders are more likely to 

migrate compared to family householders, given that such individuals do not have the 

family responsibilities o f a family householder. In this study, therefore, whether artists 

who are household heads are more or less likely to migrate compared to other household 

members will depend on a number o f their personal characteristics, such as age, 

education, marital status, presence o f children, and employment status. Table 7.13 

presents summary statistics on these personal characteristic for household head artists, 

statistics on both interstate and intrastate mobile household head artists are presented.^^ 

The results reveal that a larger proportion o f artist household heads that migrated are 

unemployed compared to artist household heads that did not migrate, 4.2 per cent o f the

O f those artists who moved intrastate 59.4 per cent are householders, 24.5 per cent spouses, 6.0 per cent 
unmarried partners, 3 per cent a child, and 7.2 per cent are other members o f  the household (see Table 
7C.5, Appendix 1C).

Descriptive statistics on some personal characteristics o f  unmarried partners are presented in Appendix 
7E.
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interstate mover artist household heads are unemployed and 2.7 per cent of intrastate 

movers. This compares with only 1.9 per cent o f the nonmobile artist household heads 

being unemployed. The fact that this employment status data are post-migration needs to 

be borne in mind when interpreting this result. The mobile artist household heads, both 

interstate and intrastate, are also more educated and younger than the nonmobile artists. 

In addition to this, less of these artists are married, and interstate mover household head 

artists have fewer children who are less than 18 years old in their household. Based on 

this analysis, interaction terms between household head and some of these other factors - 

employment status, education level, marital status, and age - will be tested in Chapter 8 to 

see if any of these characteristics make artists who are household heads more or less 

likely to migrate.

Individuals who are spouses are viewed as being tied movers and are found to be less 

likely to migrate compared to household heads. The summary statistics in Table 7.11 

seem to support this finding, as more of those artists who migrated are household heads 

than spouses. As with the head of the household, however, some of the spouse’s personal 

characteristics have been found to influence their propensity to migrate, in terms of 

family migration. A spouse’s employment status and earnings are two of the main 

personal characteristics, with families in which the spouse is employed and/or has high 

earnings being less likely to migrate. Table 7.14 presents summary statistics on these two 

characteristics for artists who are spouses in this study, and also statistics on some other 

personal characteristics. Most past studies assume the spouse to be female. However, in 

the U.S. census the spouse can be either gender. Thus, the statistics in Table 7.14 are also 

broken down by the spouse’s gender. The results reveal that less of those spouses who 

moved interstate are employed compared to those who did not move - 77.8 per cent 

compared to 81.1 per cent of nonmobile spouses, whereas more of the interstate mover 

spouses are unemployed - 3.2 per cent compared to 1.2 per cent of nonmobile spouses. 

The opposite results hold for the intrastate spouses: more of this group are employed 

(82.4 per cent) and less are unemployed (1.1 per cent) compared to nonmobile spouses. 

Similar results hold for the interstate movers when spouse is broken down by gender. 

Less of the female spouses who moved interstate are employed compared to female
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nonmobile spouses, and more o f them are also unemployed compared to female 

nonmobile spouses. In relation to male spouses, the same amount o f interstate male 

mobile spouses emerge to be employed as nonmobile male spouses, but slightly more o f 

the male mobile spouses are unemployed compared to the nonmobile male spouses. For 

the intrastate movers, more o f the females are employed compared to the female 

nonmovers, and slightly more are also unemployed. In relation to the male intrastate 

movers, less o f them are employed compared to the male nonmovers, and less o f them 

are also unemployed compared to the male nonmovers. The fact that the data are post

migration needs to be borne in mind when interpreting these results. It also needs to be 

considered when analysing the difference between interstate mobile and nonmobile 

spouses personal income. In relation to this, mobile spouses emerge to have slightly 

higher person income compared to the nonmobile spouse artists. The same result holds 

for the intrastate mobile spouses’ personal income. When one looks at personal income 

by gender, female mobile spouse artists who moved either interstate or intrastate emerge 

as having higher personal income compared to female nonmobile spouse artists. Male 

mobile spouses who moved interstate, however, have lower personal income than 

nonmobile male spouse artists, but those who moved intrastate emerge as have higher 

personal income to nonmobile male spouse artists. These results can be seen in Table 

7.14. With regards to education and age, spouse artists who moved, male or female, are 

younger and generally more educated than those spouses who did not move. Based on 

this analysis, interaction terms between spouse and these other personal characteristics - 

employment status, personal income, education and age - will be analysed in Chapter 8 to 

see if  any o f these characteristics influence whether artists who are spouses are more or 

less likely to migrate.
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Presence o f  Children’̂

This variable captures the impact on an artist’s migration propensity o f the presence o f 

children. Past research indicates that it is not just the existence o f children but their actual 

age that is important in influencing the migration decision. School-aged children are 

found to have a negative effect because they tie people to a location, whereas preschool- 

aged children and college-aged children are viewed as being factors that can accelerate 

migration. With the former, people often move to locations where they can obtain better 

education services for their children; and with the latter, the leaving home o f the last child 

to attend college enables people to cut ties with a location and migrate to places they 

always wanted to live/work. The presence o f children variable used is composed o f four 

categories; children less than six years old, children aged between six and seventeen, 

children less than six and between six and seventeen, and no children less than eighteen 

years old. This last category is used as the base. Since migration took place between 1995 

and 2000, some o f those children aged six or less, as defined in 2000, may not have been 

bom when the actual decision to migrate was made. Also, children aged between six and 

seventeen in 2000 would have been aged between one and twelve upwards for the 

migration period analysed, 1995 to 2000. Table 7.11 reveals that o f  those artists who 

moved interstate 10.2 per cent have children less than six years old, 10.4 per cent have 

children aged between six and seventeen, 3.1 per cent have children in the two age 

categories (less than six and six to seventeen), and 76.2 per cent have no children less 

than 18 years old. In contrast to this, only 4.9 per cent o f nonmobile artists have children 

aged less than six. However, 21.6 per cent have children aged between six and seventeen, 

and 5.1 per cent have children in both age categories. The remaining 68.4 per cent o f 

nonmobile artists have no children less than eighteen. O f the intrastate movers, the results 

for which are set out in Table 7C.5, 11.7 per cent have children less than six, 14.1 per 

cent have children aged between six and seventeen, 6.5 per cent have children in these 

two age categories, and 67.7 per cent have no children less than eighteen.

The continuous independent variable described earlier that captures the number o f  children aged 18 years 
and younger in an artist’s household is also being used to see what impact children have on an artist’s 
initial decision to migrate. Both o f  these child-age variables will be included separately in regression 
models in Chapter 8, but only one will be used in the final specification, which will be based on whichever 
variable gives the most informed results.
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Family Ties

A dummy variable to proxy family ties is included to identify what impact this factor 

may have on an artist’s decision to migrate. Such ties are viewed as being a barrier to 

mobility because people do not want to leave family and friends. The proxy variable used 

has been created using a variable in the census dataset that captures the number o f people 

aged 65 and over in a household. This variable, P650VER is continuous in nature, but it 

has been recoded into a binary variable called RELS for the purpose o f this study, with 

the value o f one indicating the presence o f an individual aged 65 and over in an artist’s 

household and zero otherwise. The summary statistics, presented in Table 7.11, indicate 

that 19.7 per cent of nonmobile artists have a person (people) aged 65 and over in their 

household. This compares with only 5.8 per cent o f interstate mobile artists having a 

person in this age category in their household. O f the intrastate movers, 7.1 per cent have 

a person (people) aged 65 and over living in their household.’^

Home Ownership Status

The first discrete variable used to capture economic ties, which can bind people to a 

location and prevent them from moving, is an artist’s home ownership status. This 

variable has been included in a number o f migration studies and in most cases it has been 

found to have a significantly strong negative effect on peoples’ migration propensities. 

The home ownership variable used is constructed as a binary variable with the value one 

indicating an artist owns a house and zero otherwise. Data on home ownership were 

obtained from answers to long-form questionnaire item 33 and short-form questionnaire 

item two.’  ̂An examination o f the summary statistics in Table 7.12 indicates that over 80 

per cent o f  nonmobile artists (83.6 per cent) own a house. Only 46.1 per cent o f those 

artists who moved interstate own a house, which means the majority o f this group, 53.9 

per cent, rent. In relation to intrastate movers, 57.8 per cent own a house (see Table

Descriptive statistics are presented in this chapter on P650VER (the variable used to proxy family ties) 
as a continuous variable, which is its original format, and as a discrete variable. Only one o f  these 
variables, however, will be used to proxy family ties in the migration model in Chapter 8, and this will be 
based on whichever one produces the best and most accurate result.

The home ownership status question was asked at all occupied housing units, and each unit was then 
subsequently classified as being either owner occupied or renter occupied.
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7C.6). Since the data are post-migration, caution needs to be exercised in interpreting 

these results.

Community Ties

In an attempt to capture the impact community ties may have on artists’ migration 

decision, a dummy variable capturing artists who have never left their place of birth is 

included to proxy this factor. This binary variable, which is labelled POB, equals one if 

an artist has never left their place of birth. Data on artists’ place of birth, and residence 

location in 1995 and in 2000, were used to create this dummy variable. Those artists 

whose place of birth is the same as where they lived in 1995 and 2000 are assumed to be 

individuals who never left their place of birth. In this study, these individuals are referred 

to as genuine nonmovers. The 2000 census does not contain data on moves prior to 1995, 

therefore, there is no guarantee these individuals have never moved. As indicated 

previously, for the purpose of this study it is assumed that these genuine nonmovers have 

never moved. Table 7.12 reveals that there is no summary statistics on this variable for 

artists who moved interstate. This is simply because these artists moved between 1995 

and 2000, which means none of them will still be in their place of b i r t h . O f  the 

nonmobile artists, 47.4 per cent can be classified as genuine nonmovers, individuals who 

have never left their place of birth. For the whole artist sample, interstate movers and 

nonmovers together, this figure is 38.7 per cent.

State o f  Origin Characteristics

As highlighted in Chapter 6, unobservable economic and noneconomic state 

characteristics, such as amenities, are found to play an important role in the migration 

decision. Since the U.S. census does not contain data on place characteristics, only 

personal and household, a set of dummy variables for state of origin are included to 

capture the impact that characteristics in the states artists lived in prior to moving, in

No summary statistics are available on this variable for intrastate movers either; again for the same 
reason that none exist for interstate movers.
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1995, may have had on their decision to migrate.’* A state o f origin dummy variable has 

been created for each state, plus the District o f Columbia, using data on where artists 

lived in 1995. For each state dummy variable, the value o f one means the artist lived in 

that state in 1995 and zero otherwise. The state o f origin dummy variable for California is 

used as the base category. A negative coefficient on an origin state dummy variable such 

as Florida would imply Florida is relative more attractive than California and artists from 

Florida are less likely to migrate. A positive coefficient on the other hand, such as for 

Alabama, would mean artists are more likely to migrate from this state compared to 

California. Summary statistics are presented in Table 7.12 for these origin state dummy 

variables. In relation to the total artist sample, California emerges as the main location 

lived in by artists in 1995, 15 per cent. This is followed by New York (10.9 per cent), 

Texas (5.2 per cent), Florida (4.9 per cent), Pennsylvania (4.2 per cent), and Illinois (4 

per cent).’^

7.6 Summary

This chapter has described in detail the U.S. Census 2000 5-percent Public Use 

Microdata Sample (PUMS) files, the principal dataset used in the subsequent econometric 

analysis o f artists’ initial migration decision in Chapter 8. The mobile artist sample that 

forms the dependent variable is defined and its summary statistics described. The various 

independent variables used to explain artists’ initial migration decision are also defined 

and explained.

Broad relationships between the dependent and independent variables are identified. The 

main results to emerge are that artists who migrated interstate between 1995 and 2000 are 

young, predominantly white, highly educated, and the majority have engaged in previous

Destination state dummy variables are not included to control for the impact o f  destination state 
characteristics on the decision to migrate, in terms o f  characteristics that would ‘pull’ artists towards certain 
states. This is because the data used consists o f  nonmovers as well as movers, and the nonmovers do not 
have a destination state, which is simply because they did not move.

Similar results exist for the intrastate movers, except Illinois follows Florida and this is then followed by 
New Jersey, Ohio, and finally, Pennsylvania. These statistics are presented in Table 7C.6, Appendix 7C.
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mobility. In addition, a higher percentage o f these mobile artists are single compared to 

those artists who did not migrate between 1995 and 2000. A smaller percentage o f them 

also have school-aged children compared to those artists that did not migrate. A bigger 

percentage o f these mobile artists, however, have pre-school aged children. The other 

major result to emerge is that the majority o f mobile artists rent, 53 per cent, whereas 

most o f the nonmobile artists own a house, 83.6 per cent.

Using the data presented in this chapter, the following chapter examines econometrically 

the factors that influence artists’ initial decision to migrate interstate in America between 

1995 and 2000.
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7A TABLES

Table 7.1 Deflnition of Dependent Variable

VARIABLE NAM E DEFINITION

Mobility = 1 if the Artist Moved Interstate 

= 0 otherwise

Table 7.2 Sample Sizes for Dependent Variable

DECISION NUMBER PERCENT

I' II" III' IV''

Nonmovers within America 143,548 52.6 53.7 81.9

(non-eamers excluded) (127,919) 81.7

Movers within America 123,812 45.4 46.3

Intrastate Movers 92,039 (33.7) (34.4)

Interstate Movers 31,773 (11.7) (11.9) 18.1
(non-eamers excluded) (28,643) 18.3

Movers into America 5,608 2.0

Full Artist Sample I 272,968 100.0

Within-America Sample II 267,360 100.0

Interstate Mover and Nonmover Sample III 175,321 100.0

Interstate Mover and Nonmover Sample IV* 156,562 100.0

' Percentages based on full artist sample (within and into America movers and nonmovers together)

 ̂Percentages based on within-America artist sample (movers into America eliminated)

 ̂Percentages based on interstate mover and nonmover sample (movers into America and intrastate movers omitted) 

'* Percentages based on interstate mover and nonmover sample with non-eamers eliminated 

* Sample used in this study (Interstate movers and nonmovers within America with non-eamers omitted)
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Table 7.3 Abbreviations for Art Occupations Classified in U.S. Census, 

Including Professionals*

ABBREVIATION OCCUPATION NAME

ART Artists

ACT Actors

ANN Announcers

ARC Architects

D&C Dance and Choreographers

DES Designers

E&P Entertainers and Performers

M&S Musicians and Singers

PHO Photographers

P&D Producers and Directors

W&A Writers and Authors

PRO Professionals

' These abbreviations are used in Table 7.4.
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Table 7.4 Comparison o f Artist and Other Art Occupation Mobility Statistics, Professionals Included (Percentage Terms)

DECISIO N AR T AC T A N N  ARC D& C D ES E& P M & S PHO P«feD W & A PRO

N onm overs

Full Sample' 53.7 47.3 40.6 51.1 25.0 49.2 41.3 53.8 52.5 41.1 50.5 53.0

Interstate Mover/Nonmover Sample^ 81.9 72.0 71.8 79.2 52.3 80.0 72.6 80.9 81.7 69.7 75.0 81.4

M overs w ithin-A m erica

Full Sample 46.3 52.7 59.4 48.9 75.0 50.8 58.7 46.2 47.5 58.9 49.5 47.0

Intrastate 34.4 34.3 43.4 35.5 52.1 38.5 43.1 33.5 35.7 41.0 32.7 34.9

Interstate 11.9 18.4 16.0 13.4 22.9 12.3 15.6 12,7 ll.g 17.9 16.8 I2.I

Interstate Mover/Nonmover Sample^ 18.1 28.0 28.2 20.8 47.7 20.0 27.4 19.1 18.3 30.3 25.0 18.6

Full Sample 267,360 45,863 50,008 204,458 19,561 805,711 36,396 175,434 126,701 144,070 183,172 26,385,608

Interstate Mover/Nonmover Sample 175,321 30,149 28,307 131,993 9,362 495,160 20,723 116,545 81,431 84,962 123,251 17,186,274

These percentage results are based on the full sample. The full sample refers to all movers within America, both interstate and intrastate, and nonmovers. 

 ̂These percentages are based on the full sample with intrastate movers excluded i.e. interstate movers and nonmovers together.
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Table 7.5 Artists Mobility Between 1995 and 2000, According to ‘Type-of-Move’ (Numbers)'

S am ple  G enu ine  P rim ary  P re-1995  Return Onward

S ize N o n m o v ers  M overs M overs Movers Movers

Nonmovers

Movers within-America^

143,548

31,773

68,082 (47.4)

8,355 (26.3)

75,466 (52.6) 

23,418 (73.7) 5,021(15.8) 18,397 (57.9)

Total 175,321 68,082 (38.8) 8,355 (4.8) 98,884 (56.4) 5,021 18,397

' Percentages in brackets () 

 ̂ Interstate movers only
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Table 7.6 Deflnitions of Independent Variables

VARIABLE DEFINITION

CONTINUOUS VARIABLES

TOTALEARNS Person’s Total Earnings in 1999 in US$

(TOTALEAKNS = INCWS + INCSE)

INCWS Wage/Salary Income (Earnings) in 1999 in US$

INCSE Self-Employment Income (Earnings) in 1999 in US$

PERINCOME Person’s Total Income in 1999 in US$

(PERINCOME=TOTALEARNS + Non-Labour Income)

FAMINC Family Total Income in 1999 in US$

HHINC Household Total Income in 1999 in US$

EXP An Approximation of Years o f Work Experience

(EXP = AGE -  YEARSCAD -  5, where YEARSCAD =

Estimate of years of schooling actually completed)

NOPFAM Number of People in Family

NOCH18 Number of Children 18 Years Old and Less in Household

P650VER Number of People 65 Years Old and Over in Household

DISCRETE VARIABLES -  PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Age

AGE33T042 = 1 if Artist is aged between 33 and 42, = 0 otherwise

AGE43T052 = 1 if Artist is aged between 43 and 52, = 0 otherwise

AGE53T062 = 1 if Artist is aged between 53 and 62, = 0 otherwise

AGE63T072 = 1 if Artist is aged between 63 and 72, = 0 otherwise

AGE73T082 = 1 if Artist is aged between 73 and 82, = 0 otherwise

AGE83T093 = 1 if Artist is aged between 83 and 93, = 0 otherwise

(Base Category = Artists Aged Between 23 and 32)

Gender

FEMALE = 1 if Artist is Female

= 0 otherwise

(Base Category = Male)
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Table 7.6 continued

VARIABLE DEFINITION

DISCRETE VARIABLES 

Race

-  PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

WHITE = 1 if Artist is White 

= 0 otherwise 

(Base Category = Non-White Artists)

Education

HS = 1 if  Artist is High School Graduate, = 0 otherwise

SCOL = 1 if  Artist has Some College Education but no Degree, = 0 otherwise

ASSOC = 1 if  Artist has an Associate Degree, = 0 otherwise

BADEGREE = 1 if  Artist has a Bachelors Degree, = 0 otherwise

MA = 1 if Artist has a Masters Degree, = 0 otherwise

DOCPROF = 1 if Artist has Doctorate or Professional Degree, = 0 otherwise 

(Base Category = Artists with Less than High School Education.
This category also includes artists whose education is elementary school 
or less, and those with no schooling completed)

Language

ENGLISH = 1 if  Artist Speaks English 

= 0 otherwise 

(Base Category = Not English Language)

English Speaking Ability

ENGVWELL = 1 if Artist can speak English Very Well, = 0 otherwise

ENGWELL = 1 if  Artist can speak English Well, = 0 otherwise

ENGNWELL = I if Artist does not speak English Well, = 0 otherwise

ENGNO = 1 if Artist does not speak English At All, = 0 otherwise 

(Base Category = Artists who are Fluent English Speakers)

Health

DISABILITY = 1 if Artist has Employment Disability 

= 0 otherwise 

(Base Category = Artists with No Employment Disability)
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Table 7.6 continued

VARIABLE DEFINITION

DISCRETE VARIABLES -  PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Citizen

FOREIGNB = 1 if Artist is Foreign-born

= 0 otherwise

(Base Category = Artists who were Bom in USA)

Previous Mobility

PREMIGRANT = 1 if Artist has moved before

= 0 otherwise

(Base Category = Artists with No Pre-1995 Mobility)

Employment Status

UNEMPLOYED = 1 if Artist is Unemployed, = 0 otherwise

NOTINLF = 1 if Artist is Employed, = 0 otherwise

(Base Category = Artists who are Employed)

Type o f  Employing Organisation

PRIVATESECTOR = 1 if Artist works in the Private Sector, = 0 otherwise

INCSELFEMPLOYED = 1 if Artist is Self-Employed in Incorporated Business, = 0 otherwise

GOVERNMENT = 1 if  Artist works for the Government, = 0 otherwise

FAMILYWKR = 1 if Artist is an Unpaid Family Worker, = 0 otherwise

(Base Category = Artists who are Self-Employed in Unincorporated

Business)

DISCRETE VARIABLES -  FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS

Marital Status

MARRIED = 1 if Artist is Married

= 0 otherwise

(Base Category = Unmarried -  Artists who are single, separated,

divorced, and widowed)
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Table 7.6 continued

VARIABLE DEFINITION

DISCRETE VARIABLES - FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS

Household Position

HHHEAD = 1 if  Artist is Household Head, = 0 otherwise

UMPARTNER = 1 if Artist is Unmarried Partner, = 0 otherwise

CHILD = 1 if Artist is a Child in the Household, = 0 otherwise

HHOTHER = 1 if Artist holds some other position in the Household, = 0 otherwise

(Base Category = Artist who is a Spouse in the Household)

Presence o f  Children

LESS6YRS = 1 if Artist has Child less than 6 years old, = 0 otherwise

BETWEEN6AND17 = 1 if Artist has Child aged between 6 and 17, = 0 otherwise

LESS6AND6T017 = 1 if  Artist has Child less than 6 and 6 to 17 years old, = 0 otherwise

(Base Category = Artists who have No Children less than 18 Years Old)

Family Ties

RELS = 1 if Artist has People aged 65 and Over in Household

= 0 otherwise
(Base Category = Artists who have No People Aged 65 and Over in

Household)

DISCRETE VARIABLES - PLACE CHARACTERISTICS

Home Ownership Status

OWNHOME = 1 if  Artist Owns a House

= 0 otherwise

(Base Category = Artists who Do Not Own a House e.g. renters)

Community and Family Ties

POB = 1 if Artist lives in their Place of Birth

= 0 otherwise

(Base Category = Artists who Do Not Live in their Place of Birth)
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Table 7.6 continued

VARIABLE DEFINITION

DISCRETE VARIABLES -  PLACE CHARACTERISTICS 

State o f  Origin Characteristics

ALAB = 1 if Artist resided in Alabama in 1995, = 0 otherwise

ALAS = 1 if Artist resided in Alaska in 1995, = 0 otherwise

ARIZ = 1 if Artist resided in Arizona in 1995, = 0 otherwise

ARKA = 1 if Artist resided in Arkansas in 1995, = 0 otherwise

COLO = 1 if Artist resided in Colorado in 1995, = 0 otherwise

CONN = 1 if Artist resided in Connecticut in 1995, = 0 otherwise

DELE = 1 if  Artist resided in Delaware in 1995, = 0 otherwise

DOFC = 1 if Artist resided in the District of Columbia in 1995, = 0 otherwise

FLOR = 1 if Artist resided in Florida in 1995, = 0 otherwise

GEOR = 1 if Artist resided in Georgia in 1995, = 0 otherwise

HAWA = 1 if Artist resided in Hawaii in 1995, = 0 otherwise

IDAH = 1 if  Artist resided in Idaho in 1995, = 0 otherwise

ILL! = 1 if Artist resided in Illinois in 1995, = 0 otherwise

INDI = 1 if Artist resided in Indiana in 1995, = 0 otherwise

IOWA = 1 if Artist resided in Iowa in 1995, = 0 otherwise

KANS = 1 if  Artist resided in Kansas in 1995, = 0 otherwise

KENT = 1 if Artist resided in Kentucky in 1995, = 0 otherwise

LOUl = 1 if Artist resided in Louisiana in 1995, = 0 otherwise

MAIN = 1 if  Artist resided in Maine in 1995, = 0 otherwise

MARY = 1 if Artist resided in Maryland in 1995, = 0 otherwise

MASS = 1 if Artist resided in Massachusetts in 1995, = 0 otherwise

MICH = 1 if Artist resided in Michigan in 1995, = 0 otherwise

MINN = 1 if Artist resided in Minnesota in 1995, = 0 otherwise

MISSI = 1 if Artist resided in Mississippi in 1995, = 0 otherwise
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Table 7.6 continued

VARIABLE DEFINITION

DISCRETE VARIABLES -  PLACE CHARACTERISTICS 

State o f Origin Characteristics (continued)

MISSO = 1 if  Artist resided in Missouri in 1995, = 0 otherwise

MONT = 1 if Artist resided in Montana in 1995, = 0 otherwise

NEBR = 1 if Artist resided in Nebraska in 1995, = 0 otherwise

NEVA = 1 if  Artist resided in Nevada in 1995, = 0 otherwise

NEWH = 1 if Artist resided in New Hampshire in 1995, = 0 otherwise

NEWJ = 1 if Artist resided in New Jersey in 1995, = 0 otherwise

NEWM = 1 if Artist resided in New Mexico in 1995, = 0 otherwise

NEWY = 1 if Artist resided in New York in 1995, = 0 otherwise

NCAR = 1 if Artist resided in North Carolina in 1995, = 0 otherwise

NDAK = 1 if Artist resided in North Dakota in 1995, = 0 otherwise

OHIO = 1 if Artist resided in Ohio in 1995, = 0 otherwise

OKLA = 1 if Artist resided in Oklahoma in 1995, = 0 otherwise

OREG = 1 if Artist resided in Oregon in 1995, = 0 otherwise

PENN = 1 if Artist resided in Pennsylvania in 1995, = 0 otherwise

RHOl = 1 if Artist resided in Rhode Island in 1995, = 0 otherwise

SCAR = 1 if Artist resided in South Carolina in 1995, = 0 otherwise

SDAK = 1 if  Artist resided in South Dakota in 1995, = 0 otherwise

TENN = 1 if Artist resided in Tennessee in 1995, = 0 otherwise

TEXA = 1 if Artist resided in Texas in 1995, = 0 otherwise

UTAH = 1 if  Artist resided in Utah in 1995, = 0 otherwise

VERM = 1 if Artist resided in Vermont in 1995, = 0 otherwise

VIRG = 1 if Artist resided in Virginia in 1995, = 0 otherwise

WASH = 1 if Artist resided in Washington in 1995, = 0 otherwise

WVIR = 1 if Artist resided in West Virginia in 1995, = 0 otherwise

Wise = 1 if  Artist resided in Wisconsin in 1995, = 0 otherwise

WYOM = 1 if Artist resided in Wyoming in 1995, = 0 otherwise

(Base Category = California)
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Table 7.7 Summary Statistics of Continuous Independent Variables

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS MOBILE ARTISTS ‘ ALL ARTISTS ^

TOTALEARNS

Mean

28,222.31

Median’

18,000.00

Std.Dev.

39,918.54

Max

627,000

Mean

29,585.44

Median

23,000.00

Std.Dev.

32,296.56

Max

325,000

Mean

28,471.69

Median

19,400.00

Std.Dev.

38,640.15

Max

627,000

INCWS 17,271.75 750.00 30,502.09 347,000 21,464.95 11,000.00 30,098.97 325,000 18,038.90 2,000.00 30,471.80 347,000

INCSE 10,950.55 500.00 29,827.14 280,000 8,120.49 0.00 20,927.21 282,000 10,432.79 250.00 28,429.07 282,000

PERINCOME 32,863.40 23,700.00 45,439.61 637,100 32,772.60 26,000.00 35,003.64 437,000 34,480.89 24,000.00 43,724.31 637,100

FAMINC 69,075.80 53,820.00 78,172.95 784,400 45,308.04 23,790.00 65,112.23 766,000 64,727.50 49,840.00 76,505.23 784,400

HHINC 80,868.32 60,000.00 76,535.79 784,400 72,364.78 56,600.00 66,919.32 781,000 79,312.60 60,000.00 74,940.78 784,400

' Interstate movers only

 ̂The All Artists calculations exclude intrastate movers and artists who moved into America between 1995 and 2000.

 ̂ Median statistics are only calculated for the income variables. They are particularly important for the individual income variables, wage/salary income and self-employment 

income. This is because there will be a lot o f artists who do not obtain income from one of these sources, particularly self-employment income.
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Table 7.7 continued

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS MOBILE ARTISTS ' ALL ARTISTS ^

Mean Std.Dev. Max Mean Std.Dev. Max Mean Std.Dev. Max

EXP 29.97 12.84 81 18.20 12.16 66 27.82 13.51 81

NOPFAM 2.35 1.62 13 1.60 1.68 12 2.21 1.65 13

N OCHI 8 0.56 0.97 9 0.41 0.86 7 0.53 0.95 9

P650V E R

T7-— -----------------r
0.28 0.60 3 0 08 0.33 3 0.24 0.57 3

 ̂The All Artists calculations exclude intrastate movers and artists who moved into America between 1995 and 2000.
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Table 7.8 Class of Worker Statistics

CLASS OF W O R K E R ' N O N M O BILE ARTISTS M OBLIE ARTISTS ALL ARTISTS

1. Private for-profit company 32.8 48.4 35.6

2. Employee of private nonprofit company 2.3 2.2 2.3

3. Local government 0.6 0.3 0.5

4. State government 0.7 0.8 0.7

5. Federal government 0.6 0.5 0.6

6. Own business - not incorporated 56.1 43.8 53.9

7. Own business -  incorporated 6.6 3.5 6.0

8. Unpaid family worker 0.5 0,5 0.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Categories I to 5 are classified as employees, and categories 6 and 7 make up the self-employed.
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Table 7.9 Summary Statistics o f Income Variables (Non-Earners Excluded)

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS ' MOBILE ARTISTS  ̂ ALL ARTISTS ^

INCW Sl

Mean

33,619.18

Median

28,000.00

Std.Dev.

35,515.94

Max

347,000

Mean

34,249.94

Median

30,000.00

Std.Dev.

31,743.83

Max

325,000

Mean

33,754.51

Median

28,000.00

Std.Dev.

34,741.95

Max

347,000

INCSEl 18,000.77 7,000.00 36,545.00 280,000 16,145.71 7,800.00 27,225.10 282,000 17,711.00 7,200.00 35,258.23 282,000

PERINCOM El 34,871.58 23,700.00 45,441.80 637,100 32,779.47 26,000.00 35,004.09 437,000 34,488.82 24,000.00 43,726.21 637,100

' In relation to the nonmobile artist sample, 62,20! (48.6) had zero wage/salary income in 1999; 50,101 (39.2) had zero self-employment income in 1999, and 30 (0.02) had zero 

total personal income in 1999.

 ̂The mobile artist sample relates to interstate movers only. O f this artist sample, 10,692 had zero wage/salary income in 1999 (37.3); 14,237 had zero self-employment income in 

1999 (49.7), and 6 (0.02) had zero total personal income in 1999.

 ̂The A ll Artists sample relates to the nonmover artists and interstate movers together. O f this total sample, 72,893 had zero wage/salary income in 1999 (46.6); 64,338 had zero 

self-employment income in 1999 (41.1), and 36 (0.02) had zero total personal income in 1999.
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Table 7.10 Summary Statistics of Discrete Personal Independent Variables (Percentage of Sample in Each Category)

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS MOBILE ARTISTS ' ALL ARTISTS ^

AGE33T042 22.9 27.0 23.6

AGE43T052 32.2 19.0 29.8

AGE53T062 21.8 9.9 19.6

AGE63T072 10.0 2.1 8.6

AGE73T082 4.3 1.3 3.8

AGE83T093 0.7 0.1 0.6

Base = Aged Between 23 and 32 8.0 40.5 14.0

FEMALE 52.7 48.6 52.0

Base = Male 47.3 51.4 48.0

WHITE 90.3 88.1 89.9
Base= Non-White 9.7 11.9 10.1

HS 15.4 8.7 14.2

SCOL 24.9 22.4 24.5

ASSOC 8.6 7.5 8.4

BADEGREE 33.6 43.9 35.5

MA 10.4 13.4 10.9
DOCPROF 1.8 1.6 1.7
Base = Less than High School Education 5.3 2.5 4.8

' Interstate movers only

 ̂The A ll Artists calculations exclude intrastate movers and artists who moved into America between 1995 and 2000.
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Table 7.10 continued

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS MOBILE ARTISTS ALL ARTISTS

ENGLISH 88.7 88.7 88.7

Base = Not English Language 11.3 11.3 11.3

ENGVW ELL 8.0 8.7 8.2

ENGW ELL 2.1 1.8 2.1

ENGNW ELL 0.9 0.7 0.9

ENGNO 0.2 0.1 0.1

Base = Fluent English 88.7 88.7 88.7

DISABILITY 9.2 9.1 9.2

Base = No Employment Disability 90.8 90.9 90.8

FOREIGNB 9.9 11.1 10.1

Base = Bom in USA 90.1 88.9 89.9

PREM IGRANT 52.6 74.2 56.5

Base = No Pre-1995 Mobility 47.4 25.8 43.5

UNEM PLOYED 1.9 4.4 2.4

NO TINLF 13.7 11.8 13.4

Base = Employed 84.3 83.7 84.2
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Table 7.10 continued

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS MOBILE ARTISTS ' ALL ARTISTS ^

PRIVATESECTOR 35.1 50.6 37.9

INCSELFEMPLOYED 6.6 3.5 6.0

GOVERNMENT 1.9 1.6 1.7

FAMILYWKR 0.5 0.5 0.5

Base = Self-Employed in Unincorporated Business 56.1 43.8 53.9

Interstate movers only

 ̂The All Artists calculations exclude intrastate movers and artists who moved into America between 1995 and 2000.
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Table 7.11 Summary Statistics of Discrete Family Independent Variables (Percentage of Sample in Each Category)

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS MOBILE ARTISTS ‘ ALL ARTISTS ^

MARRIED 67.3 48,4 63.8
Base = Unmarried 32.7 51.6 36.2

HHHEAD 53.1 56.4 53.7

UMPARTNER 1.9 6.0 2.7

CHILD 5.8 2.6 5.3

HHOTHER 2.6 9.5 3.9

Base= Spouse 36.5 25.5 34.5

LESS6YRS 4.9 10.2 5.9

BETWEEN6AND17 21.6 10.4 19.6

LESS6AND6T017 5.1 3.1 4.7
Base = No Children less than 18 Years Old 68.4 76.2 69.8

RELS 19.7 5.8 17.1

Base = No People Aged 65+ in Household 80.3 94.2 82.9

Interstate movers only

 ̂The All Artists calculations exclude intrastate movers and artists who moved into America between 1995 and 2000.
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Table 7.12 Summary Statistics of Discrete Place Independent Variables (Percentage of Sample in Each Category)

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS MOBILE ARTISTS ' ALL ARTISTS ^

HOMEOWN 83.6 46.1 76.8

Base = Do not Own a House 16.4 53.9 23.2

POB 47.4 0.0 38.7

Base = Do not Live in their Place of Birth 52.6 100.0 61.3

ALAB 0.8 1.1 0.8

ALAS 0.2 0.2 0.2

ARIZ 2.1 2.0 2.1

ARKA 0.5 0.6 0.5

COLO 1.8 3.0 2.0

CONN 1.6 2.9 1.9

DELE 0.2 0.1 0.2

DOFC 0.2 1.5 0.4

FLOR 4.7 6.2 4.9

GEOR 2.2 3.7 2.5

HAWA 0.9 1.2 0.9

' Interstate movers only

 ̂The A ll Artists calculations exclude intrastate movers and artists who moved into America between 1995 and 2000.
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Table 7.12 continued

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS MOBILE ARTISTS ALL ARTISTS

IDAH 0.4 0.6 0.4

ILLl 3.9 4.3 4.0

INDI 1.5 1.6 1.5

IOWA 0.8 1.0 0.8

KANS 0.9 1.3 1.0

KENT 0.9 1.0 0.9

LOUl 0.9 1.6 1.0

MAIN l.I 0.7 1.0

MARY 1.9 2.7 2.1

MASS 2.6 3.5 2.8

MICH 2.9 1.9 2.7

MINN 2.4 2.4 2.4

MISSI 0.5 0.3 0.5

MISSO 1.7 2.2 1.8

MONT 0.4 0.3 0.4

NEBR 0.4 0.6 0.5

NEVA 0.4 0.6 0.4

NHAM 0.5 0.7 0.6

NJER 3.4 2.7 3.3

NMEX 1.3 1.2 1.3

NYOR 10.8 11.1 10.9

NCAR 2.1 1.6 2.0

NDAK 0.2 0.4 0.2
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Table 7.12 continued

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS MOBILE ARTISTS ALL ARTISTS

OHIO 3.1 2.9 3.0

OKLA 0.9 0.5 0.8

OREG 1.6 2.2 1.7

PENN 4.3 3.6 4.2

RHOI 0.2 0.9 0.3

SCAR 0.6 0.8 0.7

SDAK 0.2 0.2 0.2

TENN 1.6 1.8 1.6

TEXA 5.3 4.6 5.2

UTAH 0.9 0.5 0.9

VERM 0.4 0.4 0.4

VIRG 2.2 2.3 2.2

WASH 2.3 2.4 2.3

WVIR 0.5 0.4 0.5

Wise 2.1 1.5 2.0

WYOM 0.2 0.3 0.2

Base = California 16.6 8.0 15.0
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Table 7.13 Summary Statistics on Selected Household Head Personal Characteristics (Percentage in Each Category)

VARIABLE NONMOBILE HH HEAD INTERSTATE HH HEAD INTRASTATE HH HEAD

Employed 86.3 87.1 89.5

Unemployed 1.9 4.2 2.7

Not in Labour Force 11.8 8.7 7.8

ESLESS' 1.2 0.3 1.0

LTHS 4.2 1.5 2.7

HS 13.3 8.2 10.5

SCOL 25.6 22.0 24.7

ASSOC 8.7 7.2 9.3

BADEGREE 33.4 46.5 41.6

MA 11.3 12.5 8.9

DOCPROF 2.3 1.8 1.4

Age 51.15 37.78 39.42

Single 17.0 44.8 36.2

Married 56.7 38.0 42.7

Widowed 5.8 1.8 2.0

Divorced 18.5 13.8 16.1

Separated 2.0 1.6 2.9

N0CH18 0.52 0.34 0.52

' ESLESS are artists whose education is elementary school or less.
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Table 7.14 Summary Statistics on Selected Spouse Personal Characteristics (Percentage in Each Category)

VARIABLE NONMOBILE SPOUSES ‘ INTERSTATE SPOUSES  ̂ INTRASTATE SPOUSES ^

Spouse Female Male Spouse Female Male Spouse Female Male

Employed 81.1 79.9 90.1 77.8 75.5 90.1 82.4 81.1 87.9

Unemployed 1.2 1.1 2.3 3.2 3.3 3.1 1.1 1.2 0.6

Not in Labour Force 17.7 19.0 7.6 19.0 21.3 6.8 16.5 17.6 11.5

ESLESS“ 0.9 0.7 2.9 0.6 0.4 2.2 0.9 0.9 0.5

LTHS 3.6 3.9 1.6 1.4 1.2 2.2 2.3 2.0 3.4

HS 18.7 19.6 11.9 9.9 11.2 3.1 11.6 11.7 11.3

SCOL 24.0 24.6 19.9 22.7 21.6 28.5 24.8 25.6 21.0

ASSOC 7.8 8.0 6.7 8.7 7.3 16.3 9.0 8.0 13.0

BADEGREE 33.2 32.6 37.7 38.4 41.2 23.9 42.2 42.3 41.8

MA 10.6 10.0 15.9 16.5 15.1 23.9 8.8 8.3 8.8

DOCPROF 1.0 0.7 3.3 1.8 2.1 0.0 0.5 0.6 0.0

Age 50.02 50.13 49.17 42.23 42.85 38.91 41.01 41.76 37.76

TOTALEARNS 19,740 17,739 35,858 20,078 18,588 27,972 24,885 21,557 39,157

' O f the nonmover spouses, o f which there are 46,676, 89.0 per cent are female (41,522) and 11 per cent are male (5,154).

 ̂O f the interstate mover spouses, o f which there are 7,314, 84.1 per cent are female (6,153) and 15.9 percent are male (1,161).

 ̂O f the intrastate mover spouses, o f which there are 20,500, 8 1.1 per cent are female (16,624) and 18.9 per cent are male (3,876). 

'* ESLESS are artists whose education is elementary school or less.
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7B A PPE N D IC E S

7A Mobility Statistics of Different Art Occupations and Professionals, Immigrants Included (Percentages)

DECISION ART ACT ANN ARC D&C DES E&P M&S PHO P&D W&A PRO

Nonmovers 79.3 68.5 69.2 75.2 46.6 76.2 69.4 76.9 79.0 66.5 72.1 78.0

Movers

within-America

17.6 26.7 27.3 19.7 42.5 19.0 26.2 18.1 17.8 29.0 24.0 17.8

Movers

into-America

3.1 4.8 3.5 5.1 10.9 4.8 4.4 5.0 3.2 4.5 3.9 4.2

Sample Size 180,929 31,675 29,345 139,136 10,505 520,232 21,689 122,619 84,110 89,005 128,252 17,944,081
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7B Artist Mobility Statistics According to ‘Type-of-Move’, Intrastate Mover and Immigrant Artists Included

(Numbers)

S am ple

S ize

G enu ine

N onm overs

Prim ary

M overs

Pre-1995

M overs

R eturn

M overs

O nw ard

M overs

Nonmovers 143,548 68,082 75,466

Movers within-America 123,812 51,108 72,704 5,021 67,683

Intrastate (92,039) (42,753) (49,286) - (49,286)

Interstate (31,773) ( 8,355) (23,418) (5,021) (18,397)

Movers into-America 5,608 4,173 1,135 389 1,046

Total 272,968 68,082 55,281 149,305 5,410 68,729
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7C Independent Variable Summary Statistics, Including Intrastate Mobile Artists

Table 7C.1 Summary Statistics o f Continuous Independent Variables

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS INTERSTATE MOBILE ARTISTS INTRASTATE MOBILE ARTISTS

TOTALEARNS

Mean

28,222.31

Median’

18,000.00

Std.Dev.

39,918.54

Max

627,000

Mean

29,585.44

Median

23,000.00

Std.Dev.

32,296.56

Max

325,000

Mean

34,821.44

Median

27,000.00

Std.Dev.

41,665.89

Max

576,000

INCWS 17,271.75 750.00 30,502.09 347,000 21,464.95 11,000.00 30,098.97 325,000 25,405.52 18,000.00 36,733.78 347,000

INCSE 10,950.55 500.00 29,827.14 280,000 8,120.49 0.00 20,927.21 282,000 9,415.92 0.00 26,958.70 280,000

PERINCOME 32,863.40 23,700.00 45,439.61 637,100 32,772.60 26,000.00 35,003.64 437,000 38,588.98 30,000.00 44,703.26 576,000

FAMINC 69,075.80 53,820.00 78,172.95 784,400 45,308.04 23,790.00 65,112.23 766,000 52,116.02 34,700.00 72,689.09 857,000

HHINC 80,868.32 60,000.00 76,535.79 784,400 72,364.78 56,600.00 66,919.32 781,000 76,375.94 58,380.00 72,637.53 857,000
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Table 7C.1 continued

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS INTERSTATE MOBILE ARTISTS INTRASTATE MOBILE ARTISTS

Mean Std.Dev. Max Mean Std.Dev. Max Mean Std.Dev. Max
EXP 29.97 12.84 81 18.20 12.16 66 19.48 11.57 76

NOPFAM 2.35 L62 13 1.60 1.68 12 1.89 1.76 10

NOCHI 8 0.56 0.97 9 0.41 0.86 7 0.57 0.98 8

P650VER 0.28 0.60 3 0 08 0.33 3 0.09 0.36 3
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Table 7C.2 Class of Worker Statistics

CLASS OF W O R K E R ' NO N M O BILE ARTISTS INTERSTATE M OVERS INTRASTATE MOVERS^

1. Private for-profit company 32.8 48.4 50.4

2. Employee o f private nonprofit company 2.3 2.2 2.5

3. Local government 0.6 0.3 0.3

4. State government 0.7 0.8 0.7

5. Federal government 0.6 0.5 0.4

6. Own business - not incorporated 56.1 43.8 39.5

7. Own business -  incorporated 6.6 3.5 5.7

8. Unpaid family worker 0.5 0.5 0.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Categories 1 to 5 are classified as employees, and categories 6 and 7 make up the self-employed 

 ̂45.2 per cent o f intrastate movers are self-employed and 54.3 per cent are employees.
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Table 7C.3 Summary Statistics o f Income Variables (Non-Earners Excluded)

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS INTERSTATE MOVERS INTRASTATE MOVERS '

INCW Sl

Mean

33,619.18

Median

28,000.00

Std.Dev.

35,515.94

Max

347,000

Mean

34,249.94

Median

30,000.00

Std.Dev.

31,743.83

Max

325,000

Mean

37,966.32

Median

31,000.00

Std.Dev.

39,238.15

Max

347,000

INCSEl 18,000.77 7,000.00 36,545.00 280,000 16,145.71 7,800.00 27,225.10 282,000 20,303.16 9,900.00 36,688.95 280,000

PERINCOME 34,871.58 23,700.00 45,441.80 637,100 32,779.47 26,000.00 35,004.09 437,000 37,821.20 28,700.00 44,442.43 576,000

' O f the intrastate mover sample, 27,739 had zero wage/salary income in 1999 (33.1); 44,960 had zero self-employment income in 1999 (53.6), and 0 had zero total personal 

income in 1999, thus, figures for PERINCOME are the same as those in Table 7C. 1.
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Table 7C.4 Summary Statistics o f Discrete Personal Independent Variables (Percentage of Sample in Each Category)

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS INTERSTATE MOVERS INTRASTATE MOVERS

AGE33T042 22.9 27.0 32.8

AGE43T052 32.2 19.0 20.5

AGE53T062 2L8 9.9 9.1

AGE63T072 10.0 2.1 2.7

AGE73T082 4.3 1.3 1.0

AGE83T093 0.7 0.1 0.1

Base = Aged Between 23 and 32 8.0 40.5 33.9

FEMALE 52.7 48.6 44.9

Base = Male 47.3 51.4 55.1

WHITE 90.3 88.1 88.5

Base= Non-White 9.7 11.9 11.5

HS 15.4 8.7 11.3

SCOL 24.9 22.4 25.0

ASSOC 8.6 7.5 9.4

BADEGREE 33.6 43.9 41.1

MA 10.4 13.4 8.4

DOCPROF 1.8 1.6 1.1

Base = Less than High School Education 5.3 2.5 3.7
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Table 7C.4 continued

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS INTERSTATE MOVERS INTRASTATE MOVERS

ENGLISH 88.7 88.7 86.4

Base = Not English Language 11.3 11.3 13.6

ENGVW ELL 8.0 8.7 9.0

ENGW ELL 2.1 1.8 3.0

ENGNW ELL 0.9 0.7 1.3

ENGNO 0.2 0.1 0.3

Base = Fluent English 88.7 88.7 86.4

DISABILITY 9.2 9.1 8.9

Base = No Employment Disability 90.8 90.9 91.1

FOREIGNB 9.9 11.1 11.5

Base = Bom in USA 90.1 88.9 88.5

PREM IGRANT 52.6 74.2 53.4

Base = No Pre-1995 Mobihty 47.4 25.8 46.6

UNEM PLOYED 1.9 4.4 2.7

NOTINLF 13.7 11.8 10.5

Base = Employed 84.3 83.7 86.8
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Table 7C.4 continued

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS INTERSTATE MOVERS INTRASTATE MOVERS

PRIVATESECTOR 35.1 50.6 52.9

INCSELFEMPLOYED 6.6 3.5 5.7

GOVERNMENT 1.9 1.6 1.4

FAMILYWKR 0.5 0.5 0.3

Base = Self-Employed in Unincorporated Business 56.1 43.8 39.5
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Table 7C.5 Summary Statistics o f Discrete Family Independent Variables (Percentage of Sample in Each Category)

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS INTERSTATE MOVERS INTRASTATE MOVERS

MARRIED 67.3 48.4 51.0
Base = Unmarried 32.7 51.6 49.0

HHHEAD 53.1 56.4 59.4

UMPARTNER 1.9 6.0 6.0

CHILD 5.8 2.6 3.0

HHOTHER 2.6 9.5 7.2

Base= Spouse 36.5 25.5 24.5

LESS6YRS 4.9 10.2 11.7

BETWEEN6AND17 21.6 10.4 14.1

LESS6AND6T017 5.1 3.1 6.5

Base = No Children less than 18 Years Old 68.4 76.2 67,7

RELS 19.7 5.8 7.1

Base = No People Aged 65+ in Household 80.3 94.2 92.9
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Table 7C.6 Summary Statistics o f Discrete Place Independent Variables (Percentage of Sample in Each Category)

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS INTERSTATE MOVERS INTRASTATE MOVERS

HOMEOWN 83.6 46.1 57.8

Base = Do not Own a House 16.4 53.9 42.2

POB 47.4 0.0 0.0

Base = Do not Live in their Place of Birth 52.6 100.0 100.0

ALAB 0.8 1.1 0.6

ALAS 0.2 0.2 0.3

ARIZ 2.1 2.0 1.9

ARKA 0.5 0.6 0.6

COLO 1.8 3.0 2.0

CONN 1.6 2.9 1.2

DELE 0.2 0.1 0.2

DOFC 0.2 1.5 0.1

FLOR 4.7 6.2 6.3

GEOR 2.2 3.7 2.4

HAWA 0.9 1.2 0.9
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Table 7C.6 continued

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS INTERSTATE MOVERS INTRASTATE MOVERS

IDAH 0.4 0.6 0.3

ILLl 3.9 4.3 4.6

INDl 1.5 1.6 1.2

IOWA 0.8 1.0 0.5

KANS 0.9 1.3 0.9

KENT 0.9 1.0 0.7

LOUI 0.9 1.6 0.7

MAIN l.I 0.7 0.5

MARY 1.9 2.7 1.4

MASS 2.6 3.5 2.6

MICH 2.9 1.9 2.8

MINN 2.4 2.4 1.7

MISSI 0.5 0.3 0.3

MISSO 1.7 2.2 1.5

MONT 0.4 0.3 0.5

NEBR 0.4 0.6 0.2

NEVA 0.4 0.6 0.6

NHAM 0.5 0.7 0.4

NJER 3.4 2.7 3.1

NMEX 1.3 1.2 1.2

NYOR 10.8 11.1 9.3

NCAR 2.1 1.6 1.8

NDAK 0.2 0.4 0.1
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Table 7C.6 continued

VARIABLE NONMOBILE ARTISTS INTERSTATE MOVERS INTRASTATE MOVERS

OHIO 3.1 2.9 3.0

OKLA 0.9 0.5 0.6

OREG 1.6 2.2 1.1

PENN 4.3 3.6 2.9

RHOI 0.2 0.9 0.3

SCAR 0.6 0.8 0.8

SDAK 0.2 0.2 0.2

TENN 1.6 1.8 1.3

TEXA 5.3 4.6 7.4

UTAH 0.9 0.5 0.8

VERM 0.4 0.4 0.3

VIRG 2.2 2.3 1.6

WASH 2.3 2.4 2.8

WVIR 0.5 0.4 0.1

Wise 2.1 1.5 1.7

WYOM 0.2 0.3 0.2

Base= California 16.6 8.0 21.8
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7D Artists Self-Employment Earning Statistics (Percentage)

SELF-EM PLO Y M EN T EARNINGS N O N M O BILE ARTISTS INTERSTATE M OVERS ALL ARTISTS

None 39.3 49.7 41.1

Positive 53.8 44.1 52.1

Negative 6.9 6.2 6.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
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7E Summary Statistics on Selected Unmarried Partner Personal Characteristics (Percentage in Each Category)

VARIABLE NONMOBILE UNM-PARTNERS' INTERSTATE UNM-PARTNERS  ̂ INTRASTATE UNM-PARTNERS ’

UM Partner Female Male UM Partner Female Male UM Partner Female Male

Employed 90.6 88.4 92.3 84.5 91.5 79.7 83.4 78.5 87.5

Unemployed 4.2 3.8 4.5 3.6 4.9 2.8 4.9 2.8 6.6

Not in Labour Force 5.3 7.8 3.2 11.8 3.6 17.5 11.7 18.7 5.9

ESLESS'* 0.6 1.3 0.0 1.8 0.0 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

LTHS 7.8 7.2 8.3 4.5 0.6 7.1 4.4 4.6 4.2

HS 12.0 10.6 13.2 9.3 3.3 13.4 12.2 14.3 10.4

SCOL 25.9 35.2 18.2 27.2 27.4 27.1 23.7 19.1 27.6

ASSOC 8.4 6.1 10.4 5.0 5.7 4.5 6.3 8.5 4.5

BADEGREE 37.1 33.2 40.3 40.3 49.9 33.7 47.0 47.4 46.7

MA 8.1 6.3 9.6 11.9 13.1 11.1 6.0 6.1 5.9

DOCPROF 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.8

Age 44.46 43.03 45.63 33.87 35.03 33.07 35.84 34.59 36.89

TOTALEARNS 34,535 24,261 42,962 24,895 19,996 28,268 31,517 27,694 34,710

Single 52.9 48.5 56.6 71.4 65.4 75.6 68.2 64.8 71.1

Widowed 1.1 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.1 0.0

Divorced 42.6 42.9 42.3 25.6 34.1 19.8 29.1 30.7 27.7

Separated 3.4 6.3 1.1 3.0 0.6 4.6 2.2 3.4 1.3

' O f the nonmover unmarried partners, o f which there are 2,450, 45.1 per cent are female (1,104) and 54.9 per cent are male (1,346).

 ̂O f the interstate mover unmarried partners, o f which there are 1,707, 40.8 per cent are female (696) and 59.2 per cent are male (1,011).

 ̂O f the intrastate mover unmarried partners, o f which there are 5,010, 45.5 per cent are female (2,280) and 54.5 per cent are male (2,730).
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CHAPTER 8

AN ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF ARTISTS DECISION 

TO MIGRATE INTERSTATE IN AMERICA BETWEEN

1995 AND 2000

8.1 Introduction

The individual-level data presented in Chapter 7 illustrates the existence o f clear 

differences in certain personal, family, and economic characteristics between mobile and 

nonmobile artists. Previous labour mobility determinant studies have found that some o f 

these characteristics can have a significant impact on an individual’s initial migration 

decision. None o f these studies, however, appear to have addressed specifically the 

impact these factors can have on the migration decision o f individual professions. The 

work undertaken in this chapter, therefore, seems to be one o f the first times the 

determinants o f labour mobility are analysed econometrically in relation to a specific 

profession, and in this particular study this profession is artists.

This chapter’s purpose is to identify the factors that influenced artists in America 

decision to migrate interstate between 1995 and 2000. To address this objective, probit 

models o f artists’ interstate migration decision are estimated. A variety o f socio

economic characteristics, derived from the US Census 2000 5-percent Public Use 

Microdata Sample (PUMS) files, are used as independent variables in the estimation o f 

these models.

Section 8.2 presents a brief overview o f the labour mobility determinant literature, and 

also describes the data used in undertaking the econometric analysis o f artists’ initial 

migration decision. Section 8.3 describes in detail the econometric methodology
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employed in this chapter, while Section 8.4 deals with issues associated with model 

specification. Section 8.5 presents empirical results for all models, while Section 8.6 

discusses the exclusion o f certain characteristics from the analysis. Section 8.7 presents 

results from labour mobility models estimated for different sub-samples o f the data: 

female versus male, white versus non-white, and self-employed versus employee artists. 

Section 8.8 summarises the main findings and concludes the chapter.

8.2 Previous Literature and Data

Previous Literature

Chapter 6 provided a comprehensive review o f literature related to the determinants of 

labour mobility. While this literature does not address specifically the factors that 

influence the mobility decision o f  individual professions, it is the nearest work that comes 

to it given the lack o f previous research on the determinants o f individual professions 

mobility decision. Consequently, it is from this literature that the factors included in the 

econometric models for explaining artists’ initial mobility decision have been derived.

Due to the nature o f the dependent variable, discrete choice econometric methodologies 

are what are most commonly employed to examine binary outcomes. Hence, this is the 

approach followed in this chapter for analysing the initial mobility decision o f artists 

(Section 8.3.1 describes in detail the binary probit econometric methodology used). 

While this study appears to be the first time binary econometric methodology is applied 

to the estimation of a specific profession’s decision to migrate, the approach used is 

similar to that employed in other economic studies that analyse binary decisions; such as 

the labour force participation decision o f females, the decision o f workers to join a trade 

union, and so on.

The review o f the literature in Chapter 6 confirms the importance o f various personal, 

family, economic/work-related, and place characteristics on the decision to migrate. Age 

and education are two personal characteristic factors found to be very important in this
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decision, with age emerging to have a consistently negative affect on the decision to 

migrate and higher education levels a positive affect. Significant family characteristics 

include marital status and the presence and age o f children. Economic/work-related 

factors found to be important include an individual’s employment status and income. 

Personal unemployment has emerged to have a consistently positive effect on the 

decision to migrate. The results in relation to income, however, are mixed. Most studies 

find people with higher levels o f income are more likely to migrate, but some have found 

migration propensities to be higher among lower income people. These latter results, 

however, come from studies that analyse migration across county-lines as opposed to 

interstate migration. Place characteristics that can affect the decision to migrate relate to 

differences between locations in both economic and noneconomic factors. Amenities 

have been found to be one o f the most important noneconomic factors. The various 

amenity measures included in previous studies o f migration have tended to be analysed 

using aggregate data. As the study undertaken here is based on micro-data, state dummy 

variables are included to control for the impact the amenities in an artist’s origin location 

may have on their initial migration decision.

The results outlined above come from studies that analysed the determinants o f the total 

population’s mobility and/or the total labour force, whereas the work undertaken in this 

chapter is based on identifying the determinants o f an individual occupation’s mobility 

decision. One o f the main objectives in undertaking this study, therefore, is to determine 

if the relationships that have been found between various socio-economic characteristics 

and the decision to migrate o f the total labour force/population are applicable to 

individual occupations and in this particular study to artists.

Data

The data employed in this chapter are micro-data from the US Census 2000 5-percent 

Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) files. Chapter 7 contains fiirther information on 

the conduct o f the 2000 US Census, the type o f variables extracted from the dataset, and 

the preparation o f the data for analysis. For the initial migration decision o f artists the
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dependent variable is a binary variable indicating whether or not the artist migrated 

interstate in America between 1995 and 2000. Tables 7.1 and 7.6 present, respectively, 

the variable definitions for the dependent variable and independent variables used. The 

sample size o f the dependent variable is presented in Table 7.2, and summary statistics 

for the various independent variables are detailed in Table 7.7 and Tables 7.9 to 7.12.

8.3 Econometric Methodology

8.3.1 Binary Probit

In modelling an artist’s decision to migrate interstate, a binary probit model is employed. 

The binary probit model is used in situations where the dichotomous dependent variable 

indicates the choice between two discrete alternatives, in this case the decision to migrate 

interstate or not. This model is commonly characteristised by an underlying unobserved 

latent propensity variable * where * G (-oo , c » ) ,  which is a continuous indication o f 

the degree o f desire for some economic outcome or action.' This unobserved continuous 

latent variable, y * ,  is taken to represent the utility difference between the two 

alternatives, migrate or not. This utility difference, y * ,  is a linear function o f a set of 

independent variables Xj and unobserved factors captured in the error term 8j

= + 8 i ~ N I D ( 0 , l )  (8.1)

Different values of the latent variable determine the actual value o f the dependent

variable that is observed, such that

yi = \ if >; ,*>0 (8.2)

yi = 0 if y *  < 0

' yi*  in this study represents an artist’s desire to migrate interstate.
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It is assumed that an artist will choose to migrate (yi = 1) when the utility difference, 

y * ,  exceeds a certain threshold level, which in this case is set equal to zero.^ Assuming a 

standard normal distribution for the error term, the probabilities o f observing the two 

alternatives may be expressed as follows:

P(>;,= l\Xi;P) = 0 ( x / P )

P(y,= 0 \ x , ; p ) = l - O ( x , ^ p )

where O  is the cumulative standard normal distribution function.

Probit models o f binary choice imply a relationship between the observed dependent 

variable jV’i and the collection o f independent explanatory variables X; that is non-linear in 

parameters. This means standard least squares regression methods cannot be used to 

estimates these models. Consequently, the probit model is estimated by means o f the 

maximum likelihood method o f estimation, where the following log-likelihood function 

is maximised with respect to each o f the parameters:

l o g L =  X  l o g [ l - 0 ( X i ^ P ) ]  + Z  l o g O( Xi ^ p )  (8.5)
yi = 0 y i=l

8.3.2 Heteroscedasticity

A common feature o f many binary choice models is that the error terms are 

heteroscedastic, in which case the estimated coefficients are inconsistent. By allowing the 

error terms to vary across observations, this problem can be overcome. Heteroscedasticity 

o f the following form is assumed [Greene (2003) and Verbeek (2000)]:

 ̂ The assumption o f  a zero value for the threshold level is standard in the econometric literature [see 
Greene (2003), Veebeek (2000) and Amemiya (1981)] as well as in many econometric packages [e.g. Stata, 
Eviews, Limdep]. The actual value o f  the threshold is irrelevant as long as a constant is included in the set 
o f  independent variables.

(8.3)

(8.4)
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o i -  exp (z i  ̂h)^ (8 .6)

where Z i is a vector of continuous"^ independent variables assumed to cause the 

heteroscedasticity. When h=0, the heteroscedastic probit model reduces to the original 

probit model with a homoscedastic error structure.^

8.4 Model Specification

8.4.1 Choice o f Independent Variables

The probability of an artist migrating interstate is expressed as a linear combination of 

various personal, family, and economic/work-related characteristics, and an error term. 

The first model estimated consists of personal characteristics only. This includes an 

artist’s age, gender, race, education, ability to speak English, and previous mobility 

history. Three additional models are then estimated, each building on the first. The 

second incorporates variables that capture the impact of family characteristics on the 

decision to move, such as number of people in family, household position, and the 

presence and age of children. The third specification introduces economic/work-related 

characteristics. Variables that describe an artist’s employment status and type of 

employing organisation are included in this model. The fourth specification estimates the 

fiilly specified model, which includes state dummy variables to control for the impact of 

origin location characteristics on the decision to migrate. Section 7.5, Chapter 7, contains 

further details on the choice o f independent variables used in this econometric analysis of 

an artist’s decision to migrate interstate. All four models are estimated using the Stata 

econometric package.

 ̂ This specification is the most commonly employed in empirical work [see Greene (2003), Verbeek 
(2000), Melenberg and Van Soest (1996) and Yen et al. (1996)] as it ensures that the variance is strictly 
positive.

See also section 8.4.2.
’ On the basis o f  a likelihood ratio test (see Section 8.4.2 on model specification and Table 8.1) the null 
hypothesis o f  a homoscedastic error structure is rejected in three o f  the models estimated. This implies the 
existence o f  heteroscedasticity and, therefore, the log-likelihood function adjusted for heteroscedastic errors 
is presented.
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8.4.2 Specification Testing

As the heteroscedastic binary probit models nest the more restrictive specifications, 

likelihood ratio tests were used to decide on the most appropriate model specifications 

[see Yen et al. (1996) and Melenberg and Van Soest (1996)]. As no guidelines exist as to 

the choice of variables to include in the heteroscedasticity ftinction, the approach used by 

Yen et al. (1996) is followed in which the heteroscedasticity in the binary probit (and 

Tobit) model is assumed to be caused by the continuous variables [see also Newman 

(2001) and Nolan (2002)].

In the personal characteristics model, first specification, none of the independent 

variables are continuous. This means this approach of using continuous variables in the 

heteroscedasticity function for detecting heteroscedasticity cannot be used with this 

specification. As an alternative, heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors, also known 

as White standard errors, are used to produce coefficients and marginal effects for each of 

the independent variable in this model. Using heteroscedasticity-consistent standard 

errors as an alternative does not confirm or rebuff the existence of heteroscedasticity in 

this specification. However, on the assumption that heteroscedasticity is an issue the 

benefit of using heteroscedasticity-consistent standard errors is that they allow one to 

make appropriate inferences based on the estimated coefficients without actually 

specifying the type of heteroscedasticity that may exist [see Verbeek (2000)].^

In allowing for heteroscedasticity in the other three models - the family characteristics, 

economic/work-related, and place characteristics models - only significant continuous 

independent variables were included in the heteroscedasticity functions. The significance 

of one of the continuous variables included in these heteroscedasticity adjustments 

resulted in the rejection of the null hypothesis of a homoscedastic error structure at the 

one per cent level of significance.’ See Table 8.1 for the results for the three likelihood 

ratio tests of homeostatic errors (h=0). The results of these likelihood ratio tests, as well

* This precautionary assumption that heteroscedasticity is an issue in this specification has been made on 
the basis that heteroscedasticity has been found to exist in the other three models.
’ The number o f  people in family variable (NOPFAM) is the continuous variable that emerged to be 
significant.
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as the significance of one of the heteroscedasticity parameters, guided the final 

specifications for these three binary probit models. The estimated coefficient results 

presented in Tables 8.2, therefore, are adjusted for the presence of heteroscedastic errors.*

8.4.3 Interpretation o f Parameter Estimates

In the binary probit model, the estimated P coefficients cannot be interpreted in the same 

way as in a linear regression model.^ Marginal effects are, therefore, calculated so that 

the size of the impact that each independent variable has on an artist’s decision to migrate 

can be identified

= 0 ( x /  p ) . P j (8.7)

ax.j

where (f> is the standard normal density function, and P j is the estimated coefficient on 

the independent variable Xj Marginal effects for the continuous independent variables in 

the models are calculated by differentiating the expected value of the dependent variable 

with respect to the independent variable of interest, evaluated at the sample mean of the 

independent variable of interest. Due to the discrete nature of many of the independent 

variables in the four estimated models, marginal effects for discrete independent variables 

must be calculated instead as the difference in the expected value of the dependent 

variable when the variable takes the value one and when it takes the value of zero [see 

Yen et al. (1996)]. Table 8.3 presents the marginal effects for the correctly specified 

binary probit models of an artist’s decision to migrate interstate.'® A number of 

alternative specifications for each of the four models have also been estimated. The 

results from some of these alternative specifications are discussed in Section 8.6.

* For comparison purposes, Table 8A.1 in Appendix 8A presents the estimated coefficients from the 
respective models that are unadjusted for heteroscedasticity.
 ̂ The sign is the only element o f the estimated coefficients produced by a binary probit model, and logit 

model also, that provides interpretable information on the effect of the independent variables.
For comparison purposes. Table 8A.2 in Appendix 8A presents the marginal effects from the respective 

models that are not adjusted for heteroscedasticity.
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8.5 Empirical Results

8.5.1 Personal Characteristics Model

Age

The results from the personal characteristics model in Table 8.3, Column 2, indicate that 

age exerts a negative and significant effect on the probability o f an artist migrating 

interstate. The effect appears to be non-linear, with artists aged 43 to 52 years exhibiting 

the lowest probability o f migrating relative to the base category o f those aged between 23 

and 32 years. Artists in this age category are 21.7 per cent less likely to migrate compared 

to those aged 23 to 32 years. After this age group, the order o f decreasing migration 

propensity relative to the base category is artists aged 53 to 62 years (19.6 per cent), 63 to 

72 years (16.7 per cent), 33 to 42 years (14.6 per cent), 73 to 82 years (14.5 per cent), and 

83 to 93 years (13.4 per cent). This diminishing effect o f age in the older artist age groups 

may reflect a slight up turn in artists’ migration propensity around retirement age.

This relationship between an artist’s age and their propensity to migrate is reasonably 

consistent with the human capital model o f migration: early in their life artists are more 

likely to migrate because they have time to realise the advantages o f migrating. As they 

get older they have a shorter expected working life over which they can derive the 

benefits from migrating, hence, this makes the rate o f return on migration lower and 

reduces their propensity to migrate. Family ties may also be part o f the reason why artists 

aged between 43 and 52 years, and 53 and 62 years have the lowest propensity to migrate 

relative to the base category. Artists who fall into one o f these two age categories almost 

certainly face such ties, whereas those aged between 23 and 32 are probably still free, to 

some extent, o f family commitments and, hence, are not prevented from migrating by 

family ties.

The results obtained for the impact o f age on an artist’s migration propensity are 

consistent with the results obtained in population/labour force mobility determinant 

studies. Artists, therefore, seem to be no different from the general population in terms o f 

the impact o f age on their decision to migrate. The magnitude o f the effect o f age.
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however, may be different for artists compared to other occupations. This is something 

that will be investigated further in fiiture research work (see Section 9.3).

Gender

Gender emerges to have no impact on an artist’s propensity to migrate. In the personal 

characteristics model, and also the place characteristics specification, the female 

coefficient is negative but insignificant. In the family and economic/work-related models 

the coefficient on female emerges to be positive, but again is insignificant.

Race

Table 8.3 shows that an artist’s race, specifically being white, exerts a positive and 

significant effect on his/her migration propensity. White artists are 2.6 per cent more 

likely to migrate compared to non-white artists. This positive race result for artists is 

consistent with other studies that have found that racial minorities tend to have lower 

migration propensities than whites. The reasons given for these observations are that 

minorities have lower access to information, more limited resources to move, and may 

face discrimination at the migration destination [see Goetz (1999)]. Lower levels of 

education and skills have also been put forward as reasons why racial minorities have 

lower migration propensities to whites. The fact, however, that education is controlled for 

in this specification and race still emerges to be significant seems to suggest that race 

matters in and o f itself for artists when it comes to the decision to migrate.

Education

The effect o f education on an artist’s decision to migrate is positive, with the results from 

the personal characteristics model in Table 8.3 indicating that the higher an artist’s level 

o f education the more likely he/she is to migrate. Artists who have some college or a 

higher education level to this are more likely to migrate relative to the base category o f 

artists who have less than a high school education. Artists with some college are 9.9 per
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cent more likely to migrate compared to those with less than a high school education. 

This decreases slightly to 9.2 per cent for those with an associate degree, but then 

increases to 10.7 per cent for artists with a bachelor’s degree, 19.2 per cent for those with 

a master’s, and to 20.4 per cent for artists with a doctorate/professional degree. There is 

no difference in the migration propensities o f artists with a high school education and 

those who have less schooling than this, as indicated by the insignificant result on the 

high school coefficient.

This education result for artists supports the common finding in previous migration 

studies that individuals with higher levels o f educational attainment are more likely to 

migrate [Lansing and Mueller (1967), Greenwood (1975), Bogue (1985) and Pissarides 

and Wadsworth (1989)]. As with age, this education effect can be explained by the 

human capital model o f migration. Artists with higher levels o f education are more likely 

to migrate because they receive greater returns to their skills when they migrate. In 

addition to this, employment opportunities increase with education, which again increases 

the likelihood that an artist with higher levels o f education will migrate. Higher levels o f 

education also reduce the search costs associated with migrating, which in turn would 

increase the migration propensity of artists with higher levels o f education.

Language

The results in Table 8.3 indicate that an artist’s ability to speak English exerts a positive 

and significant effect on their probability o f  migrating interstate. Artists who speak 

English emerge to be 3.2 per cent more likely to migrate compared to those who do not 

speak English. Previous studies that included language were based on explaining 

international migration. Thus, this study seems to be the first time language, specifically 

English, has been used to explain migration within a country. If this is true then the result 

derived that English speaking ability can have a significant effect on a profession’s 

propensity to migrate within a country is possibly a unique result. While several 

American studies have demonstrated that fluency in the English language plays a very 

important role in the eventual economic success o f immigrants into America, the positive
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and significant result derived on English in this study seems to suggest that it may also 

play an important role in the eventual economic success o f those who migrate within 

America and, hence, is a factor that affects their initial decision o f whether or not to 

migrate within America.

Previous Mobility

The result on the prior mobility variable, PREMIGRANT, illustrates that this factor has a 

positive and significant effect on an artist’s future migration propensity, specifically their 

propensity to migrate interstate. Artists who migrated in the past, prior to 1995, are 13 per 

cent more likely to migrate compared to those with no previous mobility history. This 

result supports numerous previous studies that find migrants with previous migration 

experience tend to move again [see DaVanzo (1978) and DaVanzo and Morrison (1981)]. 

One o f the main reasons why previous mobility has a positive impact on an individual’s 

future migration propensity is because it diminishes the uncertainty associated with 

migrating, a factor that is a significant barrier to mobility for many individuals.

8.5.2 Family Characteristics Model^'

Family Size

The effect o f increasing numbers o f people in an artist’s family on their propensity to 

migrate interstate is negative and significant, implying that as the number o f people in an 

artist’s family increases the less likely he/she is to migrate. This result supports Mincer’s 

(1978) work that family ties, in this case being a member o f a bigger family, discourage 

mobility.

Studies that have analysed the impact o f the number o f adults in a household on an 

individual’s migration propensity find that increasing numbers o f adults in the household 

has a positive impact on the migration propensities o f individuals within the household

" This second specification takes Model 1, personal characteristics model, and augments it by adding three 
family characteristic variables.
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[see Taylor (1986), Bilsborrow, McDevitt, Kossoudji and Fuller (1987), and Stark and 

Taylor (1991)]. The result derived here is not consistent with the finding in these studies. 

The reason for this could be because the family size variable used in this study consists of 

both adults and children, not just adults on their own. The results from these other 

household size studies (number o f adults only), therefore, suggest that it might be the 

number o f children in an artist’s family that is preventing them from migrating as 

opposed to their mobility being hindered by the number o f adults in their family.

Household Position

Previous studies have found that migration propensities vary according to whether an 

individual is the head or spouse in the household. The insignificant household head 

coefficient that has emerged indicates that there is no difference in the migration 

propensities o f artists who are household heads and artists who are spouses.

Artists who are unmarried partners, however, are significantly more likely to migrate 

compared to artists who are spouses. Such artists are 4.6 per cent more likely to migrate 

compared to artists who are spouses. Both o f these groups o f artists, spouses and 

unmarried partners, are similar in the sense that they are in a relationship with the 

household head. The reason, however, why an artist who is an unmarried partner emerges 

to be more likely to migrate is probably because they are not legally tied in their 

relationship to the household head. Hence, such artists can end their relationship with the 

household head whenever they want and move without any legal repercussions. Spouses, 

however, are legally restricted and cannot just get up and move whenever they want. 

Their legally binding relationship to the household head acts as a barrier to their mobility, 

a barrier that artists who are unmarried partners do not face.

Artists who are categorised as being a child in the household, child o f the household 

head, are significantly less likely to migrate compared to artists who are spouses. These 

artists are 9.7 per cent less likely to migrate compared to spouses. The fact that these 

artists classify themselves as being a child o f the household head in the census
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questionnaire implies that they are still living at home. This in turn may be an indication 

that they do not have the financial resources to be able to cover the costs associated with 

migrating and, hence, this is the reason why they emerge to be less likely to migrate 

compared to artists who are spouses. Alternatively, the fact that such artists are still living 

at home could be because they are caring for their parents. This carer role, which can be 

viewed as a family tie, could be another reason why these child artists emerge to be less 

likely to migrate compared to artists who are spouses.

Artists who hold some other position in the household - brother/sister, father/mother, etc, 

to the householder - are significantly more likely to migrate compared to an artist who is 

a spouse in the household.'^ Such artists are 6.7 per cent more likely to migrate compared 

to artists who are spouses. The reason for this positive and significant coefficient on the 

household other variable is similar to the positive unmarried partner variable result. 

Artists who hold some other position in the household are not legally tied or committed 

to the household head like a spouse is. Hence, once they have the financial resources to 

afford the costs associated with migrating then they are free to migrate whenever they 

want.

In summary, the results derived here in relation to the impact that the different household 

positions an artist can take has on their propensity to migrate are as follows. There is no 

difference in the migration propensities of artists who are household heads and artists 

who are spouses. The results in relation to artists who are unmarried partners and artists 

who hold some other position in the household support the findings of previous studies 

that spouses are tied movers. This is because artists who are spouses have emerged to be 

significantly less likely to migrate compared to these two groups of artists. Artists who 

are spouses, however, are more likely to migrate compared to artists who are a child in 

the household. Two possible reasons why an artist who is a child in the household is less 

likely to migrate compared to artists who are spouses is that either he/she cannot afford 

the costs associated with migrating, or are caring for their parents.

These other household relationship types are grandchild, parent-in-law, son-in-law/daughter-in-law, other 
relative, brother-in-law/sister-in-law, nephew/niece, grandparent, uncle/aunt, cousin, roomer/border, 
housemate/roommate, foster child, other nonrelative, and noninstitutionalised group-quarter individual.
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Presence and Age o f  Children

The existence of children aged six and under in an artist’s family exerts a positive and 

significant effect on their propensity to migrate. Artists who have children in this age 

group are 6.9 per cent more likely to migrate compared to artists who have no children 

less than eighteen years old. This result supports Mincer’s (1978) view that when 

children are still o f preschool age then the prospective schooling o f children can be a 

factor that accelerates mobility. The rationale for this mobility behaviour is that such 

families want to move to locations where they can obtain better education services for 

their children. This factor, therefore, could be the reason for the positive result obtained 

for artists who have children in this age category -  they are more likely to migrate 

because they want to move to a location where their children will acquire a good 

education. This result is in contrast with that derived by Zhao (1999b) who finds that the 

number o f pre-school children has a negative effect on family migration. Zhao’s result, 

however, is not statistically significant.

In contrast to the previous result, the presence o f children aged between six and 

seventeen in an artist’s family exerts a negative and significant effect on their propensity 

to migrate. This time artists who have children in this age category are 3.9 per cent less 

likely to migrate compared to artists who have no children less than eighteen years old. 

The reason for this negative result is because children o f this age are going to school and, 

consequently, tie artists to their current location. Artists are tied because they do not want 

to disrupt their child’s education, and they also do not want to break the social networks 

children start to develop at this age. This result supports previous studies that find school- 

aged children have a negative effect on the migration decision [see Long (1972), Long 

(1975), Sandell (1977), Mincer (1978) and Davies and Flowerdew (1992)].

The result on the final child-age variable indicates that artists who have children aged less 

than six and between six and seventeen years old are 5.2 percent less likely to migrate 

interstate compared to artists who have no children less than eighteen years old. This 

result, which can be seen in Table 8.3, suggests that for those artists who have children in 

both age categories, the negative impact o f school-aged children on their propensity to
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migrate (via tying the artist to their current location) outweighs the positive impact pre

school aged children can have.

Personal Characteristic Variables

The various personal characteristic variables remain virtually unchanged when the three 

family measures are added. The age variables are still highly significant, as are the 

education variables and the previous mobility variable. A slight change has taken place in 

the ordering o f  the age variables with artists aged 73 to 82 years now having a higher 

probability o f not migrating than artists aged 33 to 42 years. Artists in this older age 

group emerge to be 13 per cent less likely to migrate compared to those aged 23 to 32, 

with artists aged 33 to 42 years being 12.5 per cent less likely to migrate. High school is 

now significant, with artists with this education level being 4.7 per cent more likely to 

migrate compared to artists with less than a high school education. English, the language 

variable, is the only variable that is no longer significant when the family variables are 

added; it is still positive, but insignificant.

8.5.3 Economic/Work-Related Characteristics Model^^

Employment Status

Artists who are unemployed are 6.6 per cent more likely to migrate compared to artists 

who are employed. This positive and significant result is consistent with previous studies 

that find a positive relationship between personal unemployment and migration [see 

Lansing and Mueller (1967), Navratil and Doyle (1977), DaVanzo (1978), Goss and 

Schoening (1984) and Schlottmann and Herzog (1984), Herzog (1993)]. One explanation 

for why unemployed artists are more likely to migrate is because they are searching for a 

job. In addition to this, being unemployed means that such artists are not tied to their 

present location by their job whereas employed artists are.

This third specification takes models 1 and 2 together and augments them by adding 4 economic/work- 
related characteristic variables.
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Artists who are not in the labour force are also significantly more likely to migrate 

compared to artists who are employed: these artists are 3.3 per cent more likely to 

migrate compares to employed artists. As with unemployed artists, this result is most 

likely reflecting the fact that artists who are not in the labour force are not tied to their 

present location by their job as artists who are employed are. Hence, these artists are free 

to move whenever they want, as long as they have the financial resources to do so and are 

not tied to their current location by other commitments, family or otherwise.

Type o f  Employing Organisation

The results in Table 8.3 indicate that artists who work for the government or who are 

self-employed in an incorporated business, i.e. have established their own legal entity, are 

significantly less likely to migrate compared to artists who are self-employed in an 

unincorporated business, that is freelance artists who are autonomous and self-regulating. 

Artists who work in the private sector or are a family worker are also less likely to 

migrate compared to self-employed artists who are not incorporated. However, the results 

on these two variables are not significant.

Artists who work for the government (federal, state or local) are 3.7 per cent less likely to 

migrate compared to self-employed artists who are not incorporated. One reason for this 

result could be because government artists stand to lose a lot o f benefits and perks if they 

migrate. They would also lose their job, which could a permanent position with pension 

entitlements. Self-employed artists who are not incorporated, however, do not obtain 

these types o f benefits from their job. Thus, they are not tied to a job, or location, by such 

benefits as artists who work for the government might be.

Artists who are self-employed in their own incorporated business are 6.5 per cent less 

likely to migrate compared to self-employed artists who are not incorporated. While both 

o f these groups o f artists are self-employed, those who have become incorporated are 

different because they faced establishment costs to operate under this type o f business 

structure, plus there are also ongoing fees and regulations that they have to comply with.
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such as the provision o f annual returns. This makes this type o f business structure more 

expensive to run because self-employed artists who are not incorporated do not face these 

costs, set-up or ongoing costs, and also do not have to abide by any legal formalities. 

Self-employed artists who are incorporated also receive different liability protection to 

unincorporated self-employed artists, and they also pay different taxes. The fact that self- 

employed artists who are incorporated emerge to be less likely to migrate compared to 

those who are not incorporated almost certainly reflects their unwillingness to give up 

any benefits they receive from being incorporated, and in addition, the costs they are not 

willing to incur if  they moved and had to incorporate again in a new location. Being 

incorporated may also mean that these self-employed artists have developed a reputation 

for themselves in their current location, and have built up a clientele base on this basis. If 

they moved they would have to build their reputation again in their new location. For an 

artist, a well-known reputation and customer base are huge assets to forgo. Hence, if 

being incorporated has enabled artists to develop their reputation and good business links 

then they will not be willing to give them up by migrating. This, therefore, may be 

another explanation for why incorporated self-employed artists, artists who have their 

own established business, are less likely to migrate compared to unincorporated self- 

employed artists.

Personal and Family Characteristic Variables

The family characteristic coefficients remain largely unchanged with the inclusion o f the 

economic/work-related measures. In relation to the personal characteristic coefficients the 

only change that occurs is in relation to the race variable. White. This variable no longer 

emerges to be significant when the economic/work-related characteristics are added to 

the model.
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8.5.4 Place Characteristics Modef

The inclusion o f state dummy variables to capture the impact o f unobservable economic 

and noneconomic state factors associated with the migration decision does not affect the 

existing personal, family, and economic/work-related coefficients derived in 

Specifications 1, 2 and 3.

In relation to the state dummy variables themselves, the results for which are presented in 

Table 8.4, the vast majority o f the estimated coefficients are statistically significant. All 

coefficients, significant and insignificant, are positive. For those states that have 

significant coefficients, this positive result implies that artists from these states have a 

higher propensity to migrate compared to artists from California, base category. These 

results suggest that California possesses some unobservable economic and noneconomic 

factors, such as amenities, that make it a more attractive state for artists to want to work 

and live compared to the other states that have significant coefficients. Given the 

significance o f so many o f the state dummy variables, further research is required on the 

effects o f state amenities and other unobservable state factors on an artist’s decision to 

migrate. Such work could make useful contributions to the literature on the importance o f 

amenities and other state factors on peoples’ migration decision, particularly professions.

Table 8.5 presents likelihood ratio test results for the four estimated models. These results 

show that each specification estimated is significantly better than the previously 

estimated model. In other words, the place characteristics model is superior to the 

economic/work-related specification for explaining an artist’s propensity to migrate. The 

economic/work-related model, however, is better than the family characteristics model, 

which in turn is an improvement on the personal characteristics model.

''' This final specification augments the third model by adding state dummy variables (50).
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8.6 Excluded Characteristics

A number of other personal, economic, and work-related characteristics were identified 

in Chapter 7 as possible factors that might affect an artist’s decision to migrate. This 

section outlines why these characteristics do not appear in the final four migration models 

that were estimated.

Personal Characteristics Model

Experience, which was included to capture the impact an artist’s accumulated skills and 

training may have on his/her decision to migrate, is omitted because it emerged to be 

correlated with age and education. When experience (EXP) is included in a regression 

that excludes age and education it emerges to have a significant effect on an artist’s 

decision to migrate.'^ A negative and significant coefficient implies that as an artist’s 

experience increases, his/her propensity to migrate interstate decreases. This result, 

presented in Table 8.6, supports the second hypothesis outlined in Chapter 7 (Section 

7.5.3), which is that as an artist accumulates more work experience and skill in a 

particular location he/she will be less likely to migrate because the accumulation of this 

location-specific work experience may be enabling him/her to develop their reputation in 

that location, and consequently a client base for selling their work.

An artist’s citizenship, which was included to test the hypothesis that artists bom outside 

o f America are more likely to migrate interstate because o f their past motivation to 

migrate into America, is excluded from the final personal characteristics specification as 

it is correlated with the premigrant variable that captures whether an artist has any 

previous mobility history, pre-1995. When this citizenship variable, which is captured 

using a foreign-born dummy variable (FOREIGNB), is included in a regression without 

premigrant it emerges to be positive and significant. The result, which can be seen in

The results for the other independent variables in this model - female. White, English and premigrant - do 
not change with the inclusion o f  experience.
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Table 8.7, indicates foreign-bom artists are 3.9 per cent more likely to migrate interstate 

compared to American bom artists.

English speaking ability, which specifies how well an artist for who English is not their 

native language can speak English, is omitted because it is correlated with English, 

variable that captures whether an artist speaks English or not.

The employment disability dummy variable described in Chapter 7, which was included 

to capture the impact o f this element o f  an artist’s health on their propensity to migrate, is 

excluded from the final personal characteristics model because it emerged to be 

insignificant.

Family Characteristics

Marital status, which has been found in many studies to have a significant impact on an 

individual’s propensity to migrate, is excluded as it is correlated with the household 

position, number o f people in family, and presence and age o f children variables. When, 

however, a married dummy variable is included in a family characteristics regression that 

excludes these other variables it emerges to be negative and significant. The result

indicates that married artists are 3.2 per cent less likely to migrate compared to unmarried

artists. This result can be seen in Table 8.8.

To identify the impact o f having children under eighteen years o f age on an artist’s

propensity to migrate, three child-age dummy variables have been used instead o f  the 

continuous variable that captures the number o f people aged eighteen and under in an 

artist’s household. These dummy variables are used because they convey more 

information than the continuous variable o f how children o f different ages under eighteen 

years affect an artist’s migration propensity.

The variables that capture the number o f people aged 65 years and over in an artist’s 

household, continuous form (P650VER) and discrete (RELS), which were being used to
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proxy family ties and how this can act as a barrier to mobility, are omitted because they 

both emerged to be insignificant when included (separately) in a family regression model. 

A place o f birth dummy variable, which captures artists who have never left their birth 

place, was tested as another family/community ties proxy. This variable was also omitted 

because it was correlated with premigrant, variable that captures artists with previous 

migration experience.

The household head dummy variable included in this specification was interacted with 

age, education, and employment status variables to see if artists who were household 

heads differed in their migration propensity according to one o f these factors. All the 

interactions, however, emerged to be insignificant. Spouse was also interacted with 

various personal characteristic variables, but none o f these interactions were significant 

either.

Economic/Work-Related Characteristics

Various income measures were tested to examine the impact o f an artist’s financial status 

on their decision to migrate. This included household income, family income, 

wage/salary income, self-employment income, a total personal earnings measure, and a 

total personal income measure (includes both earned and non-eamed incomes). Family 

income, however, was the only income variable that emerged to be significant. A non

linear term was included as well and it too emerged to be significant.*^ The positive 

result on the first income term suggests that the higher an artist’s family income the more 

likely he/she is to migrate, which is what theory predicts, while the negative result on the 

non-linear term implies that once family income passes a certain threshold level the 

probability that an artist migrates continues to increase but at a decreasing rate. This 

significant income result seems to indicate that an artist’s financial status is important 

when it comes to migrating, which is probably because it is the main factor that

A non-linear income term was included to account for the fact that the effect o f  this independent variable 
may differ over the range o f  the variable. In other words, a threshold level o f  family income may exist 
beyond which this factor may have a diminishing affect or no impact at all, on an artist’s decision to 
migrate. The family income variable, and its squared-term, was adjusted for family size.
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determines if he/she can afford the monetary costs associated with migrating. However, 

because the family income measure used includes both mobile and nonmobile artists’ 

family income, it cannot be ascertained that this is the correct interpretation for the 

correlation that has emerged between income and migration. For artists who chose not to 

migrate, the income they reported is likely to be a close approximation o f pre-migration 

income, and higher values would be expected to discourage them from migrating. For 

those artists who chose to migrate, income is post-migration, and higher values would be 

expected to be positively associated with migration. Thus, although family income and its 

non-linear term emerge to be significant, the correlation interpretation difficulty that 

exists with it has resulted in this variable being excluded from the final economic/work- 

related specification.^’ None o f the other income measures emerged to be significant, but 

even if  they had they would have been excluded for the same reason as family income.

Homeownership has been found in many studies to be a significant barrier to mobility, a 

result that applies to people o f different ages, incomes, education levels, and races [see 

Boehm (1981), Goss and Schoening (1984) and Goss and Paul (1986), Case and Shiller 

(1989), Hammnett, (1991), South and Deane (1993), Rohe and Stewart (1996), Henley 

(1998), Lundberg and Skedinger (1998), Lundberg and Skedinger (1999), Chan (2001), 

Haurin and Gill (2002), Ortalo-Magne and Rady (2002), Engelhardt (2003) and Liebig 

and Sousa-Poza (2004a)]. The reason for this is because o f the costs home owners would 

face if  they had to sell their house and move to a new location. Thus, home ownership 

represents an economic tie that binds people to the location where they own their house. 

A negative and significant effect was derived on the home ownership variable included in 

this study, implying that artists who own a house have a lower propensity to migrate 

compared to those who do not own a house.’* However, the home ownership variable

The exclusion o f  family income, and home ownership which is discussed below, leads to more stable 
results across the four specifications. For example, when these two variables are included in the 
economic/work-related specification, English becomes significant after being insignificant in the family 
specification. When, however, income and home ownership are excluded fi'om the economic/work-related 
specification English continues to be insignificant. The results on the child-age dummy variables and the 
number o f  people in family variable are also more stable when these two variables are excluded.
'* The resuh derived indicated that homeowner artists are 13.9 per cent less likely to migrate compared to 
artists who do not own a house.
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used poses similar correlation interpretation difficulties to the family income variable,'^ 

therefore, this variable was also omitted from the final economic/work-related 

specification.

Another economic/work-related characteristic tested but which emerged to be 

insignificant was retirement.^' A dummy variable capturing whether an artist is poor, 

income less than one hundred percent of the poverty line, was also examined but it turned 

out to be insignificant as well.^^

8.7 Sub-Sample Analysis

8.7,1 Female Versus Male Artists

In each o f the labour mobility models estimated in Section 8.5 gender emerges as having 

no impact on an artist’s propensity to migrate. There may, however, be difference in the 

estimated coefficients between male and female artists. In order to identify this - the 

impact that each mobility determinant has on both gender groups’ migration propensity - 

separate regression models are estimated for each. The labour mobility model estimated 

is the place characteristics specification, which is the fully specified model. Table 8.9 

presents the estimated coefficient results and marginal effects that emerge from these 

gender regressions. The results are adjusted for the presence o f heteroscedastic errors as

As with family income, the home ownership variable in this study includes both movers and non-movers, 
which means difficulty exists in interpreting the correlation between home ownership and migration that 
emerges - nonmovers would be deterred by asset ownership, but if  movers have more wealth than non
movers then they would be expected to be more likely to acquire property post-relocation than the average 
individual.

The exclusion o f  this variable, along with family income, leads to more stable results across the four 
specifications (see footnote 17).

A retired dummy variable was created by selecting artists aged 68 years and over, not in the labour force.
In the US Census a person is classified as being poor if  their income falls below a specified threshold 

level. This threshold level is different for everyone, and it depends on an individual’s income, the number 
o f  people in the family, the number o f  children, and in some cases age. The threshold levels are revised 
annually. In this study, poor emerged to be positive, indicating that poor artists are more likely to migrate 
compared to those who are not poor. W hile the resuh is not significant, the positive sign could be 
suggesting that poor artists are more likely to migrate because they want to  move to a location where they 
can obtain a better life for themselves, in term s o f  increased earnings and income.

The state dummy variable coefficients and marginal effects are not reported in this table.
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the assumption o f homoscedasticity was rejected, at the one per cent level o f significance, 

in the likelihood ratio test undertaken to test for the presence o f heteroscedasticity.^'*

Personal Characteristics

Age, education, and previous mobility emerge to have the same impact on both male and 

female artists, and are similar to the results derived for these variables in the place 

characteristics model for the full artist sample. A number o f interesting gender 

differences, however, arises for some o f the family characteristics and economic/work- 

related characteristics.

Family Characteristics

The results in Table 8.9 indicate that the affect o f increasing numbers of people 

(NOPFAM) in both male and female artist families on their propensity to migrate 

interstate is negative, but the result is only significant for female artists. Thus, this is one 

family trait that only has a negative impact on female artists’ propensity to migrate.

In terms o f household position, both male and female artists who are classified as being a 

child in the household (CHILD) are less likely to migrate compared to male and female 

artists who are spouses. The impact, however, is bigger on male artists’ migration 

propensity than on females, 11.5 per cent less likely to migrate compared to 6.3 per cent 

for female artists. Male artists who hold some other position in the household 

(HHOTHER) are 10.3 per cent more likely to migrate compared to male artists who are a 

spouse in the household. A positive result on this household position variable also exists 

for female artists, but it is not significant.

One o f the most interesting results to emerge from this artist gender labour mobility 

determinant comparison is the impact o f children aged six and under on their decision to 

migrate. Male artists who have a child aged six or less in their family are 10.7 per cent

See Table 8B.1, Appendix 8B.
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more likely to migrate compared to male artists who have no children less than eighteen 

years olds. Children in this age category, however, do not emerge to have a significantly 

positive impact on female artists’ migration propensity.

Economic/Work-Related Characteristics

In terms of employment status, being unemployed emerges to have no impact on female 

artists propensity to migrate. However, it has a significantly positive impact on male 

artists, with those who are unemployed emerging to be 7.9 per cent more likely to 

migrate compared to employed male artists. Male and female artists who are not in the 

labour force both emerge to be more likely to migrate compared to those who are 

employed, female artists are 2.7 per cent more likely to migrate and males are 5.9 per 

cent.

The final interesting result to emerge from this gender comparison is in relation to the 

type o f employing organisation variable. Female artists who work in the private sector 

and who are family workers emerge to be less likely to migrate compared to female 

artists who are self-employed in an unincorporated business, 2.2 per cent and 7.9 per cent 

respectively. None o f these two types o f employing organisation categories, however, are 

significant for male artists. Male artists who work for the government, though, emerge to 

be 5.1 per cent less likely to migrate compared to male artists who are self-employed in 

an unincorporated business. This type o f employing organisation does not emerge to be 

significant for female artists.

8.7.2 White Versus Non-White Artists

Using the place characteristics specification, separate regression models are estimated for 

white and non-white artists to identify if  there are any significant differences in the 

coefficients between both groups. The results, which are set out in Table 8.10, have

The state dummy variable coefficients and marginal effects are not reported in this table.
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been adjusted for the presence of heteroscedastic errors.^^ In relation to the non-white 

artist results, the relatively small sample leads to imprecise estimates, with many o f the 

coefficients failing to be significant at conventional levels. This issue aside, the signs on 

the determinants are as expected.

Personal Characteristics

Age has a negative and significant impact on both white and non-white artists’ propensity 

to migrate. The education variables also have their expected positive effect, but are only 

significant in relation to white artists. Previous mobility has a significantly positive affect 

on both groups propensity to migrate, with non-white artists who have migrated prior to 

1995 being 6.8 per cent more likely to migrate compared to non-white artists with no 

previous mobility history, and white artists who have moved before being 10.2 per cent 

more likely to migrate compared to white artists who have not moved prior to 1995.

Family Characteristics

The results on the family characteristic variables for both white and non-white artists are 

similar to the results derived for the full artist sample. Most o f the coefficients, though, 

are again not significant for non-white artists. One interesting result to emerge, however, 

is the large, significantly positive effect having a child aged six or less has on non-white 

artists’ propensity to migrate: those who have a child in this age category emerge to be 

23.3 per cent more likely to migrate compared to non-white artists who have no children 

less than eighteen. This factor also has a positive impact on white artists’ propensity to 

migrate, but its effect is much smaller - 5.4 per cent.

Economic/Work-Related Characteristics

The results on the economic/work-related characteristics for white artists are again 

similar to those derived for the full artist sample. The coefficient on government, one of

See Table 8B.2, Appendix 8B.
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the types o f employing organisation categories, is the only coefficient that is not 

significant. It is, however, significant for non-white artists, with its impact being slightly 

larger than what it is for the fiill sample. Non-white artists who work for the government 

are 7.5 per cent less likely to migrate compared to non-white artists who are self- 

employed in an unincorporated business. This figure is 3.8 per cent for the full artist 

sample.

The most interesting result for non-white artists from the economic/work-related

characteristics is the impact o f unemployment on their propensity to migrate. White 

artists who are unemployed emerge to be 11.1 per cent more likely to migrate compared 

to white artists who are employed. Non-white artists who are unemployed, however, 

emerge to be 5.7 per cent less likely to migrate compared to employed non-white artists.

8.7.3 Self-Employed Versus Employee Artists

As indicated in Chapter 6, Section 6.8, one o f the main features o f the artist labour 

market that distinguishes it from other labour markets is artists’ high rate o f self- 

employment, with research indicating that they have a higher rate o f self-employment 

than the general workforce [see Menger (1999)]. In terms o f labour mobility, this feature 

may have implications for the impact the various labour mobility determinant

characteristics will have on artists’ migration propensity compared to the general

workforce. More importantly in the context o f this study, however, is that it may result in 

some of the characteristics emerging as having a different impact on self-employed 

artists’ migration propensity compared to artists who are employees. In order to 

investigate this, separate labour mobility models are estimated for both types o f artists, 

using the place characteristics specification.^’ The results o f this analysis, which are set

The employee sample consists o f  artists who work in the private sector (for profit and non-profit 
organisations) and for the government (local, state and federal). The self-employed sample consists o f  
artists who define themselves in the census as having their own business but are not incorporated and those 
who have their own business who are incorporated. Differences do exist between these two types o f  self- 
employed artists (see Section 8.5.3). However, because self-employed artists who are incorporated only 
make up 9.5 o f  the total self-employed artist sample, the decision was taken to group the two self-employed 
groups together to undertake this analysis. This is because the sample o f  incorporated self-employed artists 
is very small and, thus, should not pose any problems for the estimated coefficients. As a check for this, a
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out in Table 8.11, have been adjusted for the presence of heteroscedastic errors.'^ These 

results support some of the predictions set out in Chapter 6, Section 6.8, on how self- 

employment may affect the impact the various labour mobility determinants might have 

on self-employed artists’ propensity to migrate compared to employee workers, in this 

case here artists who are employees.

Personal Characteristics

Age emerges to have a negative and significant effect on the probability of both self- 

employed and employee artists migrating interstate. Its impact, which appears to be non

linear for the two groups, is stronger on employee artists. Employee artists aged 43 to 52 

years exhibit the lowest probability of migrating relative to the base category, 21.1 per 

cent less likely to migrate compared to employee artists aged 23 to 32 years. For self- 

employed artists those aged 53 to 62 years exhibit the lowest probability of migrating 

relative to the base age category, 15.1 per cent less likely to migrate compared to those 

aged between 23 and 32 years. After this the order of decreasing migration propensity 

relative to the base category for employee artists is those aged 53 to 62 years (17.5 per 

cent), 33 to 42 years (15.4 per cent), 63 to 72 years (15.1 per cent), and 73 to 82 years 

(14.1 per cent).^° The order of decreasing migration propensity relative to the base 

category for self-employed artists, after those aged 53 to 62 years, is artists aged 43 to 52 

years (14.9), 63 to 72 years (12.9 per cent), 73 to 82 years (11.1 per cent), 83 to 93 years 

(10 per cent), and 33 to 42 years (9 per cent). The fact that self-employed artists have no 

choice but to move to where they are able to get work, whereas employee artists do not 

face this work constraint, could be the reason why age emerges to have a smaller negative 

effect on self-employed artists compared to those who are employees.

regression was run on a self-employed sample that excluded incorporated self-employed artists and the 
results that emerged are almost identical to the regression results presented in this section, results that are 
based on the sample that consists o f  both types o f  self-employed artists.

As with the other previous tables in this section, the state dummy variable coefficients and marginal 
effects are not reported.

See Table 8B.3, Appendix 8B.
There are no employee artists in the 83 to 93 age bracket that migrated, thus, employee artists in this age 

category are not included in the analysis.
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Table 8.11 shows that for employee artists race, specifically being white, is a significant 

factor in their decision to migrate, with those who are white being 3.8 per cent more 

likely to migrate compared to non-white employee artists. This factor, however, does not 

emerge to be important for self-employed artists’ in their initial migration decision.

The effect o f  education on both self-employed and employee artists decision to migrate is 

positive, but its impact is stronger and more significant for employee artists. The results 

indicate that employee artists who have some college or a higher education level to this 

are more likely to migrate relative to the base category o f employee artists who have less 

than a high school education. Employee artists with some college are 9.4 per cent more 

likely to migrate compared to those with less than a high school education. This increases 

to 11.7 per cent for those with an associate degree, decreases slightly to 11.1 per cent for 

employee artists with a bachelor’s degree, then increases again to 19.2 per cent for those 

with a master’s and to 29.0 per cent for employee artists with a doctorate/professional 

degree. The insignificant result on the high school coefficient for employee artists, and 

also for self-employed artists, indicates that there is no difference in the migration 

propensities o f either o f these two types o f  artists who have a high school education with 

those who have less schooling than this. For self-employed artists, the results indicate 

that those who have a bachelor’s degree or higher are more likely to migrate relative to 

the base category o f self-employed artists who have less than a high school education. 

Self-employed artists with a bachelor’s degree are 6.5 per cent more likely to migrate 

compared to those with less than a high school education. This increases to 12.7 per cent 

for self-employed artists with a master’s and to 12.8 per cent for those with a 

doctorate/professional degree. The insignificant result on the associate degree coefficient 

implies that there is no difference in the migration propensities o f self-employed artists 

with this degree and those who have less than a high school education.

Both employee and self-employed artists with previous mobility experience, i.e. moved 

prior to 1995, are more likely to migrate interstate between 1995 and 2000 compared to 

those who did not move prior to 1995. The results for the previous mobility variable 

(PREMIGRANT) indicates that employee artists who migrated prior to 1995 are 11.4 per
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cent more likely to migrate compared to those with no previous mobility history. For self- 

employed artists this figure is 9.4 per cent.

Family Characteristics

The affect o f increasing numbers o f people in an artist’s family (NOPFAM) on their 

propensity to migrate interstate emerges to be negative for both self-employed and 

employee artists, but this result is not significant for either group.

Self-employed artists who are unmarried partners emerge to be 11.9 per cent more likely 

to migrate compared to self-employed artists who are spouses. The reason for this result, 

as indicated previously, is that self-employed artists who are unmarried partners are not 

legally restricted in their relationship to the household head and, thus, are not prevented 

from moving when they want to; whereas self-employed artists who are spouses are 

restricted. For employee artists this type o f household relationship with the household 

head emerges to have a negative impact on their propensity to migrate, but the result is 

not significant. Self-employed artists who hold some other position in the household - 

brother/sister, father/mother, etc, to the householder - emerge to be significantly more 

likely to migrate compared to self-employed artists who are spouses, 10.3 per cent more 

likely to migrate. This household position category is positive but insignificant for 

employee artists. Self-employed artists who are classified as being a child in the 

household, child o f the household head, emerge to be less likely to migrate compared to 

artists who are spouses, but the result is not significant. It is, however, significant for 

employee artists, with those who are classified as a child emerging to be 15.1 per cent 

less likely to migrate compared to employee artists who are spouses.

The impact o f  the existence o f a child aged six or less in an artist’s family on their 

propensity to migrate emerges to have a significantly positive effect on self-employed 

artists, and a positive but insignificant impact on employee artists. Self-employed artists 

who have a child in this age category are 8.7 per cent more likely to migrate compared to 

those who have no children less than eighteen years old. In contrast to the impact o f
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having children in this age category on both self-employed and employee artists 

propensities to migrate, the presence o f children aged between six and seventeen in their 

family, and also children aged less than six and between six and seventeen years old, 

exert a negative impact on both groups o f artists propensity to migrate (self-employed 

and employee artists). These results, however, are only significant for employee artists, 

with those who have children between six and seventeen in their household 8.8 per cent 

less likely to migrate compared to employee artists who have no children less than 

eighteen years old. Employee artists who have children less than six and between six and 

seventeen years old are 10.4 per cent less likely to migrate compared to employee artists 

with no children less than eighteen years old.

Economic/Work-Related Characteristics

Self-employed artists who classify themselves in the census as unemployed^' are 14.2 per 

cent more likely to migrate compared to self-employed artists who classify themselves as 

employed. Employee artists who are unemployed also emerge to be more likely to 

migrate compared to employed employee artists, but the result is not significant. Both 

self-employed and employee artists who classify themselves as not being in the labour 

force are more likely to migrate compared to employed artists in both employment type 

categories; self-employed artists who are not in the labour force are 3 per cent more 

likely to migrate and employee artists 5.4 per cent.

8.8 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter micro-data from the Census 2000 5-percent PUMS files were used to 

estimate the determinants o f an artist’s initial migration decision, in terms o f whether or 

not to migrate interstate between 1995 and 2000. One o f the main objectives was to 

identify if  the determinants o f migration for an individual profession, in this case artists, 

are similar to those observed for the entire population/workforce. The results derived

See section 6.8
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indicate that at least in terms o f the direction o f the impact, positive or negative, most o f 

the determinants do have the same effect on artists as they have on the entire 

population/woricforce. Gender and household position (whether an individual is the head 

o f the household or spouse) are the only two factors found to be important in the general 

population/workforce studies that do not emerge to be significant for artists. Further work 

needs to be undertaken, however, to identify if  the magnitude o f each determinants effect 

on artists are similar to their impact on the general workforce/population. Additional 

work is also required to identify if the results derived for artists are similar to other 

occupations, art or otherwise, or if  artists are different from other occupations when it 

comes to the migration decision and the impact different socio-economic characteristics 

have on this decision.^^

These issues aside, the most significant results to arise for artists when it comes to their 

decision to migrate relate to the affects o f age, education, previous mobility history, the 

number o f people in the family, the presence and age o f children, and the type of 

employing organisation that an artist works for. Each o f these factors is highly significant 

in each o f the migration models estimated. The effects o f  age and education are 

consistent with the human capital model o f migration; and the family characteristic 

results for the number o f people in family and presence o f children variables fit with 

Mincer’s (1978) family migration theory.

The type o f employing organisation an individual works for; whether it is the private 

sector, government, self-employed in an incorporated business or an unincorporated 

business, or family worker, has not been examined in previous migration studies. This 

factor, however, emerges to be important in an artist’s propensity to migrate, with those 

who work in the government and who are self-employed in an incorporated business 

being less likely to migrate compared to artists who are self-employed in an 

unincorporated business, i.e. freelance artists. The reason why self-employed artists who 

have established their own businesses are less likely to migrate compared to freelance

Another interesting extension would be to compare the results derived here for interstate mover artists 
with those who migrated intrastate. This future work is discussed further in Chapter 9.
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artists seems to be because o f  the costs they would incur from doing so, in terms o f the 

direct costs o f having to become incorporated again in a new location, and also having to 

establish their reputation and new client base.

The significance o f many o f the state dummy variable coefficients indicates that 

unobservable economic and noneconomic factors, such as amenities, are also important 

to artists in their decision to migrate. Further work needs to be undertaken, however, on 

what these unobservable factors are. Such an analysis has the potential to yield important 

results that go well beyond what has been calculated to date, and that would also enrich 

our understanding of migration phenomena of individual professions.

The sub-sample analysis undertaken in Section 8.7 reveals that significant differences 

exist for some o f the labour mobility determinants for the different groups analysed: 

female versus male artists, white versus non-white, and self-employed versus employee 

artists. The first interesting result to emerge from the gender analysis is that the size o f an 

artist’s family only has a significantly negative impact on female artists’ propensity to 

migrate and not on males. Another interesting gender result is that the presence o f 

children aged six and under in an artist’s family only has a significantly positive impact 

on male artists propensity to migrate and not on females. One o f  the main findings in the 

race analysis was the large, significantly positive affect having a child aged six or less 

had on non-white artists’ propensity to migrate. Another finding was that unemployed 

non-white artists emerge to be less likely to migrate compared to employed non-white 

artists, whereas unemployed white artists are significantly more likely to migrate 

compared to white employed artists. The self-employed/employee artist analysis revealed 

some interesting differences in the impact the various labour mobility determinants had 

on each group’s propensity to migrate. Some o f the most interesting results to emerge 

were in relation to the affect o f age, education, race, presence o f children, and 

employment status on each groups, self-employed and employee artists, propensity to 

migrate.
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8A TABLES

Table 8.1 Likelihood Ratio Tests of Homoscedastic Error Structure for Binary 

Probit Models of Artists Interstate Migration Decision

Model

Family Economic/Work-Related Place
Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics

Homoscedastic Errors *

Test Statistic 49.08 46.63 57.46

Critical Value Xifl.oi =6.635 x t o . o i  =6.635 xj.o .oi =6.635

Reject Ho Reject Ho Reject Ho

Note: * Ho = Homoscedastic Error Structure (h = 0); Hj = Heteroscedastic Error Structure {h ̂  0)
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Table 8.2 Estimated Coefficients for Heteroscedastic Binary Probit Models of 

Artists Interstate Migration Decision

M odel

Variable
Personal

Characteristics
Family

Characteristics
Economic/Work-Related

Characteristics
Place

Characteristics
Constant -0.976 -0.603 -0.592 -1.050

(0.128)*** (0.189)*** (0.196)*** (0.213)***
AGE33T042 -0.904 -1.071 -1.083 -1.077

(0.053)*** (0.076)*** (0.077)*** (0.079)***
AGE43T052 -1.329 -1.626 -1.639 -1.643

(0.055)*** (0.083)*** (0.085)*** (0.087)***
AGE53T062 -1.476 -1.873 -1.909 -1.937

(0.062)*** (0.091)*** (0.095)*** (0.098)***
AGE63T072 -1.795 -2.249 -2.311 -2.358

(0.096)*** (0.123)*** (0.128)*** (0.133)***
AGE73T082 -1.765 -2.200 -2.277 -2.372

(0.130)*** (0.153)*** (0.158)*** (0.168)***
AGE83T093 -2.161 -2.568 -2.709 -2.727

(0.458)*** (0.429)*** (0.436)*** (0.441)***
FEMALE -0.004 0.030 0.015 -0.017

(0.037) (0.052) (0.053) (0.055)
WHITE 0.128 0.132 0.124 0.066

(0.067)* (0.080) (0.080) (0.085)
HS 0.183 0.282 0.297 0.300

(0.121) (0.154)* (0.154)* (0.161)*
SCOL 0.413 0.543 0.569 0.598

(0.114)*** (0.146)*** (0.147)*** (0.153)***
ASSOC 0.369 0.508 0.546 0.585

(0.126)*** (0.161)*** (0.162)*** (0.169)***
BADEGREE 0.461 0.552 0.583 0.611

(0.112)*** (0.144)*** (0.145)*** (0.152)***
MA 0.691 0.843 0.877 0.877

(0.119)*** (0.155)*** (0.155)*** (0.163)***
DOCPROF 0.699 0.841 0.860 0.882

(0.170)*** (0.216)*** (0.217)*** (0.226)***
ENGLISH 0.162 0.114 0.117 0.073

(0.064)** (0.080) (0.080) (0.084)
PREMIGRANT 0.631 0.715 0.716 0.727

(0.041)*** (0.053)*** (0.053)*** (0.057)***
Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8.2 continued

Model

Personal Family Economic/Work-Related Place
Variable Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics
NOPFAM -0.243 -0.238 -0.265

(0.038)*** (0.037)*** (0.039)***
HHHEAD -0.048 -0.035 -0.042

(0.070) (0.070) (0.074)
UMPARTNER 0.269 0.278 0.296

(0.128)** (0.128)** (0.133)**
CHILD -0.964 -0.974 -1.054

(0.148)*** (0.148)*** (0.157)***
HHOTHER 0.378 0.394 0.413

(0.116)*** (0.116)*** (0.122)***
LESS6YRS 0.390 0.372 0,402

(0.123)*** (0.123)*** (0.129)***
BETWEEN6AND17 -0.278 -0.276 -0.324

(0.100)*** (0.100)*** (0.106)***
LESS6AND6T017 -0.409 -0.406 -0.449

(0.184)** (0.182)** (0.196)**
UNEMPLOYED 0.370 0.418

(0.140)*** (0.148)***
NOTINLF 0.205 0.229

(0.073)*** (0.076)***
PRIVATESECTOR -0.058 -0.049

(0.054) (0.056)
INCSELFEMPLOYED -0.539 -0.567

(0.117)*** (0.121)***
GOVERNMENT -0.276 -0.309

(0.191) (0.197)
FAMILYWKR -0.102 -0.223

(0.334) (0.351)
Notes: (I) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8.2 continued

M odel

Personal
Characteristics

Family
Characteristics

Economic/Work-Related
Characteristics

Place
Characteristics

Number of 
Observations

7935 7935 7935 7935

Log Likelihood -2984.6183 -2847.7258 -2826.6394 -2758.084

Heteroscedastic 
Log Likelihood

-2823.186 -2803.323 -2729.356

Pseudo R2 0.1764 0.2142 0.2200 0.2389

Heteroscedastic 
Pseudo R2

0.2209 0.2264 0.2468
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Table 8.3 Marginal Effects for Heteroscedastic Binary Probit Models of Artists

Interstate Migration Decision

Variable

M odel

Personal
Characteristics

Family
Characteristics

Hetero.
Terms

Economic/
Work-Related
Characteristics

Hetero.
Terms

Place Hetero. 
Characteristics Terms

AGE33T042 -0.146 -0.125 -0.126 -0.118
(0.007)*** (0.008)*** (0.008)*** (0.008)***

AGE43T052 -0.217 -0.191 -0.191 -0.180
(0.008)*** (0.009)*** (0.009)*** (0.009)***

AGE53T062 -0.196 -0.177 -0.178 -0.170
(0.006)*** (0.007)*** (0.008)*** (0.007)***

AGE63T072 -0.167 -0.149 -0.150 -0.143
(0.005)*** (0.006)*** (0.006)*** (0.006)***

AGE73T082 -0.145 -0.130 -0.130 -0.124
(0.005)*** (0.005)*** (0.005)*** (0.005)***

AGE83T093 -0.134 -0.120 -0.119 -0.114
(0.005)*** (0.005)*** (0.004)*** (0.004)***

FEMALE -0.001 0.005 0.002 -0.002
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008)

WHITE 0.026 0.019 0.018 0.009
(0.013)** (0.011)* (0.011) (0.012)

HS 0.042 0.047 0.050 0.047
(0.030) (0.028)* (0.028)* (0.027)*

SCOL 0.099 0.093 0.099 0.098
(0.030)*** (0.028)*** (0.028)*** (0.028)***

ASSOC 0.092 0.093 0.101 0.103
(0.036)** (0.034)*** (0.035)*** (0.035)***

BADEGREE 0.107 0.091 0.097 0.095
(0.028)*** (0.025)*** (0.026)*** (0.025)***

MA 0.192 0.168 0.177 0.166
(0.040)*** (0.037)*** (0.038)*** (0.037)***

DOCPROF 0.204 0.176 0.182 0.176
(0.061)*** (0.056)*** (0.057)*** (0.057)***

ENGLISH 0.032 0.017 0.017 0.010
(0.012)*** (0.011) (0.011) (0.011)

PREMIGRANT 0.130 0.105 0.105 0.100
(0.007)*** (0.008)*** (0.008)*** (0.008)***

Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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continued

M o d el

Personal Family Hetero. Economic/ Hetero. Place
Characteristics Characteristics Terms Work-Related Terms Characteristics

Characteristics
-0.010 0.116 -0.010 0.113 -0.008

(0.004)** (0.017)*** (0.004)** (0.017)*** (0.004)**
-0.007 -0.005 0.006
(0.011) (0.011) (0.011)
0.046 0.048 0.048

(0.024)* (0.025)* (0.024)**
-0.097 -0.097 -0.095

(0.009)*** (0.009)*** (0.008)***
0.067 0.070 0.069

(0.024)*** (0.024)*** (0.024)***
0.069 0.065 0.067

(0.024)*** (0.024)*** (0.024)***
-0.039 -0.039 -0.042

(0.013)*** (0.013)*** (0.012)***
-0.052 -0.052 -0.053

(0.019)*** (0.019)*** (0.018)***
0.066 0.071

(0.029)** (0.029)**
0.033 0.035

(0.013)*** (0.013)***
-0.009 -0.007
(0.008) (0.008)
-0.065 -0.064

(0.011)*** (0.010)***
-0.037 -0.038

(0.022)* (0.021)*
-0.015 -0.029
(0.046) (0.040)

(i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level



Table 8.3 continued

Model

Personal Family Economic/Work-Related Place
Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics

Number of 
Observations 7935 7935 7935 7935

Log Likelihood -2984.6183 -2847.7258 -2826.6394 -2758.084

Heteroscedastic 
Log Likelihood

-2823.186 -2803.323 -2729.356

Pseudo R2 0.1764 0.2142 0.2200 0.2389

Heteroscedastic 
Pseudo R2

0.2209 0.2264 0. 2468
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Table 8.4 Estimated Coefficients and Marginal Effects for Heteroscedastic 

Binary Probit Models of Artists Interstate Migration Decision, State

Dummy Variable Results

State Dummy Variable Estimated Coefficient Marginal Effect
ALAB95 0.996 0.207

(0.250)*** (0.066)***
ALAS95 0.715 0.136

(0.460) (0.109)
ARIZ95 0.374 0.062

(0.172)** (0.033)*
ARKA95 0.805 0.158

(0.344)** (0.085)*
C0L095 0.996 0.205

(0.158)*** (0.041)***
CONN95 1.001 0.207

(0.172)*** (0.044)***
DELE95 0.325 0.053

(0.577) (0.107)
DOFC95 1.698 0.410

(0.311)*** (0.092)***
FLOR95 0.519 0.090

(0.123)*** (0.025)***
GEOR95 0.767 0.147

(0.164)*** (0.039)***
HAWA95 0.743 0.142

(0.257)*** (0.061)**
IDAH95 0.925 0.188

(0.356)*** (0.092)**
ILLI95 0.773 0.147

(0.142)*** (0.033)***
INDI95 0.719 0.136

(0.210)*** (0.049)***
10WA95 0.860 0.171

(0.278)*** (0.070)**
KANS95 0.459 0.079

(0.267)* (0.054)
KENT95 0.599 0.109

(0.268)** (0.059)*
LOUI95 0.921 0.187

(0.227)*** (0.058)***
MAIN95 0.238 0.038

(0.274) (0.048)
MARY95 0.795 0.154

(0.169)*** (0.041)***
MASS95 0.760 0.145

(0.151)*** (0.035)***
MICH95 0.489 0.085

(0.178)*** (0.036)**
MINN95 0.744 0.142

(0.179)*** (0.042)***
Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, significant at 1% level
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Table 8.4 continued

State Dummy Variable Estimated Coefficient Marginal Effect

MISSI95 0.616 0.113
(0.445) (0.100)

MISS095 0.686 0.128
(0.205)*** (0.047)***

MONT95 0.631 0.117
(0.365)* (0.082)

NEBR95 0.987 0.205
(0.357)*** (0.095)**

NEVA95 0.858 0.171
(0.319)*** (0.080)**

NEWH95 0.531 0.095
(0.283)* (0.060)

NEWJ95 0.615 0.111
(0.154)*** (0.033)***

NEWM95 0.467 0.081
(0.205)** (0.042)*

NEWY95 0.490 0.083
(0.101)*** (0.020)***

NCAR95 0.250 0.040
(0.199) (0.035)

NDAK95 0.722 0.138
(0.554) (0.132)

0HI095 0.625 0.114
(0.169)*** (0.037)***

OKLA95 0.503 0.089
(0.311) (0.065)

OREG95 0.742 0.142
(0.190)*** (0.045)***

PENN95 0.617 0.111
(0.142)*** (0.031)***

RHOI95 1.432 0.331
(0.381)*** (0.112)***

SCAR95 0.826 0.163
(0.262)*** (0.065)**

SDAK95 0.620 0.114
(0.612) (0.138)

TENN95 0.769 0.148
(0.205)*** (0.049)***

TEXA95 0.657 0.120
(0.134)*** (0.029)***

UTAH95 0.348 0.058
(0.338) (0.064)

VERM95 0.945 0.193
(0.312)*** (0.081)**

Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8.4 continued

State Dummy Variable Estimated Coefficient Marginal Effect

VIRG95 0.420 0.071
(0.178)** (0.035)**

WASH95 0.473 0.082
(0.174)*** (0.035)**

WVIR95 0.857 0.171
(0.370)** (0.093)*

W1SC95 0.448 0.077
(0.195)** (0.039)**

WYOM95 0.762 0.148
(0.446)* (0.108)

Number of Observations 7935

Log Likelihood -2758.084

Heteroscedastic Log -2729.356
Likelihood

Pseudo R2 0.2389

Heteroscedastic Pseudo R2 0.2468

Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8.5 Likelihood Ratio Specification Tests for Binary Probit Models of 

Artists Interstate Migration Decision'

A rtis ts  In te rs ta te  M ig ra tio n  D e c is io n

L ik e lih o o d  R atio  T est 1 *

Test Statistic 322.86

Critical Value X8,0.01 “  20.090

Reject Ho

L ik e lih o o d  R atio  T e s t 2  **

Test Statistic 39.73

Critical Value ^6,0.01 = 16.812

Reject Ho

L ik e lih o o d  R atio  T est 3 ***

Test Statistic 147.93

Critical Value X s O f i . O X  =  76.154

Reject Ho
N otes: * HO = Personal C haracteristics M odel; H I = Fam ily  C haracteristics M odel

** HO = Fam ily  C haracteristics M odel; H I = E conom ic/W ork-R elated  C haracteristics M odel 

*** HO = E conom icA V ork-R elated C haracteristics M odel; H I = P lace C haracteristics M odel

' T hese likelihood ratio  tests are calculated using heteroscedastic log likelihood values for the fam ily, 
econom ic/w ork-related  and place characteristics m odels. The ordinary  log likelihood value obtained for 
the personal characteristics m odel is used to  calculate the likelihood ratio  test betw een it and the fam ily 
characteristics m odel.
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Table 8.6 Personal Characteristics Model
2

Decision, Experience Included

of Artists Interstate Migration

Variable Estimated Coefficient Marginal Effect

Constant 0.126
(0.126)

EXP -0.129 -0.006
(0.008)**» (0.000)***

FEMALE 0.015 0.001
(0.062) (0.005)

WHITE 0.307 0.024
(0.099)*** (0.007)***

ENGLISH 0.324 0.025
(0.099)*** (0.007)***

PREMIGRANT 1.123 0.092
(0.074)*** (0.006)***

Num ber o f 7935
Observations

Log Likelihood -2944.952

Pseudo R2 0.1873

Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level

 ̂ The assumption o f  homoscedasticity was rejected, at the one per cent level o f  significance, in the 
likelihood ratio test undertaken to test for the presence o f  heteroscedasticity. Thus, the results presented in 
this table are adjusted for the presence o f  heteroscedastic errors.
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Table 8.7 Personal Characteristics Model 

Decision, Citizenship Included^

of Artists Interstate Migration

Variable Estimated Coefficient Marginal Effect
Constant -0.635 -

(0.129)*** -
AGE33T042 -0.866 -0.150

(0.052)*** (0.007)***
AGE43T052 -1.258 -0.219

(0.053)*** (0.008)***
AGE53T062 -1.385 -0.200

(0.061)*** (0.007)***
AGE63T072 -1.714 -0.175

(0.091)*** (0.005)***
AGE73T082 -1.661 -0.153

(0.124)*** (0.005)***
AGE83T093 -2.058 -0.144

(0.433)*** (0.005)***
FEMALE 0.017 0.004

(0.036) (0.008)
WHITE 0.127 0.027

(0.067)* (0.013)**
HS 0.136 0.032

(0.115) (0.028)
SCOL 0.409 0.102

(0.108)*** (0.030)***
ASSOC 0.344 0.089

(0.120)*** (0.035)**
BADEGREE 0.510 0.124

(0.106)*** (0.028)***
MA 0.768 0.225

(0.113)*** (0.040)***
DOCPROF 0.740 0.226

(0.165)*** (0.061)***
ENGLISH 0.112 0.024

(0.074) (0.015)
FOREIGNB 0.162 0.039

(0.076)** (0.019)**
Number of Observations 7935

Log Likelihood -3113.862

Pseudo R2 0.1407
Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level

 ̂ There are no continuous variables in this specification, therefore, the heteroscedasticity test described in 
Section 8.4.2 cannot be used for detecting heteroscedasticity. As a result of this, heteroscedasticity- 
consistent standard errors are reported instead (see Section 8.4.2).
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Table 8.8 Family Characteristics Model of Artists Interstate Migration 

Decision, Marital Status Included'*

Variable Estimated Coefficient Marginal Effect
Constant -0.944 -

(0.128)*** -

AGE33T042 -0.859 -0.140
(0.054)*** (0.007)***

AGE43T052 -1.274 -0.209
(0.056)*** (0.008)***

AGE53T062 -1.418 -0.191
(0.064)*** (0.007)***

AGE63T072 -1.743 -0.165
(0.097)*** (0.005)***

AGE73T082 -1.715 -0.144
(0.131)*** (0.005)***

AGE83T093 -2.131 -0.134
(0.456)*** (0.005)***

FEMALE 0.004 0.001
(0.037) (0.008)

WHITE 0.142 0.028
(0.067)** (0.013)**

HS 0.193 0.044
(0.121) (0.030)

SCOL 0.416 0.099
(0.114)*** (0.030)***

ASSOC 0.374 0.094
(0.126)*** (0.036)***

BADEGREE 0.460 0.106
(0.111)*** (0.027)***

MA 0.696 0.193
(0.119)*** (0.040)***

DOCPROF 0.700 0.204
(0.170)*** (0.061)***

ENGLISH 0.158 0.031
(0.063)** (0.012)***

PREMIGRANT 0.630 0.129
(0.041)*** (0.008)***

MARRIED -0.147 -0.032
(0.039)*** (0.009)***

Number of Observations 
Log Likelihood 
Pseudo R2

7935
-2977.6202

0.1783
Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level

There are no continuous variables in this specification; therefore, the heteroscedasticity test described in 
section 8.4.2 cannot be used for detecting heteroscedasticity. Heteroscedasti city-consistent standard errors 
are reported instead (see Section 8.4.2).
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Table 8.9 Estimated Coefficients and Marginal Effects for Heteroscedastic 

Binary Probit Models of Male and Female Artists Interstate 

Migration Decision (Place Characteristics Model)

Male Male Hetero. Female Female Hetero.
Variable Estimated Marginal Terms Estimated Marginal Terms

Coefficient Effect Coefficient Effect
Constant -1.108 - -0.951 -

(0.295)*** - (0.358)*** -
AGE33T042 -1.017 -0.114 -1.228 -0.118

(0.106)*** (0.011)*** (0.132)*** (0.010)***
AGE43T052 -1.618 -0.172 -1.840 -0.189

(0.120)*** (0.013)*** (0.143)*** (0.014)***
AGE53T062 -1.964 -0.166 -2.086 -0.170

(0.143)*** (0.011)*** (0.155)*** (0.011)***
AGE63T072 -2.211 -0.142 -2.697 -0.137

(0.191)*** (0.009)*** (0.209)*** (0.008)***
AGE73T082 -2.437 -0.127 -2.501 -0.116

(0.255)*** (0.008)*** (0.246)*** (0.007)***
AGE83T093 - - -2.205 -0.103

- - (0.537)*** (0.007)***
WHITE 0.141 0.019 0.010 0.001

(0.112) (0.015) (0.138) (0.018)
HS 0.424 0.069 0.275 0.039

(0.217)* (0.039)* (0.272) (0.041)
SCOL 0.623 0.101 0.653 0.099

(0.205)*** (0.037)*** (0.262)** (0.045)**
ASSOC 0.617 0.109 0.599 0.096

(0.230)** (0.048)** (0.281)** (0.053)*
BADEGREE 0.596 0.093 0.703 0.101

(0.202)*** (0.034)*** (0.260)*** (0.040)**
MA 0.913 0.173 0.950 0.167

(0.222)*** (0.050)*** (0.273)*** (0.060)***
DOCPROF 0.813 0.158 1.081 0.209

(0.320)** (0.077)** (0.358)*** (0.090)**
ENGLISH -0.005 -0.001 0.140 0.017

(0.114) (0.016) (0.135) (0.016)
PREMIGRANT 0.666 0.093 0.840 0.105

(0.082)*** (0.011)*** (0.087)*** (0.011)***
Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8.9 continued

'ariable
Male

Estimated
Coefficient

Male
Marginal

Effect

Hetero.
Terms

Female
Estimated

Coefficient

Female
Marginal

Effect

Hetero.
Terms

lOPFAM -0.265 -0.007 0.134 -0.334 -0.011 0.144
(0.053)*** (0.006) (0.025)*** (0.068)*** (0.007)* (0.025)***

HHEAD -0.110 -0.016 -0.118 -0.015
(0.145) (0.022) (0.111) (0.014)

IMPARTNER 0.407 0.068 0.053 0.007
(0.213)* (0.042) (0.200) (0.027)

:h il d -1.442 -0.115 -0.644 -0.063
(0.254)*** (0.010)*** (0.241)*** (0.017)***

MOTHER 0.580 0.103 0.097 0.013
(0.194)*** (0.043)** (0.196) (0.028)

ESS6YRS 0.600 0.107 0.266 0.038
(0.191)*** (0.039)*** (0.194) (0.030)

iETWEEN6AND17 -0.312 -0.041 -0.301 -0.036
(0.167)* (0.019)** (0.152)** (0.016)**

ESS6AND6T017 -0.462 -0.054 -0.466 -0.050
(0.292) (0.027)** (0.297) (0.025)**

INEMPLOYED 0.459 0.079 0.412 0.064
(0.192)** (0.039)** (0.250) (0.045)

lOTINLF 0.366 0.059 0.193 0.027
(0.124)*** (0.022)*** (0.104)* (0.015)*

RIVATESECTOR 0.092 0.013 -0.171 -0.022
(0.081) (0.012) (0.086)** (0.010)**

NJCSELFEMPLOyED -0.566 -0.064 -0.548 -0.056
(0.169)*** (0.015)*** (0.189)*** (0.015)***

iOVERNMENT -0.436 -0.051 -0.226 -0.027
(0.294) (0.027)* (0.291) (0.031)

AMILYWKR 0.419 0.071 -0.968 -0.079
(0.506) (0.100) (0.566)* (0.024)***

Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8.9 continued

Male
Place Characteristic Model

Female 
Place Characteristics Model

Number of 
Observations 3708 4185

Log Likeliliood -1289.747 -1420.1608

Heteroscedastic 
Log Likelihood -1274.44 -1403.241

Pseudo R2 0.2688 .2319

Heteroscedastic 
Pseudo R2 0.2775 .2417
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Table 8.10 Estimated Coefficients and Marginal Effects for Heteroscedastic 

Binary Probit Models of White and Non-White Artists Interstate 

Migration Decision (Place Characteristics Model)

White White Hetero. Non-White Non-White Hetero.
Variable Estimated Marginal Terms Estimated Marginal Terms

Coefficient Effect Coefficient Effect
Constant -1.080 - -0.330 -

(0.235)*** - (0.684) -
AGE33T042 -1.073 -0.117 -1.247 -0.106

(0.086)*** (0.008)*** (0.268)*** (0.028)***
AGE43T052 -1.640 -0.183 -1.878 -0.140

(0.094)*** (0.010)*** (0.338)*** (0.029)***
AGE53T062 -1.962 -0.172 -1.739 -0.119

(0.106)*** (0.008)*** (0.372)*** (0.025)***
AGE63T072 -2.401 -0.144 -1.692 -0.099

(0.142)*** (0.006)*** (0.532)*** (0.022)***
AGE73T082 -2.434 -0.124 -1.157 -0.079

(0.178)*** (0.005)*** (0.700)* (0.032)**
AGE83T093 -2.703 -0.112 - -

(0.441) (0.005)*** - -
FEMALE -0.017 -0.002 -0.147 -0.015

(0.058) (0.008) (0.223) (0.022)
HS 0.318 0.051 0.439 0.050

(0.179)* (0.031) (0.514) (0.063)
SCOL 0.655 0.110 0.400 0.044

(0.172)*** (0.033)*** (0.454) (0.052)
ASSOC 0.622 0.113 0.297 0.033

(0.188)*** (0.041)*** (0.505) (0.060)
BADEGREE 0.650 0.103 0.567 0.061

(0.171)*** (0.029)*** (0.425) (0.047)
MA 0.898 0.174 0.774 0.096

(0.181)*** (0.043)*** (0.494) (0.071)
DOCPROF 0.869 0.177 1.371 0.203

(0.245)*** (0.063)*** (0.821)* (0.158)
ENGLISH 0.103 0.014 0.003 0.000

(0.095) (0.013) (0.234) (0.024)
PREMIGRANT 0.725 0.102 0.724 0.068

(0.060)*** (0.008)*** (0.236)*** (0.023)***
Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8.10 continued

fariable
W hite

Estimated
Coefficient

White
Marginal

Effect

Hetero.
Terms

Non-W hite
Estimated

Coefficient

Non-W hite
Marginal

Effect

Hetero.
Terms

JOPFAM -0.241 -0.008 0.117 -0.637 -0.010 0.238
(0.041)*** (0.005)* (0.019)*** (0.211)*** (0.013) (0.054)***

IHHEAD -0.034 -0.005 -0.553 -0.057
(0.076) (0.011) (0.386) (0.038)

MPARTNER 0.302 0.050 0.017 0.002
(0.140)*» (0.026)* (0.563) (0.058)

:h il d -0.978 -0.090 -1.707 -0.110
(0.165)*** (0.009)*** (0.697)** (0.026)***

IHOTHER 0.524 0.094 -0.582 -0.050
(0.130)*** (0.029)*** (0.501) (0.034)

,ESS6YRS 0.326 0.054 1.578 0.233
(0.134)** (0.024)** (0.625)** (0.101)**

!ETWEEN6AND17 -0.329 -0.043 -0.028 -0.003
(0.110)*** (0.013)*** (0.476) (0.048)

.ESS6AND6T017 -0.435 -0.052 -0.828 -0.065
(0.200)** (0.019)*** (1.097) (0.061)

JNEMPLOYED 0.598 0.111 -0.705 -0.057
(0.160)*** (0.036)*** (0.520) (0.033)*

JOTINLF 0.236 0.037 0.009 0.001
(0.079)*** (0.013)*** (0.334) (0.034)

■RIVATESECTOR -0.037 -0.005 -0.037 -0.004
(0.058) (0.008) (0.231) (0.024)

NCSELFEMPLOYED -0.635 -0.069 0.244 0.027
(0.132)*** (0.010)*** (0.435) (0.050)

jOVERNMENT -0.241 -0.031 -1.041 -0.075
(0.211) (0.024) (0.746) (0.035)**

'AMILYWKR -0.156 -0.021 - -
(0.355) (0.044) - -

Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8.10 continued

White
Place Characteristic Model

Non-White 
Place Characteristics Model

Number of 
Observations 7178 696

Log Liicelihood -2445.0765 -266.91625

Heteroscedastic 
Log Likelihood -2425.266 -257.1129

Pseudo R2 0.2468 0.2506

Heteroscedastic 
Pseudo R2 0.2529 0.2781
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Table 8.11 Estimated Coefficients and Marginal Effects for Heteroscedastic 

Binary Probit Models of Self-Employed and Employee Artists 

Interstate Migration Decision (Place Characteristics Model)

Self-Employed Self-Employed Hetero. Employee Employee Hetero.
Variable Estimated Marginal Terms Estimated Marginal Terms

Coefficient EfTect Coefficient Effect
Constant -1.318 - -0.884 -

(0.276)*** - (0.321)*** -
AGE33T042 -0.859 -0.090 -1.163 -0.154

(0.129)*** (0.010)*** (0.105)*** (0.015)***
AGE43T052 -1.301 -0.149 -1.897 -0.211

(0.135)*** (0.013)*** (0.130)*** (0.015)***
AGE53T062 -1.560 -0.151 -2.170 -0.175

(0.144)*** (0.010)*** (0.167)*** (0.012)***
AGE63T072 -1.912 -0.129 -2.709 -0.151

(0.174)*** (0.007)*** (0.313)*** (0.010)***
AGE73T082 -1.933 -0.111 -3.265 -0.141

(0.200)*** (0.006)*** (0.614)*** (0.009)***
AGE83T093 -2.244 -0.100 - -

(0.459)*** (0.005)*** - -

FEMALE 0.090 0.012 -0.147 -0.022
(0.071) (0.010) (0.088) (0.014)

WHITE -0.100 -0.015 0.257 0.038
(0.116) (0.018) (0.125)** (0.017)**

HS 0.218 0.033 0.222 0.037
(0.203) (0.032) (0.257) (0.046)

SCOL 0.519 0.083 0.535 0.094
(0.197)*** (0.034)** (0.239)** (0.046)**

ASSOC 0.390 0.065 0.617 0.117
(0.221)* (0.042) (0.257)** (0.056)**

BADEGREE 0.427 0.065 0.655 0.111
(0.195)** (0.031)** (0.235)*** (0.042)***

MA 0.706 0.127 0.925 0.192
(0.205)*** (0.043)*** (0.264)*** (0.066)***

DOCPROF 0.678 0.128 1.256 0.290
(0.268)** (0.063)** (0.431)*** (0.122)**

ENGLISH 0.111 -0.015 -0.013 -0.002
(0.108) (0.014) (0.132) (0.021)

PREMIGRANT 0.709 0.094 0.735 0.114
(0.078)*** (0.009)*** (0.089)*** (0.015)***

Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8.11 continued

Self-Employed Self-Employed Hetero. Employee Employee Hetero.
'ariable Estimated Marginal Terms Estimated Marginal Terms

Coefficient Effect Coefficient Effect
lOPFAM -0.198 -0.006 0.095 -0.271 -0.010 0.139

(0.061)*** (0.005) (0.029)*** (0.056)*** (0.008) (0.025)***
[HHEAD 0.025 -0.003 -0.110 -0.018

(0.086) (0.012) (0.131) (0.021)
JMPARTNER 0.640 0.119 -0.139 -0,021

(0.165)*** (0.041)*** (0.224) (0.032)
:h il d -0.214 -0.027 -1.799 -0.151

(0.200) (0.022) (0.265)*** (0.011)***
HOTHER 0.571 0.103 0.251 0.043

(0.165)*** (0.039)*** (0.185) (0.035)
ESS6YRS 0.497 0.087 0.234 0.040

(0.173)*** (0.034)*** (0.195) (0.035)
IETWEEN6AND17 -0.153 -0.020 -0.661 -0.088

(0.117) (0.015) (0.207)*** (0.021)***
ESS6AND6T017 -0.143 -0.019 -0.950 -0.104

(0.225) (0.027) (0.335)*** (0.021)***
INEMPLOYED 0.732 0.142 0.131 0.022

(0.198)*** (0.048)*** (0.228) (0.040)
lOTINLF 0.203 0.030 0.311 0.054

(0.087)** (0.014)** (0.149)** (0.028)*

Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8.11 continued

Self-Employed 
Place Characteristic Model

Employee 
Place Characteristics Model

Number of 
Observations 4956 2915

Log Likelihood -1634.1293 -1055.3886

Heteroscedastic 
Log Likelihood -1629.597 -1038.393

Pseudo R2 0.1769 0.3258

Heteroscedastic 
Pseudo R2 0.1792 0.3382
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8B APPENDICES

8A Heteroscedasticity Unadjusted Binary Probit Models of Artists

Interstate Migration Decision

Table 8A.1 Estimated Coefficients

Variable

Model

Personal
Characteristics

Family
Characteristics

Economic/Work-Related
Characteristics

Place
Characteristics

Constant -0.976 -0.606 -0.588 -0.930
(0.128)*** (0.147)*** (0.153)*** (0.165)***

AGE33T042 -0.904 -0.875 -0.890 -0.868
(0.053)*** (0.058)*** (0.059)*** (0.060)***

AGE43T052 -1.329 -1.331 -1.352 -1.328
(0.055)*** (0.062)*** (0.063)*** (0.064)***

AGE53T062 -1.476 -1.564 -1.604 -1.590
(0.062)*** (0.069)*** (0.072)*** (0.073)***

AGE63T072 -1.795 -1.890 -1.955 -1.946
(0.096)*** (0.101)*** (0.105)*** (0.106)***

AGE73T082 -1.765 -1.891 -1.970 -1.998
(0.130)*** (0.133)*** (0.136)*** (0.139)***

AGE83T093 -2.161 -2..301 -2.428 -2.412
(0.458)*** (0.453)*** (0.452)*** (0.460)***

FEMALE -0.004 0.019 0.005 -0.019
(0.037) (0.044) (0.044) (0.045)

WHITE 0.128 0.102 0.091 0.037
(0.067)** (0.068) (0.069) (0.071)

HS 0.183 0.165 0.183 0.170
(0.121) (0.121) (0.122) (0.123)

SCOL 0.413 0.379 0.405 0.413
(0.114)*** (0.114)*** (0.115)*** (0.117)***

ASSOC 0.369 0.349 0.386 0.397
(0.126)*** (0.126)*** (0.127)*** (0.129)***

BADEGREE 0.461 0.388 0.417 0.418
(0.112)*** (0.111)*** (0.112)*** (0.114)***

MA 0.691 0.627 0.658 0.638
(0.119)*** (0.119)*** (0.120)*** (0.123)***

DOCPROF 0.699 0.662 0.685 0.684
(0.170)*** (0.173)*** (0.174)*** (0.174)***

ENGLISH 0.162 0.093 0.100 0.069
(0.064)** (0.064) (0.064) (0.065)

PREMIGRANT 0.631 0.595 0.597 0.589
(0.041)*** (0.041)*** (0.041)*** (0.043)***

Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8A.1 continued

Model

Personal Family Economic/Work-Related Place
Variable Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics

NOPFAM -0.078 -0.079 -0.083
(0.022)*** (0.022)*** (0.022)***

HHHEAD 0.006 0.018 0.017
(0.054) (0.054) (0.055)

UMPARTNER 0.329 0.333 0.348
(0.113)*** (0.112)*** (0.113)***

CHILD -0.770 -0.780 -0.811
(0.120)*** (0.120)*** (0.122)***

HHOTHER 0.413 0.427 0.446
(0.097)*** (0.098)*** (0.100)***

LESS6YRS 0.168 0.157 0.160
(0.089)* (0.090)* (0.092)*

BETWEEN6AND17 -0.189 -0.190 -0.209
(0.073)*** (0.073)*** (0.074)***

LESS6AND6T017 -0.237 -0.242 -0.238
(0.121)** (0.121)** (0.121)**

UNEMPLOYED 0.322 0.360
(0.114)*** (0.119)***

NOTINLF 0.176 0.191
(0.057)*** (0.058)***

PRIVATESECTOR -0.061 -0.053
(0.043) (0.044)

INCSELFEMPLOYED -0.432 -0.440
(0.097)*** (0.097)***

GOVERNMENT -0.218 -0.235
(0.147) (0.148)

FAMILYWKR -0.007 -0.057
(0.266) (0.280)

Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8A.1 continued

Model

Personal Family Economic/Work-Related Place
Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics

Number of 
Observations 7935 7935 7935 7935

Log Likelihood -2984.6183 -2847.7258 -2826.6394 -2758.084

Pseudo R2 0.1764 0.2142 0.2200 0.2389
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Table 8A.2 Marginal Effects

M odel

Variable
Personal

Characteristics
Family

Characteristics
Economic/Work-Related

Characteristics
Place

Characteristics
AGE33T042 -0.146 -0.138 -0.139 -0.132

(0.007)*** (0.008)*** (0.008)*** (0.007)***
AGE43T052 -0.217 -0.211 -0.211 -0.203

(0.008)*** (0.008)*** (0.009)*** (0.009)***
AGE53T062 -0.196 -0.197 -0.198 -0.191

(0.006)*** (0.007)*** (0.007)*** (0.007)***
AGE63T072 -0.167 -0.164 -0.164 -0.159

(0.005)*** (0.005)*** (0.005)*** (0.005)***
AGE73T082 -0.145 -0.142 -0.141 -0.137

(0.005)*** (0.005)*** (0.005)*** (0.005)***
AGE83T093 -0.134 -0.130 -0.128 -0.124

(0.005)*** (0.004)*** (0.004)*** (0.004)***
FEMALE -0.001 0.004 0.001 -0.004

(0.008) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)
WHITE 0.026 0.020 0.018 0.007

(0.013)** (0.013) (0.013) (0.014)
HS 0.042 0.037 0.040 0.036

(0.030) (0.029) (0.029) (0.028)
SCOL 0.099 0.087 0.094 0.093

(0.030)*** (0.029)*** (0.029)*** (0.029)***
ASSOC 0.092 0.085 0.095 0.096

(0.036)** (0.035)** (0.036)*** (0.036)***
BADEGREE 0.107 0.087 0.093 0.091

(0.028)*** (0.026)*** (0.027)*** (0.027)***
MA 0.192 0.167 0.176 0.166

(0.040)*** (0.038)*** (0.039)*** (0.039)***
DOCPROF 0.204 0.187 0.194 0.190

(0.061)*** (0.060)*** (0.061)*** (0.061)***
ENGLISH 0.032 0.018 0.020 0.013

(0.012)*** (0.012) (0.012) (0.012)
PREMIGRANT 0.130 0.119 0.118 0.114

(0.007)*** (0.008)*** (0.008)*** (0.008)***
Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8A.2 continued

M odel

Personal Family Economic/Work-Related Place
Variable Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics
NOPFAM -0.016 -0.016 -0.017

(0.005)*** (0.004)*** (0.005)***
HHHEAD 0.001 0.004 0.003

(0.011) (0.011) (0.010)
UMPARTNER 0.081 0.081 0.084

(0.032)** (0.032)*** (0.032)***
CHILD -0.105 -0.104 -0.103

(0.010)*** (0.009)*** (0.011)***
HHOTHER 0.105 0.108 0.112

(0.029)*** (0.029)*** (0.028)***
LESS6YRS 0.038 0.035 0.035

(0.022)* (0.021) (0.022)
BETWEEN6AND17 -0.037 -0.037 -0.039

(0.013)*** (0.013)*** (0.012)***
LESS6AND6T017 -0.043 -0.044 -0.042

(0.019)** (0.019)** (0.020)**
UNEMPLOYED 0.078 0.087

(0.032)** (0.027)***
NOTINLF 0.039 0.042

(0.014)*** (0.011)***
PRIVATESECTOR -0.012 -0.011

(0.009) (0.008)
INCSELFEMPLOYED -0.071 -0.070

(0.012)*** (0.011)***
GOVERNMENT -0.040 -0.041

(0.023)* (0.021)*
FAMILYWKR -0.001 -0.011

(0.054) (0.022)
Notes: (i) Standard Errors are reported in parentheses.

(ii) * significant at 10% level, ** significant at 5% level, *** significant at 1% level
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Table 8A.2 continued

M odel

Personal
Characteristics

Family
Characteristics

Economic/Work-Related
Characteristics

Place
Characteristics

Number of 
Observations 7935 7935 7935 7935

Log
Likelihood -2984.6183 -2847.7258 -2826.6394 -2758.084

Pseudo R2 0.1764 0.2142 0.2200 0.2389
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8B Likelihood Ratio Tests of Homoscedastic Error Structure for Binary

Probit Models of Artists Interstate Migration Decision

Table 8B.1 Male versus Female Artists

Male
Place Characteristics Model

Female 
Place Characteristics Model

Homoscedastic Errors *

Test Statistic 30.61

Critical Value — cXi.0.01 -6 .635

33.84 

xio.Ol =6.635

Reject Ho Reject Ho

Note: * Ho = Homoscedastic Error Structure (/; = 0); H] = Heteroscedastic Error Structure (h ̂  0)

Table 8B.2 White versus Non-White Artists

White
Place Characteristics Model

Non-White 
Place Characteristics Model

Homoscedastic Errors *

Test Statistic 39.62 

Critical Value Xi,o.Ol -6.635

19.61 

xj.o.oi =6.635

Reject Ho Reject Ho

Note\ * Ho = Homoscedastic Error Structure {h = 0); Hi = Heteroscedastic Error Structure (h ̂  0)

Table 8B.3 Self-Employed versus Employee Artists

Self-Employed Employee 
Place Characteristics Model Place Characteristics Model

Homoscedastic Errors *

Test Statistic 9.06 33.99

Critical Value x lo .o i =6.635 xj.o.oi =6.635

Reject Ho Reject Ho

Note-. * Ho = Homoscedastic Error Structure {h = 0); Hj = Heteroscedastic Error Structure (h ̂  0)
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CHAPTER 9 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

9.1 Overview

This thesis was concerned with undertaking an economical-historical analysis o f the 

production and training behaviour o f prominent artists in earlier times, via analysing their 

geographic concentration and labour mobility patterns;' and examining the socio

economic determinants o f contemporary artists labour mobility decision, specifically 

their initial decision o f whether or not to migrate.^ Chapter 1 set the context by describing 

where the motivation for this research originated. The aims and structure o f the thesis 

were also outlined in this chapter.

The focus o f Part I, Chapters 2 to 5, was to determine if prominent artists have tended to 

concentrate in certain geographic locations, by both place o f birth and work location, and 

if  so why. Chapter 2 described the methodology developed to identify prominent artists, 

so that this objective could be addressed, while Chapter 3 consisted o f and examined two 

datasets that were constructed to confirm whether or not prominent artists have tended to 

geographically concentrate by both birth and work location. To identify the factors 

driving this artist geographic concentration phenomenon, which was confirmed in 

Chapter 3, the key literature from the industrial economic and economic geography fields 

on the concentration and clustering o f economic activity was reviewed in Chapter 4. This 

theoretical review was undertaken with the intention o f drawing parallels between firms 

and artists, assuming artists are viewed as small scale manufacturing units, so that the 

potential factors leading artists to geographically concentrate could be established.

' This analysis relates to prominent painters only.
 ̂ All visual artists are included in this labour mobility analysis, and no distinction is made between those 

who are prominent and those who are not.
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Chapter 5 presented the various hypotheses identified from the concentration of 

economic activity literature review, and illustrated how the hypotheses could be used to 

explain, in a broad manner, the prominent artist geographic concentration patterns 

identified in Chapter 3.

The second purpose of this thesis, addressed in Part II, was to investigate the main 

determinants of contemporary artists’ initial mobility decision, i.e. the decision of 

whether or not to migrate. Chapter 6 reviewed the main labour mobility determinant 

literature relevant to this analysis. The various determinants identified were grouped into 

four broad categories: personal characteristics, family characteristics, economic/work- 

related characteristics, and additional factors. Chapter 7 introduced the micro-dataset that 

was employed for this initial labour mobility decision analysis, the U.S. Census 2000 5- 

percent Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) files. Issues such as sample sizes, and the 

choice of dependent and independent variables were discussed. In addition, broad 

relationships between the dependent and independent variables were presented. Chapter 8 

estimated binary probit models of artists’ decision to migrate interstate in America 

between 1995 and 2000, using many of the determinants identified in the literature 

reviewed in Chapter 6. This was the first time an econometric analysis of this specific 

profession’s initial labour mobility decision was undertaken. It also appears to be the first 

econometric analysis of the factors influencing the initial migration decision of any 

individual profession. Section 9.2 summarises the main findings of this research, while 

Section 9.3 concludes and suggests areas of future research.

9.2 Main Findings

A comparison of ranking results produced by the column-inch methodology developed in 

Chapter 2 for identifying prominent artists with results from Galenson’s (2002a) 

textbook-illustrations approach and a word-count methodology indicated that the simple 

method developed here produced very similar results to these other more elaborate 

techniques. Comparable results also emerge when the techniques are applied to different
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language textbook and art dictionary publications. This outcome suggests that the 

column-inch ranking of artists is quite accurate. Since ranking prominent artists is not a 

requirement in this study, but simply a selection of the most prominent artists, then the 

column-inch method’s use here for identifying prominent artists is almost certainly 

justified. This is because it is more efficient than the other techniques mentioned would 

be, textbook-illustrations and word-count methodologies, for identifying a large sample 

of prominent artists, which is what is required in this study for analysing prominent 

artists’ geographic concentration patterns over time.

The datasets constructed in Chapter 3 to identify if prominent tend to be concentrated by 

both place of birth and work, in certain geographic locations, confirms that they are. This 

seems to be the first time quantifiable data has been provided to support this prominent 

artist geographic concentration belief. In terms of birth location, Italy emerges to be the 

main concentration centre between the thirteenth and fifteenth century. The Low 

Countries dominated in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This was followed by 

France in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and America in the first half of the 

twentieth century.^ The Germanic Countries also emerge at different periods in time to 

be a central location for prominent artists; particularly in the fifteenth century (almost as 

many as from the Low Countries), the nineteenth century (almost as many as from 

France), and the first half of the twentieth century (more than France or Italy). These 

results provide support for Cowen’s (2000) belief that prominent artists have tended to 

concentrate in certain cities at different time periods, as the different countries identified 

for each time period correspond with the cities and time periods he identified in his work. 

He, however, overlooked the prominence of visual artists from the Germanic countries.

In relation to verifying concentration of prominent artists by work location, the results 

from the labour mobility dataset constructed to address this objective indicate that for the 

sample of nineteenth century artists analysed, those bom between 1800 and 1849, France 

and Britain were the chief locations these prominent artists migrated to and concentrated

 ̂The dictionary used to construct the dataset from which these results are derived only includes artists bom 
up as far as 1945. Thus, this is the reason why the American concentration result only relates to the first 
half o f  the twentieth century.
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in to undertake their work. The importance o f France in the nineteenth century as a 

location for prominent artists to geographically concentrate to work is fiirther supported 

by the fact that 67 per cent o f this group o f prominent artists travelled to France. In 

general, 83 per cent o f this sample o f prominent artists travelled. This seems to be a large 

proportion, and is an interesting observation given that these artists were mobile at a time 

when the transport system was inadequately developed, if almost nonexistent. All of 

America’s prominent artists that were bom in this time period travelled to Europe, and in 

particular to France; a result that emphasises the scale o f mobility undertaken by this 

sample o f prominent artists during their working lives.

In investigating the factors that are driving this artist geographic concentration process, 

the hypotheses identified from the concentration and clustering o f economic activity 

literature reviewed in Chapter 4 and presented in Chapter 5, illustrated that these factors 

could, in a broad sense, help to explain why prominent artists concentrated in the 

countries identified in Chapter 3. The exact factors, however, that led prominent artists to 

concentrate in these countries cannot be identified without undertaking a case-study o f 

each country for the time period in which it dominated, an extensive analysis that goes 

beyond the realm o f this thesis. Nevertheless, the research undertaken here does go some 

way towards detecting the factors driving this concentration phenomenon. The main 

determinants to emerge from this analysis can be grouped into one o f the following 

categories: demand factors, external economies, competitive conditions, factor 

conditions, and chance events. The main demand factor is income or wealth. Synergies 

and spillovers would be one o f the most important o f all the external economies identified 

for artists: these relate to the development o f new ideas, which keep artists innovative 

and, hence, successful. An important competitive condition for artists to remain 

concentrated in the same geographic location is the existence o f domestic rivalry. This 

arises from artists being in close geographic proximity, and is important because it 

creates visible pressures on all to improve thereby increasing overall standards. If  one 

artist succeeds from this pressure then it will signal to others that future advancement is 

possible, which in turn will aid artists to continue to be innovative in order to achieve 

success. Factor conditions relates to all factors o f production. Physical conditions, for
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example a location’s physical beauty, are a factor condition that would be very important 

to some artists in their location decision. The quantity and quality o f artists in a location - 

human capital factor o f production - is another factor that can explain why artists emerge 

as concentrating in some locations and not in others. The main chance event in relation to 

the concentration o f artists seems to be war. This appears to have been the key factor that 

led the concentration locations to change over time. As indicated previously none o f the 

factors discussed here, or in Chapters 4 and 5, can be confirmed as the definite reasons 

for why prominent artists concentrated in the countries identified in Chapter 3. However, 

one can assume that some o f the factors discussed will have played a role, to some extent, 

in this artist geographic concentration phenomenon.

One o f the underlying objectives in investigating the determinants o f artists’ initial 

decision to migrate interstate in America between 1995 and 2000, was to identify if  the 

determinants for this profession are similar to those observed for the entire 

population/workforce. The results that have emerged seem to indicate that they are 

similar, at least in terms o f the direction o f the various determinants impact, positive or 

negative. Further work, however, needs to be undertaken to identify if the magnitude o f 

each determinants effect on artists are similar to their impact on the general 

workforce/population. Additional work also needs to be undertaken to identify if the 

results derived for artists are similar to other occupations, art or otherwise, or if artists are 

different from other occupations when it comes to the migration decision and the impact 

different socio-economic characteristics have on this decision. In terms o f the results, the 

most significant personal characteristics for artists in their initial migration decision were 

age, education, and previous mobility history. The number o f people in the family, and 

the presence and age o f children appear to be the most important family characteristics 

for artists in their initial decision to migrate. Marital status could not be included in the 

final family specification as it emerged to be correlated with some o f the other variables 

in the model. However, when a married dummy variable was entered in a regression that 

excluded the other variables it was correlated with, the result that emerged was negative 

and significant, a result that supports previous studies that have analysed the impact of 

marital status on the initial decision to migrate. The type o f employing organisation an
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individual works for; in terms o f if  it’s the private sector, government, self-employment, 

or if they are a family worker, does not appear to have been investigated in previous 

labour mobility determinant studies. In this research, however, this factor emerges to be 

very important to artists in their initial decision to migrate, with those who work for the 

government and have established their own business being significantly less likely to 

migrate compared to self-employed freelance artists. The reason for this seems to be that 

these artists are tied to their current location, because o f the type o f employing 

organisation they work for. For example, artists who work for the government would lose 

certain benefits associated with their job, as well as their actual job, if  they decided to 

migrate. This may include pension entitlements and other perks, benefits self-employed 

freelance artists do not get and, hence, do not tie them to a certain job and location. State 

variables were included to control for the impact o f unobservable economic and 

noneconomic state factors on an artist’s initial decision to migrate. Many o f these dummy 

variables emerged to be significant, which indicates that certain state factors are 

important to artists in their decision o f whether or not to migrate interstate. This may 

include amenities, topological, and other environmental factors; as well as other quality 

o f life measures.

9.3 Concluding Comments and Future Research

The research undertaken in this thesis adds to the existing literature in a number o f ways. 

In terms o f cultural economics, the work undertaken in Part I is the first time a 

quantitative analysis has been undertaken o f prominent artists’ geographic concentration 

patterns, an analysis that required the construction o f datasets that had not been 

developed previously. Such work has provided confirmation for the belief held by many, 

Cowen (2000) included, that prominent artists have tended to concentrate in certain 

geographic locations over time, with different locations dominating in different time 

periods. The use o f  the concentration and clustering o f economic activity literature from 

the industrial economic and economic geography fields to try to explain this 

phenomenon, albeit in a general sense, is the first time this literature has been applied in
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the cultural economics field in this manner. It also seems to be the first time it has been 

used to explain why certain professions concentrate in the same geographic location; in 

this case the profession analysed was artists. This literature, however, could be extended 

to explain, again in a broad manner, the geographic concentration o f other professions, 

such as IT workers in Silicon Valley. The labour mobility analysis undertaken in Part II 

o f the thesis is the first time the 2000 US Census data, or any Census data, has been used 

to undertake an econometric analysis o f artists’ initial mobility decision. This research 

seems to represent the first econometric analysis o f the factors influencing the initial 

labour mobility decision o f any individual profession. This research, therefore, may be 

viewed as filling an important gap in the current labour mobility literature. It may also 

provide the stimulus for further research into the factors that affect other individual 

professions migration decision, in terms of initial migration decision and also where 

individual professions choose to migrate to.

In terms o f future work, an interesting addition to the work undertaken in Part I would be 

to analyse the labour mobility patterns o f artists from an earlier century to the nineteenth, 

for example the seventeenth century, to see if artists in this time period were as mobile as 

those in the nineteenth, in terms o f both permanent movement and travel. An interesting 

extension to the work undertaken in Part II would be to investigate the states artists who 

migrated interstate moved to, in order to identify the factors that attract them to these 

states over others. Data deficiencies, however, may prevent a meaningful analysis o f this 

state migration decision from being undertaken. This is because it is very difficult to get 

data specific for artists for the factors that may influence this location decision, such as 

wage differences between states (artists wages), unemployment differences between 

states (artist unemployment levels), and so on. However, it is still an interesting topic 

worth further exploration, particularly because such an analysis would be similar to the 

work undertaken in Part I where the factors that led artists to concentrate in certain 

geographic locations over time were investigated. If  this work was to be undertaken then 

some o f the factors identified in this earlier section. Part I, may inform the determinants 

used for explaining contemporary artists location decision, in this case the decision to 

locate in certain states in America. Finally, another possible extension to the work
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